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THE CHUBCHES OF GALATIA.

NOTES ON A REGENT CONTROVERSY.

Professor W. M. Kamsay's very interesting and impor-

tant work on The Church in the Boman Empire has thrown

much new light upon the record of St. Paul's missionary

journeys in Asia Minor, and has revived a question which

of late years had seemingly been set at rest for English

students by the late Bishop Lightfoot's Essay on " The

Churches of Galatia" in the Introduction to his Commen-

tary on the Epistle to the Galatians.

The question, as there stated (p. 17), is whether the

Churches mentioned in Galatians i. 2 are to be placed in

"the comparatively small district occupied by the Gauls,

Galatia properly so called, or the much larger territory in-

cluded in the Roman province of that name."

Dr. Lightfoot, with admirable fairness, first points out in

a very striking passage some of the " considerations in

favour of the Roman province." "The term 'Galatia,'"

he says, " in that case will comprise not only the towns of

Derbe and Lystra, but also, it would seem, Iconium and the

Pisidian Antioch ; and we shall then have in the narrative

of St. Luke (Acts xiii. 14-xiv. 24) a full and detailed account

of the founding of the Galatian Churches." . . . "It

must be confessed, too, that this view has much to recom-

mend it at first sight. The Apostle's account of his hearty

and enthusiastic welcome by the Galatians as an angel of

God (iv. 14), would have its counterpart in the impulsive

warmth of the barbarians at Lystra, who would have sacri-

ficed to him, imagining that * the gods had come down in
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THE CHURCHES OF GALATIA.

the likeness of men ' (Acts xiv. 11). His references to * the

temptation in the flesh,' and ' the marks of the Lord Jesus
'

branded on his body (Gal. iv. 14; vi. 17), are then illus-

trated, or thought to be illustrated, by the persecutions and

sufferings that ' came unto him at Antioch, at Iconium, at

Lystra ' (2 Tim. iii. 11). The progress of Judaizing ten-

dencies among the Galatians is then accounted for by the

presence of a large Jewish element such as the history

describes in those Churches of Lycaonia and Pisidia."

Bishop Lightfoot does not himself accept this view, but

proceeds to argue with his usual ability that the Churches

addressed in the Epistle were to be found in the chief cities

of North Galatia, Ancyra, Pessinus, Tavium, and perhaps

Juliopolis or Gordium.

Professor Eamsay, whose work is founded on his own
travels and explorations, adopts the former, or, as he con-

veniently names it, "the South Galatian theory."

This part of his work has been criticised in The
ExposiTOE, December, 1893, by the Kev. F. H. Chase,

Principal of the Cambridge Clergy Training School. The

criticism has given rise to a discussion in several numbers

of The Expositor for the present year. Unfortunately,

the Professor and his Critic are still at issue on various

points of more or less interest, and especially on the main

question, What was the locaHty of " the Churches of

Galatia ? " This being a matter of the greatest importance

to a right understanding of the personal history and work

of the great Apostle, and to the determination of the order,

date, and true interpretation of his earlier epistles, I have

been encouraged by the known wishes of several learned

friends to try to clear up some of the points now left in

dispute, and to ascertain, as far as I may be able, which of

the rival theories is the better entitled to our acceptance.

I. The first point on which Professor Eamsay and his

Critic are at issue is the connexion between the clauses ai
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fiev ovv eKKKrjaiai iarepeovvro . . . [v. 5) and Sn]\duv

Se . . . (v. 6).

Mr. Chase states the connexion as follows (The Exposi-

tor, December, 1893, p. 408) :

—

" In xvi. 1-4 St. Luke tells us definitely of St. Paul's

visit to Derbe and Lystra, and by the use of the phrase

ra? TToXei?, v. 4, seems to imply that St. Paul visited the

other chief cities of the district. He next records the

sequel, which he introduces by the particle ovv. . . . This

sequel has two parts, which St. Luke clearly marks off by

the use of /ieV {v. 5) and Be {v. 6)."

Mr. Chase evidently regards the whole passage vv. 1-8 as

one contiimous narrative 2^J'oceedi)ig entirely and originally

from the same author ; and from this, which has been the

usual point of view, his statement of the connexion of the

passage is strictly in accordance with the general use of

the distributive particles /lev and Be.

On the other hand, Professor Eamsay regards this as one

of the passages which prove that " the account given in

Acts of St. Paul's journeys, is founded on, or perhaps

actually incorporates, an account written down under the

immediate influence of Paul himself."

The same view is taken by Wendt, in his revised edition

of Meyer's Commentary. Verses 4, 5, he says, stand out

conspicuously as an insertion by St. Luke in the summary

Travel-document, which is resumed in xvi. ff.^ " The

writer," says Professor Kamsay, " retains the precise words

of his authority in xvi. 6, 7, and this authority was a docu-

ment written, whether by himself at an earlier time or by

some other person, under the immediate influence of St.

Paul himself."

^ A similar view is approved by Paley, Horce Paulina:, The Epistle to the

Galatians, No. x. note. He thinks it highly probable " that there is in this

place a dislocation of the text, and that the fourth and fifth verses of the

sixteenth chapter ought to follow the last verse of the fifteenth. . . . And
then the sixteenth chapter takes uj) a new and unbroken paragraph."
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On this view of the passage the he in xvi. 6 is one of " the

precise words " of the Travel-document, and as such is

naturally reoarded by Professor Ramsay as having no

reference to /xeV in r. 5. This he explains by the remark

that in the double particle iiev ovv " the fxev has no relation

whatever to a following Be, but coheres and is merged in

the unified compound fiei^ovy."

I do not find that Professor Ramsay has quoted any

examples in which either /xev ovv or nevovv is so used that

" the {xev has no relation whatever to a following Se." It is

however a matter on which grammarians are not altogether

agreed. Dr. Donaldson, Greek Grammar, § 567, says :

"When fiev stands by itself, without any corresponding he,

the latter, or some equivalent, is virtually implied, and /LteV

looks forward to the completion of the sentence, just as ovv

looks back to what has been already said. Thus when

Socrates is going to catechize Meno's slave, he asks the

mQ.?,ier,"E\\i-]v ixev ean kul eXX?;vi^ei ; "He is a Greek, I

suppose, and talks Greek? " (Plato, Meno, 82b). Here an el

Se firj is obviously implied : "if he is not, he will not serve

my purpose of questioning him."

This is particularly obvious in the combination, [xev ovv.

Thus in the answer, -jtaw fiiv ovv, which is so common in

the Platonic dialogues, there is a manifest suspension of

part of the sentence :
" You are right as to what you say,

but what follows? " {ri K eirura ;)
" ^

Other grammarians for the most part take the same view.

Thus Hermann, on Viger, de Idiotismis Grceeis, p. 839,

says :
" MeV si dicitur non sequente 8e, aut intelligi potest

he, aut omittitur ilia pars orationis in qua sequi debebat Se."

So A. Buttmann, in his Grammar of the New Testament

Dialect,^. 312, observes that "Every sentence with iiev,

not followed by any corresponding he, is properly always to

' For other instances of tbis use of ^leV in questions, see PJat., CJiannid., § 2,

Eur., Mccl, C7G, 112'J; Ale, 1-lG ; IJipi}., ^10, etc.
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be coDsidered as an Anacoluthon "
; on p. 317 he adds that

ovv is often melted into one particle with [xeu. " With this

/xev ovv transitions are often made to what follows ; and even

when hi. follows, it by no means always stands in a corre-

sponsive relation to the preceding, but simply carries

forward the narrative." . . . "In this genuinely

classical manner Luke often uses fxev ovv, especially in

Acts."

On our present passage Dr. Bernard Weiss, in his recent

edition of Acts, in Harnack's Studien, vol. ix., says that

" fxev our adds yet another supplementary remark on the

result of this progress through the cities {v. 4), corre-

sponding to * confirming the churches,' in xv. 41."

Any one who thinks it worth while to pursue the gram-

matical question further, may find it treated at large in

Biiumlein, TJlitersuchungen ilher gricchische Partlkeln, 174-

184, in Hartung, Partikellehre, II., p. 393, in Grimm's

Clavis, sub. voc. /neV, and in Dr. Moul ton's note on /j,ev ovv,

in his edition of Winer's Grammar of N.T. Greek, 1877,

sect. Ixiii., ii. 2 e.

In the passage before us I do not think that the con-

nexion between v. 5 and v. 6, in whichever way it is

viewed, has any material bearing upon the main issue,

What were " the Churches of Galatia " to which St. Paul's

Epistle is addressed ?

II. The most important and at the same time the most

difficult point in the interpretation of the passage is the

meaning to be assigned to the words ti]v ^puyiav koI

TakaTiKrjv '^oypav. («) Do they denote two districts or

one ? And {h) what geographical position is to be assigned

to the district or districts so denoted ?

(a) "Professor Kamsay," as Mr. Chase says correctly, (The

Expositor, 1893, p. 404), " drawing attention to the ab-

sence of the article in the true text before FaXaTCKyv x^^pav,

says that the phrase T/)y ^pvyi'av xal FaXaTiKijv '^(fjpav (xvi.
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6) means " ' the country which is Phrygian and Galatic,' a

single district to which both epithets apply
' the country which, according to one way of speaking is

Phrygian, but which is also called Galatic'" (p. 77 f.),

"which may in English be most idiomatically rendered
' the Phrygo-Galatic ' territory "

(p. 79 f.)."

In this view Professor Eamsay has the support of the

Eevised Version, which gives " the region of Phrygia and

Galatia " instead of the rendering in the A.V., " Phrygia

and the region of Galatia."

The same interpretation was strongly and repeatedly

asserted by Bishop Lightfoot : Galatians, p. 22: "The
form of the Greek expression implies that Phrygia and

Galatia here are not to be regarded as separate districts.

The country which was now evangelized might be called

indifferently Phrygia or Galatia." Compare Colossians, p.

23 :
" ' The Phrygian and Galatian country.'

"

Against this view Mr. Chase contends in his second

article (The Expositor, May, 1894, p. 331 ff.), that St.

Luke is referring to two separate districts, chiefly on the

ground that ^pvyiav must be a substantive. "I will state

again," be writes, " somewhat more explicitly than I did

in my former article, what appear to me to be convincing

reasons for thinking that St. Luke in Acts xvi. 6 uses

^pvyla as a substantive.

" (i.) In xviii. 23, St. Luke uses the phrase T7;y Ta\aTLKi]v

Xwpav Kol ^pvytav. Must not ^pvylav here be a sub-

stantive '? Is it not certain that, if St. Luke were employing

the word as an adjective, he would have written rrjv

FaXaTLKijv Kal ^pvylav ')(^u)pav?
"

To these questions there can be but one answer : Mr.

Chase is undoubtedly right so far.

He proceeds :
" We must interpret xvi. G in the light of

xviii. 23," and adds a note :
" Though Bishop Lightfoot

took ^puyi'av as an adjective in xvi. 6, he is careful to tran-
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slate it as a substantive in xviii. 23 :
" This brought him to

' the Galatian country and Phrygia' " {Galatians, p. 24 ; so

Colossians, p. 24). I cannot think that he was justified in

separating the two passages."

Mr. Chase has another passage in his favour :
" (ii.)

^pvyia is beyond dispute a substantive in the one passage

besides xvi. 6, xviii. 23, in which St. Luke mentions the

country, viz., Acts ii. 10 {^puyiav re koX UafMcfivXiav)."

This is unquestionably the strongest point in Mr. Chase's

objection to Bishop Lightfoot's view of the phrase before

us ; and it is certain that the Bishop was fully aware of his

apparent inconsistency in taking ^pvylav as an adjective in

xvi. G, and as a substantive in xviii. 23. His reasons for so

doing are repeatedly and deliberately stated.

In Galatians, p. 22, note 3, he writes :
" The second T7]V

of the received reading ought to be omitted with the best

MSS., in which case ^pvyiau becomes an adjective. . . .

On the occasion of the second visit the words are (xviii. 23)

8i€p^6/j,€vo<i Ka6e^?]<^ Tijv Ta\aTiKi}v '^(vpav KaX ^pvyiau. The

general direction of St. Paul's route was rather westward

than eastward, and this is expressed in the second passage

by naming Galatia before Phrygia, but it is quite consistent

with the expression in the first, where the two districts are

not separated."

Again {Colossians, p. 23, note 1) the Bishop writes : "Acts

xvi. 6, T7/V ^pvylav Kal TaXariKriv ^wpav, the correct reading.

For this use of ^pvyiav as an adjective comp. Mark i. 5 :

iraa-a t) 'lovhaia %w/3a, John iii. 22 et<? ti]v 'louSatav yT^v

Luke iii. 1 Ti}9 'iTovpala^ Kal Tpa-y^coviTiSo^ 'x^dopa<;, Acts xiii.

14 AuTi6)(^€ia T}]v HiaLhiav (the correct reading)."

"This view," Mr. Chase writes on p. 404, "is adopted,

apparently not without some misgiving, by Mr. Page,

whose notes on the Acts are without a rival as a scholarly

exposition of the text.''

As Mr. Pase is a classical scholar of the highest acade-
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mical distinction, it may be well to quote his own words on

V. Q. " 8l^X6ov Si, ' They went through the Phrygian and

Galatian district, because they had been hindered from

preaching in Asia.' They turned off either to the North

or North-West."

" T.R. (Textus Receptus) has SteX^oVre^ Se ryu ^pvyiav koX

Ttjv TaXariKi^v ywpav, obscuring and probably altering the

sense, t^v ^pvylav koI Ta\aTiKr]v ^copav, " not two districts

(as the reading of T.E. makes it) but one. It was the

country ' which might be called indifferently Phrygia or

Galatia.' See however xviii. 23."

If Mr. Page had any misgiving about this interpretation,

as Mr. Chase suggests, it can only be found in the reference

to xviii. 23 ; but on turning to his note on that passage, I

find no more than these words :
" For r) FaK. %(w/ja, which

is here distinguished from Phrygia, see xvi. G, n." Mr.

Page thus seems to adopt the interpretation of Bishop

Lightfoot without any reserve.

Weiss adopts the same construction :
" Observe the ex-

pression TaXaTiKi-jv x'^P^'^ instead of Galatia, which might

also indicate the Province in a more comprehensive sense.

But then ^pv^iav, which is connected with it under one

article, must also be an adjective, as 'Avtlox^i-O'V t7]v Ylicnhiav

in xiii. 14."

Bishop Jacobson, in the Speaker s Commentary, gives the

same interpretation of the phrase as Bishop Lightfoot, Dr.

Weiss, and Mr. Page. The statements of these eminent

scholars make it clear that, in their opinion, the phrase not

only may but must indicate one district " the Phrygian and

Galatian country."

There is in fact a very real and strong objection to taking

^pujLav as a substantive, in the presence of the adjective

Ta\aTLKi]v " under the vinculum of the common article
"

and qualifying x^P"-^ '• ^^^ ^^^ geographical idea expressed

by x^P^^ is one to which 4>puyiav and FaXaTiKi'jv, both taken
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as adjectives, are equally and peculiarly appropriate. It

can hardly be doubtful in such a case that we ought to

prefer the well-known rule of construction, which would

make ^pvycav an adjective.

Mr, Chase however argues (Expositor, May, 1894, p.

333) that the two words FaXaTiKi) x^P^ coalesce so as to

express a single idea. " They are, in fact, compound

nouns ; and thus the construction ri)v ^pvyiav kuI FaXaTOKrju

X^P^^ i^ seen to be parallel to t/} 'lovhala koI ^afiapM (Acts

i. 8), T?/f MiiKehovlav koI 'Ax'^iav (xix. 21) ; see also viii. 1,

ix. 31, XV. 3, xxvii. 5."

In all these examples however both members are simple

substantives, and Mr. Chase has quoted none in which the

second member consists of an adjective and substantive,

none therefore parallel in form to r. ^. k. TaXariKiiv ywpav.

For a grammatical parallelism what is required is identity,

not of idea, but oiform.

If St. Luke meant ^pvjLav to be taken as a substantive,

he should have written ttjv ^pvyiav kol Takarlav : and it is

no answer to this to say that he wished to avoid TaXariav,

because it might have been understood in the political sense

of the Koman Province Galatia ; for "Galatia" has also

the popular sense which makes it equivalent to Galatia

]3roper, and it would here have been connected with ^pvyiav,

which has a popular sense and no other, so that there could

have been no doubt as to the sense in this passage.

{h) We have next to inquire, what is the country thus

described as " the region of Phrygia and Galatia," and then

further, what are " the Churches of Galatia " addressed by

St. Paul in his Epistle ?

These are two distinct questions, though closely con-

nected, and liable to be confused by advocates of the rival

theories concerning the position of the Galatian Churches.

We must be careful therefore to remember that the con-

venient phrases "North Galatian theory" and "South
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Galatian theory " refer only to the Churches addressed in

the Epistle, and not to the interpretation of the phrase ri)v

^pvylav KOI TaKajLKTjv ^copav, which is prior and inde-

pendent.

The importance of this distinction will appear as we pro-

ceed with our inquiry. It will be convenient to quote first

the statement of Bishop Lightfoot, one of the ablest and

most determined advocates of "the North Galatian theory."

The Gauls, he tells us, in their first invasion, about 279

B.C., " overran the greater part of Asia Minor. They laid

the whole continent west of Taurus under tribute
"

{Galatians, p. 5). Afterwards, by successive checks, " they

were compressed within comparatively narrow limits in the

interior of Asia Minor. The country to which they were

thus confined, the Galatia of history, is a broad strip of

land over two hundred miles in length, stretching from

north-east to south-west "
(p. G).

The Bishop's expression " the Galatia of history " is

fully justified by the manner in which Strabo, writing

after the division of Asia Minor into provinces by Augustus,

still speaks of " the country of the Gallo-Grseci ivliich is

called Galatia'' (c. 130 init.), and says that the Gauls had

been permitted to occupy " what is now called Galatia and

Gallo-Grsecia " (c. 566).

But " Galatia as a Roman province would include, be-

sides the country properly so called, Lycaonia, Isauria, the

south-eastern district of Phrygia, and a portion of Pisidia.

Lycaonia is especially mentioned as belonging to it, and

there is evidence that the cities of Derbe and Lystra in

particular were included within its boundaries " {Galatians,

p. 7). But on the other hand " St. Luke distinctly calls

Lystra and Derbe * cities of Lycaonia ' (Acts xiv. 6), while

he no less distinctly assigns Autioch to ^Pisidia (xiii. 14) ;

a convincing proof that in the language of the day they

were not regarded as Galatian towns. Lastly, the expres-
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sion used in the Acts of St. Paul's visit to these parts, ' the

Phrygian and Galatian country,' shows that the district

intended was not Lycaonia and Pisidia, but some region

which might be said to belong either to Phrygia or Galatia,

or the parts of each contiguous to the other" (Lightfoot,

Galatians, p. 19).

Prof. Eamsay and Mr. Chase accept only parts of this

statement, and each a diiferent part.

Mr. Chase, as we have seen, holds that u. G describes

a journey through two separate districts which were tra-

versed successively, namely Phrygia and Galatia, but agrees

with the Bishop that by " Galatia " in the Epistle we are to

understand the country popularly so called, that is, Northern

Galatia.

Professor Eamsay, on the other hand, holds that the

journey described in v. 6 led from Lystra onwards through

" the country which is Phrygian and Galatic," and that

this description denotes " the parts of Phrygia, Lycaonia,

and Pisidia, which were by the Eomans incorporated in the

vast province of Galatia " {Church in the Boman Empire, p.

9), and is strictly true of "the country about Iconium and

Antioch " {ih., p. 78, cf. p. 81). Through this country St.

Paul and his company had passed before they were " for-

bidden to preach the word in Asia" ; but then could this

be what St. Luke calls " the Phrygian and Galatian

country " ? Professor Eamsay holds that it was, and that,

instead of " They went through the region of Phrygia and

Galatia, having been forbidden,'" etc., the rendering ought

to be " and were forbidden," etc., as in A.V. Whether the

grammatical construction of the participle Kco\vd6VTe<; re-

quired by this view of the passage is admissible, is a point

which must be considered later on. For the present I may

be allowed to assume that the Eevised Version, "having

beenforbidden,'' represents the right order of events ; and if

so, the country about Iconium and Antioch could not be
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"the region of Phrygia and Galatia " through which they

passed after "having been forbidden," etc.

Proceeding with the geographical question, we may now
ask, Why does St. Luke use the expression TaXaTLKi] x^P^
instead of FaXarla? AVendt repHes that this " circumstan-

tial expression " is used " to distinguish this district from

the Eoman Province Galatia "
: that is from " Galatia " in

the official sense. May we not say with equal truth, that it

is used to distinguish the region in question from "Galatia"

in the popular sense, that is, from Northern Galatia ?

Without denying or doubting that the description is in

itself, apart from the context, "strictly true of the country

about Iconium and Antioch,^' to which Professor Eamsay
applies it, I believe that this also, like Galatia proper, is

too narrow a limitation of a phrase which seems to be pur-

posely chosen as a general and comprehensive description

rather than as the exclusive denomination of any one

particular district. It denotes, as Bishop Lightfoot says,

" some region which might be said to belong either to

Phrygia or Galatia, or the i^arts of eacli contiguous to the

other." (The italics are mine.) The border-lands of

Phrygia and Galatia exactly correspond to this descrip-

tion ; and Mr. Chase (The Expositor, 1893, p. 40G) op-

portunely reminds us that " districts known as Phrygia and

Galatia lie between the cities of the south, which St. Paul

leaves behind him, and Bithynia on the north, to which he

ultimately directs his steps " (xvi. 1 ff., 7).

The whole district thus traversed belonged originally to

Phrygia, but had been overrun by the Gauls, and parts of

it were included in the Eoman province of Galatia.^ Thus

the eastern border of Phrygia was probably no better de-

fined than its western boundaries as described by Strabo,

c. 628 f. :
" The parts next in order towards the south are

intermingled (e-yu,7rXo/ca? e;^6i) with these places as far as

1 See Professor Ramsay's Historical Geographij of Asia Minor, p. 254.
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Taurus, so that the Phrygian, and Carian, and Lydian, and

even the Mysian parts are difficult to distinguish as they

lie alongside of one another. And this confusion is not a

little increased by the fact that the Eomans did not divide

them according to tribes, but arranged in a different manner

the administrative districts [hioiKi^aei'i) in which they hold

their conventions and courts of justice."

Of such a borderland there could be no more appropriate

description than that which St. Luke adopts, " the Phrygian

and Galatian region."

We may now endeavour to trace the Apostle's route as

closely as the brief record of it permits.

The last place actually mentioned as visited by St. Paul

is Lystra ; but it is agreed on both sides that, in accordance

with the original purpose of his journey (xv. 36), he also

visited Iconium and Antioch. Here he was on the ordinary

and frequented route from Antioch to Asia and its capital,

Ephesus. But " having been forbidden by the Holy Ghost

to speak the word in Asia," the Apostle now took a northerly

and north-westerly direction, the first part of the route

leading him through a region to which the description

" Phrygian and Galatian " is exactly applicable. This is,

in fact, admitted by Bishop Lightfoot in his later work,

Colossians, p. 24 :

—"His course, as determined by its

extreme limits—Antioch, in Pisidia, its starting point, and

Alexandria Troas, its termination—would be northward for

the first part of the way, and thus would lie on the border-

land of Phrygla mid Galatia." (The italics are mine.)

Through this " Phrygian and Galatian region " they appear

to have travelled northward until " they tvere come over

against Mysia^ If they proceeded in this northerly course

as far as Nakolia, they would there be "on a line with

Mysia " {kutci Mvaiav),^ and on the direct waj^ to Bithynia

1 This sense of Kara, is extremely well illustrated by Professor Ramsay's

reference to Herod, I. 71), ^YlIere Pteria, in Cappadocia, is said to be '• about on
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through Doryla?um. From the place where they were

forbidden " to go into Bithynia," their route to Alexandria

Troas would lie nearly due west.

It seems impossible, without doing extreme violence to

St. Luke's narrative, to intrude into such a journey as this

a digression of at least three hundred miles eastward to

Pessinus, Ancyra, and Javium, and a long period of most

important missionary labour of which the author gives not

the slightest hint. But that is what is, and must be,

done by the advocates of the North-Galatian theor5\ See

Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 19; and on the difficulties involved

in the theory compare Kamsay, Church in the Boman

Empire, p. 83.

The absolute silence of St. Luke on so important a part

of St. Paul's apostolic work as the foundation of the

churches of Galatia seems to me quite inexplicable.

Bishop Lightfoot endeavours to support the conjectural

journey by an equally conjectural motive, namely, that " the

historian gladly drew a veil over the infancy of a Church

which swerved so soon and so widely from the purity of the

gospel " {Galatians, p. 20).

Mr. Chase thinks it a simple explanation of the Apostle's

route and plans to say (Expositor, 1893, p. 415) that "St.

Paul just now had no definite and well-considered plan.

He had had a clear policy—the evangelization of Asia ; but

he had been prevented from carrying it out in a way which

he dared not gainsay, but which he could not as yet explain.

He was bewildered. He allowed himself to drift. He
moved from place to place, waiting on Providence." The

explanation might be less improbable, if we had a shadow

of evidence for the supposed fact which it is intended to

explain.

a line with Sinope," though distant from it, according to Spruner's map, twice

as far as NakoHa or Dorylaeum from the frontier of Mysia. Cf. Herod, II. 158

with Bahr's notes on botli passages.
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Mr. Page, in a note on v. 6, offers a better, though not

quite adequate explanation :
" The narrative here is

extremely brief, the writer being clearly anxious to pass on

to the preaching of Paul in Europe." I would rather say

that the writer passed on rapidly, because the journey

itself was direct, and uninterrupted by any important

incident such as the supposed preaching and founding of

churches in Northern Galatia. St. Paul's mission to

Europe was, acccording to the indications given in the

narrative, the divinely appointed purpose of the whole

journey. Twice he is forbidden to turn aside from the

direct route between Antioch and Troas. " To speak the

word in Asia," ** to go into Bithynia," would each have been

a cause of much delay ; and in each case the Apostle found

himgelf constrained by the Spirit's guidance to go straight

forward on his appointed way. One of these Divine in-

terpositions occurred before, and one after the supposed

digression into Northern Galatia. Do they not make an

intermediate sojourn in that district, which must have been

of long duration, and of which the writer gives no hint

whatever, quite inconceivable ?

The natural meaning of the narrative seems to be that, as

M, Eenan says, " The apostolic band made almost at one

stretch {d'une seule traite) a journey of more than a hun-

dred leagues, across a country little known, and one which

in the absence of Eoman colonies and Jewish synagogues

offered them none of the opportunities which they had

hitherto found." {S. Paid, p. 128.)

Bishop Lightfoot {Colossians, pp. 24-28) has criticised M.

Eenan's account of the journey in a long and elaborate

note, one portion of which shows, if I may venture to say

so, far less than his usual accuracy. I mark by italics the

phrases which appear to be inconsistent with the order of

St, Luke's narrative.

" On the first occasion St. Luke states that the Apostle
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set out on his journey with quite different intentions, but

that after he had got ivell to the north of Asia Minor he was

driven by a series of Divine intimations to proceed first to

Troas and thence to cross over into Europe. This narra-

tive seems to me to imply that he starts for his further

travels from some point in the western part of Galatia

proper. When he comes to the borders of Mysia, he designs

bearing to the left and preaching in Asia, but a Divine voice

forbids Jiim."

Here the order of St. Luke's narrative is strangely dis-

regarded, as will at once appear from a glance at the original

words : Sii'jXdov Se ryp ^pvyiav koI TaXanKrjv ')((apav, kcqXv-

oevTe^ VTTO Tov ^Ayiov Tivev/bbaro'i XaXycrai tov Xu'yov tV Trj

'AcrLcc' €\d6yTe<i Se Kara T)]1' Wlvaiav iireipaKov et? T7]v Biduvlav

TTopevdyvar kuI ouk eXaaev avTou<i to Ylvevixa 'Irjaov.

Can any one, with these words before him, be induced to

believe that St. Paul had come to the borders of INIysia,

before he was forbidden to preach in Asia ?

Further, Mr. Chase is, I think, fully justified by the

ordinary usage of the Greek participle in maintaining^

(ExPOSiTOE, Dec, 1893, p. 409) that "the reason why they

went northwards and not westwards, as left to their own
judgment they would have done, was that they had already

' been forbidden of the Holy Spirit to speak the word in

Asia.'
"

III. This remark leads us to notice the third point of

Greek syntax, on which Mr. Page and Professor Ramsay
are throughout the discussion entirely at variance.

The latter in his "Epilogue" (Expositoe, April. 1894,

p. 293) adheres to his original view {Church in Boman
Empire, p. 9) that St. Luke "varies the succession of verbs

by making some of them participles. The sequence of the

verbs is also the sequence of time : (1) They went through

the Phrygo-Galatic land
; (2) they were forbidden to speak

in Asia, etc." Professor Eamsay adds (" Epilogue," p. 279),
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" Were this question to be argued out, numerous examples

which justify in the completest way my interpretation of

Acts xvi. 6 might be quoted."

On this point my learned friend, Dr. Sanday, has kindly

called my attention to the remarks in Mr. Burton's very

suggestive and valuable treatise on the Syntax of tlie Moods

and Tenses in New Testament Greek, Chicago, 18'J3. Mr.

Burton begins by admitting (§ 145) that " no certain instance

of an aorist participle used adverbially as the equivalent of

an adverbial or co-ordinate clause, and referring to a subse-

quent action, has been observed in classical Greek, though

one or two possible ones occur." Mr. Burton gives a refer-

ence to Demosthenes, which I am unable to verify, and

another to Thucydides, ii. 49, 3, the well-known passage in

the description of the plague : Xuy^ re toU irXeLoaiv iveweae

K€Vt], airaafiov evhiBovaa tVj^upoi', tow f^Gv jxeTa ravra Xwc/)?;-

aavTa, Tol<i 8e Kal ttoWm varepov. The only doubt about

the meaning of the passage was caused by Dobree's strange

proposal to make \w(^i']aavTa agree with ravra. It may, I

think, be properly rendered thus :
" Most of the patients

were attacked by a dry hiccough, causing a violent spasm,

which in some cases abated presently {jxera ravra), but in

others after a long time." The participle Xcocfujcravra re-

presents an incident subsequent to anaafibv euScdovaa, but

too closely connected with it as a description of airaa-fxov

to give any support to the proposed construction of kwXv-

devre^.

" For New Testament instances," Mr. Burton proceeds,

see Acts xxv. 13 ; also xvi. 23 ; xxii. 24 ; xxiii. 3-5 ; xxiv. 23.

In all these cases it is scarcely possible to doubt that the

participle (which is without the article and follows the verb)

is equivalent to kuI with a co-ordinate verb, and refers to an

action subsequent in fact and in thought to that of the verb

which it follows. These instances are perhaps due to

Aramaic influence."

VOL. X. 2
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It is true that in some of these cases the action denoted

by the participle is in time subsequent to that of the verb,

but in others it appears to be simultaneous, and in all it is

in thought closely connected with and dependent upon the

action of the verb.

Thus in xxv. 13 : KaryjvTrjcrav . . . aaTraaajjievoi (the true

reading) the journey of Agrippa and Bernice to Cassarea

had for its very purpose the salutation of the new Pro-

curator.

In xvi. 23 : e^aXov et? (f}v\aK7]v, TrapajyecXavre'i rco Sea/xo-

^vXttKL, the action is simultaneous, and we might fairly tran-

slate
—

" cast them into prison, with a command to the

jailor." A similar explanation may be easily applied to the

other examples.

Dr. Sanday has kindly drawn my attention to a passage in

The Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, Eeub. 7^ fin. : koI

iXd(t)V eTrevdei eV e/xot, /xn^KeTC ay^d^evo<i avrfj'i. The mean-

ing appears to be that Jacob was grieved over his

son, and never touched his concubine again. Here it may
fairly be said that the action of the participle is connected

with, and even dependent on, the continued grief of Jacob

over his son's offence.

In my own reading I have recently noticed another singular

passage in Clem. Alex., Protrept., c. 2 (p. 5, Migne), quoted

by Eusebius, Prcep. Evang., p. 64a'. {Zeix;) fxiywrai SpuKiav

r/evo/jbevo'i, 09 rjv iXeyx^^^'^- " He makes his approach in the

form of a serpent, it being afterwards discovered who be

was." This, perhaps, gives some support to the construction

for which Professor Kamsay contends, as the action de-

scribed in the participle, though connected with what pre-

cedes, is not dependent on, but rather contrasted with it.

Enough at all events has been quoted to show that, in

later Greek, the learned Professor's view is in itself quite

capable of being defended, though not applicable, I think,

to the present passage.
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If however I may be allowed to express my own opinion

of the matter, I do not think that any sufiicient reason has

yet been shown for introducing what is certainly an unusual

construction into the passage before us. There is no doubt

that " Phrygo-Galatic " is a description which might, in other

contexts, be applied either, as by Bishop Lightfoot, to

Northern Galatia, or, as by Professor Kamsay, to Southern

Galatia, both those districts having originally been occupied

by Phrygians. But in its present context, as I have en-

deavoured to show above, it can only mean the borderland

of Phrygia and Galatia northward of Antioch, through

which the travellers passed after " having been forbidden to

speak the word in Asia."

It rnay be well to add Mr. Chase's last words on this point

(ExposiTOE May, 1894, p. 342) :
" It was in reference to the

construction ScfjXdou . . . Kco\v6ivTe<i that I said that in my
belief the South Galatian theory is shipwrecked on the rock

of Greek Grammar, I venture to repeat this verdict."

"Were I Professor Eamsay's advocate, I should plead that

" the verdict " is not in accordance with the evidence. For

it has been shown above (1) that his proposed construction

is not impossible in later Greek, and (*2) that " the South

Galatian theory," rightly understood, does not depend at all

upon this construction, but solely upon the right interpret

tation of the geographical expression, ryv <Ppvjiav xal

ra\aTLK7]v '^ojpav.

In this belief I am strongly confirmed by finding that it

agrees with the conclusion which so distinguished a classical

scholar as the Rev. Frederick Rendall has reached by a

totally different line of argument (ExposiToii, i\.pril, 1894, p.

254). And sharing, as I do most fully, Mr. Kendall's

admiration of the learning of " our great Church historian,"

Bishop Lightfoot, I gladly conclude this article with the

words of his elder schoolfellow :
" If an enlarged knowledge

of the facts bids us change our opinion and distrust his
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verdict, it is no true loyalty to the niemory of so fearless and

open-minded a searcher after truth to shut our eyes to the

growing light, and hold fast by ancient authority."

E. H. GiFFOED.

THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHBISTS KINGDOM.

IV. Ceremonial.

Our Lord's idea of righteousness is illustrated by His

attitude towards the outward religious observances of His

day. AVhat His attitude was is not at once obvious. The

teaching of St. Paul regarding the relation of ceremonial to

morahty is easily intelligible, because in more than one of

his epistles the subject is explicitly discussed. Pushing his

idea of the spirituality of the religion of Christ to its logical

issue, St. Paul declared that ritual belonged to the childhood

stage of religion. It was part of that system of tutors and

governors which was left behind by the spiritual adult. It

was the symbol which became insignificant when the reality

appeared : the shadow which was displaced by the body,

which was Christ. When St. Paul expressly handles any

subject he leaves one in no doubt of his mind : but the ideas

of our Lord can only be gathered from a careful examina-

tion of His conduct as well as of His words.

Respect for the ceremonial law is legibly written in the

life of Jesus. He was circumcised and thus bound theo-

retically to the whole ceremonial law ; He ate the Passover

and paid the Temple tax. In compliance with the injunc-

tion of the ceremonial law He commanded the healed leper

to show himself to the priest. The fiery zeal which usually

smouldered in Plis breast was fanned into consuming flame

by the desecration of the centre and stronghold of ritual

and ceremony. His Father's house. Sacred places, sacred

seasons, sacred actions and sacred persons were ahke
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respected by Him, and this respect He eDJoined on His

disciples in such utterances as that of Matthew xxiii. 2, 3 :

" The Scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat : all

therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe

and do."

At the same time there are in the Gospels intimations

that our Lord foresaw the abolition or absorption of all

ceremony in Himself and in His kingdom, and that the

respect He showed to the enactments of the Levitical law

was respect to an obsolescent institution. He sheds tears

of regret, indeed, over the anticipated destruction of the

Holy City and its temple, but it is with no apprehension

that the interests of His Kingdom will be interfered with.

He is aware that the Temple has served its purpose. He
intimates that it will be replaced by His body, and He
declares that henceforth men will worship the Father in

spirit (that is, without regard to special locality) and in

truth (that is, in reality, not by symbol and observance).

Similarly, in His last Passover, He intimates that even this

great national religious celebration, in some respects the

very heart of the Jewish ritual was passing away, having at

length been fulfilled by growing into the memento of the

deliverance accomplished by His own death.

It must also be borne in mind that even while con-

forming to usage and outwardly submitting to traditional

enactments. He. did so under protest and with significant

comments. This is especially apparent in his payment of

the Temple-tax, as recorded in Matthew xvii. 24-27. The

half-shekel, or BlSpaxf^ov, was originally exacted by Moses

as the ransom of each Jew, and in our Lord's time was

applied to the up-keep of the Temple.^ Peter, when asked

whether his Master paid the tax, unhesitatingly affirmed

that He did. Tbis of itself is strong evidence that our

' In V. 27 Jesus uses avrl, apparently with some reminiscence of the original

meaning of the tax.
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Lord was not known by His disciples to neglect any part of

the law. But on this occasion, while our Lord pays the

didrachma, He does so under protest and with explanation.

By a single parabolic question He leads Peter to see the

unreasonableness of all such exactions. " What thinkest

thou, Simon ? The kings of the earth, from whom do

they receive toll or tribute ? From their sons, or from

strangers?" (dWorpLcov, subjects not their own children).

Peter answers, "From strangers," from those who are not

their own children. " Therefore," says our Lord, " are the

sons free." ^ The application of this condensed parable

Peter could not miss. If earthly kings do not support their

house by exactions from the royal family, the heavenly

King could require no tax from any who stood to Him in

the relation of sons. It has been questioned whether Jesus

here means to claim a special relationship to God, and

consequently a special and unique exemption from the tax,

or if He means to include with Himself, under the term

"sons," Peter and all believing persons. The former

opinion is advocated by Meyer and Bleek, the latter by

Olshausen, Keim and Weiss. The fact that our Lord

miraculously paid the tax for Peter as well as for Himself,

and the manner in which He uses the plural throughout,

although the question of tax-paying was raised solely on

His own account, seem to indicate that He meant to

exempt all the sons of God from enforced payments. And

He pays the tax, not because it is strictly just and reason-

able, but " lest we cause them to stumble "
; that is to say,

lest it should be supposed that He had no interest in the

worship of the Temple and no desire to maintain it.

Evidently, then, it is the compulsoriness of the payment

He objects to. His Father's house was to be maintained,

but not by exactions legally enforced on willing and un-

willing alike. He desired that God's children should sup-

^ Thus in opposition to servi the Roman children were pre-eminently liberL
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port and frequent the Father's house, hut it jarred upon

Him to have this support exacted as a tax from all and

sundry. The children are free, let their gifts and service

also be free. The little parable, like other parables, cannot

be applied in all its parts. It cannot be said that the up-

keep of God's worship should be left to those who are not

His children, and that they should be compelled by law to

maintain it. That is a lesson which would seem incon-

gruous in the lips of our Lord. What is meant by the

parable is that the taxing of God's children for the main-

tenance of His house is unreasonable. His service must be

free, voluntary.

Here our Lord lays down a fundamental principle govern-

ing all religious observances. The tax-paying spirit is the

bane of worship. Elaborate ceremonial, with its rigid

order, its punctihos, its disabilities, its exactions, its inevit-

able observances, tended to foster the idea to which men
are naturally prone, that worship is a paying of dues.

Here as elsewhere Christ intimates that such a relation

between God and us as moves us to offer Him payments in

the spirit of subjects who must pay or fall under legal

penalties, is no true relation. God means us to be His

children, and therefore free. He repudiates what we pay

Him as a tax. He does not desire what we render on

exaction. Service that is done by constraint, as a payment

of taxes, He refuses. We are to enter into the freedom of

His own Son, and to learn from Tlim a free spirit and

bearing. The teaching, then, which, through Peter, He
conveys to His church is that in His kingdom all is free,

spontaneous, spiritual, and that all that is legal and com-

pulsory, all outward exactions, are doomed.

But observances are dangerous not only because they

oppress and benumb the spontaneity and freedom of re-

ligious service, but because they are apt to usurp an impor-

tance that does not belong to them, and to be considered
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ends in themselves, and not means. No observance is

appointed for its own sake, as if there were some virtue in

the mere performance of the thing prescribed. It was this

lesson which our Lord taught in His treatment of the

Sabbath law, and which He enounced in the words :
" The

Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath "

(Mark ii. 27). It is for man's aid all observances are

appointed ; their existence is justified only in so far as they

attain that end, and that end is always greater than the

means used for its attainment. The relation of man to the

world is on the whole such that life can be maintained and

all earthly affairs managed in six-sevenths of our time. The

tendency of some of the factors in civilization is to over-

drive men, and induce the idea that this world is all, and

demands all our time. The Sabbath checks and rebukes

such tendencies. Every seventh day says to us: You are

not merely a world's drudge, a machine for the production

of earthly goods, you are a man, a child of the eternal
; you

are here not merely to accumulate money and live a life of

sense
;
you are here to cultivate friendship, to educate your-

self in all good, to know God and become meet for the

inheritance of the saints in light.

This was explicitly taught when Israel came out of

Egypt. To this overdriven race of slaves a weekly rest was

a new sensation, and nothing could be a more delightful

badge of their freedom than cessation from toil every

seventh day. It was a new idea to them to have one day

in seven all their own, a day in which they were loosed

from earthly toil, and were provided for by Him who gave

them the day. " For that the Lord hath given you the

Sabbath, therefore He giveth you on the sixth day the

bread of two days." Nothing could have more simply

taught them the significance of the transition they had

made from the service of an earthly master to the service of

Jehovah.
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By the idea that lay at the heart of the observance, by

the intention which created the day, our Lord would regu-

late the keeping of it. The spirit of the law must be

satisfied. The day was appointed to promote the good of

man, to be a pleasure and a boon, not a vexation and a

burden. Whatever best promotes man's welfare, best satis-

fies the Sabbath law. Whatever most effectually sets him
free from the oppression of the world, from the grinding

toil and feverish anxieties of life, best fulfils the intention of

God in appointing a weekly rest. Any thing which hinders

or retards physical, mental, or spiritual welfare is a breach

of the law.

In the Sabbath law as originally given no rules were laid

down for its observance save that which enjoined abstinence

from work. Israel was not commanded to spend the day

in worship. And the only rule for the observance of the

day is that it must be spent in frank fellowship with Him
who gave it, and with a sincere desire to satisfy the animus

imponentis. Accepting the day as God's gift and as the

badge of our freedom as His children, seeking to enter into

His intention in giving the day and remembering the kind

of rest our Lord has opened to us by His rising from the

dead on the first day of the week, we are not likely either to

profane the day and abuse it, or to make it a burden by our

Pharisaic scruples. It is not the day that is to be observed,

but ourselves. The day cannot be harmed or benefited
;

it is we ourselves who may take injury or help out of its

provision. It is only the means : our welfare is the end.

Another danger in outward observances is that they take

the place of the permanent moral obligations. AVhen cer-

tain performances are added to the moral law, so that those

who rigorously attend to them are esteemed extra-religious,

the tendency is to prefer these external observances to the

moral law. These extras come to be considered the peculiar

and distinguishing mark of a religious man, so that a per-
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son's religious status or rank is measured by his observance

of these, rather than by his adherence to justice, truth,

charity, fihal piety. A man is reckoned rehgious or irreh-

gious according as certain external actions or habits appear

or do not appear in his life ; as that he has prayers in his

family, that he is a regular Church-goer, that he supports

religious schemes and so forth ; and not as he is or is not

honourable in business, sweet-tempered and patient in his

family, helpful to his relatives, unv^^orldly in his tastes, self-

denying and merciful. This is the inevitable result of

allowing ceremonial to rank with moral actions.

The demoralizing influence of allowing to ceremonial

actions a place which belongs only to what is moral is

illustrated and exposed by our Lord in His reply to the

Jerusalem scribes and Pharisees who found fault with His

disciples for neglecting to wash their hands before eating.

As the Jews did not use forks or spoons, but carried their

food to the mouth with the fingers, to wash the hands

before eating was a seemly precaution. But it was not

through any special love of cleanliness, but from fear of

ceremonial defilement that this custom was encouraged by

the Pharisees. To touch a Gentile or anything a Gentile

had used, or to touch a dead body or a defiled person was

enough to involve ceremonial defilement, and unless the

hands were washed this defilement passed to the food and

so to the man inextricably. The " elders " taught in so

many words that he who ate with unwashed hands was as

bad as a murderer or a fornicator.^ Wetstein illustrates

the stringency of this traditional law by an anecdote of

Kabbi Akiba. While in prison he received daily from a

friendly ministering Rabbi as much water as served for

drinking and washing. On one occasion the gaoler spilt

the half. Eabbi Akiba, notwithstanding the remonstrance

1 Passages are cited mVInn%(A\&'s Eiiauterung aus Talmud unci JiiWrasc/i, pp.

180-1.
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of his friend, used the remainder for washing his hands,

because " he who eats with unwashed hands perpetrates a

crime worthy of death ; it is better that I die, than that I

transgress the appointments of my forefathers." A trifling

and purely external traditional custom had not only been

raised to the level of the weightiest moral laws, but had

thrust these laws aside. Under the guise of an extra-

religiousness there were introduced flagrant transgressions

of fundamental morality. " For the sake of your tradition

ye make the commandment of God of none effect."

Dr. Bruce perfectly interprets our Lord's meaning in the

following paraphrase :
" Those washings may not seem

seriously to conflict with the great matters of the law, but

to be at most only trifling and contemptible. But the case

is not so. To treat trifles as serious matters, as matters of

conscience, is degrading and demoralizing. No man can

do that without being or becoming a moral imbecile or a

hypocrite ; either one who is incapable of discerning what

is vital and what not in morals ; or one who finds his

interest in getting trifles such as washing of hands, or

paying tithe of herbs, to be accepted as the important

matters, and the truly great things of the law—justice,

mercy and faith—quietly pushed aside as if they were of no

moment whatever."

That this was our Lord's meaning is shown by the

instance which. He Himself cites to illustrate His state-

ment. Filial piety is not only an instinct of nature and a

duty recognised as fundamental by all nations, but in the

Mosaic law it held a conspicuous place. But even this law

was set aside by the tradition of the Kabbis, who taught

that a man had only to pronounce the word " korban " over

any of his possessions, and from that moment his obligation

to bestow it on his parents was disannulled. And the

reasoning which led to this monstrous conclusion had a

great appearance of religiousness. "Korban," meaning
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" an offering," was the word employed by the Israelite

when he devoted anything to God. After anything had

been declared " korban " to a person, he could as little use

it as he could take a sacred article and put it to a profane

use. Thus if a person sees strangers eating figs which

belong to him, and he says " These are a korban to you,"

the strangers cannot eat them.^ So that an unfilial son

had only to say to his father, ' Whatever thou mightest be

profited by me is korban," and, according to the Eabbis,

the father could no longer be supported by the son. This

was all the more remarkable because in interpreting the

commandment, " Honour thy father and thy mother," the

doctors of the law held that by "honour" it was meant

that the son must provide his father with food and raiment;

and yet by the tradition of the elders, the son might ab-

solve himself from all filial obligation by saying, " Korban

is the food and raiment I ought to give you." And the

significant feature of the transaction was that a word was

used which gave the appearance of religion to the unfilial

act. The first of human duties was evaded under the guise

—the thinnest possible guise—of extra-devotion to God.

There is then always this double danger in ceremonial,

that it depreciates and displaces the moral law, and that it

tends to externalize religion. By erecting these ultra-

moral obligations into a standard for the religious man,

the Rabbis had at once undermined the moral law and

given to the externals of religion an importance that

threatened spiritual interests. As Dr. Wendt remarks :
" It

was inconceivable to Jesus that God would make His

fellowship with man dependent upon any kind of merely

external conditions." Religion is a spiritual affair. It is

the fellowship of the Father of spirits with the spirits of

His children. " God is a Spirit, and they that worship Him
must worship Him in spirit." Only in so far as the spirit

' See Ginsburg in the Bible Educator, i. 155.
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is moved and* aided by what is external are external rites

and ceremonies legitimate. " There is nothing from with-

out a man that entering into him can defile [or cleanse]

him : but the things which come out of him, those are they

that defile the man"; an utterance which, as Mark indi-

cates, makes all meats clean, abolishes the distinction

between clean and unclean meats and so annuls the cere-

monial law.

But the guiding principle for the use of all outward obser-

vances is laid down in our Lord's reply to the question.

Why do Thy disciples not fast ? (Matt. ix. 14 ; Mark ii. 18
;

Luke V. 33). This reply enounces the great principle that

all outward observances must be determined by the feeling

of the worshipper, not by an external and uniform rubric.

The question arose out of the feast given by Matthew on

the occasion of his call. For our present purpose it does

not matter whether the question was raised, as represented

in the First Gospel, by the disciples of John or not. Nor

does it matter whether the feast was made on one of the

ordinary fast days. The Pharisees and the disciples of

John agreed in thinking that the adoption of Matthew into

the circle of the Messiah's disciples would have been more

worthily celebrated by a fast than by a feast, and this

brings up the whole question of fasting. Our Lord in His

reply cuts to the root of the matter :
" Can the bridegroom's

friends fast while the bridegroom is with them? " Fasting

is impossible in joyous circumstances. The language is

strong in all three Gospels, but especially so in the Third :

" Are ye able to make the children of the bridal chamber

fast ? " Propose to a marriage party that instead of feasting

they should fast, and see what you will make of it. But we

here are a marriage party. The most joyful, fruitful, and

indissoluble of marriages is now being consummated. The

Christ and His people are being united. Do you suppose

that any one who unites himself to me and enters into the
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significance of that union is in a mood to fast ? It is out

of the question. By not fasting we may be violating the

Pharisaic ritual : but by fasting we should violate the spirit

of the occasion. But fasting is not always inappropriate,

and you may have no long time to wait before you see my
followers fasting. '•' The bridegroom will be taken from

them, and then shall they fast."

Fasting, then, if it is to be at all, must not be in con-

formity with an external rule or a fixed season, regardless

of the state of feeling. It must be the expression of inward

grief. There are occasions in life when we cannot eat.

Some loss is so fresh and keenly felt, some sorrow so com-

manding, some anxiety so possessing, that food cannot be

thought of : this is true fasting. The great religions,

Judaism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, and we may add

Christianity, have enjoined fasting, and have commonly

erred in appointing seasons during which fasting is obli-

gatory irrespective of the feeling of the individual. In

appointing a Fast for the people of Scotland, the " Super-

intendents, Ministers, and Commissioners of Churches re-

formed, within the realm " address to them a treatise on

fasting (drawn up possibly by Knox and Craig) " lest that

the Papists shall think that now we authorize and praise

that which sometimes we have reproved and damned in

them, or else that the ignorant, who know not the commo-

dity of this godly exercise, shall contemn the same." In

this treatise there is much that is wise, and sensible directions

are given for the ordering both of private and of public

fasting. But the one principle required for our guidance

is certainly that laid down by our Lord that it is the feeling

which must prompt the outward observance, not the out-

ward observance which is to provoke the feeling.

One at least of the parables which our Lord appends to

His reply directly concerns the point in hand. " No man
putteth new wine into old wine-skins : else the wine will
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burst the skins, and the wine perisheth, and the skins :

but they put new wine into fresh wine-skins " (Mark ii. 22).

The Pharisees and John's disciples virtually complained

that the new spiritual life our Lord had quickened in

Matthew had not found expression through the old estab-

lished forms : that this new wine, in short, was not stored

in the old wine-skins. Our Lord replies, Had this been

done, both would have been spoiled. The jubilant feeling

of Matthew, or of any one rejoicing in the new life, would

be stifled and wasted, were you to attempt to confine it in

forms that are sufficient to give expression to a hum-drum,

Pharisaic, lifeless routine. Shut up this new joy of

Matthew's in the old form of fasting, and you spoil both

the feeling and the form. The feeling, finding no expres-

sion, will impart no impulse and will turn into pained

disappointment : and the fast itself being compulsory and

incongruous, will be hated by Matthew and will have asso-

ciations attached to it which will make it hateful in all

circumstances. AVine and wine-skins would alike be spoiled.

But by allowing Matthew to feast, when feasting most

naturally expressed his feeling, the new wine found room

for itself in this new skin and both were preserved, while

the old bottles of fasting fell into no discredit with him,

but stood ready for use on any future occasion when his

inward experience was congruous. And according to tradi-

tion, Matthew did afterwards become an ascetic living on

nuts, berries, and vegetables.

Summing up, then, what we are able to gather from the

Gospels regarding our Lord's attitude to the ceremonial

law ; keeping in view His zeal for the preservation of the

Temple's sanctity. His observance of the Passover, His

injunctions to His disciples regarding sacrifice and worship
;

and keeping in view also His clear enunciation of principles

which explode ceremonialism, the principles of freedom

from outward restraint and imposition, of the regulation of
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outward religious exercises by the feeling of the worshipper

and not by hard and fast rules, and of the seat and source of

ethical distinctions being within and not without—keeping

in view, that is to say, His respect for ceremonies established

by divine law and His clear insight into their temporary

character, we see that Jesus was aware that in His kingdom

ceremonialism must come to an end, but that He was

content to lay down the principles of this abolition and

leave them in their own time to accomplish practically

what they predicted. To quote Mr. Kobert Mackintosh in

his vigorous treatment of this subject : "Christ, while He
not only respected the ceremonial law but was zealous for

its honour, looked calmly forward to the destruction of its

centre in the Temple, and omitted ceremony from His

positive injunction, while in such diverse points as fasting,

distinctions of meats and temple dues. He indicated its in-

congruence with the spirit of His kingdom." ^

Marcus Dods.

ST. PAUL'S CONCEPTION OF CHBISTIANITY.

XVIII. Christ.

It may appear a grave defect in our treatment of Pdulinism

that so important a theme as this should be taken up at so

advanced a stage. Its postponement may be deemed the

more reprehensible that there is nothing binding us to a

particular order in the arrangement of topics, and that one

might begin the presentation of the Pauline conception of

Christianity with any of the great cardinal categories of the

system, and therefore with the person of Christ."^ But there

^ I desire to acknowledge my iudebtedness to Mr. Macldntosh's thorough

treatment of this subject in his Christ and the JcicUli Law.
^ Weizsacker remarks that, iu endeavouring to present in a connected view

the doctrinal utterances iu St. Paul's epistles, " we can start just as well from
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are advantages to be gained by assigning to this august theme

a position near the end of our discussions. For one thing,

we thereby raise the topic out of the region of controversy

into the serener atmosphere of calm contemplation. The

formulation of Pauline theology had, as we now know, a

polemical origin, and from first to last we have been pursu-

ing our studies under the shadow of Judaistic antagonism.

But now at length we come into the sunshine, and can

contemplate the Lord of the Church as He appears in the

pages of the apostle, not as the subject of a theological

debate, but as the object of tranquil religious reverence.

Another advantage resulting from taking up the present

theme at this late stage is that we bring to the study of it

all the light to be obtained from acquaintance with the

Pauline system of thought in general, and in particular

with his doctrine of redemption}

For it is beyond doubt that St. Paul's conception of

Christ's dignity was closely connected with his faith in

Christ as the Redeemer. Jesus was for him the Lord

because He was the Saviour. The title Lord frequently

occurring in the Pauline epistles means " the One who by

his death has earned the place of sovereign in my heart,

and whom I feel constrained to worship and serve with all

my heart and mind." ^ The doctrine of Christ's Person in

these epistles is no mere theological speculation; it is the

outgrowth of religious experience, the oifspring of the con-

sciousness of personal redemption.

But the connection between the two topics of Christ's

Person and work in the apostle's mind is not merely

his doclriue of Chiist as from that of the means of salvation, or, to go a step

further back, from tliat of sin."

—

The AposUiUc A^e of the Christinii Chtuch,

vol. i. p. Ul.
^ R. Schmidt in his work Die FfiulinUche CUritstolofjle, 1870, strongly insists

on this order of treatment. " The qnestion as to the connection of the doctiine

on Christ's Person with the apostle's distinctive doctrine of salvation is in*

dispensable "
(p. 1).

- Such is the connection of thought in such texts as Gal. vi, 11 and Roiu.w. 1.

VOL. X. 3
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aBsthetic. His whole manner of conceiving Christ's re-

demptive work rendered certain conceptions concerning the

Kedeemer's Person inevitable. To see this we have only to

recall the lessons we have learned in om' past studies on the

former of these topics.

By the vision on the way to Damascus Saul of Tarsus

became convinced that Jesus was the Christ. From this

conviction the inference immediately followed that Jesus

must have suffered on the cross not for His own sin but for

the sin of the world, the choice, on the convert's view of

the connection between sin and death, lying between these

two alternatives. The crucified Christ for the converted

Pharisee became a vicarious Sufferer. But this character

of vicariousness could not be confined to the Passion. It

must be extended to the whole earthly experience of Jesus.

That experience was full of indignities, beginning with the

circumcision of the Child, if not before, and ending with

the bitter pains of the cross. These indignities one and all

must be conceived of as vicarious, and therefore redemptive

collectively and separately. Christ became a Redeemer by

subjection to humiliation, and each element in His humilia-

tion made its own contribution to redemption, procuring

for men a benefit corresponding to its nature—redemption

from legalism, e.g. by the Eedeemer's subjection to law.

Christ's experience of humiliation was an appointment by

God. But it was also Christ's own act. He humbled

Himself; His whole earthly experience was a long course

of self-humiliation, and the redemption He achieved was a

redemption hij self-humiliation.

If this be, as I believe it is, St. Paul's theory of redemp-

tion, then it inevitably involved one other step— a step out

of time into the eternal. The whole earthly life of Christ

was a self-humiliation in detail. But how did it begin '?

In a Divine Mission? Doubtless: God sent His own Son.

But to make the conception of Christ's earthly experience as
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a humiliation complete is it not necessary to view it as a

whole, and regard it as resulting from a foregoing resolve

on the part of Christ to enter into such a state ? If so,

then the necessary presupposition of the Pauline doctrine

of redemption is the prc-existence of Christ, not merely in

the foreknowledge of God, as the Jews conceived all im-

portant persons and things to pre-exist, or in the form of an

ideal in heaven answering to an imperfect earthly reality,

in accordance with the Greek way of thinking, but as a

moral personality capable of forming a conscious purpose.^

This great thought finds classic expression in the Epistle

to the Bhilippians,^ as to the authenticity of which little

doubt exists even among the freest critical enquirers. But

we do not need to go outside the four great epistles for

traces of the idea. It is plainly hinted at in the words :

" Ye know the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, that though

He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor." ^ Nothing

more than a hint is needed, for in view of the apostle's

doctrine of redemption, the conception of a great Person-

ality, high in dignity but lowly and gracious in spirit, freely

resolving to enter into a state of humiliation on earth,

almost goes without saying. It is what we expect, and it

does not require a multitude of very explicit texts to over-

come scepticism and convince us that it really entered into

the Pauline system of thought.

This conception of the pre-existent Christ immediately

raises other questions. In what relation does this Being

who humbled Himself stand to man, to the universe, and

to God ? Materials bearing on all these topics may be

^ Ou the difference between the Pauline idea of pre-existence and the

notions entertained by Jews and Greelis, vide Harnack's Dogmengeschichte, vol.

i. pp. 710-719, consisting of an Appendix on the idea of pre-existence. For
the religious value of St. Paul's view ou this jJoiut vide Weizsiicker's Apostolic

Age, p. 146. Neither of these writers has any doubt that Paul believed in and
taught the pre-existence of Chriat.

2 Chap. ii. o-y, « 2 Cor. viii. 9.
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found in the letters which form the chief basis of our

stud3\

1. The apostle says that Christ was made of a woman/
and that He was sent into the world in the likeness of

sinful flesh. '"^ That is, He came into the world by birth, like

other men, and He bore to the eye the aspect of any

ordinary man. But though Christ came in the likeness of

the flesh of sin, He was not, according to the apostle, a

sinner. He " knew no sin " ^ The mind that was in Him
before He came ruled His life after He came. He walked in

the spirit while on this earth, the Son of God according to

the spirit of hohness. Yet St. Paul conceived of the resurrec-

tion as constituting an important crisis in the experience of

Christ. Thereby He was declared to be, or constituted the

Son of God with power. Thereafter He became altogether

spiritual, even in His humanity, the Man from heaven.*

The expression suggests that Christ, as St. Paul conceived

Him, was human even in the pre-existent state, so that

while on earth he was the Man who had been in heaven, and

whose destination it was to return thither again. This view

would seem to imperil the reality of the earthly state as

something inadequate, phantasmal, transitory, and a mere

incident in the eternal life of a Being not of this world

;

not a true man, though " made in the likeness of men,"

and "found in fashion as a man."^ But the soteriological

doctrine of the apostle demanded that Christ should be a

real Man, and that His human experience should be in all

respects as like ours as possible. Even in respect to the

flesh of sin the likeness must be close enough to insure that

Christ should have an experience of temptation sufficiently

thorough to qualify Him for helping us to walk in the spirit.

Among the realistic elements in the Pauline conception

of Christ's humanity may be reckoned the references to

1 Gal. iv. 4. •-' Fxom. viii. 3. 3 2 Cor. v. 21.

» 1 Cor. XY 47. ^ Phil. a. 7-8.
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the Jewish nationaHty and Davidic descent of our Lord.

These occur in the Epistle to the Eomans/ which is ireni-

cal in aim, and might therefore not unnaturally be regarded

as indicating the desire to conciliate rather than the re-

ligious value they possessed for the writer's own mind.

Such references are indeed not what we expect from the

apostle. His interest was in the universal rather than in

the particular, in the human race rather than in any one

nation, even if it were the privileged people to which he

Himself belonged. Then it is not easy to conceive of him

as attaching vital importance to Davidic descent in the

strict physical sense as an indispensable condition of Jesus

being the Christ and the Saviour of the world. He rested

his own claims to be an apostle on spiritual rather than on

technical grounds, and we can imagine him holding that

Jesus might be the Messiah though not of the seed of

David, just as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

maintained that Jesus was a priest of the highest order

though not belonging to the tribe of Levi. Instead of

reasoning from Davidic descent to Messiahship, St. Paul

might invert the argument and say : Because Christ, there-

fore David's seed
;
just as he said of believers in Christ :

" If ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed "
;
^ " seed

"

in both cases being understood in an ideal not in a literal

sense. But all the more just on that account it is signifi-

cant that he does, think it worth while to state that Jesus

was " of the seed of David according to the flesh." It may
be taken as indicating two things : that St. Paul believed in

Christ's descent from David as a matter of fact, and that

he regarded it as a fact of some interest. The statement

occurs in a passage at the commencement of his most

important epistle, in which he carefully indicates his

Christological position, and it may therefore legitimately

be regarded as counting for something in that position.

1 Eom. ix. 5, i. 8. -' (inl. iii. 21).
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Obviously the Divine Sonship is for him the main concern,

but it does not follow that the other side is for him a thing

of no moment. And wherein lies its value ? Why say

Christ is a Jew and a Son of David when stating a truth

which eclipses these facts and reduces them apparently to

utter insignificance, viz. that He is the Son of God? Be-

cause he desires to affirm the reality of Christ's humanity,

not in an abstract form, but as a concrete, definitely-quali-

fied thing : Jesus a real Man ; a Jew with Hebrew blood in

His veins, and possessing Hebrew idiosyncrasies, physical

and mental ; a descendant of David with hereditary qualities

inherited from a long line of ancestors running back to the

hero-king. Such seems to have been St. Paul's idea, and it

is worth noting as a thing to be set over against any traces

of apparent docetism in his epistles, and against the notion

that he regarded Christ's earthly life in the flesh as possess-

ing no permanent significance—a mere transitory phe-

nomenon that might with advantage be forgotten.^

Yet nationality and definite individuality, while not ir-

relevant trivialities, were far from being everything or the

main thing for St. Paul. For the enthusiastic apostle of

Gentile Christianity the universal relation of Christ to

mankind was of much more importance than his particular

relation to Israel or to David. And, as was to be expected,

he had a name for the wider relation as well as for the

narrower. The Son of David was for him, moreover and

more emphatically, "the second maii."^ The title assigns

to Christ a universal representative significance analogous

to that of Adam. It is not merely a title of honour, but

^ There is nothing decisive in the Pauline epistles concerning the miraculous

birth of Christ. The expression ck air^pfxaTos AavelS Kara (rdpi<a might even be

held to exclude it, except on the assumption that Mary, as well as Joseph, was

of the line of David. If connection with David depended on Joseph only, Jesus

might be more exactly described as Son of David Kara vojiov than /caret crdpKa.

The expression yevo/ifuov e\- yvvancos fits into, but does not i^rove, birth from a

\irgin.

2 Cor. XV. 47.
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a title indicative of function. It points out Christ as one

who has for His vocation to nndo the mischief wrought by

the transgression of the first man. Hence He is called in

sharp antithesis to the Adam who caused the fall the last

Adam made into a quickening spirit} As the one brought

death into the world, so the other brings life. " As in

Adam all die, so in Christ shall all be made alive."
''

2. That in a system of thought in which Christ stands

in a vital relation to the whole human race He might

also be conceived as occupying an important position in

relation to the universe it is not difficult to believe. It is

well known that in the Christological epistles ascribed to

St. Paul, especially in the Epistle to the Colossians, a very

high cosmic place is assigned to Christ. He is there repre-

sented as the first-born of all creation, nay, as the originator

of the creation, as well as its final cause ; all things in

heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, angels included,

being made by Him and for Him." This goes beyond any-

thing to be found in the four leading epistles. But even

in these we find rudiments of a doctrine as to the cosmic

relations of Christ which might easily develop into the

full-blown Colossian thesis under appropriate conditions.

For St. Paul, as for Jesus, it was an axiom that the uni-

verse had its final aim in the kingdom of God, or in Christ

its King, This truth finds expression in several familiar

texts, as when it, is said :
" All things work together for

good to them that love God"; ' or again, "All things are

yours, and ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's." •' The

groaning of the creation in labour for the bringing forth of

a new redeemed world is a graphic pictorial representation

of the same great thought. "^ It is only the complement of

this doctrine that Christ should be represented as having

the control of providence, or as the Mediator of God's

1 Cor. XV. 45. ^ Cor. xv. 22. ^ Col. i. 15, 16.

* Rom. viii.28. * 1 Cor. iii. 23. " Rom. viii. 22,
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activity in the world. This is done when it is stated that

God " hath put all things under His feet "
;

' and still more

explicitly in another text from the same Epistle, where Jesus

Christ is described as the one Lord by whom, or on account

of whom, are all things.^ The reading varies here. If it

were certain that ht ov is the correct reading, we might find

in this passage the doctrine of a mediatorial action of Christ

in creation, and not merely in providence, while from the

reading 6i ov the latter only can be inferred. But indeed,

in any case, from providential power to creative is only one

step. He who directs providence in some sense creates.

He furnishes the divine reason for creation, and is the

Logos if not the physical cause of the universe. And in

this point of view the doctrine of Christ's creative activity

is thoroughly congruous to the Christian faith, and alto-

gether such as we might expect a man like St. Paul to

teach. The rationale of that doctrine is not the idea of

Divine transcendency which, in the interest of God's

majesty, demands that all His action on and in the world

be through intermediaries. It is rather an ethical concep-

tion of the universe which demands that all things shall

exist and be maintained in being for a God-worthy purpose.

3. In passing to the question as to the relation of Christ

to God as set forth in the Pauline epistles I remark that

the titles most commonly applied to Christ by the apostle

in his other epistles are just those we found in use in the

Primer Epistles : the Son of God and the Lord /^ We find

both combined in the Christological introduction to the

Epistle to the Komans, where we have reason to believe the

writer is expressing himself with the utmost care and de-

liberation :
" His Son, Jesus Christ our Lord." If we

enquire in what sense the former of the two titles is to be

understood, another phrase occurring in the same place

' 1 C„r. XV. 27. 2 1 (jor. viii. 6.

^ Vide Expositor, January, 1893.
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might lead us to conclude that the souship of Jesus is

ethical in its nature. The apostle represents Christ as

from or after the resurrection declared or constituted the

Son of God in power according to the spirit of holiness, as

if to suggest that Jesus was always worthy to be called

the Son of God because of the measure in which the Holy

Spirit of God dwelt in Him, and that His claim to the title

became doubly manifest after the resurrection, whereby

God set His seal upon Him as the Holy One, and made

such doubts about His character as had existed previous

to His death for ever impossible. And unquestionably

this is at least one most important element in St. Paul's

conception of Christ's sonship : sonship based on com-

munity of spirit. It is a sonship of this nature He has in

view when further on in the same Epistle He represents

Christ, God's Son, as a type to which the objects of God's

electing love are to be conformed, and as occupying among

those who have been assimilated to the type the position

of first-born among many brethren, that is a position

of pre-eminence on a basis of generic identity.^ Yet that

there was something unique in Christ's sonship as St. Paul

conceived it we might infer from the expression "His own

son" occurring at the beginning of the same section of the

Epistle in which the brotherhood of sons is spoken of."'

" His own son," not merely the first begotten in a large

family, but the only begotten in some sense. And this

aspect of solitariness or uniqueness is even more strongly

suggested in the text in 1 Thessalonians, in which

Christians are described as waiting for God's Son from

heaven.'' There is indeed no eavTov there to lend emphasis

to the title. The emphasis comes from the juxtaposition

of the title with words in which conversion to Christianity

is made to consist in turning to the true God from idols}

' Rom. viii. 29. "^ Rom. viii. ?,.

2 1 Thess. i. '.). * 1 :/7it'.«. i. 10.
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How significant the application to Jesus, in such a con-

nection, of the title Son of God ! Finally we may note, as

pointing in the same direction, the statement in 2 Corin-

thians iv. 4, that Christ is the image of God,^ taken along

with that in Bomans viii. 29, that the destiny of believers is

to be conformed to the image of God's Son. The ideal for

Christians is to bear the image of Christ ; for Christ Himself

is reserved the distinction of being the image of God. We
are but the reflection of that in Him which is the direct

radiance of God's glory {airavyaaixa ri}? 66^i]<;)
, the copy of

that which constitutes Him the express image of God's

essence {')(^apa/CTyp t?}? vTroardaeco^i).

In an important passage in 1 Corinthians viii. the title

Lord gains equal significance to that which Son bears in

1 Thessalonians i. 10, from its position in a similar context.

In some cases, as already hinted, the title might be regarded

as the generous ascription of religious honour to Christ as

Eedeemer proceeding from a heart too warm to be exact

in its use of language. But in 1 Corinthians viii. St. Paul

is thinking as well as feehng, and he is thinking on a

difficult and delicate problem, viz. the place to be assigned

to Christ in view of Pagan polytheism. In that connec-

tion he makes this statement, " For though there be that

are called gods, whether in heaven or on earth, (as there

are gods many and lords many,) yet to us there is one God
the Father, of whom are all things, and we unto Him, and

one Lord Jesus Christ through whom or for whom are all

things and we through Him." ' The apostle here sets one

real ^eo? over against the many 6eol Xe'yo/xepoc of Paganism,

and one real Lord over against its Kvpioi ttoXKoL And one

cannot fail to feel that the title Lord ascribed to Jesus in

such a connection is charged with grave significance. It

seems as if the apostle meant thereby to introduce Christ

into the sphere of the truly divine, urged on thereto by the

- 1 Cor. viii. 5 ami (J.
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imperious exigencies of his religions faith, and against his

prejudices as a Jew in favour of a strict abstract mono-

theism inherited from his forefathers. And the title Father

attached to the name of God seems to suggest that He
finds room for Christ within the Divine under the title

Son.

From what we have now ascertained as to St. Paul's

way of thinking concerning Christ it might seem to follow

that he would have no hesitation in calling Christ God.

Has he then done this in any of his epistles, more especially

in those which are most certainly authentic? There is

one passage in the Epistle to the Romans which, in the

judgment of many, supplies a clear instance of the ascrip-

tion to Christ of the title 0eos^ It is the well-known text

Bomans ix. 5 : o)V ol irarepe'i koI e^ ow 6 XpL<no<i to Kara

adpKa, 6 cov eirl irdvTcov 0eo? ev\oy7]r6<i el'i rov^ aloiva^i. ^A/ii7]V.

The construction of this sentence which most readily sug-

gests itself, at least to minds familar with the doctrine of

Christ's divinity, is that which places a comma after a-dpKa,

and takes the following clause as a declaration concerning

Christ that He is God over all, blessed for ever. Another

arrangement and interpretation, however, are possible, viz,

to put a full stop after adpKu, and to regard the last clause

as a doxology, or ascription of praise to God the supreme

Ruler : May God who is over all be blessed for ever.

Thus read, the text contains no ascription of deity to

Christ. Here, it may be observed in passing, we have an

instance showing how much may depend on punctuation,

and what a serious defect from the point of view of a

mechanical theory of inspiration is the absence of punc-

tuation from the autograph text. In connection with so

important a subject as the Person of Christ it would cer-

tainly have been a great advantage to have had from the

apostle's own hand a carefully punctuated text. Had this

existed, and had it been found to contain a sign of the value
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of a comma after aapKa it would have left little room for

doubt that St. Paul meant to speak of Christ as God over

all. As the case stands we are left to determine the ques-

tion whether this was indeed his intention by other con-

siderations, and at most we can arrive only at a probable

conclusion on either side of the question. As was to be

expected, the passage has given rise to an immense amount

of discussion, in which of course exegesis has been to a

considerable extent influenced by dogmatic bias. Into the

history of the interpretation I cannot here enter ; I cannot

even attempt to state in detail the grounds on which the

decision of the point at issue turns. Let it suftice to state

that among the considerations which have been urged in

support of the view that the claim refers to Christ are

these : that whenever an ascription of blessing to God

occurs in the Hebrew or Greek Scriptures euXoyijrh^ pre-

cedes &eo<i, that if the clause in question were a doxology

referring to God as distinct from Christ the cov would be

superfluous, and that such a doxology coming in where the

clause stands would be frigid and senseless. These and

other arguments however have not been deemed unanswer-

able ; and, on the whole, in spite of personal predilection,

one is constrained, after perusal of learned monographs,

to admit that the bearing of this famous text on the deity

of Christ is by no means so certain as at one time he may

have been disposed to think.^

One other text of great importance in its bearing on

Christ's relation to God may here be noticed. It is the

' Amongst the most thorough tliscussious of the jjassage may be mentioned

the article on the Construction of llunians ix. 5 by Prof. Ezra Abbott in the

Journal of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, 1882, which gives a

very full account of the literature of the topic. Prof. Abbott distinguishes no

fewer than seven dillerent ways in which the text may be, and has been punctu-

ated and interpreted. Among the orthodox theologians who have pronounced

against the reference to Christ may be named Dr. Agar Beet. Vide his Com-

mentanj on the Eiintlc to the Roman<, p. "271.
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benediction at the close of the second Epistle to the Corinth-

ians : H. %«/3t? Tov Kvpiov 'Irjaou^ Kal i) dyuTri] rou 0eov, koI rj

KOivcDvia TOV djLou irvevfjiaTo^;, fxerd irdvroiv. AVe have here

a Trinity, not however to be forthwith identified with that

of the formula framed by the council of Nice. The

apostolic benediction does not run as a dof]jmatic theologian

having in view the interests of Triuitarianism might desire.

Dogmatic bias would suggest at least two changes : the

transposition of the first two clauses, and the addition of

the word Trarpo? after Qeov, lest the use of the latter term

absolutely should seem to imply that Christ while Lord

was not God. Yet, notwithstanding these peculiarities

—

defects they might be called from the dogmatic point of

view—this benediction of St. Paul implies surely a very high

conception of Christ's person and position. One would say

that he could hardly have used such a collocation of phrases

as the grace of the Lord Jesus, the love of God, and the

fellowship of the Holy Spirit, unless Christ had been for

him a Divine being—God. All the three Beings named in

the sentence must possess in common Divine nature. The

second and third certainly do. It has been questioned

whether for St. Paul the Holy Spirit was a Divine Person,

or merely a Divine Power, but he was certainly either the

one or the other. The Holy Spirit, if not a distinct Person

in the Godhead, was at least God's—God's energy, there-

fore practically a synonym for God. What then are we to

think but that the Lord Jesus being named together with

God and the energy of God, as a source of blessing, is also

God, and that all the three august Beings here spoken of

are bound together by the tie of a common Divine nature ?

While this appears to be the just interpretation of the

apostolic benediction, it must be owned that in the Pauline

epistles a certain position of subordination seems to be

assigned to Christ in relation to God. The most outstand-

ing text in this connection is that in 1 Cor. xv. 28, where
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the winding up of the drama of redemption is made to

consist in the resignation by the Son of God of His media-

torial power into the hands of His Father, that God may

be all in all. This is one of those grand comprehensive

statements with which the apostle is wont to conclude

important trains of thought. Like all other statements of

the same type, it rises to the oratorical sublime ; but while

inspiring awe it leaves us in doubt. The spoken word

makes us feel how much is unspoken. We are taken in

spirit to the outermost circle of revelation, whence we

descry all around an infinite extent of darkness.

A. B. Bruce.

LOVE THE LAW OF SPIRITUAL GRAVITATION.

" This is My commandment," said Jesus, " that ye love one

another as I have loved you"; " Every particle of matter

in the universe," said Newton, " attracts every other

particle with a force directly proportioned to the mass of

the attracting particle, and inversely to the square of the

distance," are the two monumental deliverances in human
knowledge, and the Law of Love in the sphere of metaphy-

sics is the analogue of the law of gravitation in the sphere

of physics. The measure of ignorance in Science has

been isolation when nature appears a series of unconnected

departments. The measure of ignorance in Keligion has

been selfishness when the Race appears a certain number

of individuals fighting each for his own hand. The master

achievement of knowledge has been the discovery of unity.

Before Newton, gravitation was holding the world to-

gether; it was his honour to formulate the law. Before

Jesus, Love was preventing the dissolution of the Eace

;

it was His glory to dictate the law. Newton found a

number of fragments and left a physical universe. Jesus
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found a multitude of individuals and created a spiritual

kingdom. The advance from a congeries of individuals to

an organized society is marked by four milestones. First,

we are simply conscious of other men and accept the fact

of their existence ; we realize our mutual dependence

and come to a working agreement. This is the infancy

of the Race and conscience is not yet awake. Then

we discover that there are certain things one must not do

to his neighbour and certain services one may expect from

his neighbour, that to injure the next man is misery

and to help him is happiness. This is the childhood

of the Eace, and conscience now asserts itself. After-

wards we begin to review the situation and to collect

our various duties : we arrange them under heads and state

them in black and white. This is the youth of the Eace,

and reason is now in action. Finally, we take up our list

of black and white rules and try to settle their connection.

Is it not possible to trace them all to one root and com-

prehend them in one act ? What a light to conscience, a

relief to reason, a joy to the heart ! This is the mature

manhood of the Eace, and the heart is now in evidence.

From an instinct to duties, from duties to rules, and now

from rules to Law. State that Law and the Eace becomes

one society.

Jesus came at a point of departure ; He received the race

from Moses and led it into liberty. The Jew of Jesus' day

was, in spite of all his limitations, the most spiritual man in

the world, and the more thoughtful Jews were sick of a code

and thirsting for a principle. " Master," said a scribe to

Jesus, "which is the great commandment in the law?"
(St. Matt. xxii. 36), and this anonymous seeker after truth

has suffered unjust reproach. He has been imagined a

mere pedant held in the bonds of a vain theology, or a

cunning sophist anxious to entrap Jesus into a war of

words. He ought rather to be thought of as an earnest
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student whose mind had outgrown a worn-out system, and

who was waiting for the new order. His desire was not a

puerile comparison of rules ; he had tasted the tedium of

such debates in Pharisaic circles : his desire was to get

from the branches to the root. He believed that Jesus had

made the discovery. Jesus recognised a congenial mind and

placed a generous interpretation on the scribe's words,

" Thou art not far," He said, " from the kingdom of God."

(St. Mark xii. 34.)

Jesus addressed Himself to the unity of moral law in His

first great public utterance, and only concluded His treatment

before His arrest in the garden. His sermon on the mount was

a luminous and comprehensive investigation of the ten words

with a purpose—to detect their spiritual source and organic

connection. It was the analysis of a code in order to

identify the principle. It was the experimental search for

a law conducted with every circumstance of spiritual

interest before a select audience ; it was a sustained sug-

gestion by a score of illustrations that the law had been

found. Moses said, " do this or do that." Jesus refrained

from regulations—He proposed that we should love. Jesus,

while hardly mentioning the word, planted the idea in His

disciples' minds, that Love was Law. For three years He
exhibited and enforced Love as the principle of life, until,

before he died, they understood that all duty to God and

man was summed up in Love. Progress in the moral world

is ever from complexity to simplicity. First one hundred

duties ; afterwards they are gathered into ten command-

ments ; then they are reduced to two : love of God and

love of man (St. Mark xii. 30, 31) ; and, finally, Jesus says

His last word :
" This is My commandment, that ye love

one another as I have loved you (St. John xv. 12).

When Jesus proposes to sum up the whole duty of man
in Love, one is instantly charmed with the sentiment and

understands how it made the arid legalism of the scribes to
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blossom like the rose. How can one conquer sin ? How
can one come to perfection ? How can one have fellowship

with God ? How can one save the world ? And to a

hundred questions of this kind Jesus has one answer : "Love
the man next you." It is the poetry of idealism ; it is quite

beyond criticism as a counsel of perfection. But we are

haunted with the feeling that this is not a serious treatment

of the subject. We are inclined to turn from the Galilean

dreamer and fall back on the casuists. It is one of our

limitations to imagine that poetry is something less than

truth instead of its only adequate expression, and that the

heart is an impulsive child whose vagaries have to be checked

instead of the imperial power in human nature. We are

redeemed by the inspiration of Jesus. Had Jesus repeated

the hackneyed programme of negation with a table of " shalt

nots," He would have afforded another dreary instance of

moral failure. When Jesus published His positive principle

of Love, and left each man to draw up his own table, He
gave a brilliant pledge of spiritual success. By this magical

word of Love He not only brought the dry bones together

and made a unity ; He clothed them with flesh and made a

living body. He may have forfeited the name of moralist,

He has gained the name of Saviour.

Jesus was not an agreeable sentimentalist who imagined

that He could cleanse the world by rose-water ; He was the

only thinker who grasped the whole situation root and

branch. He did not propose to make sin illegal ; that had

been done without conspicuous benefit. He proposed to

make sin impossible by replacing it with love. If sin be an

act of self-will, each person making himself the centre, then

Love is the destruction of sin, because Love connects in-

stead of isolating. No one can be envious, avaricious, hard-

hearted, no one can be gross, sensual, unclean, if he loves.

Love is the death of all bitter and unholy moods of the

soul, because Love lifts the man out of himself and teaches

VOL. Xi 4
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him to live in another. Jesus did not think it needful to

eulogise the virtues : it would have been a work of supere-

rogation when He had insisted on Love. It is bathos, for

instance, to instruct a mother in tenderness and care ; the

instinct will fulfil itself. Jesus has changed ethics from a

crystal that can only grow by accretion into a living plant

that flowers in its season. He exposed the negative prin-

ciple of morals in His empty house swept and garnished
;

He vindicated the positive principle in His house held by a

strong man armed (St. Luke xi. 21-2G). The individualism

of selfishness is the disintegrating force which has cursed

this world, segregating the individual and rending society

to pieces. The altruism of Love is the consolidating force

which will save the world, reconciling every man to his

fellows and recreating society. When Jesus makes Love

the basis of social life, He does not need to condescend

to details ; He has established unity.

When Jesus gave His doctrine of Love in its final form,

one is struck by a startling omission. He laid on His

disciples the repeated charge of Love to one another (St.

John xiii. 34, 35; xv. 12, 13), He did not once command
them to love God. AVhile His preachers have in the main

exhorted men to love God, Jesus in the main exhorted

them to love their fellow-men. This was not an accident

—a bias given to His mind by the immense suffering in the

world : it was an intention—the revelation of Jesus' idea of

Love. Conventional religion divides love into provinces

—

natural love ; ranging from the interest of a philanthropist

in the poor to the passion of a mother for her child and

spiritual love, whose humblest form is the fellowship of

the Christian Church and whose highest is the devotion of

the soul to God. This artifice is the outcome of a limited

vision ; it has been punished by a contracted heart. It has

ended in the disparagement of natural love and the un-

reality of spiritual love. Jesus never once sanctioned this
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mischievous distinction : He bitterly satirises its effect on

conduct. The Pharisee offers to God the gift which ought

to have gone to his parents' support—so devoted was he to

God, so lifted above ordinary affection (St. Mark vii. 11).

Our jNIaster accepted the solidarity of sin, that no one could

injure a fellow-creature without hurting God. " If the world

hate you, ye know that it hated Me before it hated you "
;

and " He that hateth Me, hateth My Father also (St. John

XV. 18, 23). He accepted with as little reserve the solidarity

of Love—that no one could love a fellow-creature with a

pure, unselfish passion without loving God. " He that

receiveth you receiveth Me, and he that receiveth Me re-

ceiveth Him that sent Me " (St. Matt. x. 40). As St. John

has it, with an echo of past words, "Beloved, let us love

one another : for love is of God ; and every one that loveth

is born of God " (1 Epist. St. John iv. 7). Life is the

school of love, in which we rise from love of mother and

wife and child through a long discipline of sacrifice to the

love of God. Love is the law of Love.

It was the habit of Jesus* mind to trace the seen at every

point into the unseen, and He gave the law of Love its

widest and farthest range. He was not content with in-

sisting that the unity of the human stood in Love, He
suggested that Love was also the unity of the Divine. The

same bond that made one fellowship of St. John and St.

Peter was the principle of communion between the Father

and the Son. With Jesus the Trinity was never a meta-

physical conception—a state of being ; it was an ethical fact

—a state of feeling. It was a relation of Love which found

its life in sacrifice. As the Father gave the Son, so the Son

gave Himself, and as the Son gave Himself, so must His

disciples give themselves for the brethren. God and Christ

were one in love ; Christ and man were one in love.

The great Law had full course, and God and man were

united in the sacrifice of love. " Therefore doth my Father
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love Me, because I lay down My life that I might take it

again. This commandment have I received of My Father "

(St. John X. 17, 18). "This is My commandment, that ye

love one another as I have loved you" (St. John xv. 12).

"If ye keep My commandments, ye shall abide in My love
;

even as I have kept My Father's commandments and abide

in His love" (St. John xv. 10). "If a man love Me, he

will keep My vi^ords : and My Father will love him, and v^ e

will come unto him, and make our abode with him " (St.

John xiv. 23). Perhaps the most profound symbol of Jesus

was the washing of the disciples' feet, and therefore the pre-

amble of St. John, "knowing . , . that He was come

from God and went to God." It seemed only an act of

lowly and kindly service ; it really was an illustration of

the Law which holds in one God Almighty and the meanest

man who is inhabited by Jesus' Spirit.

Apart from the Incarnation, which is the theoretical ground

of a united humanity, and His Spirit, which is the practical

influence working towards that high end, Jesus made two

contributions to the cause of unity. He has stated in con-

vincing terms the principle which alone can repair the dis-

ruption in society and close its fissures. What rends society

in every land is the conflict between the rights of the one

and the rights of the many, and harmony can only be es-

tablished by their reconciliation. Peace can never be made

by the suppression of the individual—which is collectivism,

nor by the endless sacrifice of a hundred for the profit of

one—which is individualism. Jesus came to bring each

man's individuality to perfection, not to sink him in the

mass. Jesus came to rescue the poor and weak from the

tyranny of power and ambition, not to leave them in

bondage. Both ends were His, and both are embraced in

His new commandment. For the ideal placed before each

individual is not rule but service, and in proportion to his at-

tainments will be his sacrifices. By one stroke Jesus securer
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the welfare of the many who share in the success of the

one, and the sanctification of the one whose character is

developed by his service of the many. It will not be neces-

sary to cripple any man's power lest it may be a menace to

his neighbours, because it will be their voluntary servant,

nor will his neighbours be driven to the vice of oppression

because they will not fear. Where Jesus' idea prevails a

rivalry of service will be the habit of society, and he will

stand highest who stoops lowest in the new order of life.

Jesus also offered in the Church a model of the perfect

society, and therefore He established the Church on an

eternal and universal principle. Wherever a number of

isolated individuals come together and form one body there

must be some bond of unity. With a nation it is geography

—the people live within certain degrees of latitude. With

a party it is opinion

—

its members bind themselves for a

common end. With a firm it is business— its partners trade

in the same article. Jesus contemplated a society the most

comprehensive and intense, the most elastic and cohesive

in history, which would embrace all countries, suit all

times, cultivate all varieties, fulfil all aspirations. It was

the ambition of Jesus as the Son of Man, and this was the

question before His mind : What delicate and pervasive

moral system could bind into one the diverse multitude that

would call Him Lord, so that I—some obscure nineteenth

century Christian—may feel at home in St. Paul's Cathedral,

or at St. Peter's, Eome, or in the Metropolitan Church of

Athens, or at a Salvation Army meeting '? This were in-

deed an irresistible illustration of spiritual communion and

a prophecy of the unity of the Race. "I belong," said

Angelique, the Abbess of Port Royal, "to the order of all

the saints, and all the saints belong to my order." AVhat is

the bond of this mystical order? Jesus stated and vindi-

cated it in the upper room.

It is the fond imagination of many pious minds that the
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basis of spiritual unity must lie in the reason and stand in

uniformity of doctrine. This unfortunate idea has been the

poisoned spring of all the dissensions that have torn Christ's

body from the day when Eastern Christians fought in the

streets about His Divinity to the long years when Europe

was drenched in blood about His lovely Sacraments. It is

surely a very ghastly irony that the immense sorrow of the

world has been infinitely increased by the fierce distractions

of that society which Jesus intended to be the peacemaker,

and that Christian divisions should have arisen from the

vain effort after an ideal Jesus never once had within His

vision. With St. John and St. Thomas, Matthew the

publican and Simon the zealot at the same Holy Table,

it is not likely that Jesus expected one model of thought

:

with His profound respect for the individual and His sense

of the variety of truth, it is certain He did not desire it.

Jesus realized that the tie which binds men together in

life is not forged in the intellect but in the heart. Behind

nations and parties, behind all the divisions and entangle-

ments of society stands the family. Love is the first and

the last and the strongest bond in experience. It conquers

distance, outlives all changes, bears the strain of the most

diverse opinions. What a proof of Jesus' divine insight

that He did not make His Church a school—whether of

the Temple or the Porch—but a family : did not demand

in His farewell that His disciples should think alike, but

that they should feel alike ! He believed it possible to bind

men to their fellows on the one condition that they were

first bound fast to Him. He made Himself the centre of

eleven men, each an independent unit ; He sent through

their hearts the electric flash of His love and they became

one. It was an experiment on a small scale ; it proved a

principle that has no limits. Unity is possible wherever the

current of love runs from Christ's heart through human hearts

and back to Christ again. None is cast out unless he refuse
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to love : no one is isolated unless he be non-conducting.

Within the Church visible, with its wearisome forms and

hideous controversies, lives the Church invisible, the com-

munion of love, and its spirit is a perpetual witness to

Christ's mission of atonement :
" That they all may be one

;

as Thou, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, that they also

may be one in us, that the world may believe that Thou

hast sent Me" (St. John xvii. 21).

Whenever doctrine and Love have entered the lists, not as

friends but as rivals, Love has always won and so confirmed

the wisdom of Jesus. He has bad servants in every country

distinguished for their devout spirit and controversial abil-

ity. Their generation crowned them for their zeal against

heresy, but succeeding generations conferred a worthier

immortality. The Church forgot their polemics, she kept

their hymns. Bernard of Clairvaux, depopulated Europe in

order to conquer the Holy Land with the sword for Him
who preached peace throughout its borders ; but we only

remember the saint who wrote :

"Jesus, Thou joy of loving hearts."

Toplady divided his time between composing hymns in-

stinct with love, and assailing John Wesley with incredible

insolence. His acrimonious defence of the Divine Sove-

reignty is buried and will never be disinterred, but while

the Church lasts she will sing

"Rock of ages, cleft for me."

Rutherford, of St. Andrew's, laboured books of prodigious

learning against Prelacy, and the dust lies heavy upon them

this day, but the letters he wrote in his prison on the love

of Christ have been the delight of Scottish mystics for two

centuries. If any one feels compelled to attack a religious

neighbour, his contemporaries may call him faithful, his

successors will endeavour to forget him. If any one can

worthily express the devotion of Christian hearts, his words
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will pass into the heritage of Christendom. What is not of

love, dies almost as soon as it is born : what is of love, lives

for ever. It has the sanction of Eternal Law; it has in it

the breath of immortality.

The Christian consciousness grows slowly into the mind

of Jesus. First it clings to legalism with St. Peter; after-

wards it learns faith with St. Paul; it enters at last into

love with St. John, the final interpreter of Jesus. We are

now in the school of St. John, and are beginning to discover

that none can be a heretic who loves, nor any one be other

than a schismatic who does not love. None can be cast out

of God's kingdom if he loves, none received into it if he does

not love. Usher could not ex-communicate Eutherford be-

cause he was not ordained by a Bishop, nor Eutherford con-

demn Usher because he was a head and front of Prelacy.

Channing cannot exclude Faber because he believes too

much, or Faber exclude Channing because he believes too

little. None can read Jesus' exposition of Love and imagine

such moral disorder. It would be the suspension of spirit-

ual gravitation. AVe are protected from one another by the

Magna Charta of the kingdom : we are under a Law that

has no regard to our prejudices. He that loves is blessed
;

he that bates is cursed—is the action of an automatic law.

It is the very condition of the spiritual world, which is held

together by Love : it is the very nature of God Himself,

who is Love.

" I'm apt to think the man
Tliat conld surround, the sum of things and spy

Tlie heart of God and secrets of His Empire
Woukl speak but love, -witli him the bright result

"Would change tlie hue of intermediate scenes

And make one thing of all Theology.

John Watson.
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PBOFESSOR DBUMMOND'S "ASCENT OF MAN."

A DIFFICULTY wbich will not improbably present itself to

many minds on reading Professor Drummond's new book

is tbat arising from tbe more or less unconscious effort of

tbe reader to decide from wbat standpoint the book as a

whole should be viewed. It is in many respects a book

which arrests attention. There is a ring of greatness

about it. The author has chosen the noblest of all sub-

jects, and not only has he, on the whole, risen to the level

of it, but the inspiration is felt to be so sustained that, even

where he at times falls below it, the reader is always sure

that he will rise again. This will perhaps be generally

admitted. Yet it is not unlikely that some who do not

succeed in focussing it properly, will feel that there is

also an element of disappointment in it. The fact is

that, although the book deals with scientific questions, its

subject is not so much science as the poetry of science. It

represents the soaring flights of a young and vigorous

school of thought, which often rises into regions where the

captive wing of science can almost certainly never hope to

follow. But, like all true poetry, it has its justification.

Even in its most daring generalizations there is an

element of truth capable of commending itself to the

soberest minds.

If this preliminary reservation may be allowed, it is

possible to appreciate Professor Drummond's finely written

book. The first three chapters take us up to the " Dawn
of Mind," and their subject matter is indicated by their

titles. They are, " The Ascent of the Body," " The Scaffold-

ing left in the Body," and " The Arrest of the Body." They

deal with the evolution of the human body from lower forms

of life, with the numerous evidences of its ancestry it still

retains— all of which are effectively recapitulated in a man-

ner calculated to strike the general imagination—and, finally,
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with the arrested development and degeneration of those

organs and qualities in the body which reached their highest

usefulness in the struggle for existence on a lower plane.

Much of what is characteristic in these chapters, and also

to some extent in the book as a whole, will be familiar to

those who have read Fiske's Destiny of Man. It is hardly

possible to discuss the theories themselves in a severely

critical spirit. Their fall acceptance would require assent

to much that science can only take with reservation and

qualification, and to do justice to the chapters they must

be judged rather by the general effect they produce on the

mind. They contain many fine passages. Many who have

burnt the midnight oil watching for hours the develop-

ment beneath the microscope of the embryo of frog, or fish,

or insect, will realize that the author has for them often

brought thought to birth in words in these chapters. Those

wonderful fleeting structures, so often developed for a few

hours to again pass and disappear as in the short span of a

single summer night, the developing embryo dimly recapitu-

lates the life history of its kind through measureless chang-

ing epochs in the past, and in unknown times and climates,

all tell a story of the past history of life on our planet, the

depth and range of which even the highest poetry has yet

failed to compass. Professor Drummond makes us realize

this in a high degree of the human body. As he well

remarks (pp. 94-5) :

—

"He TV'ho ponders over tlic more ancient tem])le o£ tlie Human Body
Avill find imagination fail him as he tries to think from what remote

and mingled sources, from what lands, seas, climates, atmospheres,

its various parts have been called together, and by wliat innumerable

contributory creatures, swimming, creeping, Hying, climbing, each of

its sevei'al members was wrought and perfected. What ancient chisel

first sculptured the rounded columns of the limbs ? AVliat dead hands

Iniilt the cupola of the brain, and from what older I'uins were tlie

scattered pieces of its mosaic-work brought ? Who fixed the windows
in its upper walls ? What winds and weathers wrought strength into
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its buttresses ? What ocean-beds and i'orest-glades worked up its

colourings ? Wbat Love and Terror and Night called forth the Music?

And what Life and Death and Pain and Struggle put all together in

the noiseless Avorkshop of the past, and rcmoYcd each worker silently

wlien its work was done."

Haeckel in a striking passage once called attention to

what must be the infinite and inconceivable delicacy of the

albuminous matter comprising the single cell of microscopic

dimensions in which all the higher forms of life originate

—

a simple cell capable of transmitting the molecular individ-

ual vital motion of the form of life it represents so accurately

that afterwards the minutest bodily and mental peculiarities

of the parents reappear in new life. Professor Drummond

follows up and develops the same idea in a fine passage

(pp. 95-6) :—

"Eecall the vast antiquity of that primal cell, from which tlie

human embryo first sets forth. Compass the nature of the potentiali-

ties stored up in^its plastic substance. AYatch all the busy processes,

the multiplying energies, the mystifying transitions, the inexplicable

chemistry of this living laboratoi-y. Observe the variety and in-

tricacy of its metamorphoses, the exquisite gradation of its ascent,

the unerring aim with which the one type unfolds—never pausing,

never uncertain of its direction, refusing arrest at intermediate forms,

passing on to its flawless maturity without waste or effort or fatigue.

See the sense of motion at every turn, of purpose and of aspiration.

Discover how, with identity of i3rocess and loyalty to the type, a hair-

breadth of deviation is jQt secured to each, so that no two forms come

out the same, but each arises an original creation, Avith features,

characteristics and individualities of its own."

All this every biologist who knows and understands his

subject must have felt, even while he may have known it to

be beyond his power to convey the feeling to others in words

like these.

It is to be doubted, perhaps, whether the highest value

of some of Professor Drummond's most characteristic

theories does not consist merely in their suggestiveness.

The theory, borrowed from Fiske, that in the human body
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we have the highest possible product of organic evolution,

and that therein the development of the vertebrate form

has reached its limit, is one which, if we mistake not, few

representatives of science will be willing to unreservedly

accept. The author's views also respecting the degenera-

tion of the body are, it would appear, carried much too

far. His own argument leaves an uncomfortable feeling on

the mind of even the uncritical reader that it has proved

too much. Our waning powers of sight, our degraded ears,

our inefficient skin, our degenerating teeth and jaws, are

all most mercilessly exposed to an audience whose sym-

pathies are reserved in advance for the superior creature

with the expanding brain. But in this glorification of the

intellect at the expense of the body Professor Drummond
appears to be on rather doubtful ground. What is taking

place would seem to be merely the adjustment of the body

to changing conditions of life. Similar adjustments are

always in progress in all the higher forms of life ; some

parts are always undergoing degeneration, while others are

in like manner being progressively developed. But it is

easy to imagine what Professor Drummond's probable

reception would be if it were to be in his power to produce

to a class of Scotch students a genuine representative of

the primeval savage type with over- developed stomach, low

stature, and weak, bandy legs, and then to point to his

audience as examples of degraded bodily development from

this standard. The Scotch, with the English professional

classes, enjoy, as Mr. Galton has shown, a position almost

at the head of the race list in height development, while the

Australian Bushman is at the bottom v/ith an average of

4 ft. 4*78 in. In weight and chest measurement also the

races that are winning most ascendancy in the world to-day

are well to the fore. In the stress and strain of life

vigorous physical qualities are too closely associated with

vigorous mental qualities to be thus sharply contrasted.
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Besides, they are both subordinate to, and influenced bj-,

larger considerations of ethical development, which are not

mentioned. The gilded youth of Eome who jested and

quoted Horace to each other while they pinched and patted

the muscles of the Northern gladiators, on whom they had

laid their bets, considered themselves vastly superior

creatures to the mere barbarian who made their sport.

But it is the Northern barbarian who rules the world

now.

The fourth chapter in Professor Drummond's book is en-

titled " The Dawn of Mind." It is probably one of the least

satisfactory in the book. Like so many others who have

come into contact with uncivilized man, the author follows

in an old and beaten track which it is high time we had

abandoned. He is apparently ready to regard the immense

interval which separates us from savage man as a result

arising from his greatly inferior mental development, in-

stead of from a lack of those qualities which contribute to

social efficiency and the possession of which enable the

higher races to develop stable civilizations and to store

up knowledge of the arts and sciences. There is abundant

evidence now-a-days to show that the children of uncivilized

races, when brought up under the same conditions as

European children, labour under no intellectual disability

of a kind to prevent them from acquiring knowledge and

learning with much the same facility as the children of the

higher races. The intellectual interval between uncivilized

man of the present day and the higher races is, in fact, com-

paratively small and insignificant compared with the enor-

mous difference which must separate the minds of even the

lowest savages from the earliest type of inteUigence. Yet

Professor Drummond innocently looks round the world and

sees that the mind of man " exists to-day, among certain

tribes at almost the lowest point of development with which

the word human can be associated ; and that from that point
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an Ascent of Mind can be traced from tribe to nation in an

ever-increasing complexity and through infinitely delicate

shades of improvement, till the highest civilized states are

reached." Surely this betokens a state of mind in the

author peculiar to an earlier stage of knowledge on this

subject. He tells us further, that " in the very nature of

things v^e should have expected such a result."

But the facts with which he supports these curious state-

ments are something like the fabled dragon's teeth. For

under the critical eye the arguments they suggest tend to rise

up and annihilate each other so far as their support to his case

goes. The descendants of the benighted cannibals of the

Sandwich Islands who a century ago killed and ate Captain

Cook, are already, he is compelled to admit, claiming to be

admitted among civilized nations. A few pages on he tells

us very effectively of the immense part which language

has played in banking the experience of the race and in thus

immeasurably widening the distance between man and the

animal. But all the time he appears to be oblivious to the

equally important and exactly similar part which a state of

social stability (resulting from the possession of qualities

contributing to social efficiency) has played in banking the

gains of knowledge and in similarly widening the interval

between civilized man and the savage. It is only when we

understand the difference between civilized and uncivilized

man to be, in the largest sense, the result, not of great

intellectual inferiority but of an environment arising

directly from his lack of qualities contributing to social

efficiency, that we perceive the true bearing of the passage

from Mr. Herbert Spencer, with which the author com-

pletes the destruction of his argument.

" It needs but to ask what would happen to ourselves were the whole

mass of existing knowledge obliterated, and were children with nothing

beyond their necessary language left to grow up without guidance or

instruction from adults, to perceive that even now the higher intellec-
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tnal faculties would be almost inoperative from lack of tlie materials

and aids accumulated by past civilizations. And seeing this, we cannot

fail to see that develojiment of the higher intellectual facilities hag

gone on pari passu with social advance alike as cause and consequence ;

that the primitive man coiild not evolve these higher intellectual

faculties in the absence of a fit environment, and that in this as in other

respects his progress was retarded hj the absence of capacities which

only progress could bring."

The latter half of Professor Drummond's book is devoted

to the treatment of subjecjts connected with the development

upwards throughout life of the altruistic and social qualities

which reach their fullest expression in human society. This

part of the book seems on the whole inferior to the first part.

It is full of fine passages ; but the attentive reader will never-

theless feel keenly that he misses something. The author

somehow fails to secure his entire confidence. There is

often an evident straining after effect ; on the whole there is

a scarcely concealed desire to hurry the reader on anyhow

to a preconceived moral conclusion—that fault which so

often does violence to the best intentions in a lower class of

literature, even when the reader's entire sympathies are with

the author. It has other faults too. A reader fully ac-

quainted with the facts with which Professor Drummond is

dealing can scarcely avoid feeling that the author himself

lacks to some extent that firm grasp of the main principles

underlying the facts which we have a right to expect from

him. For instance, it soon becomes apparent that he has

confused throughout, and mingled in inextricable entangle-

ment in these pages, the facts connected with two totally

distinct developments in life, namely, the parental develop-

ment and the co-operative or social development. In the

parental development he has a splendid subject, but this

want of grasp renders the treatment disappointingly inade-

quate.

Every evolutionist who has made progress towards

understanding his subject should have firmly fixed in his
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mind the first principles of this parental development

whatever else he may lack. Even a few bold strokes give

an outline of a striking process of progress which has the

directest connection with the highest ethical problems of

human life, and into which an immense sequence of facts

are seen to be fitted in simple and orderly relationship.

AVe have at the bottom the institution of sex, the enormous

physiological import of which—despite the author's doubts

—science is beginning to clearly understand. But fertili-

zation can only take place in the single cell stage of every

organism. Observe, therefore, the results of this exacting

condition to which life is thus subjected almost from the

beginning, and the ascending series of phenomena of

extraordinary interest to which it gives ri&e. We have on

the one side the organism itself ever growing more and

more complex as progress continues to be made upwards

to higher forms of life. On the other hand, we have, not-

withstanding this, the necessity imposed on nature of

returning for every new life to exactly the same starting

point as at the beginning—-the single cell. The effort to

bridge in the most efficient manner the enormous and ever-

lengthening interval of helplessness between these two

extremes—the single cell stage and the complex adult

individual—is, therefore, the key to all the ascending phe-

nomena of parenthood. It has provided the battle-ground

of genera and species and types of life in one of the greatest

and most persistent struggles in the history of life. In

the birds and their eggs we have the culminating stage

reached in one line of effort. In the mammalia another

line of yet greater possibilities is opened up ; the developing

embryo is withdrawn altogether from the risks of a

separate existence in the egg ; it draws sustenance direct

from the mother ; the young reaches a more and more

advanced stage of development before being born as we rise

from the marsupials to the placental^ ; the parental instincts
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become greatly developed ; the burthen of parenthood grows

ever heavier, and the necessity for bearing it efficiently more

imperative as the creature grows more complex and the

distance between the two extremes continues to be

lengthened out, till the climax is at length attained in

man in whom the deepening of the parental feelings and

the enormous prolongation of the period of infancy paves

the way for the first beginnings of the social state. Al-

together we have in this development the outlines of a

vast connected process the interest and significance of

which dominates the whole story of life.

But the treatment of so great a subject in the hands of

so able a writer as Professor Drummond is not satisfactory.

He begins naturally with the ethical significance of sex ;

but after having excited the imagination by showing us

" how deep from the very dawn of life this rent between the

two sexes yawns," all he really brings us to is the some-

what inconsequent conclusion that " had sex done nothing

more than make an interesting world, the debt of evolution

to reproduction had been incalculable." In the long drawn

out stage in which physiological necessity reduces the

number of young, and higher equipment begins to take the

place of numbers in the struggle for existence, Professor

Drummond sees operating only the necessity for focussing

the parental care on one so as to " concentrate it into love
"

and " to make it possible for the parent to recognise its

young." The significant process by which the embryo

ceased to be separated from the mother at an early stage,

as in the eggs of reptiles and birds, and in which the con-

nection during the always lengthening period of embryonic

development grows ever closer as we rise in the mammals
from the marsupials to the placentals, is explained by Pro-

fessor Drummond in the same fanciful and disappointing

way. It was all, we are told, "to make the children pre-

sentable at birth," so " that when first they caught the

VOL. X. 5
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mother's eye they were ' strong and of a good liking.'
"

And so on. Not till the author takes up Fiske's idea of the

lengthening out of the period of infancy in man because of

the time required for perfecting the more complex adult,

and the influence of this fact in our social development, do

we get any insight into the laws governing the development

as a whole and the tremendous import of the process

throughout ; after which the author again relapses, and we

see him at the previous level in the chapter on " the Evolu-

tion of a Father,"

It is while labouring under the disadvantage of having to

feel that Professor Drummond has somehow failed him in

these chapters as a guide in enabling him to see " in a plain

way a few of the things which science is now seeing," that

the reader turns back in natural sequence to the introduc-

tory chapters, which were evidently written last. Here a

much higher level of thought is reached, and both in these

chapters and in the last chapter in the book we feel that

we are again in the company of the author of Natural

Law in the Spiritual World. But it is still necessary to

use our own eyes, and walk cautiously with the author.

Surely, for instance, the real gravamen of the indictment to

which modern science has undoubtedly laid herself open in

failing to give us a scientific explanation of our social and

ethical development is not comprised in his charge that she

has seen only the struggle for life, and has not considered

the struggle for the life of others. Let Professor Drum-

mond examine the accused, and deal fairly with her and

he will see that it is not here that she has failed. Even the

passages which he quotes from her spokesman in his own
pages would be sufdcient to produce the feeling that this

cannot be so. The true cause of the failure has been quite

different ; it is one to which Professor Drummond himself

often bears witness. It is that she has followed the

method of regarding man and his social life as something
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quite distinct and apart from the rest of Creation. If Pro-

fessor Drummond will turn to Professor Huxley's Komanes
Lecture, 1893/ he will see the cause of the failure written

large therein. He will find the author there representing

man's development and progress as the successful effort to

arrest and suspend the cosmic process. The truth is just

the reverse. It is the cosmic process that is everywhere

triumphant even right down into the midst of our Western

civilization and our modern life ; and every phase and

aspect of our development, social, political, ethical and

religious, has its meaning to science only in regard to the

furtherance of this process. This is where Professor Drum-

mond himself seems to be so often following a false issue.

The struggle for the life of others is not, as he seems at

times to think, something apart and to which the struggle

for life finally leads up. The contrary is the truth. The

struggle for the life of others is only a phase of the eternal

rivalry of life which has its cause in deep-seated physio-

logical necessities from which we have no power to escape.

The struggle for the life of others has no meaning for

science apart from this larger rivalry. The latter is be-

coming regulated, raised, humanized, but always and ever

more efficient and more imperative. Once it was physical

only ; now it is ethical, moral, religious ; that is the mean-

ing of the ascent. As Professor Drummond has himself

well said in a passage in which he sees the truth—although

it is contradictory to much that he has said elsewhere :

—

"Hence it has been ordained that Life and Struggle, Health and

Struggle, Growth and Struggle, Progress and Struggle, shall be linked

together ; that whatever the chances of misdirection, the apparent

losses, the mysterious accompaniments of strife and pain, the Ascent

of Man should be bound up with living. When it is remembered that,

at a later day, Morality and Struggle, and even Religion and Struggle,

are bound so closely that it is impossible to conceive them apart, the

tremendous value of this principle . . . will be perceived."

1 Evolution and Ethics.
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The writer of this Article does not think that it would

be, on the whole, quite fair to Professor Drummond to

attempt any lengthened criticism of the remarks on his

own book, Social Evolution, contained in the last chapter

in this section, seeing that, as we are told, the book was

read only as the sheets of the Ascent of Man were almost in

the press. To some extent the difficulty discussed appears

to be one of terminology. Professor Drummond seems

to feel it to be a serious cause of complaint against the

argument developed in Social Evolution that our social

development has been put on an iiltra-rational basis. The

writer must, however, plead "not guilty" to such a change

in the sense in which Professor Drummond apparently in-

tends it. The writer did not put it there, he merely found

it there, where, as it appears to him, every close student of

our social systems, our history, and even our systems of juris-

prudence will ultimately find it—if only he is able to start

with a mind free from prepossession, and to keep it free from

confusion. All that has been attempted in this respect in

Social Evohit'ion is to explain in the light of modern science

how it is part of the cosmic order of things that it has come

to be there, why it has always been there, and why, if recent

developments of the doctrine of evolution are to be accepted,

the reasoning appears to have almost the cogency of mathe-

matical demonstration that it must always remain there, and

that the whole assault which a certain class of reasoners have

directed against religion must in consequence prove to have

been an attack upon an empty fort. It would be out of

place to restate the argument here by which this view is

supported. Nothing that has been said since the book has

been published has led the writer to feel that he can usefully

add anything to it, as it is developed in the book itself.

Professor Drummond's fear that the law of continuity

would be put to confusion if such a conclusion were estab-

lished appears to be groundless. The conflict between the
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self-assertive reason of the individual and the forces that

are making ultimately for the welfare of the race is itself

apparently an inherent part of the law of progress. Other-

wise the conflict would soon be suppressed. But its exist-

ence does not involve any idea of confusion. Order and

progress are everywhere the results of such conflicting

laws. The earth moves round the sun in obedience to the

original centrifugal impetus. But the centripetal tendency

is in constant conflict with this impetus. Yet no law is put

to confusion ; the result is the majestic progress of the

earth round the sun for millions of ages and all the sequence

of life on our planet. Life itself is, again, but the constant

mean between two conflicting tendencies, anabolism and

katabolism, and yet there is no confusion. Nay more, the

masterly researches of Geddes and Thompson have revealed

to us that the same eternal conflict of tendencies in the life

of the individual cells themselves has been the probable

basis upon which nature has reared the tremendous super-

structure of sex, and all that this implies in the evolution

of life. There is no confusion here—only the terms of a

larger unity. And so, likewise, the law of continuity is not

" put to confusion," but maintained, because we find in the

social organism, founded on a system of religious belief,

that " throughout its existence there is maintained within

it a conflict of two opposing forces ; the disintegrating

principle represented by the rational self-assertiveness of

the individual units ; the integrating principle represented

by a religious belief, providing a sanction for social conduct,

which is always of necessity ultra-rational, and the function

of which is to secure in the stress of evolution the continual

subordination of the interests of the individual units to the

larger interests of the longer-lived social organism to which

they belong." ^

The great transforming lesson which modern science has

^ Social Evolution, p. 102.
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probably in its power to bring finally home to philosophy is

that its province has limits, which may be strictly and

scientifically defined, and that the definition of those limits

leaves the capital problems of human life and human pro-

gress unsolved and insoluble from the point of view of

individual rationalism. To the writer human society is now,

and apparently always has been and always will be, founded

on ultra-rational sanctions. To say so is not to utter a

complaint which sounds "like a dirge." All efforts to

place it on any other foundations must apparently, if the

evolutionary science of our time is to be accepted, end in

always bringing us back to that starting point to which so

many past systems of philosophy have returned. We shall

have to say of these problems—to quote words recently

used by Mr. Arthur James Balfour—that after all "they

come upon us with all the old insistence. They are re-

stated but they are not solved." ^ This has been the dirge

which has come sounding down through philosophy in

the past. It is the result, as modern science appears to

be about to indicate to us, of attempting a task which

fundamental physiological conditions of life render im-

possible of accomplishment.

Benjamin Kidd.

^ "A Criticism of Current Idealistic Theories," by A. J. Balfour. Mind, Oct.,

1893.
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ANGELS UNAWABES.
" Forget not to show love uuto strangers : for thereby some have entertained

angels unawares."

—

Heb. xiii. 2.

The historj of the Hebrews is a long series of migrations and dis-

persions. Since tlieir first pilgrim father crossed the Euphrates

and became a stranger in a strange land, Abraham's children have

endured exodus and exile so often that the figure of the Wandering

Jew seems like a type of their scattered race.

Yet no people ever proved so cohesive in disjjersion. In Xew
Testament times the Hebrews abroad outnumbered those in

Palestine ; but they were Hebrews still. In every city along the

shores of the Midland Sea they formed a little Puritan colony, aloof

from the heathen, but ready with welcome for the travelling-

merchant and hearing- for tlie travelling teacher of their own faith

and blood.

The early Church inherited this primitive bond of kinship and

its tradition of hospitality. More than one Apostle enforces the

duty of entertaining wayfarers who belong to the household of

Christ. Moreover a Christian Jew was counted a renegade by

his own countrymen ; the fact of his Christianity shut in his face

those Ghetto doors which sheltered any orthodox Jewish pilgrim.

So that the Hebrew disciples would appreciate the stress here

laid upon showing love to jbrethi-en on a journey, who might

specially need succour ; they would appreciate, too, the allusion to

Abraham and Lot and Gideon and Manoah and Tobit, who had

all entertained angels unawares. " Play the host generously,"

says the writer, " and you may, perchance, harbour heavenly

guests like theirs."

Now such a precept certainly does not require the modern

Christian to turn his home into a casual ward. Yet there remains

a real sense in which we are still bound to show love to strangers,

and in which we too may thereby welcome angels whom we least

expect.

Our modern Protestant ideas about angels are curiously mixed.

We borrow them mainly from Milton ; and they came down to him

multifariously thiougli Rabbinic legends, and Gnostic fancies, and

Neoplatonic speculations, and scholastic disputes. The result be-

longs less to religion than to the mythology of poetry and art

;
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yet we habitually read that mythology into the Bible. It is true

indeed that our Lord Himself distinctly acknowledges the reality

of these spiritual beings ; but the functions of angels in Scripture

almost overshadow their personality. The name stands for that

which embodies to us either a manifestation or a message of the

Most High ; its two senses are not always distinguished, but

together they cover the chief uses of the word in the Bible. An
angel is some special form in which God speaks, or works, or shows

Himself; it is an agent or an instrument that brings Him into

touch with men. And this text teaches that any passing guest

may prove an angel to us—may become a living medium of God's

message, a personal channel of God's grace to our souls.

There were ancient nations who had only one word to mean
both stranger and enemy : each new comer Avas treated as a foe

until he proved himself a friend. And we are still often tempted

to think evil of people before we have had time to test their good-

ness. Perhaps some plausible stranger has taken you in, and made
you suspect all his tribe. Nothing sours the heart like being

duped by those to whom your faith had imputed its own righteous-

ness. After a few such trials you persuade yourself that the

world at large is not fit to be trusted, and that every man must be

considered a rogue until he has proved himself honest.

And yet no temper is less Christian than this spirit of general

suspicion. Better trust ten times and be deceived, than suspect

one soul unjustly. The love which Christ requires us to show

to strangers is the love which tliinketh no evil, which believeth

all things and hopeth all things, which is sometimes betrayed but

never in despair.

Yet modern Christians neglect this precept not so much be-

cause they are too suspicious as because they are too busy. In

simpler times, when strangers came like single spies, it was not

so difficult to seek them out and make them welcome. But in

our congested civilization we jostle among battalions of unknown
folk each day, and we put on, perfoi^ce, the armour of reserve.

We have enough acquaintances already, so many that their mere
number goes to dilute the quality of friendship. What man has

more than a certain available maximum of spare thought and in-

terest ? Which of us has time to show any real love to the units

in this bewildering crowd ?
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The social world finds its analogue in the physical. We are told

that all material substance consists of the interaction of innumer-

able separate tiny atoms, which are always in swiftest motion,

always clashing against each other, and making millions of impacts

every second. And yet not one of these molecules is forgotten before

God; and ye are of more value than many molecules. The Father

of Spirits must surely guide and restrain the contacts and encoun-

ters of each human soul that He has made. It is no vague chance

or blind destiny which brings sti-angers to our tent door. And
therefore we must cherish a certain reverence for the unexpected : we
must keep an open heart towards these unknown pilgrims whom
God's election has sent aci^oss our path or settled in our camp.

Every year, at any rate, some fresh strangers detach themselves

from the dim mass, and definitely enter our service or our circle
;

and we count them as " new people" not yet properly known. Yet

each one of them is a brother immortal, who inherits an equal

share with us in God's solicitude. For each one of them Christ

died. In each one of them the Holy Ghost is dwelling, and work-

ing, and striving. And each dullest stranger has his own heart-

secrets of joy and bitterness, his inward shames and sacrifices

which we cannot estimate, a hidden romance which we never

guess, a coming destiny of which we never even dream. We
simply do not know how much may be in him, how much he may
become to us or may do for us, in the future.

There are mea-mreless possibilities in a stranger. When Haroun

Alraschid was Caliph, any strayed reveller in the streets of Bagh-

dad might prove to be the Commander of the Faithful himself.

We ought to discern under the face of each stranger the coun-

tenance of Christ Himself. Inasmuch as we show love to one of

the least of them, we are showing love to Him. There is an

apocryphal saying recorded of our Lord, " Never be joyful except

when ye shall look upon your brother in love." And it holds true,

even when the brother is a stranger. The happy spirit which can

so regard him, brings you straightway into touch with him ; it

opens an avenue into his heart.

That stranger may need you more even than you need him ; he

may come as a claim on your pity, a call for your devotion, an

opportunity for your service. God has sent this needy angel to

rouse you out of sloth and ease and indulgence, to build again the

broken altar for a sacrifice of yourself. "Are they not all minister-
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ing spirits ? " Naj, not all. God's angel is sometimes sent, not

to minister to us, but to be ministered unto : so that we may win

thereby the grace of those who give rather than receive.

We do it all unawares. We often grow half impatient of these

strangers who require so much, and seem to bestow so little. The

hospitable heart goes on to the end, unconscious how its most

exacting guests were only the disguises of One who shall say at

last, " I was a stranger, and ye took Me in."

Nothing on this earth is so pathetic as the way in which we
miss the meaning of life ; and when our blessings meet ns, we
pass by ignorantly on the other side. We refuse them, as we
entertain them, unaioares. Alas ! for the grace we have lost with-

out knowing it. We take our daily bread, unwittingly and un-

worthil}^ not discerning the Lord's body. We look for God in

earthquake or in fire, not listening for the still small voice. It

is written of certain angels, that " their countenances were like

lightning": but it is not said that their voices were like thunder.

Dante describes Beatrice's speech as being, like Cordelia's, soft

and low " con angelica voceT And often our messages most direct

from heaven fall softly from children's lips, or are murmured in

low tones of sorrow and sickness. God's messenger does not sound

a trumpet or lift up his voice in the streets. Whoso hath ears

to hear, let him keep silence for what the angels say.

" We ai'e come unto an innumerable company of angels "
: this

is the experience of the Christian. To him all the common order

of life and its natural changes seem instinct with spiritual pre-

sences and powers. To him the glory and loveliness of the out-

ward world are, as Newman says, " the waving of their garments,

whose faces see God." The storms and calms of nature become
vocal. " Some said, it thundered ; others said, an angel spake to

Him."

It is written again, " Jacob went on his way, and the angels of

God met him." These wayside angels of circumstance still meet

us, day by day, in homely garb and guise. But as we show them
love, and welcome each daily event that happens as being a token

to us of the will of God, we find that each carries its own secret

and peculiar blessing. Concerning such trivial things, it may be

said, " Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones."

The hands which it holds out to us are laden with perfect love.

As we are hospitable to God's daily messages and mercies, we
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find ministers of grace compassing our patli and oar lying down.

Verily He has given His angels charge concerning us : perchance,

the angel of pain, to purify ; or the angel of disappointment, to

humble ; or the angel of loss, to enrich. But all His angels work

together for good to them that love Him.

T. H. Darlow.

" THE JOY SET BEFORE HIM. )}

" For the joy that was set before Him, He endured the cross, despising the

shame, and hath sat down at the right hand of the throne of God."

—

Hch. xii. 2.

We read a great man's biography mainly to understand what kind

of man he was. We try to get behind his titles and trappings,

and to touch the man himself. We pass over the mere details and

accidents in his career ; we want to discover the ideas which in-

spired him, and the ambitions which controlled, to see into the

passions and sorrows which struggled in his breast, and so to

realize what it was that moved him along the path he trod.

And we read the New Testament amiss unless it teaches us

something about the motives of Jesus Christ, unless it opens His

inward life to our gaze, and makes us understand not only His

words and deeds, but also, by help of these, what manner of man
He Himself was. The sacred biography will profit us little, ex-

cept as it admits us into the heart of the Son of Man, so that we
sympathise with His feelings, and grasp His purpose, and rejoice

with Him as He rejoices, and weep with Him as He weeps.

Now we arc hindered from this sympathy with. Christ's human
experience, in part by our theological prejudices, and still more by

our moral defects. For spiritual secrets are spiritually discerned
;

and we are not good enough to understand His goodness. We are

not simple enough nor pure enough, to realize how simply pure

and how purely simple His mind and His motives were. We can-

not imagine a man so perfect that He could always obey His

natural impulse, because His impulse was always right. Jesus

Christ always did exactly what it was natural for Him to do. And
half our explanations of His words and deeds miss the mark

because they are so clumsy and far-fetched and elaborate and

artificial. The truth about Him is generally so simple that we
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are not child-like enough to take it in. Consider, for instance, His

first miracle, when He was a guest at the marriage feast of one of

His friends. Probably the bridegroom was a working man, per-

haps one of the crew of Peter's boat, or, it may be, another young

carpenter who had worked at the same bench with Jesus Himself.

At that feast, whether from absence of forethought or presence of

povei"ty, we read that " they wanted wine." And at once Christ

supplied the need, so quickly and quietly that the guests them-

selves did not know what He had done. It was an act of pure and

simple kindness. We need not invent cumbrous explanations of

it. He would not let His friend sit ashamed and confused because

the wine had run short on his wedding day.

And I believe that the motives which prompted most of our

Loi'd's miracles were just as simple and natural. They were not

performed as portents, or carefully calculated to impress the by-

standers ; He wrought them out of pure pity, because He felt the

same impulse of compassion that we feel when we come face to

face with distress. Only, with Him, the wish to help and the

power to help went hand in hand. Christ went about doing good

just because it was natural to Him, because He loved to do it. He
enjoined silence on so many whom He healed, from the same in-

stinct which makes every modest man unwilling that his left hand

should know what his right hand doeth. And when Christ was

held back from using His power, it was by the same kind of

motive which still holds back every man who is wise as well as

kind, when often he longs to help, but may not, and can only pass

by. However rich you are, you dare not scatter your wealth

broadcast among the needy, to do them incalculable harm. And,

in like manner, our Lord was constantly checked in the exercise of

His power, because He could only help those who were fit to be

helped. He was far too kind to cure men's bodies at the expense

of their souls. He desired to say " thy sins be forgiven thee " in

the same breath in which He said " arise and walk." But often

He was hindered by the evil in the men whom He longed to bless,

and " He was able to do no mighty work because of their un-

belief."

Jesus Christ rejoiced in doing good. Alike in the exercise of His

power and in its restraint. He followed the simple prompting of

His own overflowing tenderness, His own instinctive wisdom.

But though doing good was natural to Him, it was never easy. Be-
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yond the opposition and unbelief of men, every miracle seems to

have cost Him an effort. Virtue went out of Him as it went

into the weak. By mysterious sympathy, He took the sicknesses

that He cured, and bare the infirmities that He ended, and suffered

for the sins that He forgave. In all our human affliction He was

Himself afflicted : it pierced His heart ; and though He saved

others, He could not save Himself. He never had one thought

or wish to save Himself ; His delight was to spend Himself for

the world. He went about doing good, simply and naturally, be-

cause He loved the work in spite of its unspeakable cost. Christ's

supreme gladness was self-sacrifice. The Man of Sorrows was

happy—happy to live and labour, to suffer and die as He did.

" For the joy set before Him, He endured the cross, despising the

shame."

''And behold He hath sat down at the right hand of the throne of

God." For the heart of Grod Almighty is opened to us in His Son.

The blessedness of heaven is the same blessedness which made
Christ eager to endure that He might redeem. In that Divine life

and death we see revealed the eternal nature, the eternal beatitude.

God shows us what is the root and ground of His own Being. We
learn how love must always delight itself in sacrifice ; we under-

stand how God Himself is love.

And this, which fills the throne of heaven, is also the highest

bliss we can know on earth. Here is the supreme experience, the

star-like rapture worth all the world beside ; it is born out of pain

willingly endured for love's sake. Even in this life it is possible to

gather grapes of thorns ; and when we taste the wine which Christ's

hand has pressed from that strange vintage, we find how no other

wine, that maketh glad the heart of man, is worthy to be compared

with it. God has pi-epared many good things for us, here below
;

but the immortal joy which, for love's sake, can endure the cross

and despise the shame, far, far transcends them all. When once

we set our lips to the cap of its sacrament, we can only say, " Thou
hast kept the best wine until now."

T. H. Darlow.
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SUBVEY OF RECENT BIBLICAL LITERATURE,

A NEW and enlarged edition of the well-known Annotated Paragraph

Bible has been issued by the Religious Tract Society. It is prob-

ably the best annotated Bible in one volume.—Messrs. Kegan Paul,

Trench, Triibuer & Co. issue a volume of their Pulpit Commen-
tary. It contains the six books from Nahum to Malachi, which

have been entrusted for exegesis to the competent hands of Mr.

Deane, and for homiletics to Dr. Whitelaw and others. The

volume cannot be neglected by students of the Minor Prophets.

—

A remarkable and in one resjDect monumental work is completed

by the publication (Williams & Norgate) of the third volume

of Dr. vS. C. Malan's Original Notes on the Book of Proverbs mostly

from Eastern Writings. The notes in the whole book number

about 16,000, and they are drawn from Egyptian, Sanscrit,

Persian, Arabic, Chinese, and many other sources. The book is

a monument of learning and industry, and from its abundant

stores all future commentators will draw.—To the Expositor's

Bible three volumes have recently been added : Archdeacon

Farrar's second volume on the Books of Kings, a picturesque and

thoroughly well-informed narrative ; an exposition of the Epistles

of Peter by Prof. Lumby, who pi^obably knows more about them

than any other living scholar ; and Principal Moule's Epistle to the

Pomayis which will for some time to come oust from common use

all other commentaries on the Epistle.—Messrs Clark, of Edin-

burgh, have issued The Earliest Life of Christ ever compiled from

the Four Gospels, being the JJiatessaron of Tatian, by the Rev. J.

Hamlyn Hill, B.D. This useful volume furnishes us with a

translation of the Diatessaron, and of the Ephraem Fragments,

with introduction and critical and analytical tables of great value

It is a book of which every student of the New Testament or

of the Early Church should be in possession.—The Clarendon

Press issues another portion of the writings of TertuUian edited

by T. Herbert Bindley, B.D., Principal of Codrington College.

It is the De Prcescriptione Hmreticorum, the Ad Martyras, and Ad
Scapulam which are now published. The notes are excellent and

precisely what a student needs. The reading of one such original

text gives more insight into early history than miich second-hand

information.

—

The Gospel according to Peter, a study by the author

of Supernatural Beligion (Longmans, Green & Co.), contains
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the text and a translation of this Gospel, together with a critical

comparisoii of it with the canonical Gospels. It displays the

scholarship, acuteness and prejudice of the author.—Messrs Mac-

millan & Co. have published three volumes of sermons, one of

which contains some of the charges of the Archbishop of Canter-

buxy, and is entitled Fishers of Men. Would that these wise

counsels were not only universally read but universally regarded

and followed.—The volume by Bishop Westcott on The Incarna-

tion and Common Life is in the best sense a book for the times and

illustrates the remarkable conversion of a mature scholar into

an apt and influential man of affairs.—The Hon. and Rev.

Arthur Temple Lyttelton's University and College Sermons afford

excellent specimens of the treatment of doctrinal subjects in a

simple and graceful style.—The same firm also publishes the late

Di\ Hort's Hulsean Lectures for 1871, The Way, the Truth, the

Life, in which there is much original and weighty thinking.

—

One of the most striking volumes of sermons which have appeared

for some time is The Beauty of the Lord and other Sermons by

Joseph Halsey, of Anerley Congregational Church (James Clarke

& Co.).—In the "Life Indeed " Series, edited by the Rev. W. L.

Watkinson (Charles H. Kelly), two volumes have appeared. The

Inspirations of the Christian Life, by Thomas F. Lockyer, B.A., a

happy idea happily carried out; and The Holy Spirit and Christian

Privilege, by Thomas G. Selby, a volume which throws a great

deal of light on a very difficult subject and presents a lai^ge

amount of truth with all Mr. Selby's well-known vigour and

attractiveness of style.—The same publishers add to their " Books

for Bible Students " an Introduction to the Study of Hebrew, by J.

T. L. Maggs, B.A. There was room for such a book, and nothing

could surpass the beauty with which both Hebrew and English

are here printed. The Syntax is scanty, but the Accidence is

fall and clear. The volume promises to be most helpful to those

beginning the study of Hebrew.—In Hodder and Stoughton's

" Theological Educator," Prof. Adeney has issued The Theology of

the New Testament. This is a model book of its kind. It omits no

point of importance: it is w^ell-informed, thoughtful, adequate.

It must inevitably take its place in theological colleges as a text-

book. To the same series Prof. Iverach contributes a notable

volume on Christianity and Evolution. Seldom is so much hard

thinking packed into so small a compass, or so difficult a subject
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so competently discussed. It would not be easy to find a more

acute philosophical critic t^an Dr. Iverach ; and all interested in

the theological and other questions raised by evolution will find

fresh light in this volume.—We should like to direct the attention

of students to two new and excellent treatises on New Testament

Greek. The one is M. L'Abbe Vitean's Etude sur le Grec du

Nouveau Testament : Le Verbe (Paris, Emile Bouillon). The other

is Prof. Bni'ton's Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in New Testament

Greek (University Press of Chicago). Both of these are full,

careful, and serviceable books, and can be recommended.

The following have also reached us: Archdeacon Perowne's

Our High Priest in Heaven, second edition (Elliot Stock) ; The

Spiritual Grasp of the Epistles, by Rev. Charles A. Fox, B.A.

(S. W. Partridge and Co.) ; From the Death of St. Athanasius to

the Death of St. Basil (a.d. 373-381), by Canon Jenkins, M.A.

(David Nutt) ; The Christ has Come ; The Second Advent, an Event

of the Past, by E. Hampden Cooke, M.A. (Simpkin Marshall and

Co.) ; One Fold and one Shepherd, by George Trobridge (James

Speirs) ; Foreign Missions and Home Calls, twentieth thousan-d

(Elliot Stock).—The Religious Tract Society issue the twelfth

volume of their Present Day Tracts. It contains contributions

from Dr. Angus, Dr, Sterling Berry, Dr. S. G. Green, and other

well-known writers. A Year with Christ, by F. Harper, M.A.,

Rector of Hinton Waldrist (John F. Shaw and Co.), consists of

meditations arranged according to the ecclesiastical year.—Messrs.

T. and T. Clark have issued in a tasteful form three lectures by

Professors Rainy, Orr, and Dods in reply to Professor Pfleiderer's

Gifford Lectures.—From the Religious Tract Society we have

received the first two volumes of a series which promises to be

useful. Present Day Primers. These volumes are Early Church

History from the competent hand of Mr. J. Vernon Bartlet, of

Mansfield College, and The Printed English Bible, by Mr. Richard

Lovett, M.A., who has previously shown his acquaintance with at

least one chapter in the annals of the English Bible. To their

" By-paths of Bible Knowledge " series the same Society has also

added a very useful manual on the Money of the Bible, written by

a numismatic expei't, Mr. G. L. Williamson.

Marcus Dods.



NOTES ON THE BEIGN OF JOASH.

The reigu of Joash, as recorded in the two narratives of

2 Kings xi., xii., and 2 Chronicles xxiii., xxiv., is not only of

great intrinsic interest, but brings into prominence many
of the problems which affect our estimate of the Books of

Chronicles. It is therefore, indirectly, important as bear-

ing on the current questions of the higher criticism, and of

the place which particular books and passages of Scripture

—apart from the divine revelation which the Bible contains

—are to hold in our religious system. I think then that

it may not be useless to consider the reign of Joash with

reference to these inquiries.

1. Every disaster and vexation which troubled the good

Jehoshaphat arose from his alliance with Ahab, and his

wish to cement that alliance by marrying his son Jehoram

to Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. Jehoram

of Judah, during his calamitous reign, was entirely under

the influence of his half-Phoenician wife, and she was " the

counsellor to do wickedly " of his son Ahaziah. Jehoram-

ben-Jehoshaphat only reigned eight years, during which he

was first defeated by the Edomites, and then by the Arabians

and Philistines, who slew all his sons except the youngest,

usually known as Ahaziah, but also called Jehoahaz

(2 Chron. xxi. 17), and Azariah {id. xxii. 6). Ahaziah suc-

ceeded at the age of twenty-two, and was murdered by

Jehu's orders in Megiddo (2 Kings ix. 27) or Samaria

(2 Chron. xxii. 9), after reigning a single year. On hearing

the news of his death, together with the subsequent mas-

sacre of forty-two of his " brethren " by Jehu at Betb-

equed-haroim, Athaliah determined not to give up her high

VOL. X.
*^ 6
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rank as Gebirah or queen-mother, but to make herself

queen-regnant in spite of the fact that the reign of a queen

—much more of a Baal-worshipping and half-alien queen

—

was a thing unknown either in Israel or in Judah. True

daughter of Jezebel in courage and ruthlessness, unsoftened

by her very recent widowhood and the murder of her only

son, she arose and destroyed all the seed-royal of the house

of Judah. Seeing that (1) Ahaziah and forty-two royal

personages had just been slaughtered by Jehu ; and (2) that

every one of the sons of Jehoram, except Ahaziah, his

youngest, had been slain by the Philistines and Arabians

;

and (3) that Ahaziah was only twenty-two when he died,

it is difficult to imagine that her grandchildren could have

been very numerous ; and we must suppose that when the

chronicler speaks " of the sons of Athaliah, that wicked

woman," he must mean her followers. In any case, the

direct line of the House of David, which was heir to so

many mighty promises, was at this time more nearly in

peril of extinction than at any other period of Judaean

history.

2. Its destiny hung on the life of an infant, the son of

Ahaziah, by Zibiah of Beersheba. The child's aunt

—

Jehosheba or Jehoshabeath, sister of King Ahaziah—suc-

ceeded in stealing him from the seraglio with his nurse, and

hid him in the store-chamber of the palace, where beds and

mats were kept.

The event is very surprising. Ahaziah's children must

have been few ; and even when we bear in mind the secrets

which were hidden from the outer world in oriental harems,

we know that their interior buzzed with minute and in-

cessant gossip. Such a circumstance as the anticipated

birth of a child is instantly whispered to all the wives and

concubines, and the actual birth of a son is an event of

capital importance, which, in so narrow a space, could not

possibly be concealed from any member of the little com-
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munity. Ahaziah would have had no reason at all to hide

from his mother, the great Gebirah, that she had another

grandchild ; and when we recall the policy of " Thorough "

on which she and her mother always acted, we cannot but

be astonished that she overlooked the fact that one of the

king's sons had been snatched from her murderous designs

to become in the future an inevitable Goel. But headlong

wickedness is often very blind.

8. The child, says the historian, " was with Jehosheba

hid in the House of the Lord six years."

There would be little or no difficulty in hiding him in

the Temple when once he had been securely removed into

it from the store-room of bedding in the neighbouring

palace. For he may have been housed in any of the

numerous buildings which formed the suburbs (parvarim)

of the sacred building (2 Kings xxiii. 11) ; or even in one of

the three storeys of chambers which rose round the edifice,

and which, as we learn from other passages {e.g. Neh. xiii.

4, 5), were, to our surprise, used as residences. Athaliah

had made Baal-worship popular. Mattan, the priest of the

neighbouring temple of Baal, was regarded as a personage

of more importance than Jehoiada, and the House of the

Lord had fallen into contempt and dilapidation. It was

no longer frequented by daily throngs of rejoicing wor-

shippers, and its attendants were few in number.

The information given us by the chronicler that Jeho-

sheba was the wife of Jehoiada the priest makes the ar-

rangement seem easier. We have no other authority for

the statement, but, like so much of the information derived

from this source, it is not unattended with difficulties.

There is no difficulty in the intermarriage of members

of different tribes ; but in all Scripture history, and down

to the marriage of Herod with Mariamne, daughter of

Bocthus—whom Herod made high-priest to give a little

more dignity to the alliance—we do not find a single other
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instance of any union between royal and priestly houses.

It is true that Jehoi&da is the first who is called " the

chief" and "the head priest," a distinctive title which is

never given even to Aaron or Eli ; but his eminence seems

to have been the result of the revolution in which he took

part, and of the regency with which it was rewarded.

But besides the isolated character of so exalted a

marriage there is another difficulty.

Jehosheba could not at this time have been much older

than thirty. For her father, Jehoram, had died at the age

of forty, and only nine years had elapsed since his death.

But her husband, Jehoiada, must have been at least ninety

years old ; for he died at the age of one hundred and thirty,

and he died before—apparently some time before—the death

of Joash, who reigned forty years. The quite unique

marriage of a princess with a priest is rendered still more

surprising when we find that the priest must have been at

least sixty years older than his bride, in an epoch and in a

country where the average length of life in cities very rarely

exceeded sixty.

4. For six years Joash was brought up under the shadow

of the Temple. When he reached the age of seven, at

which age a Jewish child was much older and more pre-

cocious than with us, the priest thought that the time was

ripe for striking a blow in favour of his royal ward.

There is a marked difference between the two descrip-

tions of the revolution.

(i.) The historian tells us (2 Kings xi. 4)'^that Jehoiada

summoned " the rulers over the hundreds of the Carians and

runners," showed them the little king, and ordered them on

the Sabbath (which is here first mentioned in the histories)

to guard the Palace with one-third, and the Temple with

two-thirds of their number, and to kill any one who came

within their ranks. They were all in the Temple court,

and when Athaliah entered it, they compelled her to leave
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it, between two rauks of armed men, till she was outside

the precincts, and then they murdered her,

(ii.) Such a narrative would no doubt seem shocking to

the priestly bias and Levitic scruples of the Chronicler, who
found it lying before him in the Book of Kings, written a

full century or more earlier. He would be displeased (1) by

the total silence as to any mention of either priest or Levite

in so important a revolution, with the single exception of

Jehoiada ; and still more (2) by the undisputed presence of

foreign mercenaries and palace servants in the actual court

of the Temple, His account of the matter gives an entirely

different complexion to the whole affair.

According to him, Jehoiada takes five captains of hun-

dreds into his counsel, sends them to gather the Levites

and the heads of the fathers out of all the cities of Judah,

and they made a covenant with the king in the Temple.

Then he orders a third part, not of the Carians and run-

ners, but of the priests and Levites, to keep the Temple

gates ; a third part to guard the palace ; and a third to stand

at the gate of the foundation. None are to enter the house

but the priests and the ministering Levites, " for they are

holy." They are to guard the king while the people keep

watch without. Not one word is said about the Carians

and runners.

It is perfectly easy, with a little ingenuity, so to manipu-

late these two narratives, by theories of omission and sup-

plement, as to make them seem equally accurate. But
when the discrepancies are so obvious, and when they so

exactly coincide with the known object and bias of the

Chronicler, it is not easy for one who only seeks the truth,

and does not wish it to be obscured by a priori dogmatics,

to feel any honest contentment with the flexible hypotheses

of harmonists between the Sic and the Non.

5. The Temple courts rarely witnessed a scene more strik-

ing than the tumultuary coronation of the little king. De-
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testing the hard and manhke spirit of the foreign idolatress,

the people had submitted to her tyranny because they did

not know that there was still left an heir of David's line.

Now, for the first time, they had been suddenly informed

that there existed in the Temple solitudes a boy of seven,

who was their lawful hereditary king. They were gathered

together on some crowded festival, and when the child's life

was protected by the lines of guards which formed a sort of

triangular barrier in the inner court from the Temple porch

to the altar, the priest led the little Joash by the hand,

placed him on a platform in full sight of the assembled

multitude, and formally crowned him king of Judah. It

was the following tumult of acclamation, the shouts of

" Long live the king," the hoarse bray of the sliopharoth,

the softer sound of the silver trumpets, and the clash of

arms, which roused Athaliah to come hastily into the

Temple, and to meet her doom.

6. The actual coronation is described in both records in

these words :
" He brought forth the king's son, and put

the crown upon him and the testimomj, and they made him

king, and anointed him."

Except Solomon, he seems to have been the only king of

Judah, as Jehu was the only kmg ol Israel, who was speci-

ally anointed. The unction of a progenitor was supposed

to transmit its sanctity to his descendants, and it was

deemed unnecessary to anoint a king except in the case of

revolution or of disputed succession. The only point which

the Chronicler adds is that " Jehoiada and his sons anointed

him."

The unique feature in the narrative lies in his words

" put upon him the crown and the testimony." There is

no authority in the Hebrew for the words interpolated in

the A. v., " and gave him the testimony." Whatever,

therefore, "the testimony" was, it was "put upon" the

king.
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What was " the testimony " ?

From the use of the word in Exodus xxv. 16, Psalm

Ixxviii. 5, Isaiah viii. 16, 20, it is usually understood to be a

part of the law, namely, that most ancient nucleus of the

Mosaic Law—Exodus xx.-xxiii.—which was specially known

as "the Book of the Covenant" (Exod. xxiv. 7). Hence

the marginal reference to the " putting the testimony upon

the king" (2 Chron. xxiii. 11) is to Deuteronomy xvii. 18.

In that passage each new king is bidden to write out " a

copy of this law in a book out of that which is before the

priests, the Levites." What is there meant by " this law,"

unless it be the nucleus of Deuteronomy itself (cf. Deut.

xxxi. 9, 26, 2 Kings xxii. 8), is not specified ; and it is

tolerably certain that not a single king of Israel or Judah

kept this rule, since, beyond all question, the Book of

Deuteronomy, whether it existed or not, was not known

till the reign of Josiah. But in any case the marginal

reference throws no light whatever on the phrase which it

is supposed to elucidate. It would have been quite natural

that a roll of the most ancient and essential part of Exodus

should have been put mto the king's hand, though we do

not know that this was ever done; and if this roll ivas

kept inside the ark itself (Exod. xvi. 34, xxv. 16, 21), even

the high priest could not have got at it without reversing

every possible Levitic rule. In any case the placing of a

roll in the child's hands is obviously wholly different from

" putting the testimony upon him."

Even the Kabbis felt the difficulty. They said that be-

sides the old heavy crown of Ammon which Joab had taken

in the city of waters, and with which he had crowned David,

there was a miraculous jewel, so heavy that no one could

bear its weight except a genuine son of David's line ;
^ that

this was therefore used as a test in cases of doubtful succes-

' 2 Sam. xii. 30. Compare Avodah Zara, p. 441. Targum on Chronicles.

Tary. Jon., Lagarde, p. xxiv. Klosterraaun, p. 431.
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sion ; that it was called " the testimony," and that Jehoiada

used it on this occasion to show that he was not palming

upon the nation a supposititious child.

^

But since " the testimony " was something which was

"put on " the young king with the crown, it seems to me
that Klostermann may not be wrong in the conjecture that

for "testimony" /lil^ we should read "bracelets," Jlili^^i

a word which in Hebrew closely resembles it. It is true

that the royal bracelet is only mentioned in the case of

King Saul (2 Sam. i. 10) ; but there is nothing remarkable

in this, since we only read of the crown in 2 Samuel xii.

30, and we know from the Assyrian and Egyptian sculp-

tures that bracelets were an ordinary part of the royal

apparel.

7. Passing over the Levitic measures said to have been

taken by Jehoiada in 2 Chronicles xxiii. 18, 19, respecting

which the historian is silent, we notice a curious omission.

The Chronicler copies the statement that " Joash did right

all the days of Jehoiada the priest," yet he omits the state-

ment that " the high places were not taken away, but that

the people still sacrificed and burnt incense in the high

places."

Now that he had a motive in the omission is obvious. It

was his unwillingness to tolerate the thought that not only

Joash, for whom he has no liking, but that even Jehoiada

—

who as a priest-regent is his hero, and almost the first of his

order who emerges into any eminence in the long history

of the kings—did not suppress the high places. If it was a

crime, or at any rate a serious drawback to the unblemished

reputation of kings that "the high places were not taken

away," how much more heinous in this respect must have

been the guilt of a chief priest, who for many years had a

' Even Prof. F. W. Newman ventured to suggest that Joash was really a sou

of Jehoiada and Jehoshebeath ! The age of Jehoiada aloue would suffice to dis-

prove the conjecture.
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predominant influence, and during the earlier part of the

minority of Joash even wielded the royal power !

This is entirely in accordance with the general method of

the Chronicler in speaking of the high places.

In the reign of Josiah the Book of Deuteronomy, or rather

a part of it, was discovered in the temple by the priest

Hilkiah, and when it became known, the rule on which it

insists with so much earnestness, that Jehovah was only to

be worshipped at one central shrine, became an ingrained

conviction in the minds of the people.

Two considerations make it obvious that for many pre-

vious centuries the use of the high places was regarded

as natural, as necessary, as innocent, even as laudable,

(i.) They had been freely used by the saintliest of the

preceding prophets, judges, and patriarchs, (ii.) There

were many occasions on which the religious instincts of

the people would lead them to special acts of worship in

sacred places, when it was impossible for them to make a

long and weary journey to Jerusalem. Palestine abounded

in places sanctified by venerable associations, such as Dan,

Kadesh, Shechem, Shiloh, Gilgal, Bethel, Beersheba,

Hebron ; and in these places, and many others, little chapel-

ries had been established, often under trees and on heights,

some of which may have been, or have become, idolatrous,

but many of which were set apart for the worship of Je-

hovah. Not even the most pious of the earlier kings had

felt the least objection to them. " Asa's heart was perfect

with the Lord all his days "
; nevertheless " the high places

were not removed (1 Kings xv. 14). Jehoshaphat was a

king of supreme and admirable piety; "nevertheless the

high places were not removed" (1 Kings xxii. 43). And

when Hezekiah did remove the high places, so deep was the

wound inflicted on the rehgious convictions of the people

that the Rabshakeh was able to appeal to them whether this

was not an act of irreligion which had provoked the wrath
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of Jehovah. The Chronicler could not bear the notion that

kings so perfect should have felt no scruple against high

places, and therefore, with the narrative of the Kings before

him, he directly contradicts it. He says that Asa " took

away the high places" (2 Chron. xvii. 4), and even " took

away out of all the cities of Judah the high places " {v. 5) ;

and the fact that he specifies at the same time the removal of

matsseboth (pillars), asherim (images of the nature-goddess,

Asherah), and the images of the sun, furnishes no proof of

the gloss that the historian was only thinking of hamoth for

the worship of Jehovah, and the Chronicler of idolatrous

hamoth. He also says of Jehoshaphat, " that he took away

the high places " (2 Chron. xvii. 6). It is therefore in

accordance with his bias that he suppresses the fact of the

active continuance of hamoth, and the sacrifices therein,

even when a priest—and a priest whom he describes as

particularly scrupulous about the Levitic ceremonies in the

Temple—was ail-but on the throne. This, nevertheless,

was the fact, and it shows how little the previous pious

kings can have regarded themselves as culpable for not

abolishing the hamoth, which, until the reign of Josiah,

seem to have been regarded as a help, not as a hindrance,

to sincere religion.

8. The king, who was a child of the Temple, was naturally

anxious about the Temple, and it was to him, not to the

priest-regent, that the pious thought occurred of restoring

the much desecrated House of God.

Here are the two accounts of what occurred, (i.) Accord-

ing to the historian, Joash told the priest to receive all

the normal contributions which came to the Temple, both

statutory and voluntary, and whatever they could collect

from their acquaintance, and to repair the breaches of the

House of the Lord. No less than twenty-three years passed,

and money had been continuously collected—though in ever

decreasing sums, owing to the general supineness and lack
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of confidence in the priestly administration—and absolutely

nothing had been done. Joash must have been something

of a faineant, for the annals of the greater part of his reign

are a blank. As he had started the fund for the repair of

the Temple, he could not have let so many years elapse

without seeing the vt'ork carried out if he had been a man
of any energy. Certainly it was much more the business of

the hoary Regent and of the other priests than it was his

;

but we see from the example of former kings how easily

he could have seen that his commands were obeyed. How-
ever, in the twenty-third year of his reign he woke up from

the somnolence of his sacerdotal subjection to find that

nothing had been done. Summoning the hierarchy, he

asked them why they were always collecting money, and

yet doing nothing? He did not call them to account as

defaulters for what they had received in the past, but took

the whole matter out of their hands. They were to receive

no more money, and have no more responsibility for the

repairs. So Jehoiada took a chest, bored a hole in the lid,

and placed it beside the altar. All the money which was

contributed was put into this chest. When it was full, the

High Priest and the king's chancellor opened it, counted

it, and paid it direct to the architects and workmen.

(ii.) The nuances of the other account are singularly

managed. It was indeed impossible for the Chronicler so to

tell the story that the priests could escape all blame ; on the

face of it they had been grossly apathetic and remiss. He
says that Joash ordered the priests and Levites to collect

money out of all Judah, to go on repairing year by year, and

to hasten the matter ; and he admits that " the Levites

hastened it not." He omits the priests. In point of fact,

there seems to have been no distinction between the two till

more than two centuries later ; but the Chronicler always

assumes that the distinction existed. Then the king sum-

mons Jehoiada and asks him why he has not required of the
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Levites " the collection of Moses and of the congregation,"

since the sons of Athaliah, that wicked woman, had " broken

up the House of God " and given its treasures to the temple

of Baal. Then the king orders a chest to be made, which

is placed, not " beside the altar," but at the entrance gate

of the Tomple. The king proclaims a collection ; confi-

dence is restored ; money flows in ; and the work is done.

The historian says that from this contribution no vessels of

gold or silver were made. The Chronicler says that some

was left over, and out of the surplus were made vessels of

gold and silver.

The neglect, if not the rapacity, of Jehoiada and the

priests is obvious even in the mild story of the Chronicler.

It has never been sufficiently noticed how very bad a record

the priests—between whom and the Levites there is no

apparent difference before the days of Ezekiel— bear

throughout the long centuries of Jewish history. They

scarcely ever merge into prominence at all, and when they

do their line of action is rarely to their credit.

9. At this point the brief annals of the Book of Kings tell

us nothing more about Joash until the story of the Syrian

inroad, and of the king's death. But in the Chronicler

follows a dark and startling record.

He first narrates the death of his hero Jehoiada, who, he

says, died at the age of one hundred and thirty, and, by a

unique honour, was buried in the " city of David among the

kings, because he had done good in Israel, both towards

God and towards his house."

(i.) We have already pointed out one difficulty about Je-

hoiada' s age. If he lived till one hundred and thirty, even

if we suppose that he did not die till very near the close

of the forty years' reign of Joash, he would have been

ninety years old when he headed the revolution against

Athaliah. Yet if Joash only survived him by a few years,

his asserted apostacy becomes more inconceivable. Cer-
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tainly Jehoiada was alive in the twenty-third year of the

reign of Joash, and apparently some years after. Suppos-

ing that he lived through even thirty years of the reign of

Joash, he must then have been one hundred years old

when he placed Joash on the throne. There must surely

be some mistake in the number one hundred and thirty in

2 Chronicles xxx. 15. Such a length of years at this period

of history is entirely unprecedented. It is, for instance,

doubtful whether a single king of Judah, after David, at-

tained the age of seventy years. Most of them died much
earlier, and not a few did not attain the age of fifty.

(ii.) Again, the eulogy bestowed on Jehoiada is surprising.

One would have thought that the hated king had done

much more for the House of God than the highly lauded

priest. It was the king, not the priest, who had suggested

the restoring of the Temple from the ruinous condition into

which it had fallen. It was the king, not the priest, who,

after twenty-three years had elapsed, rescued the work

from the slothful hands of its ofiicial guardians, and saw it

carried to a successful issue. On the face of both records

Jehoiada had been disastrously indifferent to a duty so

sacred and so essential. We know nothing more of him

from the historian, but a very unfavourable light is thrown on

his memory if, as seems probable, he is the Jehoiada referred

to in Jeremiah xxix. 26. There Shemaiah the Nehelamite

appeals by letter to all the priests to show themselves

worthy of their position by carrying out the decree of " Je-

hoiada the priest," to the effect that " every man that is

mad and maketh himself a prophet should be put in the

stocks and the collar." There is always an almost unbroken

antagonism between priests and prophets. To Shemaiah

and the priests, Jeremiah was a mere excited false prophet

;

and to the priests of Jerusalem, six centuries later, John the

Baptist had a devil, and the Lord of Glory was Beelzebub.

The autocratic decree of Jehoiada was little to his credit.
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It was a fatal weapon of religious persecution to quench the

Spirit in God's prophets. If the Jehoiada who laid down
this rule was the priest-regent, he must rank as the first of

the Inquisitors.

10. Next we are told by the Chronicler that no sooner was

Jehoiada dead than " the princes of Judah came and made

obeisance to Joash," and at a breath he abandoned every

tradition of his life, lost all care for the Temple of Jehovah,

in which he had been nurtured, and which had furnished

the main interest of his uneventful reign, and at once began

to serve the asherim and idols. God sent prophets, who
rebuked Judah and Jerusalem in vain. Then the Spirit of

God came upon Zechariah, the son and successor of Je-

hoiada, who " stood above the people " and denounced, that

as they had forsaken God, God had also forsaken them, so

that they could not prosper. Then, at the commandment of

the king, the people stoned Zechariah to death in the

Temple court, nay, according to 2 Chronicles xxiv. 25,

Joash not only murdered Zechariah, but other "sons" of

Jehoiada. It is a tale of black ingratitude ; but if it be

true, how are we to account for the complete silence of

the earher and better historian ? Is it not just possible

that Joash may be less guilty than the narrative would

imply? May not the circumstances narrated have arisen

from some internecine struggle between a royal party and

a priestly party, and from some effort to throw off the yoke

of priestly dominance, to which the king had for so many
years been entirely subjected ?

Talmudic legends represent Zechariah as a man of so

insatiably revengeful a character that even two centuries

later, when Nebuchadrezzar took Jerusalem, his blood, cry-

ing fiercely from the ground, could not be appeased by a

perfect x''^^of-^^V of victims—940,000, according to the

monstrous exaggeration of the Talmud {Gittin, p. 57, and

Sanhedrin, p. 962)-—young and old and of every rank,
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slaughtered J^y the Babylonians over the place of his

martyrdom. The only basis for the legend is the priest's

dying exclamation, " The Lord look upon it, and require

it."

11. Only two events remain.

(i.) Hazael of Damascus, says the historian, made a raid

against Gath, took it, and " set his face to go up to Jeru-

salem." Joash at once collected all the treasures of the

often-despoiled temple, and of the often-despoiled palace,

and sent them to Hazael, who thereupon went away from

Jerusalem.

(ii.) In the Levitic Chronicler everything is told in a way

which enhances the disgrace and misery of the king who

had caused such deep offence to priests. He says that " at

the end of the year the host of Syria came to Jerusalem

and destroyed all the princes of the people " (who had

tempted Joash to apostasy), " and sent all their spoil " (not

a word of the Temple spoil) to Hazael. For Hazael had

only sent " a small company," and Jehovah " delivered a

very great host into their hand."

12. Then comes the end.

(i.) The historian only says that Jozachar, the son of

Shimeah, and Jehozabad, the son of Shomer, conspired

against Joash and slew him in Beth-Millo which goeth

down to Silla.

(ii.) The Chronicler says that the Syrians " left Joash in

great pain" or "diseases,"—perhaps the allusion is to

wounds received in the disgraceful rout,—and that "his own
servants conspired against him for the blood of the so7is of

Jehoiada the priest, and slew him on his bed, and he died ";

and that "great burdens," i.e., woeful and numerous oracles

had been uttered against him.

Apparently, then, Joash perished in a conspiracy which

originated in the revenge of the priestly party (Jos., Antt.,

ix. 8, § 4). But there is something significant about the
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names of the two murderers in the Book of Kings

—

"Jozachar, the son of Shimeah, and Jehozabad the son

of Shomer." They mean " the Lord hath endowed," " the

son of remembrance," and " the Lord hath bestowed," the

"son of hearing." This may, of course, be accidental,

but it certainly recalls in a curious manner the last words

attributed to Zechariah, "the Lord look upon it and require

it." Is it permissible to conjecture that in this, as in other

instances, tradition has been influenced by names '? In the

Chronicler there has been some confusion : he tells us that

ben-Shimeah and ben-Shimrith are not (as is almost in-

variably the case) patronymics but metronymics, and that

Shimeah was an Ammonitess, and Shimrith a Moabitess

;

but he calls the two murderers Zabaci and Jehozabad.

13. Even as to the burial of Joash there is a difference in

the two accounts. The historian says (2 Kings xii. 21) that

they " buried Joash with his fathers in the city of David "
;

the Chronicler says, " They buried him in the city of David,

but they buried him not in the sepulchres of the kings."

No honest and truth-loving reader can study side by side

the Books of Kings and Chronicles without seeing that

the differences between them are very marked. In some

records there are discrepancies which are not indeed be-

yond the possibility of removal, by a ramification of in-

genious hypotheses, but as to which the hypotheses must

be largely conjectural. The conception which we should

derive of various kings and of many incidents in their

reigns from the combined narratives is very far from identi-

cal with that which we should have gained from either

narrative singly. We observe further that throughout the

pages of the Chronicler the numbers are marked by that

disease of exaggeration which affects all the later literature

of the Jews ; that the compiler allows himself (as was com-

mon in ancient records) a considerable amount of license

in reporting speeches; and that, from beginning to end,
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the record shows a priestly and Levitic bias. Now the

Chronicles are an accepted part of canonical Scripture, and

have been rightly received as such. They contain much

most valuable information ; they abound in passages full of

religious edification ; they supplement our knowledge in im-

portant particulars. On the other hand, when there is any

direct collision between the records, we must remember that

the Chronicles are the latest book of Scripture, bearing

marks of the hand of the editor down even to the days of

Alexander the Great ; that they did not assume their pre-

sent form till a full century later than the Kings ; that as

the rest of Scripture, revealed in human language to men
for men, is not exempt from human conditions, so this book

reflects the characteristics of the epoch in which it arose.

Now that epoch was marked by the prevalence of the

Levitic scrupulosity, which blossomed into perfect Phari-

saism ; and it made large use of those forms of edifying

parable which were known as Haggadoth. How far some

of the narratives of the Books of Chronicles may—with

no more intention to mislead than the books of Job,

of Jonah, or of Esther, for instance—have admitted the

haggadistic element for the innocent and laudable purpose

of moral instruction, is a question which cannot perhaps

be decided at present. For these accounts of Joash, the

Chronicler expressly refers us to " the Midrash of the Book

of the Kings." Now the Midrash did not pretend to be

mere plain history. It was history touched with moral

amplification.^ It was in later times described as con-

sisting of PKDS (Paradise), i.e. Peshat (literal sense);

• For further explanation, see the author's Bampton Lectures (History of

Interpretation), pp. 95-97. Ginsburg, s.v. Midrashim, in Kitto's Cycloposdia,

etc. The Jewish Bfidraali is avowedly a sort of " Moralising Komance," and

the Chronicler refers for his authorities to the " Midrash of Iddo " (R.V.

" Commentary," A.V. " Story," 2 Chron. xiii. 22), and to " the Midrash of the

Book of Kings" (i(L, xxiv. 27). See W. Eobertson Smith's Old Testament in

the Jeivisli Church, p. 148.

VOL. X. 7
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Benies (hint or amplification) ; Denich, or homiletic appli-

cation', Sod (mystery, or Kabbalah). This, at any rate, is

obvious, that we must not too harshly condemn and exalt

the kings of Judah on grounds respecting which the earlier

and more accurate authority is silent, and of which we find

traces in the Books of Chronicles alone.

F. W. Faeear.

NEW TESTAMENT TEACHING ON THE SECOND
COMING OF CHRIST.

II. The Teaching op St. Paul.

In this paper I shall endeavour to reproduce St. Paul's

conception of the Second Coming of Christ ; and to deter-

mine the place and comparative importance of this topic in

his conception of the Gospel as a whole. In so doing, I

shall take his Epistles in chronological order. And with

these I shall compare a single reference to the same

subject in an address recorded in the Book of Acts.

In 1 Thessalonians i. 10, St. Paul describes his readers'

conversion as a turning " from the idols to serve a living

and true God and to wait for His Son from heaven." This

implies that during the few weeks in which he had founded

the church at Thessalonica he had taught his young

converts that Christ, "raised from the dead," would return

from heaven to earth ; and implies also that an expectation

of His return was a conspicuous element of the new life and

hope which they had received.

In chapter ii. 19 we read, " what is our hope or joy or

crown of our exultation ? Are not even ye before our Lord

Jesus at His coming ? " Similarly in chapter iii. 13 :

" establish your hearts unblameable in holiness before our

God and Father at the coming of our Lord Jesus with all

His saints." In chapter iv. 13-18, St. Paul seeks to remove
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sorrow caused by the death of some members of the church

by pointing to the return of Christ and to the consequent

resurrection of the dead. In contrast to those for whom
his readers mourn, the Apostle speaks of himself and them

as " being left behind for the coming of the Lord." In each

of these three passages, and in others similar, the English

rendering coming represents the conspicuous Greek word

Trapovala, which now demands attention.

Like the verb irdpea-Ti, the substantive irapovala denotes

the presence of someone standing by. So Philippians ii. 12,

where it is contrasted with airovala, " not as in \n.y i^resence

only, but now much more in my absence "
: and 2 Cor-

inthians X. 10, " the presence of the body {i.e. St. Paul's

bodily presence) is weak." More frequently it denotes the

presence of a fresh arrival. So 1 Corinthians xvi. 17, " I

rejoice at the coming {eirl rfj Trapovala) of Stephanas "
; 2 Cor-

inthians vii. 6, 7, " the coming of Titus," twice ; Philippians

i. 26, " my coming again to you." The same word is used

to describe the coming of Christ for which the Christians at

Thessalonica were waiting, in 1 Thess. ii. 19, iii. 13, iv.

15 quoted above ; in chapter v. 23, 2 Thess. ii. 1, 8, 1

Corinthians xv. 23, as also in James v. 7, 8, 2 Peter i. 16,

iii. 4, 12, 1 John ii, 28, Matthew xxiv. 3, 27, 37, 39.

This use of the same word with the same reference by

different writers of the New Testament proves it to be a

technical term of the early followers of Christ denoting

their master's expected return. And its suitability is at

once apparent. Touching His bodily form, Christ is now

absent in heaven : on that day He will be V\f?,\\Ay present on

earth. And His presence will bring in at once the great

consummation for which His followers are waiting.

The coming of Christ and its immediate consequences are

described with graphic detail in 1 Thessalonians iv. 16, 17

:

" the Lord Himself, with shout, with voice of archangel,

with trumpet of God, (notice the climax,) will come down
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from heaven ; and the dead in Christ will rise first." Then

will the living, who, as St. Paul writes, are " being left

behind " by the hand of death while others are taken

away, be snatched up, along with those just raised from

the dead, into a supermundane region, surrounded by

clouds, to meet their Lord. And, "in this way" entering

into His presence they will be with Him for ever.

The word Jirst emphasises the priority of their resurrec-

tion to the meeting of the living ones with Christ. It thus

supports the assertion in verse 15 :
" We, the living ones,

. . shall in no wise precede those that have fallen

asleep." It finds a counterpart in verse 17 :
" the dead in

Christ will rise first ; theji the living ones . . . shall be

caught up." This simple and complete explanation of these

words, forbids us to infer from them a later resurrection of

the dead without Christ. Of these last nothing whatever

is here said. Writing as a servant of Christ, the Apostle

thinks only of His fellow-servants, dead and living. Evi-

dently the words " we the living " refer only to believers.

For they only " will be for ever with the Lord." All others

lie outside the writer's thought. We have simply the shout,

the descent, the resurrection, and the snatching up of the

living servants of Christ to meet Him in the air.

In 1 Thess. v. 2 we read that the " day of the Lord

so cometh as a thief at night." The words ij/xepa Kvpiov

are already familiar to us as the LXX. rendering of " the

day of Jehovah " in the passages from the prophets quoted

in my last paper. It is impossible to doubt that here the

day of the Lord is the time of the return of Christ already

mentioned in each of the first four chapters of this epistle.

And, if so, verse 3 asserts that the coming of Christ, which

to His servants dead and living will be a reunion with their

Lord, will be to others " sudden destruction." This is in

close agreement with the passages from the Old Testament

quoted in my last paper in which the day of Jehovah is
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described as a time of punishment to the wicked and of

blessing to the righteous. It impHes that at Christ's

coming there will be sin and sinners upon earth.

Then follows a beautiful metaphor based on the word

day. To the wicked, the return of Christ will come sud-

denly and unexpectedly, " as a thief at night," under cover

of darkness. But St. Paul's readers " are not in darkness."

Consequently, " the day " will not " lay hold " of them " as

does a thief." They are "sons of light and sons of day."

The Apostle bids them act as such, as men do who walk in

light, whom no thief can surprise. The same metaphor

meets us again, in a later group of St. Paul's letters, in

Komans xiii. 11-13 : "The hour has come that we at once

awake from sleep . . . The night is far spent, the day

has drawn near. Let us then put off the work of darkness

and put on the weapons of the Hght. As in the day, let us

walk decently." In contrast to the Day of the Lord, the

present life seemed to this great teacher to be but the

passing hours of a night. And already to the eye of faith

the dawning light proclaims that the day is near.

The word irapova-ia meets us for the fourth time in this

short epistle in chapter v. 23, where St. Paul prays that

his readers may be " preserved blamelessly in the coming

of our Lord Jesus Christ." He desires that in the day of

judgment they may be found blameless.

In a second letter to the same Church at Thessalonica,

the Apostle writes to correct, apparently, a misunderstand-

ing of his earlier letter. He speaks in chapter i. 6 of a just

recompense, viz. affliction for those who aifflct, and for

those who are afflicted rest ; and speaks of this as taking

place " at the revelation of Jesus Christ from heaven with

angels of His power." We have here another phrase

describing evidently the coming of Christ for which the

Thessalonican Christians were waiting, "the revelation (or

unveiling) of the Lord Jesus." He is now hidden from our
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view ; but in that day the veil will be rent, and the hidden

One will appear. In other words, the coming of Christ

will be not only audible but visible. Since the veiled One

is in heaven, and on that day will appear on earth, the un-

veiling is said to be " from heaven "
; as in 1 Thessalonians

iv. 16, we read that He "will come down from heaven."

He will be accompanied by inhabitants of heaven, ministers

of His power ; and by fire, the most searching of natural

forces.

The punishment and persons punished, already described

in verse 6, and the punishment said in verse 7 to be in-

flicted at the revelation of the Lord Jesus, are in verses 8, 9

further specified. He will inflict vengeance on " those who
know not God, and who obey not the Gospel." Their

penalty will be "eternal destruction," removing them

"from the face" of Christ and from the splendour which

belongs to the power which on that day He will put forth.

The time of this punishment is further described as

" when He shall come to be glorified in (or among) His

saints, and to be wondered at in all those that beheved."

The words " when He shall come," used evidently as an

equivalent to "at the revelation of the Lord Jesus " in

verse 7, still further identify this last phrase as a description

of the event for which the readers of this epistle were wait-

ing. The words "in that day" recall the same words in

Isaiah ii. 11 and eleven times in Zechariah xii.-xiv., as

quoted in my last paper. It is another link between the

Day of the Lord in the New Testament and the Day of

Jehovah in the Old.

In chapter ii. 1, St. Paul speaks again " about the coming

(t779 Trapofcrta?) of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering

together before Him." He warns his readers against sup-

posing that " the day of the Lord has come," i.e. is now
beginning ; thus linking together, as technical terms for the

same event, the irapovaia and " the Day of the Lord." He
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adds that Christ will not come (chapter i. 10) until " the

Apostacy come first "
; that there will be no " revelation of

the Lord Jesus" (chapter i. 7) until "the man of sin be

revealed." This "son of destruction" is then further

described. Something now holds him back, in order that

he " may be revealed in his (appropriate) season." The

revelation of this "lawless one " is in verse 9 described as

a irapovaia and as accompanied by a manifold and mighty

activity of Satan which will deceive and destroy those who

refuse to believe the truth. This use of the same words

Trapovaia and revelation (or revealed) to describe the advent

of the " son of destruction " and that of Christ places these

two antagonistic forces in conspicuous and awful contrast.

This teaching implies that the coming of Christ will be

preceded by the appearance of a new and terrible form of

evil. In marked contrast to this future revelation we are

told in verse 7 that " the mystery of lawlessness is already

working," although under restraint. When this restraint

is removed, it will be revealed, i.e. will work, no longer

secretly, but openly. This revelation marks a conspicuous

development of evil on earth. What this new form of evil

will be, we know not except as it is dimly shadowed forth

in this chapter. But, that its manifestation is to be a new

era in the working of the kingdom of darkness, implies

that it will be altogether different from all the kinds of evil

now seen at work around us. We must be content with

the general description here given, viz, that it will be an

activity of Satan, that it will claim divine honours, and will

delude those who reject the light of the Gospel.

The course of events is further described in verses 7,

8. We have a restraining influence, " until it be taken out

of the way : and then will the Lawless One be revealed,

whom the Lord Jesus will slay with the breath of His

mouth and will bring to nothing by the appearance of His

coming": t^ iiricjiaveLa tt)? irapovcria'i. This implies that the
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coming of Christ will be visible, that up to the moment of

His appearance a new and terrible form of evil will be in

power, and that this hostile power will fade into nothing at

the voice and appearance of Christ.

Such is the clear and harmonious teaching of the Epistles

to the Thessalonians. St. Paul was looking for a definite

time when Christ will audibly and visibly return from

heaven to earth, to raise His dead servants, to welcome all

His servants dead and living into endless and blessed inter-

course with Himself, and to destroy all who refuse to

obey the Gospel. He taught also that this revelation of

Christ, who is now hidden from our view, will be preceded

by an outward manifestation, in some new and awful form,

of that evil which is already secretly operating among men,

and that this new manifestation of it will continue in power

until it be dethroned by the appearance of Christ.

The frequent occurrence in these early epistles of the

terms irapovcria, day of the Lord, revelation, appearance,

which we shall find used frequently not only in the other

epistles of St. Paul but also in other parts of the New Tes-

tament, proves that they were already technical terms used

to describe the expected return of Christ.

Similar teaching is found in St. Paul's other letters

;

but not with equal prominence. The Corinthian Christians,

as we read in 1 Corinthians i. 7, 8, were " waiting for the

revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ "
; and the Apostle

hoped that "in the day of our Lord Jesus " they will be

without reproach. So familiar to his thought was that time

that he speaks of it in chapter iii. 13 as " the day,^' and

declares, in close agreement with 2 Thessalonians i. 8, that

" it will be revealed in fire," and that the fire will test every

man's work and determine his reward. In chapters iv. 5,

xi. 26, we have casual references to the coming of Christ.

In 1 Corinthians xv. 20-23 St. Paul asserts, as already in

1 Thessalonians iv. 14, 16, that just as Christ rose from the
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dead so will His servants rise : "as firstfruit, Christ, then

they who are Christ's at His coming {iv rfj Trapovala aurov),

then the end." Here, as in 1 Thessalonians iv. 16, St. Paul

speaks only of the resurrection of the servants of Christ.

All others are throughout the chapter left entirely out of

sight. So especially in verse 43, "it is sown in dishonour,

it is raised in glory ; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in

power," words true only of the saved. This being so, we

have no right to infer from the passage before us that at the

coming of Christ only His people will rise.

The resurrection of the righteous is more fully described

in verses 50-57. We have here not only a definite day but

a definite moment, and we have again the sound of a

trumpet, a sound never to be repeated ;
" in a moment,

in a twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet." And,

as before, the trumpet will be at once followed by resur-

rection of the dead. As before, the raising of the dead

will affect the living. We are now told that these last

will be changed. This change is made needful by the

constitution of their bodies, which unfits them for the

kingdom of God :
" flesh and blood cannot inherit the

kingdom of God." But the corruptible and mortal will

clothe itself with incorruption and deathlessness. This will

be the last victory over the last enemy.

The resurrection of believers mentioned in this chapter

is evidently bodily :
" it is sown a soul-governed body, it is

raised a spiritual body." So Komans viii. 11, " will make

alive your mortal body ": and Philippians iii. 21, "will

transfigure the body of our humiliation." Consequently,

the resurrection of Christ must also be bodily. For a

merely spiritual manifestation of Christ after His death

could not remove objections to a bodily resurrection of

believers. And if the resurrection of Christ and of His

people be bodily, Christ's return to earth must also be

bodily. In other words, St. Paul expected that the body of
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Christ raised (Romans viii. 34) from the grave to heaven

will in that day return from heaven to earth.

This expectation does not imply that the resurrection

body of believers will contain the same particles of matter

as that laid in the grave. Indeed these particles do not

continue the same during life. But it seems to me to imply

that our spirits will again clothe themselves in bodily forms ;

in forms related probably, in some way to us inconceivable

but real, to the bodies laid in the grave.

In 1 Corinthians xv. 51, as in 1 Thessalonians iv. 15, St.

Paul puts himself among those who will survive the coming of

Christ : "we, the living, who are being left for the coming

of Christ," and "we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be

changed." This implies fairly that the Apostle did not

know that long ages would elapse between his own day and

the day of Christ. But we have no right to infer that he

had a definite and confident expectation that he would

himself survive to that day. For, in rhetorical figure he

often identifies himself with that which he describes : e.g.

Romans iii. 7, " If the truth of God by my lie abounded

for His glory, why am I also still judged as a sinner ?
"

Probably in this matter hope and fear alternated with his

circumstances and his frame of mind. In 2 Corinthians v.

6-8, he certainly ponders the possibility of his own death
;

influenced perhaps by the deadly peril referred to in chapter

i. 9. Still, finding himself preserved from day to day, and

not knowing how soon Christ will appear, he might easily

look upon, and write about. Himself as " being left for the

coming of Christ," in contrast to those who had fallen

asleep.

This hope, thus faintly expressed, was not destroyed by

St. Paul's knowledge that the appearance of " the lawless

one " must precede the coming of Christ. For, the wonder-

fully rapid progress of the Kingdom of God during the last

twenty-five or thirty years permitted a hope that the
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remaining years of his life might suffice for the appear-

ance and short reign of the man of sin and for his destruc-

tion by the appearance of Christ. In any case, St. Paul's

hope of himself surviving the coming of Christ, which finds

indefinite expression only in these two passages, is no

essential part of his plain and abundant and conspicuous

teaching that Christ will return to raise the dead and judge

all men.

It is worthy of note that the clearest expression of this

hope is in the earliest of St. Paul's letters ; and that the

only other expression of it is in the earliest letter, probably,

of the second group. In another letter of the same group,

he weighs the possibility of his death ; and does this more

seriously in a letter of the third group, that to the Philip-

pians. In the last of his letters, the second to Timothy,

he contemplates the near approach of death.

Resurrection of the dead is mentioned in 2 Corinthians

iv. 14 :
" He that raised the Lord Jesus will raise us with

Jesus." In chapter v. 10, the Apostle asserts that himself

and his readers " must be made manifest before the judg-

ment seat of Christ, in order that each one may receive

the things done through the instrumentality of the body

. . . whether good or bad." This suggests irresistibly a

simultaneous judgment of good and bad men. In Romans

xiv. 10, we have similar teaching.

The Epistle to the Galatians contains no clear reference

to the second coming of Christ. But we have in chapter

vi. 7, 8, a solemn assertion of exact retribution.

In Romans ii. 5, we read of a " day of anger and of

revelation of the righteous judgment of God, who will give

back to each one according to his works "
; and in verse 16

of a " day when God will judge the secrets of men by Jesus

Christ." In chapter viii. 19-23 St. Paul declares that the

whole " creation is waiting for the revelation of the sons of

God ; " and that himself and his readers are " waiting for
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the redemption of the body." This passage imphes that

salvation will not be complete until the bodies of the adopted

sons of God are rescued from the grave. In chapter xi. 25,

26 he speaks of hardening as having come to Israel until the

fulness of the Gentiles come in ; and says that then Israel

will be saved. This implies real progress of the kingdom

of God under the present order of things. Beyond this

progress, we must place the great apostacy mentioned in an

earlier epistle. Eomans xiii. 11-13, xiv. 10 have been

already referred to.

In Philippians i. 6, in the third group of St. Paul's letters,

we read of the " day of Jesus Christ " as the time of the

completion of the good work already begun in the Christians

at Philippi. In chapter iii. 11, he speaks of " the resurrec-

tion from the dead" (e'/c veKpcbv) as the ultimate goal of his

desire and effort. The phrase here used is found elsewhere

only in Luke xx. 35, for the resurrection of believers, and

in Acts iv. 2, 1 Peter i. 3, for that of Christ. It suggests a

removal of the risen ones from among the dead ; and is

therefore inapplicable to, and is never used for, the lost.

For they "shall not see life" (John iii. 36), and will be

still dead and among the dead even when risen. But this

by no means implies or suggests an earlier resurrection of

the saved. For two very different resurrections may take

place at the same time, as we read in John v. 29.

In Philippians iii. 20, 21 we read, in close harmony with

the passages quoted above, "our commonwealth is in heaven

whence we wait for a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who

will transfigure the body of our humiliation conformed to

the body of His glory, according to the working whereby

He is able even to subject all things to Himself." This

transfiguration must include the raising of the dead and

the complete change of those who survive the coming of

Christ. Each of these will demand a putting forth of the

infinite power of Christ. These verses prove that the
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alternative of death and life which in chapter i. 20-24 St.

Paul ponders so seriously did not prevent him from joining

in the joyful hope shared by all the servants of Christ in

his day.

In Ephesians iv. 30, the readers are reminded that in the

Holy Spirit they " were sealed for the day of redemption."

This " redemption " can be no other than that of the body

which will rise from the bondage of death on the day of

Christ's return. The appearance of Christ is mentioned in

Colossians iii. 4, " When Christ who is our Hfe shall be

manifested, then shall ye also with Him be manifested in

glory." These casual references, amid topics quite different,

reveal, deeply rooted in the thought of St. Paul, an ex-

pectation of the return of Christ to complete the salvation

already begun.

In the last group of his epistles, in 1 Timothy vi. 14, we

read " without reproach till the appearance (t?)? i'Tn(f)avela<i,

as in 2 Thess. ii. 8) of our Lord Jesus Christ." So Titus

ii. 13, " waiting for the blessed hope and appearance of the

glory of the great God and of our Saviour Christ Jesus."

In 2 Timothy i. 10 the same word is used of the first

coming of Christ, thus putting it in conspicuous relation

to His second coming. In verse 18 St. Paul prays that

Onesiphorus " may find mercy from the Lord in that day.''

So verse 12, " able to guard to that day.'' These last

words, already found in 2 Thessalonians i. 10, occur again in

2 Timothy iv. 8, " the crown which the Lord will give me

in that day, the righteous Judge, and not to me only but

to all them that love His appearance." This last word

(kiTL^aveia) is that already found in 2 Thessalonians ii. 8,

1 Timothy vi. 14, Titus ii. 13, 2 Timothy i. 10, iv. 8. It

occurs also in 2 Timothy iv. 1 : "I charge thee in the

sight of God and of Christ Jesus, who will judge the living

and the dead, and by His appearance and His kingdom."

In St. Paul's address at Athens recorded in Acts xvii.
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22-31 we read, in verse 31, " He hath set a day in which

He will judge the world in righteousness, in a Man whom
He hath marked out." Otherwise, the Second Coming of

Christ is not expressly mentioned in his recorded speeches.

From the foregoing it will appear that St. Paul's teaching

about the Second Coming of Christ is, both in thought

and phraseology, the same in all his epistles. Indeed the

chronological order of his letters does not reveal in this

subject, as it does in some others, development of thought.

Evidently his thought on this topic was fully matured when
he wrote his earliest epistles.

It is also worthy of note that in these letters, written to

recent converts, the subject before us occupies a much larger

place than it does in those written later to older churches.

This suggests that St. Paul looked upon the Second Coming

of Christ as belonging to the rudiments of the Christian

faith. And this we can well understand. In the synagogue

at Thessalonica he preached, as we read in Acts xvii. 3,

that Jesus is the Anointed Deliverer and that He had risen

from the dead. He certainly added (cp. Acts xiii. 38) that

through Him is proclaimed forgiveness of sins for all who
believe His words. It was natural for him to add, as we
infer from 1 Thessalonians v. 1, that He who was raised

from the dead will return to reward or punish those who
accept or reject His offered salvation. But when converts

were gathered together into churches, they would need

other teaching about the practical bearing of the Gospel

upon the details of personal and social life. This further

and more varied teaching would occupy attention, and thus

leave less room in the later epistles, as there was less need,

for teaching about a topic already sufficiently understood.

And, as we have seen, occasional references are not want-

ing, even in these later letters. The large space occupied

by thi] subject in 1 Thessalonians was also caused ap-

parently by the unexpected death of some church-members
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and the sorrow caused thereby : the second letter was

written (ch. ii. 1) in part to correct a misunderstanding

caused by the first.

The Second Coming of Christ can scarcely be reckoned

among the great fundamental doctrines of the Gospel as

St. Paul understood it. In the systematic exposition of

that Gospel given in the Epistle to the Eomans, it has no

prominent place ; and it receives only casual mention in

the profound Epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colos-

sians. But, while occupying only a subordinate place, it

is, as the above quotations prove, an essential part (cp.

Eomans ii. 16) of the Gospel of Paul.

Much less important is the Apostle's faint hope of him-

self surviving the return of Christ. For this hope finds

casual and indefinite expression only in two places in his

epistles.

We may now sum up the expectation of the greatest of

the Apostles of Christ touching the future. St. Paul looked

forward to continued progress of the Gospel, to the gather-

ing in of the fulness of the Gentiles and then of Israel. But
beyond this progress he foresaw an awful manifestation, in

a new and conspicaous form, of the evil already working in

the wicked. This new revelation of evil, in the moment of

its power, Christ will dethrone and destroy by His sudden

and audible and visible appearance from heaven. At His

coming, His dead servants will wake up from their long

sleep ; and with the changed forms of these still living will

enter into the eternal and glorious kingdom of Christ and

of God.

With this teaching, I shall in my next paper compare the

teaching of Christ as recorded in the Synoptist Gospels.

Joseph Agar Beet.
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ST. PAUL'S CONCEPTION OF CHRISTIANITY.

XIX. The Christian Life.

The title of this article is somewhat vague, but what I

have in view is to consider such questions as these : How
does the apostle conceive the Christian life in reference to

its beginning, how far does he recognise the idea of growth

as applicable to that life, what features of that life occupied

the place of prominence in his mind ?

1. The leading Pauline Epistles contain various forms

of representation bearing on the first of these questions.

One of the most important and striking occurs in the

earliest of the four. I refer to the statement in Galatians

vi. 15 :
" Neither circumcision is anything, nor uncircum-

cision, but a new creation'' {Kai,vr) KTLai<i). A certain con-

troversial colouring is discernible here. The supreme

importance of the new spiritual creation is asserted against

those who set value on rites. As against these St. Paul

says in effect : the one thing needful is the new creation

;

without a share in it the rite of circumcision will do you

no good ; and if you possess it, the want of circumcision will

do you no harm. It is easy to see that the antithesis gives

much sharpness and point to the thought expressed by the

phrase Kaivrj KTLai<i. The apostle conceived of Christianity

as a new world ushered into being by the divine fiat, and

taking the place of an old world worn out and doomed to

dissolution. To his opponents he says in effect : God has

created a new world in Christ, which is entitled to assert to

the full its right of existence. Speak to me no more of

circumcision and uncircumcision, Jew and Gentile : these

distinctions belong to the old world, which by the very

advent of the new has received notice to pass away. Thus

viewed, the new creation refers not so much, at least

directly, to the religious life of the individual Christian, as
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to the whole comprehensive social phenomenon denoted by

the term Christianity. But there is little room for doubt

that the individual reference was also present to the

apostle's mind. For the very antithesis between the new

creation and ritual implies that the former is ethical. The

new creation is a moral creation, and it is such for the

Church collectively, because it is such for each member of

the Church. It consists of a community of men who have

become partakers of a new life through faith in Christ, and

it is because it is so constituted that the Kaun) KTiai.'i is the

marvellous thing it is represented to be. Accordingly we

find that immediately after mentioning this new creation

St. Paul goes on to speak of individual members of the

Christian commonwealth in these terms: "As many as

walk by this rule, peace be upon them and mercy, even

upon the Israel of God." The members of the mystic

Israel are thus represented as persons who walk by the

rule, or have for their watchword : circumcision nothing,

uncircumcision nothing, the new creation everything ; and

the adoption of this motto is possible only for those who
are conscious of a new spiritual life within them.

It is not surprising therefore to find the apostle in a later

epistle expressly stating what in the earlier he rather hints

than says, viz. that every man who believes in Christ is a

new creation. The important text containing the state-

ment is 2 Coruithians v. 17: "Wherefore if any one in

Christ, a new creation, the old things passed away, behold

new things have come into being." The sentence is

characterised by laconic energy and reveals intense convic-

tion. It is an echo of the prophetic oracle :
" Kemember ye

not the former things, neither consider the things of old.

Behold I do new things," ^ and is directed against the

Judaists who were enamoured of the old. For the apostle

Christianity is the new thing spoken of by the prophet, and

^ ha. xliii. 18, I'J.

VOL. X. S
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be claims for it, as only what is due to its importance, that

in its interest all old things, not excepting even Christ after

the flesh, shall be forgotten, as they are by him for his part.

But there is much more in his mind than this controversial

meaning. When he speaks of a kulvt] ktIo-l'? he has in view

a marvellous moral phenomenon that has made its appear-

ance in every man who has truly believed in Christ. A
great transformation has taken place. The believer has

become in thought, feeling, aim, a new man ; old character-

istics have disappeared, and new ones have taken their

place. If we inquire what the old things vanishing, and

the new things replacing the old are, the context helps us

to an answer. "We find a very significant hint in the words

of verse 15 :
" He died for all that the living might no

longer live to themselves, but to llim who for them died

and rose again." The fxTjKen implies that those who be-

lieve did formerly live for themselves, and the change that

has come over them consists in their resolving to do so no

longer. The new creation then, for one thing, signifies

selfishness giving place to self-sacrifice for Christ's sake.

Passing from the Epistle to the Corinthians to the Epistle

to the Romans, we find the idea of a new creation recur-

ring under slightly altered forms of expression. In the

sixth chapter the apostle speaks of an old man (iraXaio^

avdpwTTo<=;) implying of course a new, and he represents

Christians as called to walk in newness of Hfe.^ The same

chapter gives us additional information as to what the

newness consists in. In the sequel Christians are exhorted

thus: "Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal body

that ye should obey its desires." ^ The new man, that is,

is one who is free, or at least strives to assert his freedom,

from the dominion of fleshly desire, and who seeks to make

all his members instruments of righteousness. At the

commencement of chapter xii., where begins the hortatory

1 Evm. vi. -l-e. 2 jjo,„, yi 12.
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part of the Epistle, the same truth is suggested by the ex-

hortation to Christians to present their bodies a living

sacrifice characterised as a rational service (XoyLKi) Xarpela,

in tacit contrast to the ritual service of the Levitical system

under which brute beasts weie offered in sacrifice). The

exhortation is virtually a summons to mortify the lusts of

the flesh, so that the life in the body may be pure and holy.

And he is a new man who so puts to death unholy desire

and lives a temperate life. The same exhortation recurs

in Bomans xiii., accompanied with some details as to the

things to be shunned.^ Here the doctrine of the new life is

stated in altered terms, being represented as a pidtuig on of

CJu'ist Jesus, Christ being conceived as a new garment to

be worn by the Christian in place of an old one. The figure

suits a connection of thought in which believers are ex-

horted to a change of bodily habits ; for habits are a gar-

ment of the soul. It also supplies us with a link of thought

wherewith to connect the two characteristics of the new

creation which have come under our notice—self-sacrifice

and self-control in reference to personal habits {iyKpdreLa)."

That link is Christ. Christ by His redeeming love supplies

the motive to self-sacrifice ; by the same love and by the

purity of His life He furnishes the motive to temperance.

It is true that in exhorting to put on Christ the apostle

makes no express allusion either to Christ's love or to His

holiness. But the exhortation plainly implies that Christ

is the model. To put on Christ is to have Christ's habits,

to be Christ-like. It further implies that Christ is a power

within which generates a new moral habit ; and if it be

asked. Whence has He this power? the answer may be

found in another place, where the apostle says: "Ye are

not your own, for ye are bought with a price : therefore

glorify God in your body." ^ The implied truth is that

1 Eom. xiii. 13. - Gal. v. 23.

3 1 Cor. vi. 20. Note the ot; after oo^djart. It implies that to glorify Goil in
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temperance, Christian sobriety and purity, not less than

self-sacrifice, naturally spring out of the sense of redemp-

tion. They are a debt of honour we owe to Christ the

Saviour of men.

Comparing the teaching of St. Paul with that of our Lord

on the present topic, we find in both the doctrine that the

Christian life begins with a decisive change, but expressed

in different terms. In the Synoptical Gospels Jesus speaks

of repentance and conversion, and in the Fourth Gospel the

change of mind denoted by the words ixerdvoia^ i7naTpo(f)7]

is figuratively described as a new birth. The apostle's name

for the same experience is, as we have seen, a new creation.

The name is well chosen to convey an idea of the greatness

of the change, and on that account it commended itself to

the mind of one whose experience amounted to nothing

short of a mighty religious revolution. The phrase is the

reflection of a momentous spiritual history. It was farther

welcome to the apostle as applicable not only to individual

experience, but to the collective body of phenomena which

owed their existence to the Gospel. Conscious of a new

creation in himself, he also saw a new creation all around

him, and he applied to it a title which was at once a claim

and an argument for the recognition of a great and startling

novelty. Finally, we cannot doubt that another recommen-

dation of this name to him was the implied ascription of the

revolution it denoted, whether in the individual or in the

community, to God as its author. It was meant to suggest

that He who at the beginning made the heavens and the

earth, had in the end of the world uttered the fiat, let the

new heavens and the new earth be. An express recognition

of the creative causality of God in the apostle's own experi-

ence, occurs in the remarkable words of 2 Corinthians iv. 6 :

" It was the God who said, ' out of darkness let light shine,'

iLe body is the self-evident duty arising out of tlie eousciousuess of redemp-

tiou.
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who sbined in our hearts, giving the illumination consisting

in the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ."

It is obvious that while well fitted to express the phenom-

enal aspect of the new life, as presenting to discerning eyes

a great startling change, the figure of the new creation much

less aptly than the figure of the new birth expresses the

nature of that life and its relation to what went before. The

latter figure conveys the thought that the new life is not a

creation out of nothing, having no relation to antecedent

conditions, but rather a manifestation in power of what was

there before in germ, the divine element in human nature

made dominant. This relation, so far from being sug-

gested, might rather seem to be negatived by the Pauline

phrase.

The apostle, however, did not mean to deny the existence

of a divine element in what theologians call the " natural
"

man. On the contrary he expressly recognises it in Bomans

vii. under the name tJie law of the mind.

2. We pass now to the second topic, viz., how far the

idea of growth is recognised in the Pauline literature in con-

nection with the Christian life. In the Synoptical presenta-

tion of Christ's teaching the idea of growth in the kingdom

of God is very strikingly and adequately stated in the par-

able of the blade, the green ear, and the ripe corn.^ The

thought therein suggested is that in the kingdom of God, as

in the natural world, life is subject to the law of gradual

development, proceeding towards the ultimate state of

maturity by regular and well-defined stages, which must be

gone through successively. It must be admitted, perhaps,

not without a feeling of disappointment, that we search in

vain for a similarly clear conception in the Pauline epistles.

In none of these, not even in the later Christological epistles,

can we discover any such distinct and significant recognition

of a law of growth ; and if we confine our attention to the four

I Mark iv. 20-20.
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leading epistles, we can find no sufficient ground for the

assertion that St. Paul represents the Christian life as an

organic process of growth. On the other hand, it would be

going too far to say that in the Pauline mode of conceiving

the matter the Christian life springs into existence complete

from the first, undergoing no subsequent change, and need-

ing none because fully answering to the ideal. ^ This view

might indeed be held compatibly with the admission that

there are texts which suggest another mode of regarding the

matter. The theory of a new life complete from the first is

not justified by experience ; it was not justified by St. Paul's

experience any more than by ours. He found no perfect

Christians in the churches to which he wrote letters ; very

much the reverse. Hence the frequent occurrence of texts

containing exhortations, encouragements, reproaches, threat-

enings, suggesting the idea that the new life is at first a

rudimentary imperfect thing requiring improvement, a ten-

dency rather than an attainment, a struggle rather than a

victory achieved. Notwithstanding such passages, however,

it has been maintained that the notion of a new life complete

from the first is involved in some Pauline utterances, and a

protest has been taken against attempts at harmonising the

two sets of texts by the construction of a dogma of gradual

sanctification, according to which regeneration should be

merely the point of departure for the new life, to be followed

by a progressive amelioration, an increasing power over the

flesh. The Pauline ideal, it is contended, is a new life in

Christ perfect from the first, a death to sin and a resurrection

to holiness, accomplished not gradually but ])er saltum. If

the reality fall short, the ideal is not to be sacrificed or

lowered ; the reality is rather to be regarded as a fault to be

corrected, the ideal being kept constantly before the eye in

1 So Eeuss in his Theolofiy of the Apostolic Af/c. Pfleiderer takes the opposite

view, at least in the first edition of Paulinismus. I have not noticed any modi-

fication of his opinion in the 2nd edition.
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its uncompromising grandeur and unearthly beauty as a

stimulous to the task of self-correction.^

The one thing we seriously object to in this representa-

tion is the assumption that St. Paul regarded the Christian

ideal as realizable at the outset. That he might invest the

beginning of the Christian life with an ideal significance,

representing it as a death to sin and a resurrection to a new

life (ideas both excluding lapse of time), is very conceivable
;

that he did this in fact we believe. But that it was a sur-

prise to him that nowhere did he find young Christians in

whom the ideal significance of faith was fully realized, is

not so easy to believe. It might have been a surprise to

him when he was himself a young Christian, as it is apt to

be to all beginners. For in the blossom of the new life

Christians feel as if their spiritual being were already com-

plete, and the advent of the green fruit is a surprise and a

disappointment to them, and hence it is commonly con-

strued wrongly as a mere lapse or declension. But twenty

years' experience must surely have helped to correct such

crude ideas, and taught the apostle to cherish moderate,

sober expectations in reference to beginners, and to recog-

nise, if not with full understanding of its rationale, at least

virtually, that the divine life is not a momentary product,

but a process, a problem to be worked out, an organic

growth.

Such a conception accordingly we do find, though mainly

in the later epistles. The exhortation, "work out your

salvation," suggests the idea of a problem to be solved.^

The comparison of the church to the human body growing

up to the stature of manhood suggests the idea of organic

growth.^ The metaphorical expression "rooted in love"*

suggests a comparison of the Christian life to a tree planted

* ]'idc Eeusm' whole chapter on Regeneration in his account of the Pauline

TheoloKv (Theologie Cliretienne, vol. ii., p. 135).

- Phil. ii. 12. 3 Fph. iv. 11-15. • Eph. iii. 18.
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in a good soil and growing from a small plant to the dimen-

sions of a forest tree.

Eudimentary bints of a doctrine of growth are not wanting

even in the four leading epistles. The idea of growth is

clearly recognised in regard to humanity at large, if not in

reference to the individual, in the comparison of the law to

tutors and governors who have charge of an heir during the

time of his minority.^ The word Kapiro^, in the text where

the apostle sets the fruit oi the Spirit over against the works

of the flesh, ^ readily suggests to us the idea of gradual

growth, knowing as we do that ripe fruit is the slow pro-

duct of time. Yet it is doubtful if this thought was present

to the apostle's mind. Equally doubtful is it whether we

are entitled to lay stress on the word " soweth " in the

text :
" He that soweth to the spirit shall of the spirit reap

life everlasting," ^ as it is probable that the whole earthly

life is here regarded as the seed time, the harvest falling in

the life hereafter. The surest indication of a doctrine of

growth in grace to be found in the Epistle to the Galatians

is contained in v. 5, where the Christian is represented

as waiting for the hope of righteousnesss. Assuming that

the righteousness referred to is to be taken subjectively, we

find in this text the idea that personal holiness is an object

of hope and patient expectation. The ideal is thus projected

into the future, and we are by implication taught not to fret

because it is not at once realized. We are to wait for the

realization of the ideal in a mature spiritual manhood, with

the patience of a farmer waiting for the harvest, who knows

that growth is gradual, there being first the blade, then the

green ear, and only then the full corn in the ear.

Among the hints of a doctrine of growth in the other

epistles belonging to the main group may be mentioned the

following :
—

In 1 Corinthians the apostle describes the members of the

1 Gal. iv. 1, 2. 2 Q,ii_ Y. 22. ^ q^,i yi. g.
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church as vijttlol, to whom he could give only milk,^ while

he claims to be in possession of a wisdom which he could

teach to the more advanced, denominated reXetot.^ But as

showing that the full significance of the doctrine was not

present to his mind, it has to be noted that he speaks of the

infantile state of the Corinthian church as something blame-

worthy, associating w'ith the epithet " babes " the attributes

of unspirituality and carnality.'' The tone here is markedly

different from that of the words put into the mouth of

Jesus in the Fourth Gospel :
" I have yet many things to

say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now," ^ which tacitly

recognise that spiritual children cannot be expected to have

the understanding of spiritual men. It resembles rather

the tone of the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews when

he complains of his readers as being destitute of manly in-

telligence, and like children having need of milk. Only

there was this difference between the Corinthian and the

Hebrew Christians, that the latter were in their second

childhood—they had become as children, while the Corinth-

ians were in their first childhood, and had only recently

become converts to Christianity. Blame in the case of

second childhood, spiritual dotage, was certainly called for

;

but ought not much allowance to be made for beginners ?

In 2 Corinthians iii. 18 the apostle represents Christians

as undergoing transformation through contemplation of the

glory of the Lord Christ. " We are being changed into the

same image from glory to glory." The present tense suggests

a process continually going on. The expression "from glory

to glory " may also point to a steady gradual advance,

though it may mean from glory in Him to glory in us.

In Bomans vi. 14 the apostle remarks :
" sin shall not

reign over you, for ye are not under law, but under grace."

Tills statement does not teach a doctrine of gradual sancti-

fication, but it leaves room for it. Sin dethroned may still

1 iii. 1, 2 ii, G.
"'

iii. 1. 4 John xvi. 12.
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attempt to regain its lost sovereignty, and we know that

when a change of dynasty takes place in a country there is

generally a more or less protracted period of trouble during

which members of the degraded royal family endeavour to

get themselves restored to power. Sin dethroned therefore

may continue to give trouble as a pretender. In the 12th

chapter of the same epistle occurs this exhortation: "Be

ye not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed in

the renewal of the mind to the effect of your proving what

is the will of God, the good, and acceptable and perfect."

This transformation of character and this proving of the

divine will so as to verify its characteristics, imply a gradual

process, lapse of time, a thing done bit by bit, a progressive

experience enlightening the mind in the knowledge of God's

will, and bringing our life more and more into conformity

with it. A process of growth is equally implied in the text

V. 3, "We glory in tribulation, knowing that tribulation

worketh out patience and patience attestation, and attesta-

tion hope." The working out of patience is a process in-

volving time, and, what is still more to our present purpose,

the result of the process, patience, and the consciousness of

being tested and attested, whence come self-reliance and

calm assurance, is something we could not possess antece-

dent to experience. That is to say, these are Christian

virtues developed by the discipline of trial, which no be-

ginner can possess.

The result of our enquiry, on the whole, is this : In the

Pauline letters and especially the controversial group, there

is no formulated doctrine of growth enunciated with full

consciousness and deliberate didactic purpose. But there

is a doctrine of growth latent in these letters ; there are

germs which we may use in the construction of such a

doctrine. Moreover there are facts in the life of the

churches alluded to in these letters which we may employ

in verification of the doctrine, though not so used by the
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apostle himself. For example : there is the lapse of the

Galatian Church into legalism and of the Corinthian Church

into various sorts of errors in opinion, and the party con-

tentions prevailing therein, and there is the scrupulosity

about meats and drinks spoken of in the Epistle to the

Romans. We may use these phenomena as helping us to

form a vivid idea of the characteristics of the green ear, or

let us call it the stage of the crude fruit in the divine life,

between the blossom and the ripe fruit. St. Paul dealt with

these as faults. But are they not more than faults acci-

dentally occurring, are they not phenomena which reappear

regularly with all the certainty of a fixed law ? As sure as

after the blossom comes the green crude fruit come there

not in the experience of Christians after the time of first

enthusiasm is past, such features as these : joylessness, a

rehgion of legal temper and mechanical routine, scrupu-

losity, opinionativeness, censoriousness, quarrelsomeness,

doubt"? Then, on the other hand, what is that spirit of

adoption whose presence and influence within the churches

to which he writes the apostle misses and so greatly desider-

ates, but one of the most outstanding characteristics of

Christian maturity, of the stage of the ripe fruit in Chris-

tian growth, when a believing man at last begins to have

some conception of the true character of the new life and

some practical acquaintance with its blessedness? The
advent of that spirit St. Paul viewed as the sign that the

world at large, humanity, had arrived at its majority, and it

is an equally sure sign of the arrival of the same important

epoch in the spiritual life of the individual. Thus might

we find valuable materials for the construction of a doctrine

of gradual sanctification advancing through well-marked

stages, not merely or even chiefly in the didactic statements

of the apostle, but very specially in his complaints against

and exhortations to the Churches to which he addressed his

epistles.
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3. The last point we proposed to consider refers to the

sahent features of the Christian character as conceived by

St. Paul. Two of these, sobriety and devotion to Christ,

have already been mentioned as among the moral pheno-

mena of the new creation. To these has now to be added

charity, dyuiri], which makes the list of the cardinal virtues

in the Pauline ethical system tolerably complete. It might

seem due to the prominence given to it in the first Epistle

to the Corinthians that a fourth should be added to the

number, viz., spiritual knowledge or insight. The apostle

there claims for the pneumatical man as against the psy-

chical, knowledge and appreciation of the things of the

spirit of God.^ Such knowledge he evidently regarded as an

outstanding mark of distinction between the two classes of

men, one of the prominent phenomena of the new creation.

The man of the new creation knows the mind of God, the

man who is outside this creation is not able to know. The

psychical man has the five senses of the soul, but not the

sixth sense of the spirit. Of this St. Paul was doubtless

strongly convinced. Yet it would be contrary to the whole

spirit of his teaching to mention anything of the nature of

gnosis, even though it be spiritual gnosis, alongside of

charity as if of co-ordinate importance. In the same epistle,

further on, he expressly represents knowledge as of no

account in comparison with charity. "If I know all mys-

teries and all knowledge and have not charity, I am
nothing."' In another place he remarks, " knowledge in-

flates, charity edifies." •' The knowledge thus depreciated

relates to divine things, but that does not prevent the

apostle from assigning to it a place of secondary import-

ance. Gnosis, theological gnosis especially, is very good in

its own place, but it tends to make a man think more

highly of himself than he ought. No fear of that in the

' 1 Cor. ii. 11, 15. 2 1 cor. xiii. 2.

" 1 Cor. vi i. 1.
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case of love ; it builds up a solid structure of real, not

imaginary, Christian worth.

Very significant of the sovereign place which u'ydTni occu-

pied in St. Paul's esteem is the fact that in his enumera-

tion of the fruit of the Spirit he names it first, ^ not without

a controversial reference to the religious contention which

vexed the churches of Galatia. Yet charity, in the sense

of love to the brethren, is not the absolute first for him.

Devotion to Christ takes precedence. Witness the stern

word :
" if any one love not the Lord, let him be ana-

thema." St. Paul's charity is great ; he loves v/eak

brethren, and out of regard to their scruples denies himself

the use of his Christian liberty." He loves even those in

the churches who regard him with distrust as a dangerous

revolutionary, setting aside the divine law, changing vener-

able customs, as is shown by his diligence in making col-

lection for the poor disciples in Jerusalem, though fully

aware what hard thoughts they cherish regarding him

there. His charity rises superior to party divisions and

embraces all who belong to the Israel of God, strong or

weak, Jew or Gentile, friendly or hostile to himself. He

loves moreover all without, and yearns to do them good as

he has opportunity, especially to bring to them the good

tidings that they also may believe. But there is one class

of men whom he can regard only with abhorrence : those

who have had opportunity of knowing Jesus Christ, in His

goodness, wisdom and grace, yet love Him not, but think

and speak evil of Him. That for St. Paul was the un-

pardonable sin. He can love all but those who, knowing

what they do, dislike Jesus. And in further proof that

devotion to Jesus is the supreme virtue for him it may be

added that he loves all men, but these, for Christ's sake.

He considers the scruples of the weak because Christ died

for them. He loves the poor in Jerusalem because, though

1 Gal. V. '22. - 1 Cor. viii 11, lo.
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they distrust him, they are disciples of Jesus, though very

imperfectly understanding His teaching. He loves the

honest-minded among his opponents because they are

fighting for what they consider to be the truth in Jesus.

He loves the whole world because he believes all mankind

have a place in Christ's Saviour-sympathies. It is not

meant by these statements to insinuate that St. Paul

exercised charity by calculation, and after deliberate re-

flection on motives. His Christianity was too vigorous and

healthy for that. I mean that Christ had so possessed his

soul as to become the inspiration of his whole life, the

latent source of all his impulses, the supreme end of all his

actions.

A. B. Bkuce.

DEVOTION TO A PEBSON THE DYNAMIC OF
BELIGION.

Nothing is easier than to create a religion ; one only needs

self-confidence and foolscap paper. An able Frenchman

sat down in his study and produced Positivism, which some

one pleasantly described as Catholicism minus Christianity.

It stimulated conversation in superior circles for years, and

only yesterday Mr. Frederic Harrison was explaining to

Professor Huxley that this ingenious invention of M. Comte

ought to be taken seriously. An extremely clever woman
disappeared into Asia and returned with another religion

which has distinctly added to the innocent gaiety of the

English nation. One never knows when a new religion

may not be advertised. The Fabian Society is understood

to be working at something, and each novelty receives a

good-natured welcome. No person with any sense of

humour resents one of these efforts to stimulate the jaded

palate of society unless it be paraded a season too long and
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threatens to become a bore. Criticism would be absurd :

you might as well analyze Alice in Wonderland. Com-

parison with Christianity is impossible : it were an insult to

Jesus.

The great religions of the East compel another treatment

;

one bows before them with wonder and respect. They are

not the ephemera of fashion ; they are hoar with antiquity.

They are not the pastime of a coterie, they have shaped the

destinies of innumerable millions. The most profound

instinct of the soul breathes in their creeds and clothes

itself in their forms, and notwithstanding their limitations

and corruptions these ancient faiths have each made some

contribution to the Kace. One has anticipated the self-

renunciation of Jesus, another has asserted the mystery of

the eternal, a third has vindicated the unity of God, and

a fourth has saturated with filial piety the future rivals

of the AVest. It were unbelief in Divine Providence

to deny those faiths a share in the development of hu-

manity : it were inexcusable ignorance to regard them as

systems of organized iniquity. They bear traces of noble

ancestry, they preserve in their history a record of splendid

service. Stricken by time, their ruins affect our imagina-

tion like the columns of Karnak. Dying at the heart, these

worn-out religions still make more converts than Christi-

anity. No reverent Christian will allow himself to despise

the religions of the past ; no intelligent Christian doubts

that his will be the religion of the future. A child of

the East, the religion of Jesus has conquered the West

;

conceived by a Galilean peasant, it has no limitations of

thought or custom ; with only a minority of the Eace it em-

braces the dominant nations of the world. The mind of

Jesus seems nothing more in the world as yet than a grey

dawn ; but wise men can see it is the rising sun.

The final test of any religion is its inherent spiritual

dynamic : the force of Christianity is the pledge of its
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success. It is not a school of morals, nor a system of

speculation, it is an enthusiasm. This religion is Spring in

the spiritual world, with the irresistible charm of the quick-

ening wind and the bursting bud. It is a birth, as Jesus

would say, a breath of God that makes all things new.

Humanity does not need morals, it needs motives : it is

sick of speculation, it longs for action. Men see their duty

in every land and age with exasperating clearness. We
know not how to do it.

" Whom do you couiifc the Avorst man upon earth,

Be sure he knows, in his conscience, more
Of Avhat right is than arrives at birth

In the best man's acts that we bow before."

No one condemns the good, he leaves it undone. No one

approves the evil, he simply does it. Our moral machinery

is complete but motionless. The religion which inspires

men with a genuine passion for holiness and a constraining

motive of service will last. It has solved the problem of

spiritual motion.

Jesus did not create goodness—her fair form had been

already carved in white marble by austere hands; His

office was to place a soul within the ribs of death till the

cold stone changed into a living body. Before Jesus, good-

ness was sterile, since Jesus, goodness has blossomed ; He
fertilised it with His spirit. It was a theory, it became a

force. He took the corn which had been long stored in the

granaries of philosophy and sowed it in the soft spring

earth ; He minted the gold and made it current coin.

Christianity is in Keligion what steam is in mechanics, the

power which drives. Jesus wrote nothing, He said little,

but He did what He said and made others do as He com-

manded. His religion began at once to exist ; from the

beginning it was a life. It is the distinction of Christianity

that it goes. This is why some of us, in spite of every

intellectual difficulty, must believe Jesus to be the Son of
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God—He has done what no other ever did, and what only

God could do. He is God, because He discharges a " God-

function."

" 'Tis one tiling to know and another to practise,

And thence I conclnde that the real God-function

Is to furnish a motive and injunction,

For practising what wo know ah'cad}'."

Religion with Jesus has a dynamic, and it is Jesus Him-

self, for Jesus and His religion are as soul and body. He
did not evolve it as an intellectual conception. He exhibited

it as a state of life. It was never a paper scheme like

Plato's Bepuhllc or More's Utopia. Jesus' rehgion was in

man before it appeared in the Gospels ; it had been fulfilled

in Himself before it was preached to the world. The Gos-

pels are not only a programme, they are already a history.

Christianity has been apt to sink into a creed or a cere-

mony—it is the decadence of Pharisaism—in Jesus' hand

it was a life. Jesus never proposed that men should discuss

His Gospel, He invited men to live it. " AVhosoever cometli

to Me, and heareth My sayings and doeth them ... is

like a man which built an house . . . on a rock" (St.

Luke vi. 47, 48). He did not suggest lines of action. He
commanded His disciples to do as He did. " Jesus . . .

saw a man named Matthew sitting at the receipt of custom,

and He saith unto him. Follow Me" (St. Matt. ix. 9). He
did not dismiss His followers as pupils to a task. He de-

clared that they would have a common life with Him.
" Verily, verily, I say unto you, I am the door of the sheep

. , . by Me, if any man enter in, He shall be saved, and

shall go in and out and find pasture" (St. John x. 7, 9).

Jesus combines every side of religion in Plimself, and is

the sum of His Gospel. " I am the way, the truth, and the

life" (St. Johnxiv. G).

Jesus made a claim that separates Him from every other

teacher—a claim of solitary and absolute infallibility. The

VOL. X. 9
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attitude of every other master has been modest and quali-

fied, " This, I think, is true, but you must not beheve it as

my word ; this, I think, is right, but you must not do it after

my example. Examine and decide for yourselves. I am,

like yourselves, a seeker and a sinner." Their disciples

accepted this situation, and so Simmias said to Socrates,

" We must learn, or we must discover for ourselves, the truth

of these matters ; or if that be impossible, we must take

the best and most impregnable of human doctrines, and,

embarkiDg on that as on a raft, risk the voyage of life,

unless a stronger vessel, some divine word, could be found

on which we might take our journey more safely and more

securely. . . . Gibes and I have been considering your

argument, and we think that it is barely sufficient."

" I daresay you are right, my friend," said Socrates

in the PJiaedo.

Jesus did not affect such humility, nor make such admis-

sions. He did not obliterate nor minimize Himself; He
emphasized and asserted Himself. " Ye have heard that it

hath been said by them of old time," opens one paragraph

after another of Jesus' great sermon, and then it follows,

"But I say unto you." Jesus brushes aside the ancients

as if they had never been. His disciples were not to own

any authority beside Him ; He was to be absolute, with

Apostles and Prophets only His witnesses and interpreters,

never His equals. " Be not ye called Eabbi, for One is

your master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren" (St.

Matt, xxiii. 8). His words are ushered in with the solemn

formula, " Verily, verily "
; they fall on the inner ear like

the stroke of a bell ; they are independent of argument. It

is ever " I/' and one's soul answers with reverence. For

this " I " that sounds from every sentence of the teaching

of Jesus is not egotism ; it is Deity.

Jesus makes the most unqualified demand on the loyalty

of His disciples, and believes that the attraction of His
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Person will sustain their obedience. The beginning of the

religious life was no reception of dogma or dream of

mysticism ; it was to break up a man's former environ-

ment, and to follow the lead of Christ. "Believe in Me,"

and "Come unto Me," He was ever saying, as if it were

natural to trust Him, impossible to resist Him. The hard-

ness of religion had its compensations : it carried associa-

tion with Jesus. " Whosoever will come after Me, let him

deny himself, and take up his cross and follow Me" (St.

Mark viii. 34). The immense sacrifices of religion would

be an office of love. " There is no man that hath left

house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife,

or children, or lands, for my sake "... (St. Mark x. 29).

Keligious cowardice was a synonym for treachery to Christ

;

it was a breach of friendship that could not be healed.

" Whosoever shall be ashamed of Me and of My words, of

him shall the Son of Man be ashamed when He shall come

in His own glory, and in His Father's, and of the Holy

angels" (St. Luke ix. 26). The slightest kindness was

exalted into an act of merit, because it was inspired by

devotion to Christ. " For whosoever shall give you a cup

of water to drink in my name, because ye belong to Christ,

verily I say unto you, he shall not lose his reward " (St.

Mark ix. 41). When Jesus came from the Father, the

religious instincts were withering in the dust, and vainly

feeling for something on which they could climb to God

;

Jesus presented Himself, and gathered the tendrils of the

soul round His Person. He found religion a rite ; He left

it a passion.

Perhaps the most brilliant inspiration of Jesus w^as to

fling Himself on the earliest, latest, strongest passion of

our nature, and utilize it as the driving force of His religion.

All our life from infancy to age we are in the school of love,

and never does human nature so completely shed the slough

of selfishness, or wear so generous a guise, or offer such
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ungrudging service as under this sway. Here is stored

to hand the latent dynamic for a spiritual enterprise ; it

only reraains to make the connection. Do you wish a cause

to endure hardness, to rejoice in sacrifice, to accomplish

mighty works, to retain for ever the dew of its youth? Give

it the best chance, the sanction of Love. Do not state it in

books ; do not defend it with argument. These are aids of

the second order; if they succeed, it is a barren victory—the

reason only has been won ; if they fail, it is a hopeless

defeat—the reason has now been exasperated. Identify

your cause with a person. Even a bad cause will succeed

for a space, associated with an attractive man. The later

Stewarts were hard kings both to England and Scotland,

and yet women sent their husbands and sons to die for

" Bonnie Prince Charlie," and the ashes of that romantic

devotion are not yet cold. AVhen a good cause finds a be-

fitting leader, it will be victorious before set of sun. David

had about him such a grace of beauty and chivalry that his

officers risked their lives to bring him a cup of water, and

his people carried him to the throne of Israel on the love of

their hearts. Human nature has two dominant instincts

—

the spring of all action as well as the subject of all literature

—Faith and Love. The religion which unites them will be

omnipotent.

It was Jesus who summoned Love to meet the severe

demands of Faith, and wedded for the first time the ideas

of Passion and Righteousness. Hitherto Bighteousness had

been spotless and admirable, but cold as ice ; Passion had

been sweet and strong, but unchastened and wanton. Jesus

suddenly identifies Righteousness with Himself, and has

brought it to pass that no man can love Him without loving

Righteousness. Jesus clothes Himself with the command-

ments, and each is transfigured into a grace. He illustrates

His Decalogue in the washing of feet, and compels His

disciples to follow His example. " If I then, your Lord and
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Master, have washed your feet, ye ought also to wash one

another's feet" (St. John xiii. 14). By one fehcitous stroke

He makes Love and Law synonymous, and Duty, which

had always been respectable, now becomes lovely. It is a

person, not a dogma, which invites my faith ; a person, not

a code, which asks for obedience. Jesus stands in the way

of every selfishness ; He leads in the path of every sacrifice
;

He is crucified in every act of sin ; He is glorified in every

act of holiness. St. Stephen, as he suffered for the Gospel,

saw the heavens open and Jesus standing to receive him.

St. Peter, fleeing in a second panic from Kome, meets

Jesus returning to be crucified in his place. Conscience

and heart are settled on Jesus, and one feels within his

soul the tides of His virtue. It is not the doctrines nor the

ethics of Christianity that are its irresistible attraction. Its

doctrines have often been a stumbling block, and its ethics

excel only in degree. The life blood of Christianity is

Christ. As Louis said "I am the State," so may Jesus

say "I am My Eeligion." AVhat Napoleon was to his

soldiers on the battle-field, Jesus has been to millions

separated from Him by the chasm of centuries. No
emotion in human experience has been so masterful, none

so fruitful, as the passion for Jesus. It has inspired the

Church, it has half saved the world.

Before Jesus could utilize this love He had to create it,

and this was not accomplished either by His example or

His teaching. The effect of His awful purity was terror :

" Depart from me," said St. Peter, " for I am a sinful man,

Lord" (St. Luke v. 8). The result of three years'

teaching was perplexity : an average apostle asked for a

theophany : "Show us the Father, and it sufficeth us"

(St. John xiv. 8). Holiness compels awe, wisdom compels

respect ; they do not allure. Nothing can create Life but

Life ; nothing can beget Love but Love. He that is not

loved hates ; he that is loved, loves, is a law of experience.
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As the earth gives out the beat which it has received

from the sun, so the devotion of Jesus' disciples to Him in

all ages has been the return of His immense devotion to

them. He lavished on His first disciples a wealth of love

in His friendship; He sealed it with His sacrifice of

Himself upon the cross. " Greater love bath no man than

this, that a man lay down his life for his friends " (St. John

XV. 13) ;
" I am the good Shepherd : the good Shepherd

giveth His life for the sheep" (St. John x. 11). Twelve

men came into His intimacy ; in eleven He kindled a fire

that made them saints and heroes, and the traitor broke his

heart through remorse, so he also must have loved. But

Jesus expected that His love would have a wider range

than the fellowship of Galilee, and that the world would

yield to its spell. It was not for St. John, His friend, Jesus

laid down His life ; it was for the Race into which He had

been born and which He carried in His heart. No one has

ever made such a sacrifice for Humanity. No one has

dared to ask such a recompense. The eternal Son of God

gave Himself without reserve, and anticipated that to all

time men would give themselves for Him. He proposed to

inspire His Eace with a personal devotion, and that pro-

found devotion was to be their salvation. " Give Me a

cross whereon to die," said Jesus, " and I will make thereof

a throne from which to rule the world." The idea was

once at least caught most perfectly in an early Christian

gem, where, on a blood-red stone the living Christ is carved

against His cross ; a Christ with the insignia of His imperial

majesty. Twice was Jesus' imagination powerfully affected

—once by the horrors of the cross, when He prayed, "

My Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from Me " (St.

Matt. xxvi. 39) ; that was the travail of His soul—once by

the magnetic attraction of the cross, when He cried, " And

I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto

Me " (St. John xii. 32) ; this is the endless reward of His

travail.
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The passion for Jesus has no analogy in comparative

religion ; it has no parallel in human experience. It is a

flame of unique purity and intensity. Thomas does not

believe that Jesus is the Son of God, or that, more than

any other man, He can escape the hatred of fanaticism ;

but he must share the fate of Jesus. "Let us also go,"

said this morbid sceptic, " that we may die with Him " (St.

John xi. 16). At the sight of His face seven devils went out

of Mary Magdalene ; for the blessing of His visit, a chief

publican gave half his goods to the poor. When a man of

the highest order met Jesus he was lifted into the heavenly

places and became a Christed man, whose eyes saw with the

vision of Christ, whose pulse beat with the heart of Christ.

Browning has nothing finer than " A Death in the Desert,"

wherein he imagines the love of St. John to Jesus. No
power is able to rouse the apostle from his last sleep, neither

words nor cordials. When one has a sudden inspiration :

he brings the Gospel and reads into the unconscious ear,

" I am the resurrection and the life,"'

with the effect of an instantaneous charm.

" Whereat he opened his ej-es "wide at once,

And sat up of himself and looked at us."

This man had leant so long on Jesus' bosom—some

seventy years—that at the very sound of His words the

soul of Jesus' friend came up from the shadow of death.

It is the response of the flower of the Kace to Jesus.

This Passion is placed beyond comparison, because it is

independent of sight. St. Paul denies the faith that was

once dear to him, and flung away the world that was once

his ambition, to welcome innumerable labours and exhaust

the resources of martyrdom, for the sake of one whom he

had never seen, save in mystical vision, and formerly hated

to the shedding of blood. Men were lit as torches in Nero's

garden, and women flung to the wild beasts of the amphi-
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theatre ; and for what ? For a S3'stem, for a cause, for a

Church ? They had not enough knowledge of theory to

pass a Sunday School examination ; they had no doctrine

of the Holy Trinity, nor of the Person of Jesus, nor of His

Sacrifice, nor of Grace. They died in their simplicity for

Him "Whom having not seen ye love," and the name of

the Crucified was the last word that trembled on their dying

lips. With an amazing candour Jesus had warned His

disciples : "Ye shall be brought before governors and kings

for My sake. . . . And ye shall be hated of all men for

My name's sake " (St. Matt. x. 18-22). AVith a magnificent

confidence Jesus encouraged His disciples, "He that en-

dureth to the end shall be saved. . . . Whosoever there-

fore shall confess Me before men, hnn will I confess also

before My Father which is in heaven " (St. Matt. x.).

The warning and th'e promise were both falfilled in the his-

tory of the disciples' passion. " Christianus sum," confesses

the martyr, and then the hoarse refrain, " Christianus ad

leonem." But Perpetua sees a " great ladder of gold reach-

ing from earth to heaven," and on its highest round stands

the Good Shepherd ; Vv'hile Saturus is brought to the throne

of the Lord Jesus and " gathered to His embrace." "Men,"

says Leckie, " seemed indeed to be in love with death.

Believing they were the wheat of God, they panted for the

day when they should be ground by the teeth of wild beasts

into the pure bread of Christ." Love of life and love of

kin, fear of pain and fear of death, were powerless before

this talisman " For My sake."

This sublime passion did not die with the sacrifice of the

martyrs, a mere hysteric of lieligion, for it has continued

unto this day the hidden spring of all sacrifice and beauty

in the Christian life. The immense superstitious of the

Middle Ages were redeemed by the love of Jesus, radiant in

the life of St. Francis, reflected from the labours of the

" Friends of God." There was a glory over all the bitter
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controversies of the sixteenth century, because on the one

side piety desired a spiritual access to Jesus' Person ; and on

the other, piety longed for the comfort of His Eeal Pre-

sence. Both the excessive ceremonialism and the vulgar

sensationalism, v^^hich are the two poles of modern religion,

may be pardoned, because the High Churchman at his altar

and the evangelist at the street corner are one in their

utter devotion to Jesus. Not only has the best theology

been fed by this spirit, so that Bonaventura, questioned re-

garding his learning, pointed to the crucifix, and the living

hymnology been its incarnation, so that to remove the

name of Jesus were to leave no fragrance, but all the vast

and varied philanthropy of public Christianity and the

sweet and winsome graces of private life have been the fruit

of this unworldly emotion. " For My sake," has opened a

new spring of conduct from which has flowed the heroism

and saintliness of nineteen centuries. When Jesus founded

His rehgion on personal attachment it seemed a fond imagi-

nation : the perennial vitality of Christianity has been His

vindication.

This perpetual Passion in the hearts of His disciples

implies the mystical presence of Jesus, who promised "A
little while and ye shall not see Me, and again a little while

and ye shall see Me, because I go to the Father " (St. John

xvi. 16), and " Lo I am with you alway, even unto the end

of the world " (St. Matt, xxviii. 20). The presence of the

living Christ, the object of adoration and service, has been

wonderfully realized by the mystics, and distinctly held

forth in the sacraments, but it is apt to be obscured in the

consciousness of the Church by two difi"erent influences.

One is a mechanical theology which builds every act of

Christ into the structure of a system till no virtue comes

from the flowing garments of His life, because they are

nothing but the grave clothes of a dead Lord. The other

is an idealizing criticism which evaporates the Person of
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Christ in His teaching and while it may leave us a master,

certainly denies us a Lord. This were to cast Eehgion back

on its former condition when it was either an invention of

the scribes or the philosophers, and to barter the indescrib-

able charm of Christianity to secure a creed or to disarm

unbelief. It is to reduce the religion of Jesus to the im-

potence of Judaism or Confucianism : it is to sell Jesus

again without the thirty pieces of silver.

Jesus' idea lifts Christianity above the plane of arid

discussion and places it in the region of poetry, where

the emotions have full play and Faith is vision. Theology

becomes the explanation of the fellowship between the soul

and Jesus. Begeneration is the entrance into His life,

Justification the partaking of His Cross, Sanctification the

transformation into His character, Death the comiug of

the Lord, Heaven His unveiled Face. Doctrines will be

but moods of the Christ-consciousness
;

parables of the

Christ-life. Suffering will be the baptism of Jesus and the

drinking of His cup, and if every saint have not the stig-

mata on his hands and feet, he will at least, like Simon the

the Cyrenian, have the mark of the cross upon his shoulder.

And service will be the personal tribute to Jesus, whom we

shall recognise under any disguise, as bis nurse detected

Ulysses by his wounds, and whose Body, in the poor and

miserable, will ever be with us for our discernment. Jesus

is the leper whom the saint kissed, and the child the

monk carried over the stream, and the sick man the widow

nursed into health, after the legends of the ages of faith.

And Jesus will say at the close of the day, " Inasmuch as

ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren

ye have done it unto Me " (St. Matt. xxv. 40.)

We ought to discern the real strength of Christianity and

revive the ancient Passion for Jesus. It is the distinction

of our religion : it is the guarantee of its triumph. Faith

may languish ; creeds may be changed ; churches may be
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dissolved ; society may be shattered. But one canuot

imagine the time when Jesus will not be the fair image of

perfection or the circumstances wherein He will not be

loved. He can never be superseded ; He can never be

exceeded. Eeligions will come and go, the passing shapes

of an eternal instinct, but Jesus will remain the standard

of the conscience and the satisfaction of the heart. Whom
all men seek, in Whom all men will yet meet.

John Watson.

''POWER ON THE HEAD."

1 Cor. XI. 10.

This passage has been the despair of interpreters. Much

violence has been brought to bear upon it, both as respects

text and translation. The puzzling word is i^ovaiav, which

is translated " power " in the Authorised, and " authority
"

in the Eevised Version. In the one translation the verse

stands thus: "For this cause ought the woman to have

power on (her) head because of the angels "
; in the other it

runs as follows: "For this cause ought the woman to have

(a sign of) authority on her head, because of the angels."

Both are accompanied by a marginal annotation. The Au-

thorised Version explains the expression "power" in these

terms,—" That is, a covering, in sign that she is under

the power of her husband; while the Kevised, dropping this

explanation, suggests for "have a sign of authority on,"

" have authority over "—words which certainly do not elu-

cidate, but rather add to the enigma suggested by the verse.

In these circumstances, it is not surprising that many

efforts have been made to get rid of the term i^ovaiav

altogether, or to give it quite a different turn by the inser-

tion of the word ouk before ocpeiXei. Heinrici mentions that

Valkenaer proposed thus to alter the text, so as to bring out
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the meaning,— " Non debet uxor habere sive exercere in

raaritum potestatem "—"the wife ought not to have or

exercise power over her husband (head)." The various

other conjectural emendations of i^ovalav are given as

follows by Dean Stanley in his note on the passage: " (1)

e^ou^tav, a supposed Latinism for ' exuviae.' (2) k^ovaiav,

a supposed derivative of t'^t?, ' a habit,' or a mistransla-

tion of ' habitum,' on the hypothesis that the Epistle

was written in Latin. (3) e^tovaa, ' when she goes out.'

(4) e^ ovalwi, ' according to her nature.' (5) i^ovala, ' the

woman who is the glory of man.' (0) Kavalav, 'a broad-

brimmed Macedonian hat.' (7) a Grecised form of the

Hebrew word ' cesooth,' * casooi '
—

' a covering.^ '

"

In like manner, many efforts have been made to get rid

of the reading, or the rendering, in the remaining clause of

the verse,—" because of the angels." Instead of the words

hia rov<i dyyeXovf, it has been proposed to read, (1) Sia raq

ayiXa^, " on account of the crowds, '^ or ' herds '

; (2) hia

rou-i ayeKaiov<i, "on account of the men who crowded in
"

(Stanley, or, as Heinrici gives it, " on account of the drivers

of cattle"

—

Viehtreihcr)
; (3) Sea rov'i avSpa<i, "on account

of the (staring) men "
; (4) Sia rov<i ijyeXaard^, " on account

of the mockers "
; (5) Sm t?}? dyyeXia^, " throughout (the

whole of) her (divine) message " (Stanley, or, as Heinrici

more simply explains it, "throughout the preaching"

wiihrend der Pj-edigt) ; (6) 8id tov<: 6'x}-ov<i, " on account of

the mobs "
; while some critics, like Baur, have preferred

to discard the words altogether, as a gloss which has been

introduced into the text. Others, again, while retaining

the words as they stand, have proposed peculiar renderings

of Sia or «77eA,ou?, such as (1) "on account of the bishops

or rulers "
; (2) " on account of the spies sent to watch the

assemblies "
; (3)

" on account of the messengers sent by the

1 A number of other exjilanations may be seen in Meyer {in loc), but none

o£ them seem worth discussion, and the above may serve as specimens.
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bridegroom, to see the bride before marriage"
; (4) as an

adjuration " by the angels " (Sui for v/j)
; (5) " on accomit of

divorces "—as a translation of the Latin term " nuntius
"

for a bill of divorce.

But all these conjectures and emendations must be set

aside as' utterly groundless. There is not the slightest

doubt that both text and translation are perfectly correct as

commonly given. Vie must face the words just as they

stand,—" For this cause ought the v^oman to have power

(or ' authority ') on her head, because of the angels," and

endeavour, as we best may, to reach their true explanation.

The opening words of the verse, Bia touto, refer us to the

immediately preceding context. And when we glance at it,

we find that, from the second verse of the chapter onwards,

the Apostle is establishing a certain fact, and then apply-

ing it to a practical purpose. The fact which he brings

into a clear hght is that, with respect to-order, woman is

subordinate to man. It is important to observe that St.

Paul's reasonings on this point do not at all imply any

essential inferiority in woman. They merely bring out the

fact that, with reference to the sexes, as indeed throughout

the universe, a certain order prevails, which must be duly

regarded and maintained. This is a favourite thought of

the Apostle, and one which he earnestly presses upon these

tumultuous Corinthians. God, he reminds them, can never

countenance any approach to "confusion" {aKaraaraaca,

chap. xiv. 33). He carries this idea of relation even into

the sacred circle of the Godhead. " I would have you

know," he says, ver. 3, "that the head of every man is

Christ ; and the head of the woman is the man ; and the

head of Christ is God." Xo disparagement, then, is meant

as respects woman, when she is shown to be subordinate to

man in the relation existing between the sexes. The order

is—man first, woman second — man, the glory of God,

woman, the glory of man—but both alike necessary to each
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other, and both alike dependent upon God (ver. 12, tliairep

<yap 1] yvvi] eK rov dv8p6<;, ovTco<i Kal o dvrjp Sid t?;9 'yvvacKO'i,

rci Be irdvTa ere rov Qeov). Such is the Divinely appointed

order here insisted upon by the Apostle.

The fact, then, being established, that in the scale of

creation woman is subordinate to man, what, let us next

enquire, is the practical purpose to which that fact is here

applied by St. Paul ? It is to the correction of one of the

many abuses which had arisen in the Church at Corinth.

Some professing Christians in that city, apparently acting

upon the great trath set forth by the Apostle in another

passage (Gal. iii. 28) that in Christ Jesus there is " neither

male nor female," the sexes being on a footing of perfect

equality as respects all spiritual privileges, had deemed

themselves warranted in laying aside one of the most dis-

tinctive marks by which, in regard to dress, man and woman
were discriminated from each other.

In itself, of course, costume has no ethical importance.

Dress is a purely conventional thing; so that, what is

deemed seemly and fitting in one country, may be con-

sidered utterly unbecoming in another. But nature her-

self suggests that the sexes should be marked out from each

other by the style of clothing which is adopted ; and, for

manifestly wise purposes, a special precept had been given

in the Mosaic law to that effect. AVe read at Deuteronomy

xxii. 5,
—"A woman shall not wear that which pertaineth

unto a'man, neither shall a man put on a woman's garment

:

for whosoever doeth these things is an abomination unto the

Lord thy God." On mere general grounds, therefore, and

simply from that concern which he always showed for what

was orderly and proper, the Apostle would undoubtedly have

condemned that abuse which, in regard to this matter, had

sprung up in the Corinthian Church.

But far more than this was involved in the innovation

which had taken place. We may perhaps be surprised, at
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first, to find St. Paul making use of such warm and

emphatic language, in denouncing the practice which

had evidently been reported to him from Corinth. "Every

man," he says (ver. 4), "praying or prophesying, having his

head covered, dishonoureth his head. But every woman
praying or prophesying with her head unveiled, dis-

honoureth her head." In order to understand these words,

we require to know that, among many ancient nations, a

covering on the head was regarded as a symbol of subjec-

tion. The veil referred to might be either natural or

artificial ; that is, it might consist of the human hair, or of

any wrought covering placed upon the head. With respect

to the veil furnished by nature, in the case especially of

women, Milton, with his usual accuracy and beauty, tells us

of what it was the emblem, when he says respecting Eve in

Paradise,

—

'' She, as a veil, down to tlie slender Tvaist

Her unadorned golden tresses wore

Dishevelled, but in wantoti ringlets waved,

As the vine cui'ls her tendrils, which implied

Suhjeciion."

With respect, again, to an artificial covering, we may
regard it as pretty certain that subjection is the root-idea

involved in the use of the Latin verb nubo to denote

marriage on the part of a woman. That verb properly

means " to put. on a veil," and the act of veiling seems to

have indicated that the woman then came, as the Romans

expressed it, in manum mariti— became entirely subject

to her husband. Hence the sarcasm in the epigram of

Martial,—

" Uxoreni quare locupletem ducere nolim

Qua?ritis ? uxori mihcre noloraea?."

—

—"Do you ask why I am unwilling to marry a rich wife?

I do not wish to veil myself to my wife "—in other words, I
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shrink from placing myself in subjection to her for the sake

of her money.

We can now clearly understand the Apostle's words. He
has said that " the head of every man is Christ." If then

any man either wears long hair (ver. 14), or appears in

the religions assembly with his head covered (ver. 4), he

appears as if subjecting himself to the woman, and thus

dishonoureth his head, Christ, to whom alone he is sub-

ordinate. If, on the other hand, a woman present herseli

in public uncovered, wilfully destitute either of her natural

veil, which is her " glory " (ver. 15), or of that artificial

covering which indicates subordination to her husband, she

dishonoureth her head, the man, as claiming an equality

with him, contrary to the Divine arrangement. And, in

that case, says St. Paul, she has cast off the modesty that

ought to be characteristic of her sex, and has in principle

identified herself with those disreputable women, whose

heads were shaven or shorn in token of the infamy they had

contracted.^

Now, after all this, what should we expect to be the

summing up of the Apostle in verse 10 ? Probably the very

opposite of what we find. " For this cause," says St. Paul,

" ought the woman to have authority upon her head,"

whereas we naturally look for some such statement as the

following,—" For this cause ought the woman to have an

emblem of subjection on her head." Here, however, the

commentators crowd upon us with their explanations and

illustrations ; and let us listen to what they have to tell us in

connection with the remarkable language of the Apostle.

We are informed, then, that when St. Paul says

"authority" he means "a sign of authority." It is not

1 Tacitus suggests the disgraceful nature of the deeds for which cutting off

the hair was iu use among the ancients, when he tells us (Gerinaiitu, ch. 19)

that female adulterers among the Germans had their hair cut off

—

accisls

crinibiis—before being subjected to other punishments.
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unusual, we are reminded, to meet with such a metonymy.

An example is brought forward from Diodorus Siculus, who

speaks (i. 47) of a certain image as " having three kingdoms

on its head "

—

e-)(^ovcrav Tpel<s ^acn\ela<i iirl t?}? K€<paXfj<;—
where the word " kingdoms " is manifestly used for symbols

of power. Again, we are referred to Numbers vi. 7, where

we read in the Greek version of the LXX.

—

evxh Oeov eVt

Ke^taXrj'i avrov—"a VOW of God," that is, "the sign of a

vow of God is upon his head." Heinrici [in loc.) takes note

of several other examples.

Most commentators are content to rest in this explana-

tion. A few, indeed, have thought that the term i^ovaia

has itself sometimes the meaning of " a veil," and should

be so rendered in this passage. If this could be proved,

perhaps the best of all explanations would be offered. But

nothing at all satisfactory has been found to justify such a

translation of the word. It is true that Irenaeus, in quot-

ing the passage {Adv. Haer., i. 8, 2, Mass.) substitutes

Kokv/M/j^a for e^ovcriav, and that the Latin translator natur-

ally represents it by velamen. That, however, only proves

what meaning Irenaeus found in the passage, and cannot be

regarded as showing that i^ovaia sometimes meant ^ '' a

veil." In fact, no modern commentator so understands it,

but all accept the explanation already suggested. Dean

Stanley, for instance, thus states the opinion in which he

and others acquiesce,—" It remains to suppose that the

Apostle uses the phrase to signify * the symbol of a man's

power over the woman, as expressed in the covering of the

head.'"

This may really be the only interpretation of the passage

possible ; but it certainly appears very harsh and unsatisfac-

' Harvey thinks {IrencEus, i. 69) that, through the Syriac version, it can

be shown that i^ova-ia might mean " a veil," and his learned note is well worth

consideration. But, whatever might be true of the equivalent Syriac term,

I am afraid no evidence can be produced that the Greek word in question ever

had the meaning of Kd\v/x/jia..

VOL. X. 10
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tory. It labours, in fact, under the disadvantage of making

the Apostle say the very opposite of what he seems to say.

His words, literally rendered, are,
—" A woman ought to

have authority on her head," while the gloss put upon them
is, "A woman ought to have a sign of her husband's

authority on her head." And let it be noted that among
all the illustrations of such metonymy which have been

adduced, there is not a single one parallel to this. As has

been well remarked by Stanley, "this use of the name of

the thing signified for the symbol, though natural where

the power spoken of belongs to the person, would be un-

natural when applied to the power exercised over that

person by some one else." Meyer, indeed, remarks that

" here the connection justifies the use of i^ovaia to denote

the sign of another s power"; but this seems hardly a suffi-

cient answer to Hofmann, who objects that the word is

thus really " twisted into an opposite meaning." Nor have

other able writers, in my humble judgment, succeeded in

removing the difficulty which is involved in the above con-

sideration. May I, then, venture to look at this perplexing

word i^ovaiav in a totally different light ? I would beg,

with much diffidence, to suggest that it should be viewed

not as referring to the man at all, but as bearing only upon

the woman. And if any tolerable sense can be brought out

of the expression when thus regarded, it need not be said

that most of the harshness will disappear which is insepar-

able from the other interpretation.

" The woman," says St. Paul, " ought to have authority

upon her head "
; and, taking these words in their plain

grammatical sense, the authority spoken of can belong only

to the woman. What, then, are we to understand by this

" authority " ? Plainly, nothing else can be meant than

the rightful claim which the woman, in her proper place,

has to influence and honour.

It is supposed that she has accepted her God-assigned
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position of subordination to the man ; and then, by the

language which the Apostle adopts, the thought is sug-

gested that she has thus secured a dignity and power

which could not have been acquired by any foolish attempt

at independence. St. Paul might have expressed himself

differently. He might have said,
—

" For this cause the

woman ought to have a veil upon her head "
; and we

should probably have expected some such turn to be given

to his words. But he chose rather to say instead,
—"For

this cause ought the woman to have authority on her

head," with the view of suggesting that the very emblems

of submission, which a God-fearing woman bears on her

person, really become to her eletaents of power. That

artificial veil, which she was enjoined to wear, in contradis-

tinction from the man, would, as a symbol of her modesty

and meekness, add to her attractiveness and influence.

And that natural covering with which she had been fur-

nished—the long hair which, as the Apostle says, was truly

her "glory"—would increase immensely the graces of her

person. As Archbishop Trench has remarked regarding

woman,—"Long beautiful tresses have evermore been held

as her chiefest adornment," and he aptly quotes, in illustra-

tion, that line of the Latin poet,

—

" Quod pri'inum formae decus est, cecidere capilli."
'

Thus, the very types of her subjection became the instru-

ments of her " authority "
; and, in showing obedience to

Him " whose service is perfect freedom," she acquired a

dignity and power which could not otherwise have been

attained. This view of the passage seems to me greatly to

soften and beautify the language here used by the Apostle

respecting woman. He has often been accused of treating

the weaker sex with undue severity. It has been said that

the position he assigns woman savours more of an Oriental

' Notes on the Parnhlcst, p. 290.
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and despotic, than of a chivalrous or Christian spirit. But,

if we may regard him as here claiming " authority " for

woman in her proper relation to man, such a charge will

lose much of its apparent force. It will then be seen that

the sexes are represented by St. Paul as each possessed of

its own special dignity and power, so that the Apostle's

language will be in accord with these well-known and

beautiful words

—

" As unto the bow the cord is,

So unto the man is woman :

Though she bends him, she obeys him,

Though she draws him, yet she follows,

Useless each without the other."

No mere translation could, of course, bring out the full

meaning of the passage, as suggested above. That must be

left to the viva voce explanations of any preacher who may

be inclined to adopt the view I have ventured to present.

Only in accepting it the pen must be drawn through these

words—" a sign of," which have been inserted in the

Revised Version, and the clause must simply stand thus,

—

"For this cause ought the woman to have authority on her

head."i

It does not seem to me that the remaining clause of theo

verse—" because of the angels "—ought to cause much diffi-

culty. No reference, I think, should be supposed to

Genesis vi. 2, though this opinion has been held by writers

both ancient and modern (Tertullian, Stanley). The

thought suggested by the Apostle simply is, that the holy

angels are present in the religious assemblies of Christians,

^ Since writing the above, I have been pleased to find that among more

recent interpreters, the late Bishop Wordsworth, of Lincoln, held that e^ovaiav

refers to the woman herself. He says (nt loc.) " She ought to bave a badge of

her own dignity and power on her head." Some of the older expositors seem

also to have taken this view. See Meyer in loc. But I am not aware of having

followed any one in the exegesis which I have suggested.
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and that remembrance of this fact should have a deterrent

power over those persons who might be tempted into law-

less or disorderly conduct. These ideas are quite iu har-

mony both with the angelology of Scripture, and the innate

feehngs of the human heart. We are told respecting the

angels that they are deeply interested in the work of

redeeming love (1 Peter i. 12), and that they act the part of

" ministering spirits " to the heirs of salvation (Heb. i. 14).

Nothing, therefore, could be more fitting than that they

should be spoken of as present with Christians in their

worship of God.

Then, again, it is a well-recognised sentiment of human
nature that the presence of superiors tends to restrain from

anything unseemly or improper ; and the vivid recollection

that celestial beings were in their midst, though unseen,

could not fail to have such an effect on Christian wor-

shippers. St. Paul in another passage (Col. ii. 5) speaks

of himself as being spiritually present in the far-distant

gatherings of his Christian brethren, and as joying in be-

holding the "order" which there prevailed. And, if

this were the case with him, doubtless the blessed angels

must feel a similar joy in contemplating seemliness and

propriety in the Churches of Christ, while they would be

correspondingly distressed on perceiving any contrary be-

haviour. It was then a lofty no less than a tender argu-

ment, which was thus employed by the Apostle ; and it

could not fail to impress and influence his readers just in

proportion to the spiritual susceptibility of which they were

severally possessed.

A. KOBEETS.
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BECENT GEBMAN LITEBATUBE ON THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

I. Budde's Translation of Kuenen's Essays.

Upon the Old Testament no more useful work lias recently

appeared than Professor Budde's translation of a number of

Kuenen's treatises.^ Students of all lands will welcome the

collection into one volume, in the classic language of criticism,

of essays, which, while they form a necessary supplement to

Kuenen's larger works, and are most of them landmarks in the

history of Old Testament science, afford at the same time so high

an example of scholarship, on both its moral and intellectual sides.

Professor Budde's own fitness for the work of selecting and trans-

lating these essays out of three languages and many periodicals is

amply assured, on the one side by his eminence as an Old Testa-

ment critic, on the other by his long friendship with Kuenen and

his previous translation of the latter's work. An English

reviewer cannot, of course, give a final judgment on a translation

into German
;
yet he can testify that he finds Professor Budde's

translation everywhere clear and intelligible. The reader has bnt

to compare the text, with the quotations inserted in it from

German authors (such as that on p. 407), to see how it has pre-

served throughout the order and lucidity of the original.

In his preface Dr. Budde recites the chief facts of Kuenen's

career, and reprints the tribute to his qualities as a man and

a scholar, which appeared last year in the Theol. Literaturzeitung,

and which was concentrated in the striking phrase : Kuenen
" stand auf seiner Warte wie das Gewissen der alttestamentlichen

Wissenschaft." "Kuenen," runs another paragraph, "was no

genius . . . his strength lay in the harmonious proportion of

his gifts. A fine feeling for language, critical insight, {esthetic

gifts, the historical sense, a religious disposition— each was

lavishly represented in him, and hardly one overtopped another

to such a degree as to injure it. But all these talents were held

together by an incorruptible conscientiousness, and a magnificent

^ Gesammelte Abhandlnngen zur BibliscJien Wissenschaft, von Dr. Abraham
Kuenen, weiland Professor zu Leiden : aus dem Holliindiscben Uebersetzt von

K. Biulde. Mit Bildniss u. Schriftenverzeicbniss. Freiburg i. B. u. Leipzig.

J. C. B. Mohr, 1894.
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impulse to the search for truth. It is, above all, these ethical

qualities which Kuenen has to thank for his results. What dis-

tinguishes his works is thoroughness of method. A collection of

material as perfect as possible ; in investigation the greatest calm-

ness and circumspectness ; an objectiveness and impartiality of

judgment which has hardly its equal; almost infallible correctness

as to the range of each conclusion ; a working ap of his material

to the last remnant. The degrees of probability are distinguished

most conscientiously and the reader may confidently trust to this,

that he will never be misled by any personal partiality of the

author. Kuenen's essays remain for all times examples of critical

work, as Lessing's have stood till to-day."

These remarks are true. No better justification of them could

be given than the reviews which Dr. Badde has selected for the

third part of this volume. They are mostly criticisms of

opponents, and replies to attacks made on Kuenen himself.

Throughout they are distinguished by fairness of representation,

patience of treatment and sweetness of temper. In all these

monuments of years of controversy there is nothing unjust or

unworthy ; nothing impatient even when the opponent is a

Maurice Vernes or a Havet. Some critics have their positions

more lucidly stated than they have ever stated them themselves;

in fact, articles 9, 10 and 11-14 form a most admirable history of

recent criticism on the course of Israel's religious development.

Similarly, the more positive essays in the second part of the

volume reveal the thoroughness of method and impartiality of

judgment which Dr. Budde emphasises. His phrase, therefore,

that Kuenen was "the conscience of Old Testament science" is not

exaggerated. And one says this the more heartily, that one is

not always convinced by Kuenen's arguments, and especially feels

that the quiet temperament of the man, to which he owed so

much of his power and charm, prevented him from appreciating

to the full some traits in the temperament of the extraordinary

people, to the elucidation of whose history he devoted his careei',

as well as from feeling the difficulties that many other critics at

the present day feel as to his lucid and powerful theory of Isi'ael's

development. Let this be, however: we must all thank Pi'ofessor

Budde for the emphasis he lays upon the Dutch scholar's moral

greatness. With so much spoiling of critical work, both in

Germany, France and our own land, through over-ingenuity,
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arbitrariness and self-consciousness, Professor Budde's noble

preface is very necessary.

The principle of selection followed by Pi^ofessor Budde is

admirable. He has rejected all the earlier review.s in the Theol.

Tijdschriff, whose results have been practically absorbed in

Kuenen's greater works. On the other hand, he has included the

six lectures which Kuenen contributed between 1866 and 1890 to

the Dutch Academy of Science, and which comprise, besides the

famous essay upon " The Men of the Grreat Synagogue," others on

" The Composition of the Sanhedrim," " The Pedigree of the

Massoretic Text," " Hugo Grotius as an Expositor of the Old

Testament," " The Melecheth of Heaven " in Jeremiah and " The

Chronology of the Persian Period of Jewish History." From
periodicals have been selected reviews published since 1885, the

date of the new edition of the Onderzoek. These are mainly

Kuenen's replies to criticisms of his theory of Israel's religion and

history, or criticisms of fresh adventures in that inexhaustible

tield. One is devoted to an entertaining review of Pierson and

Naber's Verisiviilia. With the papers on the " Composition of the

Sanhedi'im," and on "The Men of the Grreat Synagogue," it gives

the volume a claim on the attention also of New Testament

scholars. The bulk of the reviews, however, consist of criticism

of that theory of the Composition of the Hexateuch, which at the

present time is the only real rival to the theory of Kuenen and

Wellhausen. Vatke (latterly), Dillmann, Baudissin and Kittel

place the priestly legislation, or the bulk of it, before the exile :

and here we have Kuenen's final replies to them. That alone

proves the volume an indispensable sequel to his great works.

In another article we have his reply (from the Revue de VHistoire

des Religions) to Halevy's article on Ezra in the same periodical.

In another Vernes and Havet, those anarchists of criticism, are

severely but justly condemned. Renan as a historian is happily

characterised in a review of Vol. I. of his Hisfoire, and Baethgen's

Beitrilge zur Sem. Religions-geschichte is, with due appreciation of its

learning, adversely criticised as to its theories of a primitive

monotheism, whether in Israel or other Semitic nations. The

whole volume is prefaced by a translation of Kuenen's two

articles in the Modern Review for 1880 on " The Critical Method,"

in which he applied Sybil's great maxims to Biblical Criticism.

These criticisms, defences and arguments do not of course
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always win the adherence of those who heartily admit the truth

of Dr. Budde's estimate of their moral and intellectual qualities.

For example, though agreeing with much that Kuenen advances

against Baethgen, I do not think all his arguments are valid. The

last of them is not so ; the mixture of Israel with foreign elements

after the settlement in western Palestine surely heightens the

possibility that Israel's religion was originally purer than it after-

wards became, and that, in spite of polytheistic practices, through-

out the subsequent centuries there might still run strong the

native feeling that for Israel Jahveism alone was legitimate. Dr.

Kuenen also omits from his argument all regard of the religious

effects of the passage from nomadic to agricultural life. From its

very nature this must have caused at once a greater complexity

in religion and a decline in moral simplicity, and we find the

strongest tradition of this throughout the Old Testament. There

are also points on which Dr. Kuenen seems to avoid coming to an

issue with his opponents. When he complains, for instance, on p.

4t50, " in the interests of science," that his theory of a "geradlinige

Entwickelung" of Israel's religion has been condemned by those

who explain the difference of Israel from other Semitic peoples by
" a continuous Divine guidance and Divine revelation," how glad

we would have been to have him state in all his lucidity the

differences between himself and his opponents, and how he pro-

posed to explain that uniquenesss of Israel's faith, which critics as

scientific as himself, and after adopting his theory of the order of

Israel's litei'ature, have been unable to account for except by

Divine revelation.

I am reviewing, however, not Kuenen, but this collection and

translation of his essays. From what has been said, it will be

seen that they form an indespensable supplement to his larger

works—a supplement that could not have been better arranged

and presented to the public. Attached to the volume is a fine

portrait of Dr. Kuenen ; and Professor van Manen adds a catalogue

of all Kuenen's works which have appeared in print.

II. Benzinger's " Hebkaische Archaologie." ^

The " Grundriss der Theologischen Wissenschaften " Series

has received an important addition in a volume on Hebrdische

Archdologie, by Dr. J. Benzinger, Repetent at the Pi'otestant

1 Freiburg und Leipzi , J. C. B. Mohr.
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Seminar iia Tubingen. It was Dr. Benzinger who, after a pro-

longed journey in Syria, edited the last German edition of

Baedeker's Palestine, and he is known to readers of the Zeiischrift

des Betitsclien Paldstina-Vereins as a valuable contributor of reviews

and independent papers. One turns, therefore, with confidence

to the first part of this volume, in which he deals with the Land
and People of Palestine. Of the disposition of Palestine, and of

its relations to other lands, of its climate and products, he gives

us an admirable sketch — lucid, comprehensive, and with full

references to Scripture. I notice the following wants. Trelawney

Saunders' Survey of Western Palestiyie ought certainly to have

been mentioned among the literature on the general geography of

the land. It is far more detailed and thorough than Ankel's able

sketch ; in fact, it is the one complete study of the surface of the

country. Again, the geological formation of Syria might be more
accui"ately described than as a single " limestone plateau," torn

into different parts by powerful fractures of which the most im-

por-tant is the Jordan Valley and its continuations north and south.

Syria, according to most geologists, was rather formed by the

uprising of two immense folds of limestone, the hollow between

which, further deepened by an enormous fracture, is the Ghor.

Ankel's hint, quoted on p. 17, that the Jordan Valley is an un-

successful attempt of Nature to extend the Mediterranean east-

ward and south-eastward, is misleading, and the proofs of the

primeval continuity of the Western Range across Esdraelon are

not noticed. Also misleading is the sentence (p. 19) that the

Western Range stands in the closest connexion geologically with

the Sinaitic peninsula. The fact is that they are separated, as

the text notices, by a deep depression, and that the bulk of the

so-called Sinai Range is of a very different and much older

geological formation. On p. 18 the contrast between Eastern and
Western Palestine, as respectively pastoral and agricultural, ought

to have been strongly qualified. Over Jordan there are districts

as richly and characteristically agricultural as any in the west.

After the evidence I have brought forward in my Hist. Geog. for

the limits of the Shephelah, I cannot agree with the statement on

p. 21 that the Shephelah is the Philistine Plain, and that some
writers include within it " den unteren Tail des Westabhangs des

judaischen Gebirges." This last clause is as erroneous geographi-

cally as Siegfried-Stade's description of the Shephelah as the
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" westliclie Abdachung " of the Juda?an Range. The fact is the

low Shephelah hills are separated fi-om the Judsean range b}^ a

distinct and continuous valley : orographically they are an inde-

pendent group of hills; they appear to be also geologically distinct.

Again, the very great majority of references to the Shephelah

in the Bible and Apocrypha cai-efuUy distinguish it from the

Philistine Plain. Conder, I think, was the first to suggest the

difference. In the Jordan Valley irrigation is more possible than

Dr. Benzinger believes ; no one who has travelled along the base

of the Gilead range, and seen the many streams which burst

from this, as well as the remains of old aqueducts, can doubt the

practicableness of the irrigation of the most of the eastern Ghor,

while the height of the Lake of Galilee above all to the south of

it, and the rapid fall of the Jordan itself suggest a more elaborate

.scheme of water- works that might render this long " forcing house

of vegetation " fertile in its entire extent. In the description of

the coast, the remarkable effect of currents, winds and Nile-mud

in closing up the petty harbours is not noticed. It is stated that

the daily sea-wind reaches Jerusalem not till two or three in the

afternoon : but in Hauran we used to feel it before noon.

Upon the masterly sketch of the topography of Jerusalem there

is nothing but praise to be bestowed. Its lucidity, comprehensive-

ness and reserve are equally admirable. Chapter II. of the First

Part deals first with the prehistoric inhabitants of Canaan and

their rude stone monuments, then with the races Israel found in

the country, and then with the name, origin and development of

Israel themselves. For Israel's predecessors and neighbours,

Pictschmann's Geschichte der Fhonicier is largely drawn upon.

Very little is said about the origin of Israel : M. Benzinger merely

describes them as a nomadic tribe who had lived on the Egyptian

border, without benefiting appreciably from the Egyptian civili-

sation, tore themselves free, settled for a time in the Sinaitic

peninsula, were preserved in wonderful loyalty to their national

god, came for unknown reasons to Syria, drifted across Jordan,

and won western Palestine, not so much by war as by peace-

ful methods. They were distinguished from the first by a more

developed religion than the Canaanites, and by a far more stren-

uous morality.

In the second part of the volume Dr. Benzinger treats of the

aiTha3ology of private life, foods, clothes, dwellings, villages and
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towns, family life and society, coins and weights, trades and com-

merce, art and letters. This part is crammed full of information.

We desiderate only more detailed information about the trade-

routes. (The description on a previous page, 44, of Jerusalem as the

place at which the road from the sea to eastern Palestine and the

road from north to south crossed each other is surely wrong, for

the main line of trade from Philistia to the Jordan Valley crossed

the south and north road some miles to the north of Jerusalem.)

In his paragraph on the Alphabet, which is otherwise full, Dr.

Benzinger says nothing of the theory of an Arabian origin, among
the Mineeans. The third part is occupied with political antiqui-

ties—the tribal constitution, the monarchy and the criminal law
;

the fourth with the antiquities of religion and worship—the

priests, sacrifices, festivals and ceremonial cleanness. This re-

minds us that one great omission is a detailed treatment of

diseases ; except for some remarks in connexion with the climate

and the treatment of ceremonial uncleanness, we have nothing.

We are not told about the boils on the Philistines in 1 Samuel v.,

or the sore sicknesses of Egypt, or the Boil of Egypt, or Job, or the

Plague. This is a great want.

Among the general merits of the work are its comparative

method, its very full references to Scripture, and its numerous

illustrations. We have, I think, for the first time in a work on

Biblical archgeology, an adequate treatment of the Semitic spirit

and culture in general ; while Egyptian, Phoenician, Assyrian

and Hittite sources are liberally di^awn upon. It is no drawback

that so few of the illustrations are original; they are the best of

their kind. Petrie's photographs of the Egyptian ethnological

sculptures as reproduced by Sayce ; sketches of monuments from

the documents of the English and German Palestine Societies

from Layard and Ermann ; buildings, pottery, and seals from

Perrot and Chipiez, and Petrie ; coins from Madden and others

;

costumes from Weiss. The plan of ancient Jerusalem is original

:

the map of the land is the admirable one by Fischer and Gruthe.

The whole forms a volume of very great value, both to the teacher

and student of the Bible.

III. Some other Works.

Palestiiia u. Syrien von Anfang der Geschiclite his zum Siege des

Islam, by E. Starck, Pastor at Leusson in Mecklenburg-Schwerin,^

1 Berlin : Eeuther und Eeichard, 1894.
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is a concise geographical lexicon designed to assist not only

students of the Bible and Josephus, but those of the Latin and

Greek classics, and all readers who desire to follow intelligently

the progress of geographical exploration in Syria. Within the

space which the author has allowed himself this has been well

done. The book is 167 pages : it is a pity it is not 300. When-
ever the author goes into detail, as for instance in his seven-page

article on Jerusalem, he is satisfactory. Elsewhere a few lines

added under each of the more important headings would have

vastly increased the value of the work ; and a very little more

study, the results of which would have required very little more

space for expression, would have enabled him to include the

Crusades and make his review of the historical geography practi-

cally complete. As it is, the book should prove of great use to

students. Subjects like Decapolis, Shephelali, Galilee, the Na-

bateans (under Nebaioth) suffer very much from the brevity with

which they are treated. The history of the name and divisions of

Palestine ought certainly to have been more detailed. In a

Lexicon that covers Greek and Roman times we should have been

told something more about the meaning of Syria. A graver fault

is the absence of any articles on Coelesyria, and Arabia. The

shifting of the names Bashan, Batanfea, El-Betheniyeh during the

period covered by the book, is unnoticed. Something should have

been said of the different uses, even within the Old Testament of

the term Bashan. Perhaps the Belka and the Ghor have been

omitted as terms arising after " the victory of Islam," but they

ought to have been separately referred to if only for the purposes

of comparison. Among other omissions are these. Under Beth-

Dagon there should have been a cross reference to Dok, and under

Dathema the Syriac variant reading of 1 Mace. v. 9, Rametha
should have been quoted in connection with the reference to

Remtheh. The other possible meanings of Kiriath Sepher should

have been given. The extension of Galilee round the east coast of

the Lake is too important for the understanding of many passages

in Josephus to have been omitted. Other Geliloth of the Old

Testament should have been giveii than those mentioned on

pp. 60 and 63. Admedera was a Nabatean station, the most

northerly known, as well as a Roman. The article on the She-

phelah is not only defective but erroneous. To say that it is only

two or three (German ?) miles broad is to exclude the most im-
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poi'tant. part of it ; to say that the Philistines reached these well-

known seats before Israel arrived in the country is to go against

all recent evidence. Were these and other defects supplied, and

such recent works drawn on as W. Max Miiller's Asien u. Europa

tiach den altilgypt. Deukm., and the Nabatean inscriptions in the

Corpus hiscr. Semitic, consulted—the value of Pastor von Starck's

Avork, which is already considerable, would be immensely en-

hanced.

_D/e Sozialhygiene der Juden und des Altarientalischen ViJlker-

kreises, by Dr. Alfred Nossig,^ is a reprint of one hundred and

fifty pages from an Introduction to the Study of Social Hygiene.

After slight sketches of ancient laws affecting public health

among the Chinese, Hindus, Persians and Egyptians, Dr. Nossig

goes into more detail on the social hygiene of the Mosaic laws.

From a scientific standpoint he emphasises as fundamental the

intimate union which the law-books of the Pentateuch enforce

between ethics and public health ; and then he treats of the laws

to prevent infection, to regulate foods, personal cleanliness and

the intercourse of the sexes. Then he discusses the sources of the

Mosaic legislation on public health. The treatment of the subject

does not strike one as thorough. On the last point, for instance,

Dr. Nossig makes no use of the results of the literary criticism

of the Old Testament beyond a quotation from Renan that the

Pentateuch was edited after the exile. But it is of interest to

learn that he is of opinion that all the laws of Moses, which have

to do with social hygiene, are more akin to Egyptian than to

any other Asiatic customs. On the explanation of the laws them-

selves. Dr. Nossig has many interesting statements to make. His

treatment of them is an almost unbroken panegyric of the wis-

dom, moral and physical, of the legislators of Israel. More im-

portant are some quotations to this effect which he makes from

French medical authorities, especially Dr. Gruenau de Mussy,

Etude sur Vhygiene de Mo'ise et des anciens Israelites (Paris, 1885),

and Dr. Leven, L'Hygiene des Israelites, (Versailles, 1884).

" Moses," says the latter, " was the first who perfectly understood

the nature of man. His hygiene is astonishingly adapted to the

nature of the human organism. According to him health depends

not only on the influences of the outer world, but still more upon

moi-al hygiene." And De Mussy says: "One only needs to read

• Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, Stuttgart, Leipzig, etc., 1894.
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the word " unclean " (which for centuries has been used in a

moral meaning) in its medico-hygienic sense, to believe that in

the Bible one is reading a thoroughly modern system of sanitary

regulations." " By the infinite precautions which it orders to be

taken (says Bertin-Sans in the Dictionnaire encycl. cles sciences

medicales) and by the ceremonies which it institutes as the

guarantee of their execution, the fight against contagioii assumes

the proportions of a real sanitary system." Sometimes Dr. I^ossig

goes too far. His attempts to show that Moses was acquainted

with the germ-origin of disease are not successful. His treat-

ment of the "Leprosy" which is described as breaking out on

walls and houses does not convince the reader. He asserts that

the green and red spots which Leviticus xiv. 33-45 describes as

appearing on houses, may be " germs of typhus, croup, etc." But
of these spots we really know nothing. The alleged passage o

leprosy from the human body to material objects has never been

proved. Again, on the moral results of circumcision, Dr. I^ossig

surely exaggerates, (p. 52) : it is the fii'st time one has heard of

Jewish men as distinguished above others for their purity. His

defence, too, of the Mosaic marriage laws is curious. He first

defends the provision for very early marriage as healthy and
favourable to morals, and then praises the provision for easy and
frequent divorce as necessary because marriages were made at

a time of life when they could not be founded on the higher

affections or on lasting friendship and esteem. " Had Moses, like

the Roman Church, declared marriage to be insoluble, he would
have thereby inflicted on this institution a most sex'ious blow and
shattered his own work. But what he demands is only a true

marriage, not an eternal one." To this question there are other

sides, which Dr. Nossig ignores. But his remarks on the whole

relation of the sexes in Israel are very suggestive. The last

eighty pages are occupied with a sketch of the Talmudic and
Rabbinic laws on public health, in which Dr. Nossig traces a

gradual improvement of medical knowledge, and praises the

Rabbis at the expense even of the famous Greek physicians. He
has four chapters on Maimonides as the " Renewer of Jewish

Social Hygiene." The closing chapters deal with the modei'n

results of Jewish sanitation. From Tacitus, who distinguishes

the Jews for their health (" corpora horainum salubria et ferentia

laborum"), and notices that they escape the epidemics to which
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the armies o£ Pompey succumbed—to the present day the Jews

have excited both the admiration and the suspicion of Gentiles

by their extraordinary freedom from epidemics. This, says Dr.

Nossig, is no riddle, but due to their " strenuous and detailed

regulations for nourishment and disinfection." And he quotes

many authorities in support of this. Perhaps he does not give

sufficient weight to the fact that the present race of Jews ai'e

descended from ancestors who proved their exceptional strength

by survival through conditions of life extraordinarily severe. The

frequent migrations, the social persecutions, the confinement to

the most unsanitary parts of cities, must have killed out those

families of inferior health which among Christians have been per-

mitted to survive and reproduce themselves. On the other hand,

Dr. Nossig points out the drawback from which the modern Jew

suffers in his withdrawal from all forms of agricultural labour.

Both Moses and the Rabbis insisted on physical work as in-

dispensable to health. Lastly, Dr. Nossig's ti'act may be recom-

mended for its large list of medical and political authorities on

the subject. Theological readers have no other means of knowing

these. In the appendix is an interesting defence of the Jewish

method of slaughtering animals.

Students will be glad to know that Professor Strack, of Berlin,

has issued a new and partly improved edition of his Einleitung in

den Tliahnud} It is a most admirable work. A new edition of

Wuensche's translation of the Babylonian Talmud, with notes,

has been begun. It will be completed in twenty-eight paints.

^

A second issue, in parts, has been begun of Kautzsch's German
tx^anslation of the Old Testament.^ It is to be completed by

October.

The second edition of Prof. Robertson Smith's Old Testament in

the Jewish Church has been translated into German by Prof.

Rothlein under the title Das A. T., seine Entstehuvg u. Ueherliefer-

tmg, Grundzilge der a. t. Kritik in 'popiddr-wissenschaftlichen Vor-

lesungen.^

George Adam Smith.

1 Leipzig : Hinricbsche Buchhandlung, 1894.

2 Berlin: Feller.

3 Freiburg i. B. u. Leipzig : J. C. B. Mohr.
* ibid.



PHYSICAL AND HISTOBICAL PROBABILITIES
RESPECTING THE AUTHORSHIP AND AU-
THORITY OF THE MOSAIC BOOKS.

VI. The Exodus.

The book of Exodus, as we have seen, is the main stem of

the Pentateuch, that to which its roots in Genesis converge,

and that which supports its branches, fohage and fruit in

Numbers, Leviticus and Deuteronomy. Everything in

Genesis has its end and object in the emigration from

Egypt, and the Exodus itself is that which sustains the

historical fabric of the law and the conquest. The whole

thus constitutes one grand symmetrical literary structure,

linked with contemporary historical facts, and constituting

the basis of Christianity itself. This great event may
therefore form a suitable termination to the present series

of papers.

Modern discoveries have enabled us to place the Exodus

more satisfactorily than heretofore in connection with

contemporary Egyptian and Palestinian history, and to

appreciate every step of the march of Israel in search of

liberty. Formerly this was diflicult, in consequence of the

unsettled state of Egyptian chronology and want of topo-

graphical information, while our Biblical historian is care-

less even of the personality of the rulers of Egypt. To the

writer of Genesis and Exodus they are collectively merely

Pharaoh, just as we now speak of the Czar, the Sultan or

the Khedive, with scarcely a thought of the individual name
of the potentate in question. The historian of the Exodus

is fortunately more particular as to topography, and the

VOL. X.
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careful surveys of modern times have enabled us to follov/

his footsteps in a manner impossible at any previous period

between the Exodus itself and the present day. The

inscriptions and other records of the Pharaohs of the

eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties are also coming for-

v^ard in a remarkable manner in aid of the comparative

chronology.

We may select a few facts bearing on questions of place

and date, in evidence of the contention that the writer

of the book of Exodus is a contemporary of the events

he describes, and that his chronology and topography are

confirmed by modern investigation. Miracles indeed now
thicken upon us as compared with the narratives in

Genesis ; and this to some minds gives a mythical air to the

narrative with which they are associated, simple and natural

though it is in itself. It is, however, in the great critical

periods of nations and of the world that such deviations

from ordinary uniformity become most necessary and

reasonable ; but in Exodus they are wonders of the true

Mosaic type, mostly beneficent in object, effected by natural

means, and described in a manner to show accurate observa-

tion of facts.

Naville's discovery of the site of Pithom in the eastern

part of the AVady Tumilat leading from the Nile to the

ancient head of the Eed Sea, and the farther identification

of Gesen and the City Eameses at the western end of the

same valley, have fixed the point of departure of the Israel^

ites and the earlier stages of their journey. The fact

ascertained by its structure and inscriptions, that Pithom

Was a store or arsenal city built by the great Egyptian king

Eameses II. has established the time of the oppression

^

The evidence that Pithom and Heroopolis were one and the

same, and that this city was near the northern end of the

Red Sea, then extending all the way to Lake Timsah,

removes a number of geographical doubts, so that we may
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now proceed with some confidence in our enquiry as to the

facts, whether physical or historical.

A preliminary question is that of the time of the sojourn

of Israel in Egypt, and I am glad to see that attention has

been directed to this point in The Expositor of December,

1893.' Those who have read that article will easily com-

prehend the following facts.

To a cursory reader of Genesis and Exodus in the Eng-

lish versions, the period of the sojourn in Egypt seems to

have been 400 or 430 years. In Genesis xv. the prediction

to Abraham runs thus : "And he said unto Abram, Know
of a surety that thy seed shall be a stranger in a land that

is not theirs and shall serve them, and they shall afdict

them ; four hundred years." Here it does not at first ap-

pear to the reader that the period of 400 years covers not

merely the affliction but the whole sojourn, though this is

evidently the intention. In Exodus xii. 40 and 41 the

termination of the period is given with great precision as

follows :
" Now the sojourn of the children of Israel who

dwelt in Egypt ^ was four hundred and thirty years. And it

came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty

years, even the selfsame day it came to pass that all the

hosts of the Lord went out from the land of Egypt." Here

again the sojourning is that in Canaan as well as in Egypt.

This we learn in three ways : (1) the genealogical lists in the

same book show that the residence of the Israehtes in Egypt

from the time of the immigration of Jacob extended only

about 216 years
; (2) the Septuagint translation, to remove

what seemed an ambiguity, or perhaps because their manu-

scripts were different from ours, add the words " and in the

land of Canaan" ; and this is just the sort of question on

which we should specially value the authority of the Sep-

1 The Sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt, by the Kiybt Bev; the Bishop of

Bath and Wells.

^ Pi.V. chaiiL'es this for the worse.
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tuagint
; (3) the Samaritan Pentateuch agrees with the

Septuagint
; (4) Paul in the Epistle to the Galatians states

the whole period from the covenant with Abraham to the

giving of the law at 430 years. AVe are thus enabled to

conclude that the date so minutely given, even to a day, in

Exodus xii. may be reckoned from the entry of Abraham

into Canaan, and that the period of 430 years covers the

whole of the sojourning which was to be the lot of his

posterity till their return to Canaan as a conquering nation.

This enables us also to see in this chronology the hand oi

Moses. It was not his mission to regard the Israelites as

merely the descendants of an immigrant Syrian chief who

had come into Egypt about two centuries previously, but

to direct his people to the promise made to Abraham, and

to have them regard the whole of the sojourning, whether

in Canaan or in Egypt, as one episode in their history, to

be terminated by their possessing the promised land. To

Moses the oppression is merely the means of obliging Israel

to falfil its divinely ordained destiny, which it must fulfil

whether Pharaoh and the Egyptians are friendly or hostile.

This wide grasp of the situation which many even of

modern writers fail to take, befits the mind of the great

Hebrew leader and the divine impulse that animated him,

Paul, actuated by the same spirit, takes the same view.^

Some important historical conclusions hang on this ques-

tion. Those who regard the 430 years as the time of the

residence in Egypt are obliged to place the entry of Joseph

into that country in the reign of one of the foreign invaders

known as the Hyksos or Shepherd kings, before the eight-

eenth Egyptian Dynasty, thereby raising a host of difficul-

ties, such as the unlikelihood of the land of Goshen being

open to occupation by the Israelites, the incongruity of a

1 For an excellent summary of the evidence in favour of the shorter chrono-

logy, I may refer to Dr. Kellog's Lectures on "Abraham, Moses and Joseph,"

Kew York, 1887.
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hatred of shepherds on the part of the invaders, who were

themselves shepherds, the thoroughly native surroundings of

Joseph in the history, and the impossibiHty of the IsraeHtes

having escaped being involved in the fierce and destructive

warfare between the native Egyptians and the Hyksos,

ending in the expulsion of the latter. On the other

hand, the shorter date, say of 215 to 218 years, brings the

deportation of Joseph into the later part of the reign of

Thothmes III., the greatest king of the eighteenth Dynasty,

which succeeded the Hyksos, a king whose character and

relations with Syria and its tribes fit in thoroughly with

the Mosaic narrative, as do the subsequent events of

Egyptian history up to the Exodus. We cannot look on

the benevolent yet sagacious countenance of Thothmes, as

represented on his statues, without feeling that he was a

man likely to patronize Joseph, and we know that his

immediate successors, the Amenhoteps, were friendly to

Semitic peoples. Were it possible to devote one of these

articles to the life of Joseph, all these points could be fully

illustrated with great benefit to our comprehension of the

history of the great Hebrew minister, which has been

disjointed in its historical aspect by the leaning of Egypto-

logists to the longer date.

It is noteworthy here that on the correct chronology the

two fine obeHsks from On or Heliopolis, now in London and

New York, must have been set up in the time of Joseph,

and by his patron, Thothmes III., whose inscription occu-

pies the central and original lines on the four faces. The

lateral lines were added by Eameses II., the oppressor of the

Israelites, who " knew not Joseph." Thus these obelisks,

so strangely transferred to the chief cities of the two sides of

the Atlantic, are monuments of two epochs when Hebrew

and Egyptian history came closely into contact.

One other little point is too tempting to be passed by. In

the twenty-third and following years of his reign Thothmes
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III. invaded Palestine, defeating its allied kings at Megiddo,

and reducing them to the condition of tributaries. He in-

scribed a list of the tributary tribes on the temple of Karnak,

where it still exists, and has been copied and compared

with the Semitic names of places and tribes in Palestine.^

Among the names are two which have been read "Jacob

El," and '' Joseph El," the first near Hebron, the second

farther north,—the addition of the name of God (El) to

the names being supposed to indicate a special religious

aspect, or to be similar to what we see in such names

as Israel and Ishmael. This is inexplicable to those

who hold to the long period, because on that theory the

migration of Jacob to Egypt must have occurred about two

centuries before the campaign of Thothmes, and such names

could, in that case, be only survivals from an earlier

date, a very unlikely supposition in the circumstances.

According to the correct chronology, all fits into place.

Jacob must have settled in Egypt about the fortieth year of

Thothmes III. In the twenty-third year of Thothmes he

was still in Canaan. Further, we learn from Genesis that

he had divided his tribe and his flocks into two bands, one

at Hebron, the other as far north as Dothan ; and Genesis

also intimates that he had already promoted Joseph, though

then a mere boy, over his brothers ; " so that one of the

divisions might be known as that of Jacob, the other as that

of Joseph. We may even suppose that the brothers in

charge of the Shechem or Dothan flocks may have purposely

named them as Joseph's, that he, if he were to be promoted-

over them, might share in the ignominy of subjection to

Egypt and in the loss of the tribute payment. In any case

we can readily understand the ofiicers of Thothmes register-

ing the two divisions of the tribe of Jacob, or Israel, in this

1 See Maspero and Tomkins, Transactions of Socictij of Biblical Arclutology,

and Transactions Victoria Institute.

- The " coat of many colours " is a proof of this,
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way.^ Further, when Jacob afterwards went to Egj^pt, he

could be represented as already a vassal of the Pharaoh, and

merely changing his habitation from one part of his

dominions to another. Had Jacob known of those lists of

Thothmes which remain to our own time, he could have

referred to this relation. At the same time, the recent ex-

pulsion of the Hyksos must have left much land in Lower

Egypt open to occupation by the Israelites. Thus, what in

one view of the chronology is an insoluble enigma becomes

a remarkable coincidence. All this must have been well

known to Moses and his contemporaries, but was not likely

to be known to Israelites in later times. It wodd seem

indeed as if even such native authorities as INIanetho were

mistaken as to these matters. The inscriptions of Thoth=

mes remain, however, to tell their tale.

In like manner our shorter chronology brings the advent

of the king who knew not Joseph to the time of Horus or

Seti I., the earliest kings of the 19th Dynasty, who are

known to have been hostile to the Semitic proclivities of the

later kings of the preceding Dynasty. It brings the height

of the oppression into its proper place in the long reign of

Rameses 11. , and the Exodus into one of the short reigns

which succeeded ; while, as we shall see, it makes the

Exodus itself one factor in the obscure ending of the great

nineteenth Dynasty, and its replacement by the twentieth.

It has been objected to the shorter chronology that it

does not give time for the multiplication of the Israelites to

the millions of the Exodus. But we are not to limit the

tribe of Jacob to the threescore and ten souls of his family.

If Abraham could muster three hundred and eighteen fight-

ing men " born in his own house," the tribe of Jacob could

scarcely have been less numerous, and, besides, we are told

1 At the time of the Exodus, also, the northern site was assigned to the pos-

terity of Josepli as properly theirs.
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that the increase of the Israehtes in Egypt was exceptional

(like that of some communities in AVestern America in

recent times), and many foreigners must have attached

themselves to them in the time of their prosperity.

It was at one time supposed that Egyptian history gave

no account of the Exodus, and Manetho would seem to have

confused this event with the expulsion of the Hyksos ; but

the certain identification of the Pharaoh of the oppression

with Eameses II., and of the Pharaoh of the Exodus with

the last of the nineteenth Dynasty, removes this defect. A
later king, Rameses III., belonging to the twentieth Dynasty,

has left us an autobiographical sketch, now known as the

great Harris Papyrus, and in the introduction to this he

narrates the causes which brought Setnekt, his father, to

the throne as the founder of a new dynasty. This intro-

duction has been translated by Eisenlohr, Brugsch, Birch,

and Chabas.^ The translations differ somewhat in their

details, but are summed up by Birch in the following state-

ment :

-—"The interval between Siptah, the last king of

the 19th dynasty, and Setnekt (the first king of the 20th)

was one of much disturbance. From the great Harris

Papyrus it appears that a great exodus took place from

Egypt. In consequence of the troubles for many years it

says there was no master." It also makes mention of one

Arisu or Areos, a Syrian, as a leader in these disturbances.

In other words, within about twenty years of the close of

the long and pretentious, if not glorious, reign of Kameses

II., the nineteenth Dynasty came to an end in disaster and

anarchy, out of which arose a new dynasty. As to the

details of this revolution there are no doubt some differences

of opinion ; but I think the majority of Egyptologists will

accept the following general statements. Rameses II. died

after a reign of sixty-seven years. He was succeeded by one

' Trans. Soc. TiUt. Arcluenlogij, vol. i. Records of the Past, vol. viii.

2 History of Ecjupt, p. 180.
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of his sons, Meneptah, who was somewhat aged before his

accession, and seems to have reigned only eight years. The

principal event of his reign is an incursion of Lybians and

others from the "West, which was repelled ; but his annals

contain no mention of any rebellion of slaves in Egypt. He
seems to have died peacefully, and to have been buried with

his fathers. Nevertheless, he has been often regarded as

the Pharaoh of the Exodus ; but this probably arises from

confounding him with one of his successors who has the

same or a very similar name. He was succeeded by his

son, Seti II., or Seti Meneptah. His reign also was short,

probably only four years, and he seems either to have been

slain in civil strife or to have had to flee to Ethiopia, a

usurper, Amenmes, of whom little is known, apparently

taking his place. He was replaced by the legitimate line in

the persons of Siptah or Siptah Meneptah ^ and his queen

Ta-user. After reigning seven years, Siptah disappears

mysteriously, leaving an unoccupied tomb, afterwards plas-

tered over and occupied by his successor, and apparently no

heir who could succeed him, as his queen Ta-user is

reckoned by Manetho as the last sovereign of the Dynasty.

At this time occurred the great Exodus and the anarchy

referred to in the Harris Papyrus. Whether the Arisu of

the papyrus represents the leader of the Exodus or an

invader who took advantage of the anarchy, is not yet cer-

tainly known. In any case, out of the anarchy arose

Setnekt, or Set the victorious, the founder of the twentieth

Dynasty. Kameses III., an able and successful ruler, was

his son ; and it was in his reign that the Harris Papyrus

was written. That Siptah was the Pharaoh of the Exodus

is rendered probable by his sudden disappearance while still

a young man or in the prime of life, by his unoccupied

tomb, by the attempted regency of his queen, and by the

anarchy which followed. I may add that Siptah, as photo-

' Possibly a brother of Stti II.
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graphed by Petrle from a bas-relief on his tomb, shows the

fine features of Kameses II., his grandfather, but cast in a

weaker mould. He may have been as proud as Kameses

II., but without bis force of character, and is altogether

such a person as we should expect in the haughty, petulant,

yet vacillating ruler with whom Moses negotiated, and

whose weak character was hardened by God to his destruc-

tion.

On the above view the comparative chronology of the life

of Moses will stand thus :

—

Birth of Moses : .IStli year o£ Eameses II.

rii^lit of Moses to Miclian : 78tli j-ear of Eameses II.

Moses iu Midian, 41 or 42 j-ears, ]8 last j'ears of Eameses II.

or, allowing for overlaps and 8 years of Meueptali.

preliminaries of Exodus, 40 :5 or 4 of Seti II.

years. ,5 of Amenmes.

7 of Siptah.

Moses returns, Exodus : Last year of Siptah.

Israel in the Wilderness : Anarchy and Setnckt.

40 years. 30 years.

Eameses III., 10 yeai's.

Israel enters Canaan 10th year of Eameses III., and onlj' one or two

years after his successful raid into Palestine, in which he weakened

the Hittites and other tribes preparatory to the conquest by

Joshua.^

This remarkable parallelism of events, rendered in the

highest degree probable by the most recent discoveries,

strengthens the conviction that in the early chapters of

Exodus w^e are dealing with contemporary annals, and with

the autobiography of the great law-giver.

Let us now glance at the topography of the earlier part

of the Exodus, that we may note the geography as well as

the chronology of our author. The traveller who journeys

by the railway from Cairo to Ismailia, taking with him a

' He was perhaps the "Hornet " referred to in Exodus xxiii., Dent, vii., and

.Josliua xxiv. ; for the hornet or wasp was the emblem of Lower Egypt.
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good map of the district, can appreciate at a glance the

character and position of the land of Goshen and the facili-

ties for exit to the East by the Wady Tumilat. This strip

of fertile land, stretching across the desert, was originally

the channel of a branch of the Nile flowing eastward into

the Eed Sea, which then extended, along the depression of

the old Bitter Lakes, nearly or quite to Lake Timsah.

Even before the time of Moses, the gradual silting up of

the sea and the slight changes of level which this region

has undergone had rendered it necsssary to improve the

outlet by artificial canalisation, a process continued and

extended at intervals down to the present time, when the

Sweetwater Canal irrigates the valley and carries the Nile

water as far as Suez. This beautiful valley and a tract at its

western end, rich in corn lands, pasturage and date palms,

constituted the districts of Kameses or Goshen on the West

and of Thukot or Succoth on the East. Of the former the

capital was Kameses, of the latter Pithom. Both were

fortified towns, built by Kameses IL with the forced labour

of the Hebrews and of foreign captives, in order to form

arsenals for his armies on their march to his eastern expe-

ditions, and to keep in check the discontented Israelitish

population.

If now we read the twelfth to the fifteenth chapters of

Exodus with this topography before us, we find ourselves in

presence of the following stages of the Exodus :

—

(1) The Israelites, gathering at and near Kameses, where

a large body of them was probably ordinarily stationed.

The Egyptian Court may at the time have been in Kameses

itself or at Bubastis, or even at Zoan on the north.

(2) Negotiations going on between the Israelites, through

Moses and Aaron, and the Pharaoh, respecting the desired

permission to go into the desert to sacrifice. In these

negotiations neither party was desirous to push matters to

extremity ; because if the Israelites were to move without
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locality ; but after reading his latest exposition of his views

in his address to the Victoria Institute (1893), I am inclined

to adhere to my original opinion.^ The difference however

amounts to only a few miles in the place of crossing, and

leaves the main facts unchanged ; though Naville's view

implies bad generalship on the part of Moses, or that Pharaoh

came upon his flank earlier than one would infer from the

Biblical narrative or than was probable in the circumstances.

These points being premised, we may now ask the

question how they agree with our supposition that the

history is the testimony of a witness of the events, ac-

quainted with the nature of the country and aware of all

the conditions. Divine and human, under which the move-

ment was to be effected.

That the people should not proceed by the short northern

route " the way of the Philistines " was an obvious dictate

of prudence. It passed near important fortified towns, and

would lead to a direct and immediate conflict with a power-

ful military nation. On the other hand, the route by the

Wady Tumilat was in the first instance through a practi-

cable and well-watered country, inhabited by a friendly

population, and with no fortified place other than Pithom.

All went well accordingly with the fugitives, till they

arrived at Etham ~ on the edge of the wilderness, and on

the eastern boundary of Succoth. Here, if they pursued a

straight course, they had before them a desert journey of

several days in which Pharaoh was not likely to follow

them, but at the end of which they might expect to meet

hostile Canaanites. But why turn at this point and place

the Ked Sea between themselves and safety. The im-

mediate reason is said to have been, not dread of the

^ Beasons are stated in detail in 2Io'.leni Science in Bible Lands.

2 Etham has been supposed to be a defensive wall or fortress, but Naville is

probably right in identifying it with a district at the edge of the desert, named

Atuma by the Egyptians. The "edge" or border of the desert is at this place

very well defined.
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wilderness or of the hostile Canaanites, bat to induce

Pharaoh to follow to his own destruction. In other words,

it was placing an army in a position of difticulty in order

to provoke an attack. The objects to be gained, if success-

ful, would be to incapacitate the Egyptians from farther

pursuit, to gain prestige in the opinion of all the neighbour-

ing nations, and to be in a position to lie over for a time

in the peninsula of Sinai to organise before attempting the

conquest of Palestine. Still it was a bold and dangerous

movement, even admitting that the Red Sea was known

on certain rare and exceptional occasions to be fordable

near Pi-hahiroth. We can readily believe that this was

Divine rather than human strategy, and that only a strong

faith in the guidance of God could induce any leader to

attempt it.

After exploring the country around Ismailia and toward

the site of old Pithom, and south toward Suez, I placed

myself one evening on the rising ground between Ismailia

and the site of Pithom, near to where the Etham encamp-

ment probably was, and endeavoured to realize the thoughts

and plans of the leader of Israel. He had already had

some experience of the confusion and difticulty of the march

of the host and the mixed multitude ; and casting his eye

anxiously westward may have seen crowds of stragglers,

loiterers and new recruits struggling to reach the camp,

and to find their appropriate places, and may have thought

of the consequences of a charge of Egyptian chariots against

the rear of such a body, encumbered with every kind of

impedimenta and without regular organization. Looking

east, he could see the long stretches of desert over which

the way lay to the promised land, yellow and dreary, with

few wells, and with predatory tribes to embarrass his move-

ments. The moment was an anxious one, for next day

must commit them to the dangers and privations of the

desert journey, though it might free them from the risk of
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immediate pursuit on the part of Pharaoh. The intimation

of the Divine will that the host must move southw^ard, may

have been a relief in the circumstances, though how it

would result was a matter of faith. Looking in this

direction, the leader could see the whole region as far as the

steep high ridge of Jebel Attaka forty miles distant. In

the foreground the eastern end of the Wady spread out into

a plain, partly watered and cultivated, but affording no

protection to the flank of the marching multitude, should

Pharaoh pursue and attack them. At the distance however

of fifteen miles the conical mass of Jebel Shebremet

jutting from the Geneffeh range closes in the plain to a

narrow pass ;
^ and, once there, a pursuing chariot force

could strike only the rear of the host, and this in a narrow

space which might be defended against it. So far the

position of affairs was plain, all beyond was uncertain.

AVe may be sure, however, that the camp was raised as early

as possible in the morning, and that a push was made to

occupy the Migdol or Shebremet pass in time to protect the

people from any attack in the rear.

Egyptian scouts must have dogged the march, for the

change of direction was no sooner made than it was known

to Pharaoh, and his immediate resolve was to take advan-

tage of the movement. So rapidly were his arrangements

made, that his chariot force, forming the van of his army,

and probably led by Siptah himself, made its appearance in

the evening, while the wearied Israelites were preparing to

pitch their tents by the side of the sea near Pi-hahiroth, and

were possibly settling a rear- guard across the pass to pro-

tect them through the night. But the sight of the broad

line of advancing chariots struck terror into the people, and

apparently banished all thought of resistance. The despair,

the reproach of Moses for bringing them into this strait, his

' I think SLebremet itself was the Migdol of tlie narrative; but there may

have been a watch-tower or post on the mountain to protect the pass.
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attempt to encourage them to stand fast, the crying of

Moses to the Lord, and the final order to go forward into

the sea, are all vividly pictured in Exodus xiv., as by the

pen of an actor in the scene. But the Egyptians did not at

once attack. The hour was late and the pass was narrow,

and the cloudy pillar in rear had some terrors for them,

though it failed to give courage to the Israelites. In the

meantime, by a Divine arrangement in favour of the fugi-

tives, one of those strong north-east winds, which at some

seasons course along the Red Sea Valley, drove out the ebb-

tide so as to leave a practicable passage across, just as in

modern times, before the construction of the canal, a pre-

carious crossing could sometimes be effected at low tide

above Suez. Moses is directed to cause Israel to advance

into the sea. It was no holiday procession. They were

wearied with a day's march and in the midst of prepara-

tions to encamp. Beaten with the wind and drenched with

the rain, they had to descend in darkness into the muddy
sea-bottom, and painfully, and we may be sure with many
fears, to make their way across. Dread of the pursuers no

doubt lent speed to their movements, and it may have been

a somewhat tumultuous and hurried flight. They crossed

in safety, and as the morning dawned on them they must

have experienced that great revulsion of feeling to which

voice was given in the impromptu song of Moses and the

chorus of Miriam and her companion maidens.

In the meantime the Egyptians, puzzled perhaps at first

with the noise and commotion among the fugitives, dis-

covered towards morning what had happened, and rushing

forward in pursuit, plunged into the sea-bed, which they

hoped might still give them time to cross. But they were

engulfed in the swiftly returning waters.^ So perished Siptah

Meneptah, his best officers, and the finest chariot force in

' The extreme rise of spring tides at Suez is nine feet—aa amount quite

sufficient to produce a destructive " bore " in the circumstances referred to.

VOL. X. 12
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the world. Egypt was left without a king, without the

flower of its army, and without its servile population, and

became a prej'' to the anarchy and confusion incident to

so sudden and unexpected a revolution. Jehovah had

triumphed gloriously. Pharaoh's chariots and his host he

had cast into the sea. His "chosen captains" were

drowned in the Ked Sea. We could not be certain from

the history or the song that Pharaoh himself perished : per-

haps the narrator himself did not certainly know this ; but

the empty and usurped tomb in the valley of the kings at

Thebes now tells the story.

We may not trace further the march to Sinai. This

has been admirably done in the report of the Ordnance

Survey with its beautiful maps and photographs, and has

been well followed up by the late Mr. E. H. Palmer, in

his work the Desert of the Exodus, in which he ably sums

up the conclusions of the Survey as proving for all

time that the narrative of the Exodus must have been

written by an observant and highly intelligent contempo-

rary.

We have now reached the point where Moses becomes

his own biographer ; and here every sentence bears witness

to his hand, his head and his heart, in such a manner that

the most obtuse can scarcely fail to see the evidence of his

authorship. It is true however now as of old that they who

will not hear Moses and the prophets would not be per-

suaded if one should rise from the dead, even though the

risen one should be Christ Himself.

It is to be observed that this and the preceding articles

are intended merely as specimens of a line of argument

furnished by physical and historical facts which are daily

growing in cogency, and of which we have had space to

notice only a very few. In one respect it was familiar to

many of the older divines in "uncritical" days; but the

discoveries of our time have strengthened it in ways which
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they could not anticipate, and which now enable us with

scientific certainty to assign dates to documents hereto-

fore subjected to doubt, and to place ourselves more dis-

tinctly on the standpoints of their writers. Should life and

strength permit, and should there be demand, nothing could

give greater pleasure to the writer than to treat other por-

tions of early Bible history in a similar manner, or to

answer questions as to points unavoidably passed over.

In the meantime he places these papers before Bible

students in the hope that they may at least prove sugges-

tive, and may thus not be without utility in present circum-

stances.

J. William Dawson.

THE SECRET OF JESUS.

It would be difticult to name men of finer, gentler natures

than Renan and Matthew Arnold, and it is deeply interest-

ing to observe how they are affected by Christ. For Eenan

Christ was an incarnation of infinite kindness, irresistibly

lovable, and known always the better the longer He was

loved. Kenan's expressions of love for Christ became more

fervent with every decade of his life, and it is hardly a

metaphor to say that at last he died on his knees, invoking

Christ by the name of God. And yet, in relation to the

mightier teachings of the Jesus of the Gospels, and the

mightier wonders of Christianity as a phenomenon of

world-history, what is the Christ of Eenan after all but a

beautiful phantom, exhaled from the fountains and the blue

mists of the Palestine hills in Spring? And there was a

tenuity in the manhood of Matthew Arnold, noble and fine

as his genius was, that incapacitated him too for seeing

more than a very little way into the secret and the system

of Christ. " Sweetness and light." A pretty phrase. An
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exquisite bit of rhetorical sugar-candy. Small account will

that give of the stable and tremendous elements in the

religion and in the morality of Jesus.

It is true, however, that Christ has a secret,—a funda-

mental principle, a keynote, a determining method in all

His teaching. He stands unique in world-history for the

extent to which he trusts the spiritual forces. Spirit is His

mot d'enigme ; His clue to the unity of the creation, in

heaven and in earth. " God is a Spirit "
; the good Spirit,

the eternal Spirit ; and all progress towards perfection, all

joy worth enjoying, all life worth living, on the part of

man, results from and consists in doing the will of God

upon earth as it is done in heaven. As Christian children

used to be taught by persons whom enlightened editors

have now left far behind as fanatical enthusiasts, " man's

chief end is to glorify God and to enjoy Him for ever."

Christ and all the New Testament voices are at one in de-

claring the joy of man, temporal and eternal, to be God's

will, and the promotion of joy among men to be, in a

superlative sense, the service and worship of God. The

specialty of Christ lay in this, that He claimed to have a

closer connection with the Spirit of the universe in declar-

ing His will to mankind, and offering to mankind salvation

in His name, than any other teacher, lawgiver, or sage who

has offered counsel and guidance to mankind. Virtue, in

His view% consisted essentially in the working out by man,

in obedience to God and to His honour and glory, of the

will of God in human salvation. Salvation was of the body

as well as of the soul ; but He did not promise to save the

body first and the soul next, or to save the soul for the sake

of the body, but to save the body through the soul, and in a

unity with the soul. And the precepts and rules of this

saving virtue were not left as a vague illumination diffused

throughout the social atmosphere. They were gathered

into the Christian law of love, taught and enforced by
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Christ, the Son of God and the Son of man. He made a

unique claim to speak in the name of God ; and the o.bject

of His life and death, and of the mission He committed to

His followers, was to fill the whole earth with a kingdom

or commonwealth of righteousness and peace, of well-being

and consecrated brotherhood, ruled by Divine Humanity-

represented by Himself.

The secret of Jesus then is spiritual and Divine. His

method of operation is always the same, always from with-

in and from above ; beginning with the spirit and the life,

and acting upon the body and the environment through

the spirit and the hfe. " It is the spirit that quickeneth

;

the flesh profiteth nothing : the words that I speak unto

you, they are spirit and they are life." Had these words

been always applied, with intelligence and with candour, to

the interpretation of the words of Christ, what masses of

superstition, clouding the minds of nations and generations,

what deluges of cant and imbecility, might have been

escaped !

It was said just now that Christ stands unique in world-

history as relying upon spiritual forces. No one has under-

stood what the spiritual forces are, or how they act, so well

as He. No one, in fact, has here come within measurable

distance of Him. It is not too much to say that the most

wonderful thing in the literature of the world is His pre-

diction of the influence of spiritual forces as exemplified in

the results of His own death. " I," He said, " if I be lifted

up, will draw all men unto Me."

Those words are in the New Testament. If Christ did

not utter them, then some other man uttered them respect-

ing Him, and we shall have two problems to solve—both of

them becoming by the doubling insoluble—instead of one

certainly marvellous but indubitable fact to deal with. If

He did utter them, it is placed scientifically beyond doubt

that a homeless field preacher in Judaea, at the time when
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the Eoman Empire filled the world, foretold that spiritual

forces represented by His death, as the sequel of His life,

would " draw all men to Him," that is to say, make Him
the central object of observation to mankind, the teacher

and spiritual ruler of the human race.

What do we behold, now that nearly two thousand years

have passed since Christ hung, a dying form, upon the

cross '? The Eoman Empire has crumbled into dust. The

civilization of the world has been born again. The leader-

ship of mankind is in the hands of the Christian nations.

And the progress that has been made is indisputably due

to the conceptions of man, his duties and his relations, that

have emanated from Christ, and were symbolized by His

death and His life. Christian ethics have become the ethics

of all philosophical schools. Christian moralists have pro-

nounced against slavery, and it is fast disappearing from the

face of the earth. Already the Christian missionary has

become a voice of justice and of mercy, pleading in every

land for the afflicted and oppressed in the name of Christ.

He made Himself the main subject of His prophecy. " If

I be lifted up." This would have been blasphemous pre-

sumption or maniacal folly in any one but Christ. The

farther, however, we travel, by the count of centuries, from

Him, the more clearly do we discern the altitude in which

He towers over His own contemporaries and over each

succeeding age. While the spiritual forces brought into

the world's atmosphere by His death have been at work in

historical evolution, civilization has passed through many

phases of cyclic change. There was, to begin with, New
Testament Christianity—the Christianity which expressed

the inspiration of men who, as Eenan says, were filled with

Jesus. It is embodied in the New Testament, and all the

languages in the world could not afford words strong

enough to express the resultant value of that book. But

this first Christianity was succeeded by a Christianity curi-
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ously contrasted with that of the men who companied with

Christ and His apostles. The Christianity of the early

Fathers and commentators was, as has frequently been

exemphfied in the history of the world, a relapse into

conditions of moral and intellectual feebleness. It was a

singularly childish creed. It materiahzed the imagery

which Christ had framed to express His own unique

personality ^nd His pervasively spiritual method, into a

literahsm almost incredibly babyish. Tennyson has treated

of this faith, with its cups of Glastonbury and shrines in

which " you scarce could see the Christ for saints," in a

spirit of mild sympathy not untinctured by kindly con-

tempt. Innocent but not innocuous persons, whose artless

logic reminds one of that of the figures set up in the

Platonic dialogues to be bowled over by the arguments of

Socrates, call themselves Christian Socialists, and bombard

Smith and Mill on the strength of this Christianity. But

it passed away, like dew from the grass, in the brightening

day of Christian civilization. It was succeeded by the

Christianity of the Latin Church. Far as this form of

Christianity fell short of the New Testament ideal, it was

memorably strong. It did great things for Europe. It

wrestled with the flaming portent of Islamism, and rescued

modern civilization from its scorching embrace. But it

settled into the Papacy, and the Papacy could not be

accepted as the fulfilment of the promises of Christ. Mean-

while Greek Christianity ran through phases of its own,

and it will hardly be denied that its Divine fire gradually

flagged, its missionary zeal abated, its power of realizing

the kingdom of Divine humanity declined. But the full-

grown mind of Europe in the sixteenth century, recurring

to the New Testament and the Hebrew Bible, broke

indignantly away from Pope, Patriarch, and patristic in-

fantility alike, and reconstituted Christianity on the model

provided by the men steeped in the inspiration of Christ.
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The progress of civilized mankind since this last great

branching of the Christian tree has been greater than was

effected in all the previous centuries since the fall of the

Roman Empire. And science has to give account of the

fact that all the best elements in the civilization of to-

day are by common consent associated vi^ith, or expressly

derived from, the crucified field preacher who said that He
would draw all men unto Him,

Will it be alleged that the words on which all this

depends were a prophecy of the resurrection, and merely

implied Christ's belief that, if the expected miracle took

place, the rest would follow ? The reply is that, whether

the words were prophetic of the resurrection or were not,

Christ could not possibly have meant that the resurrection,

viewed as a sign or tvonder, would perforce draw all men to

Him. He had expressly, by way of example, specified this

very miracle as powerless, in itself, to make men believe

in Him. " If they hear not Moses and the prophets,

neither will they be persuaded if one rose from the dead."

Christ lent no countenance to the crude error that miracles

constitute an irresistible logic, compelling men to believe.

When we look with some carefulness we find that, in

their own way, all the greatest thinkers and the greatest

benefactors of mankind have taken essentially the same

view as Christ on the primary importance of the spiritual

forces. Aristotle notably placed the life before the or-

ganism, and on this point there was no discrepancy between

him and Plato. But neither Plato nor Aristotle took upon

him to command men, in God's name, to be spiritually whole

and healthfully happy. Towards this, indeed, the reason oi

man, and the semi-articulate conscience of man, as repre-

sented by the philosophers of Greece, on the one hand, and

the organizing and law-making genius of Rome, on the

other, had tended. We may almost hear Plato and

Socrates crying out for a God to command men to walk in
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the way of righteousness and in the pleasantness of virtue.

Aristotle, the cooler, perhaps the stronger head, restricts

himself more severely to knowledge, and therefore more

explicitly exhibits the impotence of mere knowledge to save

the world. Christ said clearly and calmly that the God

whom He commanded men to love without limit was such

a God as He, Christ, revealed. He never faltered in this

;

He drew no line of demarcation between the divinity of

His Father and His own. He also drew no line of demar-

cation between His manhood and that of His brethren,

except in that He called Himself the only begotten Son of

God, and challenged any one to convict Him of sin. There

is no trace of evidence that the challenge was ever accepted.

Declaring Himself to be sinless. He described His hearers

as " evil." But He did not apply this term to their natural

and instinctive habitudes as men, for He frankly referred

to human affection, exhibited by parents to children, as a

touchstone of the feeling which they might count upon it

that God would entertain towards His human offspring.

His divinity, His immortality, were shared by Christ with

the lowliest of His followers. There was no Godhead in

heaven more Divine than His ; there was no Godhead on

earth more Divine than that of the disciple who laid his

head upon His breast. Man as man rises or falls with

Christ.

He raised civilization from the dead. The Eoman peace

was for the nations a sleep unto death. "Christianity"

and "Europe" are used by Novalis as equivalent terms.

The question of all questions for the world at this hour

is whether He can still breathe life into civilization,

whether Christian peace, bloodless yet not oppressed with

ennuiy can fill the globe. If He saves civilisation, it will be

in His own way, on His own non-compulsory method. The

age may reject Him if it will. If the decision of modern

society—of men of light and leading in philosophy, science,
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literature, politics—is, "We will not have this Man to

reign over us," then no miraculous blast of fire will burst

open society's door to admit Him. And if the Labour

party, speaking by their darling orators, turn from Christ

;

if, like Mr. Burns, they brand as bigotry the desire of any

working man to retire from class demonstrations on the

day consecrated to Christian rest ; if they take no better

lesson from the Church than that intolerance by which she

so long belied her Master, and must cast out from their

godless synagogue every fellow-workman who dares to be a

Christian ; then they will not derive much advantage from

vapid flourishes about Jesus of Nazareth.

Men, however, who live so closely in contact with nature

and fact as do the great body of the labouring men of

Great Britain, may probably turn out to be more sagacious

judges of Christ's secret than some of the demagogues who

volunteer to lead them. They may be trusted, even when

the sugared lead of poisonous flattery is under their tongue,

to have an instinctive feeling that temptation would never

tempt if it were not pleasant at the moment. They know

at heart that, though the four hundred false prophets may

be making a tremendous hubbub, and may be entirely

unanimous in telling their sovereign dupes that they will

put all other classes under their feet, yet the one true

prophet who disdains to lie may prove their best friend.

They have heard of David Hume, and probably recognise

in him a shrewd and unimpassioned judge of life. " Man-

kind," said Hume, " are in all ages caught by the same

baits." There is always to be some grand transformation

scene, some Paradise produced off-hand by a Government

extemporized for the occasion, some Medea's bath, some

Merlin's charm, or, as Carlyle said, some Morrison's pill,

to cure all ills and make everybody rich. Now Christ has

no such secret as that. His method is inexorably opposed

to that kind of thing. It was part of His secret—it is a
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secret that has been penetrated by all the wise—that

nothing can be done by generahties. Forests must be felled

or planted tree by tree. Society consists of individuals,

and you can no more build a society from the whole to the

part than you can build a house by beginning in the air

and building from the roof downward. You cannot re-

generate a world by sprinkling. It takes baptism by water

and perhaps by fire.

Christ's method has been verified, negatively and posi-

tively, times without number, but there is supreme difficulty

in getting it practically accepted even in the London of

to-day. The mechanical method—the method of sweeping

generahzation and of putting a face on things—is so

plausible, so bewitchingly easy, that^ even in solving the

slums problem, it is noisily hailed and applauded, while the

real solution is by means of this partial and external

solution evaded and lost sight of. Of course, in Christ's

method, the mechanical and the spiritual are combined and

harmonized. It is a prominent note of that method that it

abounds in positive commands, comprehends all things, and

has few negations. " This ought ye to do, and not to leave

the other undone." If the mechanical and material con-

ditions are obviously, glaringly wrong, there is not a shadow

of suggestion on the part of Christ that we are to pause

in setting them right—in doing what is clearly wanted

—

with a view to letting the spiritual method be applied.

When dwellings are unfit for human habitation, they are to

be cleared away. If money is wanted for this, the voting of

money may be the duty of the moment, to be instantly

proceeded with. It may be a useful and philanthropic

enterprise to build blocks of comfortable dwellings of a high

order for respectable working-class tenants. Build them.

But remember that all this leaves the essential difficulty of

the slums problem untouched. All this may have resulted

in driving the genuine slums population into worse dens
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than they had previously occupied. Miss Octavia Hill,

however, and other ladies both in London and in Edin-

burgh, and doubtless also in other towns, have effectually

solved the slums problem, and shown the sole way in which

it can be done. They apply to it Christ's method—the

method of spirit and of life. They bring to bear upon the

dilapidated and disabled humanity of the slums exactly

that quickening breath of Divine life and spiritual influence

which awakens it into appreciation of cleanliness, whole-

someness, order, decency, and all that goes to make four

bare walls into a home. This is precisely Christ's way

—

the spiritual-force way. And it is verified by success.

The impotence of the other way—the mechanical way

—

when left to itself; the vanity of trusting the shell to make
the organism instead of the living organism to make the

shell ; has also been abundantly verified by the scientific

test of experience. The slum savage in France, ensconcing

himself and his family in the spacious chamber of some

mansion from which the Jacobin forerunners of our popular

Gonzalos and Stephanos had expelled the owner, nestled

down in the glorious emancipation of laziness, disorder,

destructiveness, and filth, and was found in due time to

have transmuted the place into a piggery.

If, however, the error had not been taking and plausible,

it would not have imposed upon so many good-hearted

people. That the environment makes the man, and not the

man the environment, is a fallacy that flings wide the gates

to devout sentimentalism and pious romance. It is so en-

livening to think of Christ having gone away to build the

new Jerusalem out of the rubies and pearls and diamonds

of heaven, with celestial gold for pavement ; and to look

or the descent of this Jerusalem, Christian or Collectivist,

to transform into its image the society of earth. It seems

so commonplace, so trite, so disheartening, to say that, ir

Christ returned visibly to earth to-morrow. He could tell us
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no better way of curing the ills that flesh and spirit are heir

to than that of loving God beyond all measure, and loving

our brethren as ourselves. This, however, is a fact. If

any one can prove any other way to be better than this

way, Christianity will be superannuated ; at all events,

there is not an iota of proof that Christ knew of a better

way when he wept because Israel "would not" have the

Divine Man to build their new Jerusalem for them. Ye

must be born again, Christ said ; born in the love of God

and the love of man, renewed, each one of you, by the

Spirit of God dwelling in you, forming Me, the Divine

Bread, Me, the living Water, within you. He had no off-

hand social New Jerusalem then. He has none now. He
proposed then and He proposes now to transform the

world by transforming individual men. He did certainly

promise that, in some strictly scientific sense, some sense

verifiable by experience, the new man in Christ, the man
with Christ accepted into his heart and honestly made the

model of his life, would be " a god, to change the whole

world—earth, sea, skies, cities, govermnents." This may,

at first glance, seem mystical. But it really is nothing

more than the Christian form of the old doctrine that

character makes the man, and man makes the world, or, to

put it once more in Aristotle's form, that the life makes the

organism, not the organism the life. Spurgeon was not a

learned man, but strong in common sense, and Aristotle

would have understood, and Jesus Christ would have appre-

ciated and approved of Spurgeon's meaning when he said

that, if Christ returned, he, Spurgeon, would just go on

preaching as before. Spurgeon, it may be presumed, did not

intend to say that his preaching was perfect, but only that

he had no warrant to expect it to be reinforced by any such

miracle as should compel men, would they or would they

not, to accept Christ. That " the kingdom of God is coming

down from heaven to earth," bran new, with accommoda-
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tion benches for the poor when they change places with

the rich, and a paternal Government, on the principles of

Eousseau and the French Convention, to provision the

planet, while " the toiling many," emancipated from labour,

enjoy " the rights of man," is simply the last form of a

very, very old fable. The beauty and plausibility of such

fables, and not less the honest simplicity with which those

who preach them sometimes believe in them, constitute, of

course, the subtlest and most perilous element in their

power. Nathaniels are often delightful people, but they are

at their best where Christ, with characteristic sagacity, left

their prototype—in the shade.

Peter Bayne.

NEW TESTAMENT TEACHING ON THE SECOND
COMING OF CHRIST.

III. The Synoptist Gospels.

We shall now consider the teaching of documents present-

ing a type of thought differing widely from that embodied

in the Epistles of Paul.

The phrase " that day," already found in 2 Thessalonians

i. 10, 2 Timothy i. 12, 18, iv. 8, occurs again in Matthew

vii. 22, xxiv. 36, Mark xiii. 32, Luke x. 12, xvii. 31, xxi. 34,

referring in each case to Christ's return to judge the world.

Its use, without further specification, in this definite sense,

reveals the definite place of the day of judgment in the

thought of the early followers of Christ. The words " till

the Son of Man come," in Matthew x. 23, recall at once

Daniel vii. 13, "there came with the clouds of heaven one

like a Son of Man "
; and the similar teaching in the Book

of Enoch, quoted in my first paper. This reminiscence is

confirmed by the frequent use in the Synoptist Gospels of

the term So7i of Mmi in reference to His return to judge the
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world. (See below.) That in the casual allusion before us

the word " come " is considered sufficiently definite to in-

dicate our Lord's meaning, proves that His coming was

already familar to His disciples.

The coming of Christ is depicted in plain language in

Matthew xiii. 40-43 :
" So will it be at the completion of

the age. The Son of Man will send His angels, and they

will gather out of His kingdom all the snares and those

that do lawlessness, and will cast them into the furnace of

fire : there shall be the wailing and the gnashing of teeth.

Then the righteous will shine forth as the sun in the King-

dom of their Father."

Still more definite is Matthew xvi. 27, 28 :
" The Son of

Man will come in the glory of His Father with His angels
;

and then He will give back to each according to his action.

Verily, I say to you, there are some of those standing

here who will not taste of death till they see the Son of

Man coming in His kingdom." Notice here twice the

term Son of Man. The coming mentioned in verse 27 is

evidently Christ's coming to judge the world : for only then

" will He give to each one according to his action." And

it is difficult to give any other meaning to the words " see

the Son of Man coming " in the next verse. Yet nothing

happened during the lifetime of the men then standing

around Christ which could fairly and intelligibly be de-

scribed by the words "see the Son of Man coming in His

Kingdom." Certainly there was no visible coming of Christ,

as some have suggested, at the destruction of Jerusalem.

This serious difficulty is, I think, somewhat relieved by

a comparison with the parallel passages in the Second and

Third Gospels. In Mark ix. 1, Christ is represented as

saying " until they see the Kingdom of God having come in

power." The Greek perfect eXrjXvOelav describes the abid-

ing effect of the coming of the Kingdom of God. In Luke

ix. 27 we read simply " till they see the kingdom of God."
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Now the general context, and especially the words "there

are some of those standing here who will not taste death

till they see," which are found almost word for word in

each of the Synoptists, leave no room for doubt that the

three are reports of the same discourse of Christ. But we
notice that, whereas Matthew ^ speaks of seeing " the Son

of Man coming in His Kingdom," Luke speaks only of see-

ing " the Kingdom of God," and Mark of seeing " the

kingdom of God come in power." The second and third

phrases describe correctly the events of the day of Pente-

cost. On that day, the Apostles, who a few months before

had heard, standing by Christ, the words now before us,

saw the Kingdom of God actually set up on earth in a

manner unknown before, and amid a wonderful manifesta-

tion of the power of God. If this exposition be correct, the

coming of the Son of Man in Mark viii. 38 and the coming

of the Kingdom of God in the next verse (so Luke ix. 26, 27)

refer to different events : and this is permitted or suggested

by the different words used, by each Evangelist, in the con-

secutive verses. On the other hand, in Matthew xvi. 27,

28, the similar phraseology suggests irresistibly a reference,

in both verses, to the same event.

The only explanation of all this, which I can suggest, is

that of the three reports before us the second and third,

which are practically the same, reproduce more correctly

the words actually spoken by Christ ; and that the account

given in the First Gospel was coloured by the eager hope

of the early followers of Christ for their Master's speedy

return.

The hope thus expressed has important apologetic value.

For no writer or compiler in the second century, when the

last survivor of the days of Christ had long ago passed away,

1 The use of the names " Matthew " and " Mark " to distinguish the Gos-

pels is merely conventional. My argument does not involve any assumption

about the authorship of the Gospels.
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would have represented Christ as saying that some around

Him would survive His coming to judge the world. Con-

sequently the passage before us is a sure indication of the

early date of the First Gospel ; and the early date, thus

proved, greatly increases its value as a witness of what

Christ actually did and said. If our Lord spoke the words

attributed to Him in the Second and Third Gospels, we can

easily understand how His contemporaries, confusing two

distinct events, each of which was then hidden in the un-

know^n future, attributed to Him the words recorded in

Matthew xvi. 27, 28, words differing in form so little,

though in meaning so much, from those which He seems to

have actually used. But this confusion would have been

impossible after our Lord's meaning had been made clear

by events. This important evidence abundantly com-

pensates for the difficulty now before us.

In Matthew x. 23 Christ enjoins His disciples when per-

secuted in one city to flee to another ; and supports His

injunction by adding, " For verily, I say to you, ye will not

have completed the cities of Israel till the Son of Man
come." These words, which have no parallel in the other

Synoptists, are not, like chapter xvi. 28, an explicit asser-

tion, but only a casual allusion. It is, however, an allusion

which could not have been made after the land of Israel

had for more than a generation been depopulated of its

ancient inhabitants. It is therefore another sure mark of

the very early date of the First Gospel.

In Luke xvii. 22-37, a passage which has no exact coun-

terpart in the other Synoptists, although containing verses

which have close parallels there, we read, in close agreement

with 2 Thessalonians i. 7, of the " day when the Son of

Man is revealed." This day is compared, in Luke xvii. 2G,

to the " day when Noah entered into the ark, and the flood

came and took them all away"; and in verse 29 to the

"day when Lot went forth from Sodom, and it rained fire

VOL. X. 13
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would have represented Christ as saying that some around
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sequently the passage before us is a sure indication of the

early date of the First Gospel ; and the early date, thus

proved, greatly increases its value as a witness of what

Christ actually did and said. If our Lord spoke the words

attributed to Him in the Second and Third Gospels, we can

easily understand how His contemporaries, confusing two

distinct events, each of which was then hidden in the un-

known future, attributed to Him the words recorded in

Matthew xvi. 27, 28, words differing in form so little,

though in meaning so much, from those which He seems to

have actually used. But this confusion would have been

impossible after our Lord's meaning had been made clear

by events. This important evidence abundantly com-

pensates for the difficulty now before us.

In Matthew x. 23 Christ enjoins His disciples when per-

secuted in one city to flee to another ; and supports His

injunction by adding, " For verily, I say to you, ye will not

have completed the cities of Israel till the Son of Man
come." These words, which have no parallel in the other

Synoptists, are not, like chapter xvi. 28, an explicit asser-

tion, but only a casual allusion. It is, however, an allusion

which could not have been made after the land of Israel

had for more than a generation been depopulated of its

ancient inhabitants. It is therefore another sure mark of

the very early date of the First Gospel.

In Luke xvii. 22-37, a passage which has no exact coun-

terpart in the other Synoptists, although containing verses

which have close parallels there, we read, in close agreement

with 2 Thessalonians i. 7, of the " day when the Son of
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to the *' day when Noah entered into the ark, and the flood

came and took them all away"; and in verse 29 to the
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and brimstone from heaven and destroyed all." Our Lord

thus teaches, in close agreement with 1 Thessaloniaus v. 3,

that His coming will be to the wicked a sudden and over-

whelming destruction ; and, as Paul teaches more fully in

'2 Thessalonians ii. 9, 10, that it will be preceded by general

demoralisation.

The important and ditlicult parallel chapters, Matthew

xxiv., Mark xiii., and Luke xxi. 5-36, demand now careful

study.

In all three Syuoptists, the discourse is introduced by

the disciples showing to Christ the beautiful buildings of

the temple, and by Christ's reply that the time will come

when of those buildings not one stone will be left upon

another. The disciples ask Him, (some time afterwards

and sitting upon the Mount of Olives, as Matthew and

Mark narrate,) "When shall these things be?" To this

question Matthew adds another, " What shall be the sign

of Thy coming {Trapovala) and of the end of the age?"

The word irapova-ia recalls at once the same word used

frequently by Paul, in a technical sense, for the return of

Christ to judge the world. The phrase " completion of the

age" we have found already in Matthew xiii. 39, 40, 49,

denoting the close of the present order of things by the

final judgment; and in chapter xxviii. 20, denoting the close

of the evangelical activity of the servants of Christ. The

use elsewhere of the terms irapovcria and completion of the

age suggests irresistibly that both refer to one event, and to

the event to which the former term refers when used by

St. Paul.

To these questions, our Lord replies by words of warning,

"See that no one deceive you"; and then opens to His

disciples a vista of tumults and persecutions, concluding

with an announcement, "This Gospel of the Kingdom shall

be preached in all the world for a testimony to all the

nations: and then shall come the end." The word reXo?
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refers evidently to the awrekela rod alwvo^ about which the

disciples had questioned their Master.

Next follows a practical and positive direction. The sign

given by Matthew and Mark is *' the abomination of desola-

tion standing in the holy place," or "where it must not"

stand: that given by Luke is "Jerusalem surrounded by

camps." But in all three the injunction is the same, with

one trifling exception, word for word :
" Then let those in

Judaea flee to the mountains." Then follows (Matthew and

Mark) unheard-of tribulation ; and (Luke) slaughter and the

people carried away captive to all lands, and " Jerusalem

trodden under foot by Gentiles until the times of the

Gentiles be fulfilled." These last words suggest that the

destruction of the city will be followed by a long period

of desolation.

After these words, Luke represents Christ as announcing

the dissolution of nature and the appearance of the Son of

Man in the sky. Matthew and Mark give a warning against

false- Christs and false-prophets, and add "immediately after

the tribulation of those days" (Matthew) or "in those

days, after that tribulation" (Mark) "the sun shall be

darkened . . . and then shall they see the Son of Man
coming in the clouds." The appearance of Christ will be

followed, as He teaches here and elsewhere in these Gospels,

by the sending forth of His angels to gather together His

people from the ends of the earth.

An important turning point common to the three accounts

of this discourse is found in Matthew xxiv. 32, Mark xiii.

28, Luke xxi. 29, in the parable of the fig tree putting forth

its young shoots as harbingers of approaching summer. In

each account, this parable is followed by the assertion, given

in almost identical words, "Verily I say to you, this gener-

ation shall not pass away until all these things take place."

The word 7evea can refer only to the men living in Christ's

day. And, at first sight, the words "all these things"
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seem to include the appearance of Christ from heaven.

But this first impression is somewhat modified by the verse

following, which is the same almost word for word in the

First and Second Gospels :
" But about that day and hour,

no one knoweth, not even the angels of heaven, neither the

Son, except My Father only." For, in these words, the

day of Christ's return, which is unknown even to the Son,

is placed in conspicuous contrast to events which will

happen during the present generation. The colourless

Enghsh rendering " that day " poorly reproduces the em-

phasis of the Greek pronoun e'/cetV?;?, which points conspicu-

ously to something at a distance from the speaker. This

contrasted collocation suggests that the " all these things "

in Matthew xxiv. 34, Mark xiii. 30, refer to the fall of

Jerusalem, and the verse following to the Second Coming

of Christ. This explanation, however, does not apply to

the Third Gospel, which has no parallel to the verse in

question.

The above explanations remove the difficulty before us,

even in the First and Second Gospels, only partially. All

three reports of this important discourse of Christ seem to

be coloured by the eager hopes of the first generation of the

followers of Christ. And this colouring bears witness to the

very early date of the tradition embodied in the Synoptist

Gospels.

Then follows in Matthew and Mark a comparison of the

coming of Christ to the flood, similar to that recorded, in

an earlier period of our Lord's ministry, in Luke xvii. 26,

27 ; and in all three Gospels a warning to watch.

As the Bridegroom in the parable of the Ten Virgins, the

coming of Christ is mentioned again in Matthew xxv. 10 :

and we notice that He is represented as lingering ; another

indication of delay in Christ's return, among indications that

His return was close at hand. This apparent contradiction

is easily explained by the uncertainty of the early Christians
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about an eagerly-expected event still future. A similar

indication of delay is found in verse 19 :
" After a long time

the lord of those servants cometh." The whole parable

refers evidently to Christ's coming in the Day of Judgment.

In verses 31-46 we have another description of the com-

ing of Christ to judge all men good and bad :
" When the

Son of Man shall come in His glory, and all the angels with

Him, then He shall sit upon the throne of His glory, and

before Him shall be gathered all the nations, and He shall

separate them one from another as the shepherd separateth

the sheep from the goats."

The coming of Christ to judge the world is one of the

most conspicuous features of the First Gospel. And, with

the exception of somewhat varying indications of the earlier

or later time of His return, the picture is harmonious

throughout. Equally harmonious, and scarcely less con-

spicuous, is the teaching of the Second and Third Gospels.

Still more remarkable, considering the wide difference in

forms of expression and modes of thought between the

Synoptist Gospels, especially the First Gospel, on the one

hand, and the Epistles of Paul on the other, is the close

agreement, both in thought and diction, of all these docu-

ments touching the matter before us. The only real differ-

ences are that the hope of an early return of Christ, which

in the Epistles of Paul finds only faint expression in two

ambiguous passages, finds in the Synoptist Gospels, espe-

cially in the First Gospel, much more definite expression;

and that the new and terrible form of evil foretold by

Paul is by the Evangelists only suggested in a comparison

of the days before Christ's return with those before the flood.

The eager desire of His followers anticipated their Lord's

return as close at hand : but the sober thought of Paul

warns them that before the coming of Christ there must

come first an embodiment of evil in its most awful form.

The same teaching about the return of Christ is found,
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though less conspicuously, in the Book of Acts. In chap-

ter i. 11, angels announce to the disciples on Olivet, "this

Jesus, who has been taken up from you into heaven, will

so come in the manner in which ye saw Him going into

heaven." In Acts iii. 19-21, St. Peter sets before his

hearers a hope " that there may come times of refreshing

from the presence of the Lord, and that He may send

Christ Jesus, fore-appointed for you, whom heaven must

needs receive until the times of restitution of all things." He
speaks again in chapter x. 42 of Jesus as " ordained by God

Judge of men living and dead." Similarly St. Paul at

Athens, as recorded in Acts xvii. 31, preached that God had

"set a day in which He will judge the world in righteous-

ness by a Man whom He has ordained." In chapter xxiv.

15 he expresses a hope that there " will be a resurrection

of both righteous and unrighteous."

Similar thought and phraseology are found in James v.

7-9 : "Be patient, brethren, till the coming [irapovaia) of the

Lord . . . the coming of the Lord has come near . .

the Judge stands before the door." The phraseology and

thought of St. Paul are found also in 1 Peter i. 5, " salva-

tion ready to be revealed at the last time "
; and in vv. 7, 13,

" in the revelation of Jesus Christ." So again in chapter

iv. 5-7, " who will give account to Him that is ready to

judge living men and dead. . . . The end of all things

has come near." And v. 13, "that, at the revelation of

His glory, ye may rejoice exultingly." Also chapter v. 1.,

a sharer of the glory about to be revealed"; and v. 4,

'' when the chief Shepherd is manifested, ye shall receive

the unfading crown of glory." These passages prove that

the thought and phraseology of St. Paul were shared by

the Galilean Apostles.

The harmonious testimony of these various and different

witnesses affords complete proof, apart from any special

authority of Holy Scripture, that Jesus of Nazareth an-
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nounced that He will return visibly from heaven to earth

to close the present order of things and to pronounce and

•execute judgment on all men good and bad; that He taught

that at His coming evil will be prevalent on earth, and that

consequently to some men His appearance will bring sudden

destruction, but to the righteous deliverance and eternal

blessing. The exact time of His return, Christ did not

specify. But Hs spoke words which evoked in the hearts

of some of His disciples a hope that some then living would

survive His coming. St. Paul, however, taught that the

Day of the Lord was not at hand, and that before Christ

comes some new and terrible form of evil will first appear.

That Christ left in the minds of some of His disciples this

hope of an early return, and that He actually and con-

spicuously taught that He will come to close the present

order of things and to judge all men living and dead, must

be accepted, on reliable documentary evidence as an assured

result of New Testament scholarship.

In my next paper I shall consider the teaching of the

Johannine Writings.

Joseph Agar Beet.

ST. PAUL'S CONCEPTION OF CHRISTIANITY.

XX. The Church.

It is natural that one should desire to know what is taught

in the Pauline letters, and especially in the controversial

group, on the subject of the Church, and in what relation

the Pauline idea of the Church stands to the idea of the

Kingdom of God so prominent in the teaching of Christ as

reported in the Synoptical Gospels.

As to the latter topic, for we may begin with it, it is to be

noted that both ideas, Church and Kingdom, and the terms

corresponding, occur both in Synoptic Gospels, and in Paul-
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ine Epistles, but in an inverse order of prominence. The

Kingdom is the leading idea in our Lord's teaching ; the

Church is named only twice in the Evangelic narratives,

and the question has been discussed whether Jesus ever

used the word at all, or even contemplated the thing. The

Church, on the other hand, is the leading category in St.

Paul's epistles ; the Kingdom of God is mentioned only five

times in the four great epistles, while the terms " Church "

and " Churches " occur many times. From these facts the

natural inference might seem to be that in the view both of

Jesus and of Paul, the Kingdom and the Church were

practically equivalent, the Church being the ideal of the

Kingdom realized ; from Christ's point of view the ideal to

be realized in the future, therefore rarely mentioned ; from

Paul's point of view the ideal already realized, therefore

most frequently spoken of. Broadly viewed, this is the truth.

Yet the statement must be taken with qualification, for

neither in the teaching of our Lord nor in that of St. Paul

do the two conceptions exactly cover each other. In both

the Kingdom possesses a certain transcendental character

not belonging to the Church. This amounts to saying that

it is a pure ideal hovering over the reality, or in advance of

it, a goal which the Church seeks to approximate, but never

overtakes. Along with this transcendent character goes an

apocalyptic aspect revealing itself in Evangelic and Pauline

representations of the Kingdom. These two attributes of

transcendency and futurity are very recognisable in the

passages referring to the Kingdom in the Pauline letters.

The eschatological aspect is apparent in the texts. Gal. v.

21 ; 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10 ; 1 Cor. xv. 50, in the two former of

which it is declared concerning men guilty of certain speci-

fied sins, that they shall not inherit the Kingdom, while in

the latter the same declaration is made concerning j^es/t and

blood, that is our present mortal corruptible bodies. The

transcendent character of the Kingdom is plainly implied in
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the remaining two texts in which it is mentioned, 1 Cor. iv.

20 and Bom. xiv. 17. " Not in word," says the Apostle

in the former place, " (is) the kingdom of God, but in power."

It is clear that for the writer of such a sentence, at the

moment, the Kingdom is not identical with the Church, but

something rising far above it in ideal purity, and beauty,

and dignity. For the statement quoted could not have been

made concerning the Church as represented by the Christian

community in Corinth. The very opposite was the truth as

regarded it. The Church at Corinth was in word not in

power. It was a society wholly given up to talk, to oratory,

to prophesying, to speaking with tongues. The one pheno-

menon visible there was a universally diffused talent for

speech ; there was a sad dearth of all that tends to give a

religious community spiritual power, of wisdom and charity,

or even common morality. A state of things like that would

compel one to distinguish between Church and Kingdom,

and to think of the latter as exalted above the former as far

as heaven is above the earth. Similar observations apply to

the other text, which runs: "The kingdom of God is not

meat and drink, but righteousness and peace, and joy in the

Holy Spirit." The obvious meaning is that in the Kingdom

ritual cleanness and uncleanness are of no account ; nothing

is of value there that is merely ceremonial, nothing but the

moral and spiritual ; the qualification for citizenship is not

eating or abstaining from eating a given sort of food, but

possessing a righteous, loving, sunny spirit ; the men to

whom belongs the Kingdom are those who have a passion

for righteousness, who are peacemakers, and who can re-

joice even in tribulation, because they have chosen God for

their summum honum.

The very fact that the apostle thought it needful to make

the observation just commented on^ proves that the Church

of Kome was far enough from reahzing the idea of a com-

munity in which questions about meats and drinks were
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nothing, and righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy

Spirit everything. There were in it, on the one hand,

many whose consciences were enslaved by petty scruples,

and on the other, many who treated such scruples with con-

tempt
; consequently there prevailed a great forgetfulness in

opposite directions of the great things of the law : justice,

mercy, and faith. Such a state of matters is a disappointing

and depressing spectacle wherever exhibited, and the soul

of a good man naturally takes to itself wings of a dove, and

flies away in quest of a refuge from despair and scepticism

to the fair Kingdom of Heaven, where naught but what is

noble and benignant and bright finds entrance. It is well

for one who lives in evil times to be able thus mentally to

see the transcendent commonwealth. It is his salvation

from unbehef, his quietive amid disgusts, his consolation

amid disappointments and disenchantments ; a temple

wherein he may behold the beauty of the Lord, when there

is nowhere else anything beautiful to look upon ; a pavilion

in which he can hide himself in the time of trouble. There

is no other refuge than the Church transcendent. However
disappointing any particular religious society may be, it is

not worth while to leave it for any other. The Church at

Corinth was bad, but the Church at Eome was also far from

perfect. In the one was licentious liberty, in the other

religious narrowness and petty scrupulosity. Therefore a

truly Christ-like man whose lot was cast in either might

well say : "I had rather bear the ills I have than fly to

others that I know not of." St. Paul's comfort in reference

to both was to lift up his thoughts to the transcendent

Kingdom of God.

It thus appears that in the mind of the apostle the divine

Kingdom was by no means immediately identical with the

Christian Church. Yet, while this is true, it is at the same
time also true that in his writings we observe a constant

effort to contemplate the Church in the bright hght of the
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ideal, and not merely in the dim, disenchanting light of

vulgar reality. He desired ever to invest the Church with

the attributes of the divine Kingdom, and loved to think of

it as a glorious Church, without spot of defilement or

wrinkles of age, holy, free from blemish, as became the

bride of Christ.^ Various traces of this ideahzing tendency

are discoverable in the leading epistles. First we may note

the generalizing conception of the Church as a imlty.

Sometimes the apostle speaks of churches in the plural, as

in Galatians i. 2, where he salutes "the Churches of

Galatia," and ;in i. 22, where he states that he was un-

known to " the Churches of Judsea." The Churches in

these texts are little communities of Christians in different

towns who associated together as believers in Jesus, and

met in one place for divine worship. In other texts the

apostle uses the word " Church " collectively to denote the

whole body of believers, as in Galatians i. 13, where he

persistently refers to the time when he persecuted " the

Church of God," and in 1 Corinthians x. 32, where he

counsels the Christians in Corinth to give no occasion of

stumbling to Jews or to Greeks, or to the Church of God,

where it is clear, from the reference to Jews and Greeks,

that he has a wide public in view, the whole world, in fact,

divided into three classes : the Jews, the Gentiles repre-

sented by the Greeks, these two embracing all unbelievers,

and the Church, embracing all believers.

Another indication of the tendency to invest the Church

with the ideal attributes of the divine Kingdom may be

found in the representation of the Church as a society in

which all outward distinctions are cancelled, and the sole

qualification for membership is purely spiritual—union to

Christ by faith. The conception of the new humanity in

which Christ is all and in all occurs chiefly in the later

1 KpUes. V. 27. The epistle, ^¥]iethel• one of St. Paul's or not, utters Lere

genuinely Pauline sentiment.
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epistles, especially in that to the Ephesians, but it is found

also in the earlier, very distinctly in Galatians iii. 27, 28 :

" As many of you as were baptized into Christ put on

Christ. There is (in Him) neither Jew nor Greek, there is

neither slave nor freeman, there is neither male nor female,

for ye are all one in Christ Jesus." Here is sketched a

spiritual society in which nothing is taken into account but

the personal relation of each member to the common object

of faith. While the attribute of spirituality is accentuated,

the kindred attribute of universality is plainly implied.

There is neither Jew, Greek, bond, free, male and female,

because all are there together. This new society of the

apostles, like the Kingdom of Jesus, is open to all comers,

just because it negates all distinctions, and insists only on

the one condition of faith possible for all alike. It may
here be noted that the expression, "the Israel of God,"

used in the close of the Epistle to the Galatians, shows how
closely the ideas of the Church and the Kingdom were con-

nected in the writer's mind. The new creation presented

to view in the Christian Church was for him the ideal

commonwealth whereof the theocratic kingdom of Israel

was an adumbration.

One other indication of this idealizing tendency is to be

found in the high moral attributes ascribed by St. Paul to

the members of the Church. Though not unaware of the

prevalent shortcoming in faith and life, he nevertheless

speaks of the members of the various Churches as " saints,"

sanctified, holy. Even the Corinthian Christians are saluted

as " sanctified in Christ Jesus," ^ and the title saints is ex-

tended to all Christians in the province of Achaia.^ This

might seem to be a mere matter of courtesy, did we not find

in the body of the first Epistle to the Corinthians a

deliberate statement to the effect that the members of the

Church were a body of sanctified men, a statement rendered

1 1 Gov. i. 2. 2 2 Cor. i. 1.
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all the more emphatic by the plainness with which the

apostle indicates that the Corinthians had been the reverse

of holy before they became converts to the Christian re-

ligion. " Such were some of you, but ye were w^ashed, but

ye were sanctified." ^

From the foregoing discussion we have obtained a sufti-

ently clear general idea of the Christian Church as con-

ceived by St. Paul. It is a society of men united by a

common faith in Jesus Christ as the Saviour, and a com-

mon devotion to Him as their Lord, gathered together

from all classes, conditions, and races of men. It does not

need to be said that the members of such a society would

have very close fellowship with each other. There is no

brotherhood so intimate and precious as one based on a

pure religion sincerely professed. It may be taken for

granted that those who belong to such a brotherhood will

avail themselves of all possible opportunities of meeting

together for the interchange of thought and affection in

mutual converse, and for united worship of the common
object of faith, and for ministering to each other's wants

and comforts. The Westminster Confession says :
" Saints

by profession are hound to maintain an holy fellowship and

communion in the worship of God, and in performing such

other spiritual services as tend to their mutual edification
;

as also in relieving each other in outward things, according

to their several abilities and necessities." In the initial

period of fresh enthusiasm, Christians would do all this

instinctively without needing to be told it was their duty.

Accordingly, we are not surprised to find in the letters of

St. Paul to the Churches he had planted traces of a very

lively fellowship in worship, religious intercourse, and

mutual benefit prevalent among those beariog the Chris-

tian name. They met together in public assembly, how

often does not appear, but certainly at least once a week,

1 1 Cor. vi. 11. 2 Chap. xxvi. 2.
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and on the first day of the week ; and when they met they

prayed, sang, prophesied for mutual edification. They also

ate together, and while doing so they set apart a portion of

the bread and wine to be memorials of Christ's death, and

partook of these with reverent, grateful thoughts of Him
who died for them, and in token of mutual love to each

other as His disciples.^ At first, apparently, all members of

the community took part indiscriminately in the religious

exercises. Every one had his psalm, his doctrine, his

revelation, or his still more mysterious utterance called a

tongue (jXwaaa), or his interpretation of a brother's tongue.

All were on a level: there was perfect equality of privilege,

unrestricted liberty of speech for the common good. It is

easy to see that in a city like Corinth, among an excitable

race like the Greeks, a religious meeting conducted in this

manner would be more lively than orderly. It would not

be long before a need for some little measure of order and

organization would be felt, a need for dividing the Church

into two classes : those, on the one hand, who would best

serve the brotherhood by silence, and those, on the other,

whose special business it should be to contribute to the

common benefit by speech. The question, wha were to be

silent and who were to speak, would settle itself by a pro-

cess of natural selection. It would be seen by degrees who

could speak to profit and who could not, and means would

be found for silencing the unprofitable speaker and for giv-

ing those who could speak profitably the position of a

recognised teacher. In a similar way spontaneous differen-

tiation would take place in reference to other gifts, and

certain persons would gradually come to be recognised as

possessing the charism of healing, of succouring the needy,

of government, and so on. Eecognition would follow

* Weizsiicker thinks that this took place at a separate meeting fi'om that at

which the ordinary worship was carried on. (Vide Das apostolische Zeitalter,

p. 548 f.).
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experimental proof of possession of the function. The

honour of recognition would be the reward of service

actuall}'' rendered. For in the primitive Church the law

enunciated by Christ, distinction to be reached through

service, was thoroughly understood and acted on. The

law is clearly proclaimed in St. Paul's epistles. He repre-

sents the Church as an organism like the human body,

wherein each part has a function to perform for the good of

the whole, and in which, if one part has more honour than

another, it is because of its serviceableness.^

How far the process of differentiation into distinctiveness

of function, and of corresponding recognition of fitness for

distinct functions had been carried at the time the four great

epistles were written it is not easy to determine. It seems

pretty certain that by that time an order of teachers had

arisen, but it is not so clear that all the communities were

furnished with an order of rulers. No certain trace of such

an order can be discovered in the sources of information

concerning the Churches of Galatia and Corinth. One

might indeed suppose that 1 Corinthians xvi. 15, 16 con-

tained a reference to something of the kind. " I beseech

you, brethren, (ye know the house of Stephanas, that it is

the firstfruits of Achaia, and that they gave themselves for

service to the saints,) that ye also be in subjection to such,

and to every fellow-worker and labourer." But this is too

vague an exhortation to serve as a proof text, especially

when it is remembered that in connection with the case of

immoral conduct in the Corinthian Church the apostle does

not anywhere summon church rulers to exercise needful

discipline, but simply appeals to the congregation to purge

themselves of complicity with the sin. A more reliable in-

dication of the existence of a ruling function in rudimentary

form is to be found in what we have reason to regard as the

earliest of the Pauline epistles, the first to the Thessalonians.

1 1 Cor. xii. 12-2C.
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In that epistle (v. 12) the apostle exhorts the Thessalonian

Church to know those that laboured among them, and were

over them in the Lord {7rpo'i<Tra/xevov<i) and admonished them.

A real authority is doubtless here pointed at, only we are

not to conceive of it as of an official character originating

in ecclesiastical ordination. It arose naturally and spon-

taneously, probably out of priority in faith, or from the fact

that the TrpoiaTafiepoi held the meetings of the congregation

in their own houses and with the expenditure of their own

means.

^

As regards teachers on the other hand, distinct allusions

to such an order occur in the leading epistles. The apostle

thus exhorts the Galatians :
" Let him that is taught in

the word—the catechumen—communicate unto him that

teacheth (tw KaTrj-^ovvri) in all good things." The exhorta-

tion seems to imply not only the existence of teachers, but

of teachers who gave their whole time to the work, and

therefore needed to be supported by the Church. In Corinth

the position of teacher was occupied by Apollos, to whom
reference is made in 1 Corinthians iii, 4. That Apollos was

more than an occasional speaker, even a regular instructor,

is evident from the terms in which the apostle speaks of

him. Claiming for himself the function of planter, he

assigns to Apollos the function of watering, a task which

in it& nature requires to be performed systematically. In

1 Vide on this Weizsacker's Apostolic Aqe, vol. i. p. 291. The reader maj' also

consult two articles by Heinrici in the Zeitschrift fiir ivisseiuchaftliche Thcologie,

1876, 1877, on Die Christengemeindc Korinths und diereligiiisen Genossenschaften

der Gricchen, and Znr Geschichte der Anflinge PaiilinischenGemeinde. Heinrici's

view is that the Gentile churches founded by Paul were not modelled on the

.Jewish synagogue but assumed the characteristics of the religious associations

of the Pagan world. These as they existed in Greece, according to Heiniici,

" bore a purely republican character. All members possessed the same I'ights,

all were expected to show equal zeal. All were alike sovereign and alike re-

sponsible. The collective body ruled, resolved, rewarded, iiunished." Zeit-

scliriftf. IV. T., p. 501. The TrpoiaTdfievos mentioned in 1 Thessalonians v. 12

and in Romans xii. 8 Heinrici compares to the patronus of an association who
as a person of influence guarded its legal rights.
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1 Corinthians iv. he describes both Apollos and himself as

servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God,

phrases implying that both exercised functions of great im-

portance, the one as a founder of churches moving about

from land to land, the other as a stationary instructor in a

particular church.

But the passage which beyond all others shows what an

importance and dignity belonged to the teaching ministry

in St. Paul's esteem is that in 2 Corinthians, where he de-

scribes himself as a fit servant of the New Testament.^ It

is implied that it is no small matter to be a fit minister of

the Christian religion. That this is the thought in the

apostle's mind is proved by the fact that, having claimed for

himself to be such a minister, he goes on to pronounce a

eulogium on the Christian dispensation in impassioned

language, describing it as the religion of the spirit, the dis-

pensation of life, the ministration of righteousness, and in

virtue of these attributes as the abiding perennial religion,

as opposed to the transient religion of the old covenant. He
claims for himself fitness for the service of this new order

of things, basing his claims on his ability to appreciate the

distinctive excellence and glory of the New Testament, an

ability for which he is indebted to his whole past religious

experience. And the service which he has in view is just

the preaching of the gospel ; for in the foregoing context he

repudiates all complicity in the arts of those who huckster

the word of God, and in the following he protests that if

his gospel be hid it is hid from them that are lost. So

then it is the word of God that is concerned in this New
Testament service, it is the preaching of the gospel in which

the service consists.

But it may be thought that this eulogy of the New Testa-

ment and by implication of its ministry, affects only the

preaching of an apostle, and cannot legitimately be extended

' 2 Cur. ill. C.

VOL. X. 14
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to an ordinary gospel ministry. This inference however is

contrary to the spirit, I may say even to the language, of

the passage in question. For it is observable that the

apostle employs the plural pronoun throughout, as if, while

asserting his own importance against assailants,^ with ex-

press intent to include others, like Apollos, Titus and

Timothy, in his eulogy. Then it is to be noted that at

the end of the chapter the expression " we " is replaced by

" we all," ~ in which the writer certainly has in view more

than himself. But indeed no one who enters into the drift

of the argument throughout can possibly imagine that St.

Paul is thinking merely of his own apostleship when he

speaks of the ministry of the New Testament. The kind of

argument he uses to defend his apostleship is such as to

serve a wider purpose, viz., to legitimise the ministry of all

who with unveiled face see the glory of Christ and of Chris-

tianity. For him the ultimate ground of a right to preach

is insight into the genius of the New Testament religion.

That carries with it the right of every one who has the in-

sight. Whoever has the open eye and the unveiled face

may take part in the ministry. " The tools to him that

can use them " was a principle for St. Paul as well as for

Napoleon. He that had the open eye was, in his judgment,

not only entitled but bound to take part in the New Testa-

ment ministry. God made the sun in order that it might

shine, and He gives the light of the knowledge of the glory

of God in the face of Jesus to Christian men that they in

turn may be lights to the world.

There is another thing in this great passage which clearly

shows that in the writer's view a teaching or preaching

ministry was a most congenial and fitting feature of the

New Testament dispensation. It is the remark about

1 For the bearing of the whole passage on the defence of St. Paul's apostolio

standing against the Judaibts vide Art. iv. in this iieries.

2 2 Cur. iii. 18.
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7rapp7]aia :
" seeing then that we have such hope, we use

great plainness of speech." ^ The frankness with which the

apostle is wont to utter himself as a preacher he here con-

nects with the hopeful character of the faith he preaches,

which is a feature naturally risnig out of all the others pre-

viously mentioned. The religion of the Spirit of life and

of righteousness cannot but be a religion of good hope. But

a religion of good hope is sure to be a religion of free speech.

For it puts men in good spirits, it gives them heart to speak,

it makes them feel that they have good news to tell. Who
would care to be a preaching minister of a religion of con-

demnation and despair and death '? But how pleasant to

be the messenger of mercy, the publisher of good tidings !

How beautiful are the feet of them that preach a gospel of

peace ; beautiful because they move so nimbly and grace-

fully, as no feet can move but those of him that goes on a

glad errand. It may be taken for granted that under a

religion of good hope great will be the company of preachers

characterized by irapprjala, boldness, frankness. The more

the better, St. Paul would have said, provided they be of

the right kind, men in sympathy with the new era of grace

and the genius of the New Testament ; hopeful, outspoken,

eloquent, as only those can be who are at once sincere and

happy. To men of another spirit, gloomy, reserved, pru-

dential, he would have said : You are not fit for this

ministry
;
you are fit only for a ministry like that of Moses,

who put a veil on his face. You are living not in the new

era, but in the old one, which I for my part am glad to be

done with. Go and take service under the Levitical system
;

you are of no use in the Christian Church.

The upshot of what has been said is that evangelism^

frank, fervent speech about the common faith, may be ex-

pected as a prominent feature of organized Christianity, in

proportion as the 'organization is filled with the spirit of St;

1 2 Cor. iii. 12.
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Paul and of the apostolic age. Whether a systematically

trained class of professional preachers be a legitimate de-

velopment out of such evangelism is a question of grave

concern for all the Churches in the present time. Preach-

ing is a very outstanding feature in our church life, and all

the modern Churches have with more or less decision

adopted as their ideal " a learned ministry." Is the ideal

justified by results? In reply I have to say that my sym-

pathies are very strongly with the advocates of a learned

ministry. In my view what we have to complain of is

not that the Churches have adopted this as their ideal, but

that the ministry turned out of their theological seminaries

can only by courtesy be described as learned. What we
need is not less learning but a great deal more, and of the

right sort. At the same time it has to be acknowledged

that the programme involves dangers. Learning may kill

enthusiasm and transform the prophet into a Eabbi. That

will mean decay of the evangelic spirit, lapse into legalism.

This is the form in which the legal temper is apt to invade

Churches which magnify the importance of the preacher.

The bane of other Churches is sacramentarianism and

priestcraft, under which prophetic 'n-apprjala disappears and

mystery takes its place. The bane to be dreaded by

Churches not sacramentarian in tendency is a Eabbinized

pulpit, offering the people scholastic dogmas or philosophic

ideas in place of the gospel. Eeligious teachers ought to

know theology and to be deep, earnest, thinkers, but in the

concio ad popidum the prophet should be more prominent

than the theologian, and the poet than the philosopher.

One other topic remains to be noticed briefly, the view

presented in the Pauline epistles of the Church's relation

to Christ. In the Christological epistles the Church is

conceived as the body of Christ, He being the Head. This

idea is found also in the controversial letters, more especi-

ally in 1 Corinthians. It is stated with great distinctness
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in these words :
" But ye are the body of Christ and

members individually" (e/c fiipov;);^ well paraphrased by

Stanley :
" You, the Christian Society, as distinct from the

bodily organization, of which I have just been speaking, you

are, collectively speaking, the body of Christ, as individually

you are His limbs." The value of this idea is the use made

of it in assigning a rationale for the diversity of gifts in

the Church. In order to a complete Church, such is the

apostle's thought, there must be a great variety of gifts,

just as there is a great variety of members in the human

body. It would not be well if all had the same gifts, any

more than if the whole body were an eye or an ear. There

must be differentiation of function : apostles, prophets,

teachers, gifts of healings, talent for administration, the

power of speaking with tongues. The diversity need not

create disorder. It finds its unity in Christ. " There are

diversities of services, and the same Lord." ^ A splendid

ideal, if only it were wisely and conscientiously worked out.

But, alas, to carry out the programme there is wanted a

spirit of self-abnegation and magnanimity such as animated

the apostle Paul. We are so apt to imagine that our

function is the only important or even legitimate one, and

to regard men of other gifts as aliens and rebels. It is so

hard to realize our own limits, and to see in our brethren

the complement of our own defects ; and to grasp the

thought that it takes all Christians together, with all their

diverse talents and graces, to shadow forth even imperfectly

the fulness of wisdom and goodness that is in Christ.

A. B. Bruce.

I 1 Cor. XV. 27. 2 1 Cor. xii. 5.
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NAMES FOB SIN.

A STRIKING peculiarity of the vocabulary of Scripture is

the variety of words for sin. In the New Testament these

names are numerous, and in the Old Testament they are

bewilderingly numerous. There is a good reason for this

variety : it denotes that the subject is a many-sided one,

and that the nature of sin is so complicated that it cannot

be easily described. A study of some of the more significant

of these terms, therefore, ought to be one way of bringing

home the impression that sin is " exceeding sinful."

1. Perhaps the commonest word for sin in both the Old

Testament and the New is one that signifies missing the

marJc (J^tDH, a/j,apTuvco) . As a slinger, when he threw a

stone, or a warrior, when he hurled a javelin, might miss

the object at which he aimed, so the language of the Bible

suggests that in sinning we are missing our object ; that is to

say, there is a right and perfect mode of spending every

moment and performing every action, but, when we are

sinning, we are wasting our time and spoiling our oppor-

tunity. The application of this idea is more obvious if we

think not of a single act, but of a lifetime of sin. A sinful

life misses the mark ; it is a failure. Every son of Adam is

born to a high and noble destiny ; God has sent him into

the world to fill a certain sphere and to accomplish a certain

work. But he who lives in sin misses his destiny ; and he

will miss the prize which ought to have been its reward.

A name for sin, expressive of almost the same idea, sig-

nifies declining from the way, or falling out of the way (7li^.

TrapaTTTcofxa). Life is conceived as a straight, clearly pre-

scribed path, such as Bunyan saw in his vision ; and every

sin is a stepping aside or falling out of the way. Here

again, however, the idea becomes clearer when we think

not of a single sin, but of a course of sin. Thus our Lord
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Himself spoke of the path of the sinner :
" Straight is the

gate and narrow is the way that leadeth unto Hfe ; but

wide is the gate and broad is the way that leadeth unto

destruction."

2. Another term frequently employed for sin denotes the

overleaping of a houndarij {'rrapd(3aai<;.) We express this

idea ourselves, in English, when we speak of sins as trans-

gressions or trespasses.

To miss the mark is a sign of lack of skill, and to stumble

or stray out of the way is the act of a child ; so that the

first name for sin designates it as something weak and

childish. But to clear a barrier at a leap or to push it down

is rather the work of excessive and uncontrolled strength
;

and therefore this designates a totally different aspect of sin.

There are sins of weakness, which we commit through

ignorance and inexperience, and with a miserable feeling

that we have missed the mark ; but there are also presump-

tuous sins, into which we are hurried by the violence of

passion and the stubbornness of self-will ; and we burst

every barrier that stands in our way.

The barriers are the laws of God. These are revealed in

conscience and in the Word of God. They meet us here and

they meet us there, and they say, Hitherto shalt thou come

and no farther. They fence in certain regions from in-

trusion. But the wild lusts and passions of our nature de-

sire to enter these enclosed places. We seem to hear airs

of entrancing music coming from within ; fruits which look

pleasant to the eye hang over the walls ; and by hook or

by crook we must enter.

One of the strongest names in the New Testament for sin

is lawlessness {avofila). This does not mean that the sinner

has escaped from the law ; for this no man can do. But it

means that he is acting as if no law existed, and that all the

sacred places, which were meant to be kept virgin and

intact, are trampled and profaned by the brutish hoofs of

passion.
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3. No word for sin is raore significant than one which

literally signifies the hreaMng of a covenant (V^'^)- In

ancient times tribes were allied to one another by covenant

:

they marched together against their common enemies ; but

if, on isuch an occasion, one of them deserted its ally in face

of the enemy and broke the covenant, this was rightly con-

sidered one of the greatest of wrongs. It is from such an

incident that this name for sin is derived. Naturally we are

in covenant with God ; we belong to Him ; He has made us

for Himself, and He expects us to spend our life in His love

and fellowship. But many forget God and live as if he did

not exist. Some go further : they remember that He exists,

but they do not love Him ; they would banish Him from

their thoughts if they could, because He is the Being from

whom they seem to themselves to have most to fear. Thus

they almost hate Him and wish that He did not exist.

Perhaps they go further still : they persuade themselves

that there is no God, and argue against the Divine existence
;

but the wish is father to the thought.

This may be considered the gravest of all views of sin,

because it brings out the fact that sin is directed against

God Himself. It is a personal transaction between man
and God. The law is an abstraction ; and the sense that

we have broken it may leave us cold. But, when we realise

that sin touches God—that it is a breaking away fr«m His

friendship and an insult to His honour—that every sin we

commit abides in God's memory, and grieves Him at His

heart—we are brought face to face with Him with whom
we have to do.

The three names already mentioned describe sin in rela-

tion to objects outside ourselves ; the three that follow

indicate its effects upon the sinner.

4. The fourth name designates sin as disharmony or

disorder (i^'^^l, 'i^W). The different powers of human nature
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were intended by the Creator to co-exist in friendly co-

operation ; but sin transmutes them into forces ranged on

opposing sides and fighting among themselves. " The flesh

lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh."

Every one is aware of the existence in himself of a nobler

self, which aspires, and a baser self, which grovels. These

are in continual conflict. Even the heathen have felt this

disharmony, describing human nature as a chariot drawn

by two steeds, the one of which is white and good-tempered,

and would pull straight forward in the upward path, while

the other is black in colour and evil in temper, and is con-

tinually breaking over the traces. But the apostle Paul

has given the classical account of this struggle in Komans
vii., in terms to the truth of which every human heart bears

witness :
" For that which I do I allow not ; for what I

would, that do I not ; but what I hate, that do I." " For

I delight in the law of the Lord after the inward man : but

I see another law in my members, warring against the

law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law

of sin which is in my members. Oh wretched man that I

am ! who shall deliver me from the body of this death ?
"

5. A fifth name for sin, akin to the last, is folbj {b'^')i^,

etc.). The idea that sin is folly runs through the whole of

both the Old Testament and the New.

The truth of this representation is easily demonstrated.

The aim of all sin is to secure happiness. But God has

clearly made known where and how true happiness is to be

found. Not only has He declared it; but in the very

constitution of the world and of human nature He has

appointed it. In the structure of the creation the lines are

laid down on which life must move if it is to attain true

success and permanent well-being. Now, sin is a deliberate

contradiction of this divine decree. It is founded on the

belief that we may go right in the teeth of this divine

appointment, and yet be happy. Is not this folly ? Only
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if God be a liar can such hopes be fulfilled, or if He is

unable to carry out what He has threatened.

This may be why sin is often called in Scripture a lie

(l^^^, etc.). It is a delusion. It promises happiness, when

it means to inflict misery ; it promises freedom, when it is

bringing us into bondage ; it promises glory, whilst it is

sinking us into degradation. It is a kind of madness ;
and,

therefore, our Lord said in the parable that the prodigal

returned to his father " when he came to himself."

6. It is no great step to the sixth word, which signifies

misfortune or calamity (i^l, kukov). When the glamour of

sin is in the eyes of the prodigal and, intoxicated with its

fumes, he is madly pursuing his way, little does he dream

that what he is so blindly in love with is his enemy
;
yet it

is only a question of time when the fact will be brought

home even to his apprehension.

There are sins the course of which has been expressly

designed by Providence to prove that sin is calamity ; be-

cause they bring their own punishment in the eyes of all.

Drunkenness is an example : the drunkard cannot conceal

his sin ; it soon tells even on his person ; it wastes his

substance ; it impoverishes his home ; it brings him to a

premature and a dishonoured grave. More or less this is

true of all sins of the flesh. Even civil society sees to it

that some sins are turned into sufferings. The fraudulent

operator rides for a time on the tide of success ; he flaunts

his wealth in the eyes of the world, and lives on the fat of

the land ; but at last sin rounds upon him ; he is found out,

and falls into the clutches of justice, when he becomes an

example and a proverb.

But these glaring results of some sins are intended to

demonstrate v/hat will be the ultimate issues of all. How-

ever hidden a sin may be, one immediate result of it is

inevitable : it deteriorates the character ; it eats away the

substance of manhood or womanhood, and makes the good
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we might do impossible. And ultimately everything will

be exposed ; the judgment-seat of God has to be faced by

every mortal ; and every sin unconfessed and unforgiven will

there fall under the immeasurable retribution of eternity.

James Stalkee.

THE AUTEOBSHIP OF THE LAST VERSES OF
MABK.

1. BY PEOFESSOB. TE. ZABN.
2. BY BE. A. EESCH.

The following article contains a translation, made at the re-

quest of the Editor, of the criticisms passed by two distinguished

German scholars, Dr. A. Resch, and Professor Theodor Zahn,

npon an article which appeai'ed in this journal in October, 189.3,

entitled :
" Aristion, the Author of the Last Twelve Verses of

Mark." Professor Zahn is well known for his history of the

canon, and for many other solid contributions to our knowledge

of early Christian literature. His judgments have therefore a

peculiar weight in regard to such a problem. Dr. Resch has

given his theorj^ to the world in the form of an appendix to

liis i-ecent volume, entitled: " Aussercanonische Pai-alleltexte."

Professor Harnack also contributed an article upon the sig-

nificance of the notice in the Eisclimiadzin Evangeliar, brought to

light by me in the above-mentioned number of the Expositou,

to the Theologische Literaturzeitunr] for JS'ovember, 1893. In his

notice Prof. Harnack inclines to the view that the last twelve

verses are due to Aristion, and that the Armenian notice dis-

covered is to be taken in that sense. I have refrained fi-om

quoting his article at length, because it is little more than a reca-

pitulation of my article in the Exi'Ositor. In the Ntiova

Anthologia also for January, 1894, there appeared a learned and

sympathetic criticism of the matter, entitled :
" Una Nuova Sco-

perta Biblica," from the pen of Professor Chiapelli, of the

University of Naples. I have, however, confined myself to the

two criticisms of Prof. Zahn and of Dr. Resch, because of the

interesting hypotheses which they both of them raise in con-

junction with my discovery, and of the very different conclusions

which they derive from it. In a subsequent article I hope I may
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be allowed to supplement my first article with more information

with respect to the end of Maik which I have gathered from a

careful inspection of the oldest manuscripts of the Gospels pre-

served in Venice, in London, and in Oxford. I shall at the same
time offer some criticisms of the positions advanced in the two

criticisms herewith translated.

Fred. C. Contbeare.

Article of Prof. Th. Zahn, of Erlangen, Translated from the

Theologische Literaturhlatt, of Leipzig, for 22 December, 1893 :

" Aristiou, the Author of the Last Twelve Verses of Mark."

Under this title Mr. F. C. Conybeare, of Oxford, has published

a small but important discoveiy which he has made, in the

October number of the Expositor, pp. 241-254. I venture to give

a short account of it, accompanying it with some remarks of my
own. The discovery was made in the Evangeliarium of Etsch-

miadzin. This is in a single volume, bound in beautiful panels of

carved ivory and containing intei'esting paintings, concerning all

of which we read in J. Strzygowski's learned monograph pub-

lished two years back, (Byzantische Denkmiiler, 1, Wien, 1891).

The ivory diptych, which has been used as a binding for it, is,

after careful comparison, reckoned by this authority on the

history of art to be a masterpiece of Ravennese art of the first

half of the sixth century, while the pictures bound in at the be-

ginning and end of the volume are esteemed to be pi^oducts of

Syrian miniature painting of the same epoch. The text of the

Armenian Gospel, however, was written in the year 438 of the

Armenian era, that is to say (438 -I- 551) 989 3^ears after Christ

(not 986, as Conybeare states, p. 242 ; see Strzygowski, p. 19/.,

and under the corrigenda), and the writer of it was a certain John,

Avho Avrote it for a monk and Presbj^ter Stephanus, in the monas-

tery of Noravank.i This evangeliar is quite the oldest hitherto

known biblical manuscript which contains Mark xvi. 9-20 ; for all

the others which contain this section belong to the time of the

Crusades, or are even later (Mai'tin, Litrod. partie prat., II. 330).

Now there is, it seems, a second Armenian version of Mark xvi.

9-20, which is not included in the printed Bibles (Martin, pp.

32G-329). It is to be desired that Mr. Conybeare, who has

examined the manuscripts of Etschmiadzin on the spot, should

' = New monastery.
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give us a full account of the relation of this text to the versions

of the end of Mark -which are already printed.

The Stephanus at whose commission the Etschmiadzin book

was written declares in a notice which he appends that "this book

is to be read in this church, for it is copied from authentic and

old originals " (Strzygowski, p. 19). The supposition that the

much older binding and the pictures, which come at the beginning

and end of the Armenian text of the 3'ear 989, belonged to one of

these authentic and old originals, is a very obvious one to make

;

and the circumstance that the pictures appear to have been

painted in or near Edessa suggests the farther conclusion, that

the Armenian text also is ultimately derived from the same

quarter; and this is most probable so far as regards the ending

of Mark upon other grounds (compare my history of the Canon,

II. 913-924/.). The information given by Conybeare, p. 243, is

important for the further study of this question also ; it is the

following : After Mark xvi., 8, a space of two lines is left blank.

Then follows in the same hand, only written in red, " Ariston

Eritzou," i.e., Ariston, the Presbyter's, and there then come, still

by the same hand, the verses Mark xvi. 9-20. It needs no proving

to show that the original Avriter of these two words meant to

say that the following section has not, like that which pi-e-

cedes, Mark for its author, but a certain Presbyter Ariston.

Supposing that there existed in those geniiine and old originals,

or if not in them, at any rate in the oldest Armenian MSS. of the

Gospels, such a title as this sharply demarcating the addition

from the rest of the book, we can understand two circumstances

tliat are in any case remarkable :—Firstly, that in so many
Armenian MSS. up to quite modern times the addition is entirely

absent; and secondly, that where it is given, it is regulax'ly

separated from the Gospel by a formal subscription and a jagged

line (Martin, p. 331). As yet we do not knoAv whence is derived

the ti^adition so shortly, yet so clearly expressed in the words :

" Ariston the Presbyter's "; but we must bear in mind that the

Syrians were wont to hand down similar notices in their Bibles

through hundreds of years. The notice as to how the Philoxeniana

arose is derived from the archetype itself, and in the recension of

Thomas of Heraklea has been transmitted to us in all later copies

along with the latter's own notice of the revision he had made. The
same is true of the notices as to the translations of John viii. 1-11.
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In the case before us the question is not who was the translator,

but who was the author ; for the fact of the translation being

by Aristion could not be so shortly expressed. The genetivus

aicctoris here is rather to be classed with the " Matthrei, Marci " in

the titles of the columns of the Syriac Curetonian.

Now who is this Ariston ? Conybeare has quite rightly re-

jected the idea of Ariston of Pella. It is quite true that Moses of

Chorene had plenty of fables to narrate about him (II. 60), and

we could not avoid thinking of him, if Langlois (Coll. of Arm.

Hist., I. 391 ; II. 110, n. o) were right in ascribing to Moses the

statement that Ariston was secretaiy of the Bishop Mark, of Jeru-

salem, in the time of Hadrian.

If that were so, the completer of the Second Gospel must have

been identified with the secretary of the Evangelist Mark, and also

have received the name Ariston. Langlois, however, seems to me
to have made a mistake. For Moses has in view an Aiiston who
was secretary of Adrian and was sent by him to Persia, cf. also

Lauer's translation, p. 118. Ariston of Pella, who wrote his

dialogue, " Jason and Papiscus," after 135, and perhaps a good

deal later, cannot be the author of a section, Avlnch Tatian already

read in his Mark at the latest in 170, and which Justin had

already known, so it would seem, as early as 150, though perhaps

not as an integral part of the Gospel of Mai-k. There remains no

other but the Aristion who was one of Papias' authorities (Eus.,

H.E., III. xxxix. 4, 6, 7, 14). The title of Presbyter is given to

him quite rightly, for Papias in that passage terms the teachers

from whom he directly learned " The Presbyters " (xxxix. 3, Trapa

Twv Trpea/SvTepwv). He does indeed also remark that he had occa^

sionally derived information from such as were only pupils of

these Presbyters, but this does not refer to Aristion. For the

latter, along Avith the Presbyter John, were just the very teachers

to whom, according to Eusebius, he es]3ecially referred by name,

and to whom he claims to have himself listened. It follows that

they were both " disciples of the Lord," and, instead of being

pupils of the Apostles, belonged in their double capacity of chief

teachers of Papias and of " disciples of the Lord " to the circle

of those whom Papias calls ot Trpecr/^urcpot. Whether or not the

author of the title which prefaces the end of JMark understood

this title rightly, makes no difference. We also have no right to

foist upon him the jDerverse and forced interpretations of Eusebius.
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Nor does the sliglit difference in the form of the name tell against

our identification of the Presbyter Ariston and of the Aristion

mentioned in Papias. For, in the first place, according to Cony-

beare, p. 243, the Armenian translation of Eusebius rendei's

Ai'istion as Ariston, and in the second place the failure to dis-

tinguish the names is often met with elsewhere (see Pope under

'AptcTTOJi', no. la, and under 'Apto-rtcuv, no. 1(Z. Also the Ariston of

Const. Ap., VII. 46, p. 22S, 21, must certainly be the Aristion of

Papias).

iSTow this Aristion can certainly not be the author of Mark

xvi. 9-20 ; for he was not a writer. Papias assui^es us that he

had been, not a reader of the Avriting.s, but an ear-witness of

(auTvy/coos), therefore a listener to the oral information of Aristion

and John (39, 7). We are thus at the outset precluded from

making the distinction and contrast which Conybeare makes,

between the ScTyyi/o-ets of Aristion, as if these were written nar-

ratives, and the oral TrapaSocreis of John in 39, 14. The comparison

of Luke i. 1 does not justify such, a distinction ; for we only know

that Luke is referring to written nari'atives, because he speaks of

their being composed (uvara^acr^at Styj-yrjcnv). A comparison of

39, 14 with 39, 7 rather proves this, that Eusebius at one time

regards the communications of Aristion and John as TrapaSocrets of

the same kind, and so applies that name to both in a passage

where he is expressly dealing with heard, that is to say, oral

information; while at another time he varies his expi-ession, though

without varying his sense, and puts them together as the SiT/yT/treis

of Aristion and the TrapaSocret? of John.

Now, as Ave have no reason for assuming that any one else

besides Papias collected and jotted down narratives of Aristion's,

it follows, supposing the tradition to be a true one, that we must

here look to the work of Papias as the source of Mark xvi. 9-20.

It was to this very work, namely, to the already quoted preface of

Papias that the description of Aristion as a Presbyter directed us.

Papias ascribed his traditions for the most part to his own

instructors, of whom Aristion was one (39, 7) ; it is therefore

quite conceivable that the name of Aristion, rather than that

of Papias, was retained in the Armenian title, because Ave bave

here a narrative expressly attributed by Papias to Aristion.

This conclusion cannot indeed be true of the whole section

Mark xvi. 9-20, for its contents are too heterogeneous to be all of
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one origin; for the narrative contained in xvi. 9-13 and xvi.

19-20 cannot be referred to a single witness ; no more do these

verses correspond to the precise statement of Eusebius ('AptcrTtWos

. Ttoj/ TOv K.vpLOV Auywi/ StT^yrytret?, 39, 14). In Xvi. 9—13 the

chief apparitions of the risen Christ are enumei-ated according to

the accounts of Luke and John, but they are not related. Neither

can the verses xvi. 19-20 be termed a narrative of the Ascension

and of the missionary activity of the apostles. In fact, it is only

to the portion xvi. 14-18, so different in style and so original

(Hist, of the Canon, I. 913/.), that the Armenian title as well as

the description which Eusebius gives of the character of Aristion's

narratives can be held to apply. But here the principle acts : a

potiori Jit denominatio. Nor can we suppose that the entire end

of Mark stood in Papias in such a form as this ; a work consisting

of five books and in accordance with its title intended to be

mainly an exposition of the sayings of the Lord, containing more-

over, according to the preface of Papias and the testimony of

Eusebius, many traditions never before written down, cannot have

passed so summarily over the whole of the history of the apostles

and over such materials as we have in John xx. and Luke xxiv., as

do the passages Mark xvi. 9-13 and 19-20. The following is

Avhat really occurred :—Some one who wished to give a fitting-

ending to the Gospel, which had been left incomplete, used for the

purpose, not only the Gospels of Luke and John, but also the work

of Papias. Out of the latter he took the single narrative, Mark
xvi. 14-18, which Papias had inserted as information derived

from Aristion. This is confix'med in a surprising way by the fact

which Conybeare communicates, that in a MS. of Rufinus belonging

to the Bodleian the name Aristion is written against the mai-gin

of Eusebius, iii. 39, 9, that is to sa}^ against a narrative which

closely concerns Mark xvi. 18, and which indeed proves to be

a proof of the fulfilment of the very promise made by Jesus

therein. In such a case there can be no talk of accident.

We may assign as the date of the composition of the appendix

to Mark the years 130-140, if we remember on the one hand that

Papias in all probability wrote his work under the reign oE

Hadrian, 117-138, say about the year 125 (see Hist, of the Canon,

I. 802-854) ; and if we bear in mind, on the other hand, that

Tatian at the latest about 170 knew the end of Mark, while the

heathen Celsus probably knew it, as well as Justin, as early as
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about the year 150. Now it would be an extremely improbable

assumption that the composer of the appendix to Mark should

have actually named Aristiou as his authority, either in a pre-

fatory title or in a marginal notice. If he did, how can we

explain the fact that the notice was lost and disappeared from the

hundreds of copies in which that appendix has been transmitted

to ns, so that we had no trace of it, until the Etschmiadzin Gospel

Avas discovered ? A learned notice of the kind is quite out of

keeping with the style of Mark xvi. 9-20. Has not the author

of it moreover cited John and Luke in vv. 9-13 ? On the other

hand, the whole matter is easily explained if we assume that a

learned man of the fourth or fifth century, who was interested in

the question of the origin of Mark xvi. 9-20, because he did

not find the section in all copies, who also knew the work of

Papias and found in it a Dieyeais of Aristion's, essentially the

same with Mark xvi. 14-18, availing himself of his information,

entered on the margin of his copy of the Gospels the words

'Apio-TtoDvos 7rp€(r/3vTepov. This notice may then have gained cur-

rency over a small range and have made its way to Armenia

among other places. I may recall the parallel of Apollinarius, to

whom we owe Papias' description of the death of Judas.

Thus interpreted, Conybeare's discovery gives a final solution

of another problem, which before could not be solved. The longer

form of the text of Mark xvi. 14, which Hieronymus quotes, G.

Pehg., ii. 15, is certainly not to be regarded as no more than

an amplification of the canonical text such as a foolish but honest

copyist may have perpetrated. It is also very improbable that

the very original text, which Hieronymus there cites, attained

its canonical form in the course of the transmission of Mark

xvi. 9-20. For. our witnesses to the text are so old and so

numerous that we could not fail to find some trace of the original

text in some other quarter as well. We are therefore met here

with a fact similar to that of the variants of the Cambridge MS.,

which have a more than textual significance, and as such have

lately been learnedly treated of by P. Blass (Theol. Stud. u. Krit.,

1894, pp. 86-119). I had already pointed out the probability, the

sole probability indeed {Hist, of the Canon, II. 935-937), that

the text quoted by Hieronymus^ flowed from the same source,

1 Hier. c. Pelag., 2, 15 :
" in qi;ibusdam exemplaiibus et maxime in Gr. codd.

iuxta Marcum iu tine eius euaugelii scribitur : Pobtea quum accubuissent un-

VOL. X. 15
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from -which also the composer of the end of Maj-k drew. Now we

know what was this source. It is the work of Papias and ulti-

mately the oral tradition of Aristion. Just as one scholar, struck

by the essential identity of Mark xvi. 14-18, Avith a section of

Papias contented himself with noting in the margin of his book

the words 'Apto-rtWo? Trpecr/Jurepov ; so another supplemented the

canonical text from the narrative of Aristion as it lay more fully

before him in Papias.

Th. Zahn.

Ausser-Canonische Paralleltexte zu den EvANGELiEX, by Alfred

Resch, X. Band, Heft 3, of v. Gebhardt and Harnack's Texte

und Untersuchungen, p. 449.

I have already had occasion to refer to Burgoii's work entitled :

The Last Twelve Verses of the Gospel according to S. Mark, vindi-

cated against recent critical objectors, and established by John

W. Burgon, Oxford and London, 1871. This work is a volume in

gross octavo of 323 pages, and as to it Lagarde regretted (Mittheil-

ungen, I. 113) that a treatise, so full of charm because of the

enthusiasm for the Church and for true science which pervades it,

should not be independently known in Germany,

Burgon defends with the emphasis of conviction the genuineness

of the canonical ending of Mark and its original inclusion in the

second canonical Gospel. I too am, and always have been, per-

suaded of the remote and respectable antiquity of the section of the

text comprised in Mc. xvi. 9-20, and my patristic studies have but

confirmed me in my conviction.

Nevertheless, Burgon's conclusions as regards the criticism both

of text and sources will not hold good. Respectable as is the

antiquity of this section, yet it is certainly from another hand than

that which penned as far as Mc. xvi. 8 and then abruptly ceased

It is not merely that the two oldest uncial codices, the Vaticanus

and Sinaiticus (cp. Heft i. 19), in conjunction with many other

weighty witnesses (cp. Tischendorf, I]d. oct. crit. maj. N.T., p. 403-

407) intimate to us that Mc. xvi. 9-20 did not originally belong to

the Second Gospel ; beside their testim'ony we have that of two

decim, apparuit eis lesus, et exprobraliit incredulitatem et duritiam cordis eorum

(quia liis qui uiderunt eum resurgeutem) non crediderunt. Et illi satisfaciebant

dicentes : Sasculum istud iniquitatis et incredulitatis substantia (ed. Vat. sub

satana) quae non sinit per immundos spiritus ueram dei apprehendi uirtutem.

Idcirco iam nunc reuela justitiam tuam."
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much more ancient witnesses, namely, the first and third evangel-

ists themselves. Both of these clearly hint that the Mark from

which they drew ended with the verse Mc. xvi. 8 ( = Lc. xxiv. 8~
Matt, xxviii. 8).

From this point on, each of these supplies us with other kinds of

information, of which the difference in character is so marked as to

show at once that the determining influence on both of the Gospel

of Mark is interrupted in Luke at ch. xxiv. 8, in Matthew at ch.

xxviii. 8. The entire literary style of their concluding sections

(Mt. xxviii. 9-20 and Lc. xxiv. 9-53) announces to us that they

flow from sources which were hidden from the second evangelist

and never opened by him. But more than this. A thorough-

going analysis of the text of Mc. xvi. 9-20 in itself proves that

this section did not originally belong to the Gospel of Mark, nor

form any part thereof. Thus we have the testimony of all three

evancrelists declaringf that in these verses some other writer than

Mark addresses us.

Who then was it to whom we owe the end of Mark ? The

answer is near to hand: it was he who drew up and edited the

first canon of the Gospels. But who was this editor of the earliest

canonical collection of the Gospels ?

Until now this question has been impenetrably obscure. Yet

our age, so rich in important literary discoveries, has bi'ought us

in regard to our ending of Mark a discovery calculated to throw

some light on the question.

Under the title :
" Aristion, the author of the Last Twelve Verses

of Mark," there was published by Conybeare in the Expositor (for

October, 1893, pp. 241-254) a brief but weighty article, in which he

announced to the theological woi'ld a discovery he had made in an

Armenian manuscript of the Gospels, which bore upon the ques-

tion before us.

It was this. In contrast with all the other Armenian versions of

the Gospels, which agree in rejecting the end of Mark, an Armenian

codex of the Gospel, written in the year 989, and found in the

patriarchal library of Etzschmiadzin, gives the section Mc. xvi.

9-20 in the same hand as the rest of the Gospel, yet leaving be-

tween Mc. xvi. 8 and 9 an interval of two lines, in which there are

inserted in red letters the words :

'• Ariston Eritzu (Apicrrwi/os Trpecr/Jurepov)." These words, which

beyond doubt rest on a very old tradition, and have been accur-
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ately handed down by the copyists from century to century,

occupy an entire line (the codex being written in double columns),

and so form the title of the section Mc. xvi. 9-20. The addition

in an age long prior to textual criticism in our sense, and indeed to

any textual criticism at all, of this title : 'Apc'crrcuvos irpeo-^vTepov,

yields us a twofold testimony, on the one hand of the fact that the

canonical ending of Mark did not originally belong to the second

Gospel, on the other of the authorship of the additional section

attached at a very remote time to Mc. xvi. 8.

It is true that the brief character of the notice leaves the latter

point somewhat obscure. If we take the name 'ApcaTwv in the

strict form in which it has been transmitted, no other person can

be considered to be referred to thereby than Ariston of Pella. Tet

the confusion of the names 'ApicrTwv and 'Apto-rtwj' was in antiquity

very common, as maybe proved from several sources. If we adopt

the form 'Apto-rtwi/, it is an obvious thing to follow the theory

which Conybeare, at the suggestion of his friend Archer, has pro-

pounded,—that in the author of the end of Mark we should recog-

nise the Aristion whom Papias mentions along with the Presbyter

John as one of his teachers and masters in tradition.

The contents and character of the section Mc. xvi. 9-20 agree

well enough with such an assumption. For this section is free

from all affectation and from all legendary colouring, such as, for

example, we meet with in the pseudo-Petrine Gospel. It is rather

characterised by a compendious abruptness, such as shows that the

author of it says less than he knows. And accordingly Zahn

{Theol. Literaturhlatt, 1893, No. 51) has in all essential i-espects

assented ; as also Harnack (Theol. Literaturzeitung , 1893, No. 23),

who thus expresses himself :
" In my judgment the facts are of a

kind as to render unsuitable here a discussion of the main question

involved "—so refraining from dissent.

Nevertheless there are considerations which tell against the

theory and which must be carefully weighed.

In the first place, in the appeal of Papias to his two authorities,

John and Aristion, we have to do with oral traditions and not with

written memoranda. But the title of the end of Mark, " 'Apt'o-rwros

7rp€a-/3vT€pov," found in the Armenian codex of the Gospels, proves

by its very brevity that in it there is named not an authority in

the way of oral tradition, but the actual writer and author of the

section.
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Secondly, it is extremely unlikely that Aristion, had he been the

author of the ending of Mark, would not have communicated it to

Papias ; or that Papias, when he gives us the valuable information

he had gathered from TrapaSdo-ets, orally communicated to him con-

cerning the origin and character of jMark's Gospel, should have re-

mained silent as to the origin of the end of Mark, supposing he

had derived from his authorities any information on the point.

Thirdly, in view of the fact that the first and third Evangelists

used the Gospel of Mark in the shorter form only, which ends at

eh. xvi. 8 ; and also of the fact that this its original form was kept

in the two oldest codices and was not unknown in the Church for

centuries,—in view of all this, it is unlikely that the Second Gos-

pel should have been rounded off and completed as a literary

whole by the addition of the existing canonical ending at any

time earlier than that in which our Gospel-canon grew up. It is,

however, impossible to relegate the formation of our fourfold

Gospel canon to so remote an age as that of Aristion, when oral

tradition (TTapaSoo-is) still had so great an influence and such a lofty

significance.

On the other hand, there are sure signs that the canonical ending

of Mark originated at the same time and along with the Gospel

canon. On the basis of the exposition contained in Heft i. 30-47

we can demonstrate a conclusion which seems never to have been

put forward by any school of critics concerned with the examination

of the ending of Mark, just because the connection between the

different families of the Gospel text, and the oldest form of the

Gospel canon, had not yet been clearly shown. On page 36 of the

introductory volume the following rule was established for the

criticism of the iS'.T. text :
" Ao-reement between the Greek codex

D, the old Latin versions and the Syriac of Cureton gives us

beyond a.doubt the text of the Archetype, that is to say, of the

oldest Gospel canon, which was formed about 140 a.d." Following

this rule, we must allow that the end of Mark, which figures in

the Codex Cantabr., in the Syriac version of Cureton 2, in seven

Italfe MSS. (among these is the important Codex Colbertinus),

and besides that is contained in the Diatessaron (about 160-170),

which depends on these sources, belonged to and formed part of

that oldest Gospel canon. This Gospel canon, with which already

Justin was acquainted, though he did not use it exclusively, in a

few decades and apart from the Syriac Church, asserted its
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supremacy as the only one in use, and came to be recognised to the

exclusion of all others. Through it the end of Mark -won the same

recognition, being expressly mentioned by Irenteus, and was

widely diffused in the manuscripts.

Now if an Ariston was the author of the canonical end of Mark,

then the same Ariston must also have been the redactor of the

earliest Gospel canon. The same hand which arranged the

Gospels together in a well articulated whole also appended to the

Second Gospel the section Mc. xvi. 9-20 by way of rounding it off

as a literaiy whole. This twofold, though at the bottom single,

editorial activity cannot in any case be carried back as far as

Aristion, who was a pupil of the disciples and the authority from

which Papias drew his collection of oral TrapaSocret? ; and it there-

fore follows that the Armenian title, " Ariston Eritzu {i.e.

'Apt'o-Twvos TrpecrlSvTipov), can refer, as Sanday has already conjec-

tured, (cp. Couybeare, p. 243) to no other person than the well-

known Ariston of Pella. With such an inference well agrees the

time in which Ariston lived, the locality in which he worked, and

his roll in the Church so far as we know aught of it.

For the period of Ariston's activity the year 135 is the terminus

a quo, a limit also which best agrees with the appearance about

the year 140 (cp. vol. i. 12) of the Gospel canon. The scene of

Ariston's activity lay in the region east of the Jordan, where, after

the destruction of Jerusalem, was the seat of the bishop of Jeru-

salem, and the focus of the most ancient and precious form of

Judaic Christianity. Close by Pella were also the head-quarters

of heretical Jewish Christianity. Comp. Epiph. Haer., xxx., 18, p.

142 A, in regard to the Ebionites : a-n-6 re t^s Baraveas kol TraveaSos

TO TrAetoToi', Mwa^irtSo's re kol Kw;;^a/3a»|/ t^s iv ry BacraytriSi yy,

€7r€K€tva 'ASpaOiv. Haer., xv. 1, p. 291 D : cv tt^ 'ApajSui iv }Lwxa/3rj,
^

iv6a ol Twv 'EySicoi'arwr re kol Na^wpatwv pt^at ivrjp^ai'TO, Euseb.,

Onom., p. 372, 9-13, ed. Lagarde : Xw/Sa, yj Io-tlv iv dpto-repa

' In this connection Nestle has called attention to the remarkable fact that

the scribe of the Vatican manuscript, which has preserved to us the Evangeli-

arium Hierosolymitanura, Elias of Abud, was abbot iu a " star-cloister" ("iSn

2I10), and remarks thereon :
" Perhaps what we have of Christian Palestinian

literature is connected with this oldest traus-Jordanic Jewish Christianity.

Lagarde long ago pointed out the importance which attaches to these regions

for the original history of the churches. Perhaps it was such a reflexion which

led him to devote a portion of his dying jjowers on the edition of the Evangeli-

arium Hierosolyraitanum."
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A.afx.acrKov. (.(TTI Se koI X^P^j Kiajxq Iv rots aiirois ixepeau', iu rj dalv

''EfSpoLOL ol eh Xpicrrov TrtoTeuo-avres 'E/Jtw^aioi /coAoi'/xei'oi.

It was among the Ebioiiites and Nazareans settled in these

regions that we can trace the earliest use of the first Gospel (comp.

above, p. 2, 3). It is to Pella also that we must look, if we would

seek it, for the birthplace of the first Gospel. For the Jerusalem

ti-aditions, which have been precipitated in the peculiar passages

of the Gospel according to S. Matthew (Mt. xxvii. 3-10 ; xxvii. 52,

53, 62-66 ; xxviii. 2-4, 9-15), were transplanted when the com-

munity of Jerusalem emigrated as a colony to Pella (Eus., H.E.,

i. 7). Towards the same locality, lastly, is our attention directed

by the question of the origin of the oldest Gospel canon, which by
setting in the forefront and at its head the €uayy€A.iov of the Jewish

Chi'istians is stamped with its origin in the most characteristic

way possible.

But Ariston's standing in the Church, no less than the time and

place in which he lived, makes him a fitting person in whom to recog-

nise the redactor of the first Gospel canon and at the same time the

author of the end of Mark. The Armenian manuscript of the Gos-

pels indicates the author of Mc. xvi. 9-20 to have been a presbyter.

That Ariston was not bishop of Pella one knows fi'om the list of the

bishops of Jerusalem, which Epiphanius (Haer., Ixvi. 20) has pre-

served to us. The first fifteen bishops, who were all Jewish

Christians {Epiph., p. 637 A : ovtoc 8i diro 7repi.T0iJirj<; eTrecrKoireva-av Trj<;

^lepovcraXyfx) bear names which have nothing in common with the

name Aristion. Even if one be not disposed to accept this list as

quite historical, it is yet certain that a name like that of Ariston,

supposing he had been bishop of the Jerusalem colony at Pella,

could not have fallen into oblivion. But if he was not a bishop,

he was most likely to be a Presbyter in Pella ; and if the bishops

wei-e Jews by birth, the Presbyters would be so likewise. That

Ariston however was a Jewish Christian may be inferred with

certainty from the information about him preserved to us, in

spite of its meagreness. For in the dialogue between Jason and

Papiscus, which he composed in Greek, the Jewish Christian

Jason was put forward against the Alexandrine Jew" Papiscus a.s

the champion of Christianity in general. (Comp. Orig. Praef. in

LihruTYi c. Celsum.) But the redactor of the oldest Gospel canon

must have been a Jewish Christian, otherwise it would not be

intelligible that the Judao- Christian evayyiXiov KaTo. MaTOalov
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should head this canon. The person who for the first time

arranged together the Gospels in one whole beyond doubt set

a higher value on the ^vayyeXiov Kara MaT^aiov than on all the

other Gospels. All these considerations suit the Jewish Christian

Presbj'ter, Ariston of Pella.

If this contemporary of Justin's was the originator of the Gospel

canon, and if the establishment of that canon, which was an event

of the greatest importance for the future development of the

church, took place in Pella, then we can understand how it was

that Justin, who was a native of the neighbouring Samaria, knew
of it at so early a date, and that he who was doubtless converted

from being a JSTazarene to Christianity, and who retained all

through life his affection for the primitive and venerable Jewish

Christian faith, should have sanctioned by use, at so early a time,

the newly created Gospel canon. The same facts would explain

the circumstances that his pupil Tatian worked up this Gospel

canon into his 8ta Tcfro-apcov for the use of the Syrian Church, and

that in a few decades the recognition of the Gospel canon by the

Church was full and final.

It may be, then, that Conybeare's discovery of this important

notice in the Armenian manuscript of Etzschmiadzin not only

dissipates the darkness which hitherto enshrouded the canonical

ending of Mark, but at the same time supplies us with an answer

to the still more important question of who was the author of the

canon of the Gospels.

A. Resch.

SURVEY OF RECENT BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Introduction.—Place aux Dames : the new series, Studia Sinaitica,

issued by the Cambridge University Press, is led off by Mrs.

Lewis and Mrs. Gibson, the former contributing as the first

number of the series a Catalogue of the Syriac 3ISS. in the

convent of S. Catharine on Mount Sinai, while the latter gives

us as the second number A71 Arabic Version of the Epistles of St.

Paul to the Romans, Gorinthiatis, Galatians, with part of the

Epistle to the Ephesians from a ninth century MS. found in the

same convent. The enterprise, scholarship and industry of these

ladies are woi'thy of the amplest recognition. No ordinary

familiarity with the Semitic languages and with ancient and
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modern Greek would siiflRce for the work which they have accom-

plished. The industry of Mrs. Lewis as well as the wealth of the

St. Catharine's library may be gathered from the fact that nearly

400 MSS. and fragments are here catalogued and brietly described

in Greek and English. Of course a large proportion of these MSS.
are of late date

;
gospels, psalteries and liturgies used by past

generations of monks ; but it is only by this thoi'ough-going in-

vestigation and cataloguing that the treasures hidden in Eastern

monasteries can be ascertained and used for the good of Christen-

dom. Mrs. Gibson's work will be valued by all Arabic scholars

and those who have not familiarity with the languag'e will learn

from the suggestions of her brief preface the uses to which they

may put her publication. It is probably unnecessary to add that

the resources and workmanship of the Cambridge University

Press have never been better illustrated than in these issues.

To the same series (No. IV.) Dr. Eberhard Nestle contributes

A Tract of Plutarch on the advantage to he derived from one's enemies,

in a Syriac version, edited from a MS. also found in St. Catha-

rine's. This text is published partly to increase the number of

printed Syriac texts for the convenience of the philological

student, partly to throw light on the manner in which Christian

monks adapted for their own uses the ethical tracts of heathen

writers. This publication will be acceptable both to the historical

and to the linguistic inquirer.

Almost simultaneously have been issued two works which put

into our hands the amplest materials for the study of textual

criticism. These are the foui^th edition of the late Di-. Scrivener's

Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament, and the

concluding part of Gregory's Prolegomena to Tischendorf's eighth

edition of the Greek Testament. In the hands of the present

editor, Mr. Edward Miller, the Plain Introduction of Dr. Scrivener

has become an encyclopaedia, gathering into itself the results

arrived at by the most authoritative specialists. When it is

understood that in this new edition the chapter on the Latin

versions has been written by the Rev. H. J. White, under Dr.

John Wordsworth's supervision, and with help from M. Samuel

Berger ; and that the chapters on the Syriac, Egyptian, Armenian,

Arabic, Slavonic and Anglo-Saxon versions have either been

written or revised by such scholars as Gwilliam, Deane, Headlam,

Margoliouth, Bebb and Bright; and that in other departments
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the aid of authoritative experts has been freely accorded, it will

be seen that we have here a work which must for many years

remain the standard book on textual criticism. Since 1861, when

the first edition was published, it has grown to almost double the

size, and to a great deal more than double the value. Even those

who do not believe in Dr. Scrivener's principles of criticism—and

they are, I think, a decreasing number—will readily acknowledge

that his Plain Introduction is indispensable to the student.

But Gregory's Prolegomena to Tischendorf are also indispens-

able. The fulness and accuracy of treatment are astonishing.

Dr. Gregory in dedicating his book to the theological faculty of

Leipsic subjoins the words, " Peregrinus eram atque conlegistis

me "
; they have not merely shown him hospitality, but have

inoculated him with their industry and methods. We have

indeed in these Prolegomena a work in every respect worthy of the

best German scholarship. Nothing seems to have escaped the

knowledge of Dr. Gregory. On comparing his chapters on the

versions with those contributed to Dr. Scrivener's work by our

own specialists, one is astonished to find so much that is new and

so many evidences of independent and successful research. The

cataloguing of MSS. may be said to be the speciality of the book,

but the bibliography and the explanatory introductions are also

abundantly complete and suggestive. Every one who has watched

the px'ogress of Dr. Gregory's labours must cordially congratulate

him on the completion of a work which is undoubtedly one of the

noblest contributions to Biblical literature which modern scholar-

ship has made.

Attention should be called to A Harmony of the Gospels for His-

torical Study, by Professors W. Arnold Stevens and Ernest de

Witt Burton. It is published by Messrs. Silver, Burdett & Co.,

of Boston, and is issued in a very attractive and serviceable form.

The authors have made a very careful study of the Gospels, and

their harmony is, in my opinion, the best before the public. The

text used is that of the Revised Version.

Among books on introduction may be included Prof. George

Adam Smith's Historical Geography of the Holy Land (Messrs.

Hodder and Stoughton). At once this has been accepted as a

standard work. Its animated and lucid style will ensure its being

widely read, and wherever it is read it will be with satisfaction.

" Students of the Bible desire to see a background and to feel an
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atmosphere ; to discover from the ' lie of the land ' why the

history took certain lines, and the prophecy and Grospel were

expressed in certain styles ; to learn what geography has to con-

tribute to questions of Biblical criticism; above all, to discern

between what physical nature contributed to the religious develop-

ment of Israel, and what was the product of purely moral and

spiritual forces." It has been the aim of Prof. Smith to supply

this important aid to Biblical study, and this aim he has abun-

dantly succeeded in attaining. Throughout, but especially in the

earlier chapters, the book is full of suggestiveness, and sudden

light is continually being flashed upon the language of the pro-

phets, and a new significance imparted to the historical statements

of the Bible. It is safe to say that without Prof. Smith's volume

no one should suppose that he understands the Old Testament.

The student might possibly find in other authorities as much
geographical detail and as many safe identifications of localities

mentioned in Scripture, but he will nowhere else be so effectually

introduced to the genius of the land, or see so clearly how its

features influenced its fortunes, its history and its literature. A
book containing so much knowledge and so much thought as this

would have been a creditable life-work for ordinary men ; to Dr.

Smith's industry it is but a parergon.

Exposition.—^In exposition we have the twenty-second and

twenty-third volumes of Dr. Joseph Parker's People s Bible. These

contain a complete commentary on the Book of Acts ; and al-

though, as he warns us, a large part of the matter has already

appeared in his Apostolic Life, there is addition and revisal, and it

is well to have the old material in this form. Dr. NicoU is to be

congratulated on his happy choice of Prof. Bennett as the expositor

of The Books of Chronicles (" The Expositor's Bible," Messrs. Hodder

and Stoughton). In the hands of the average commentator these

books would have fared ill ; Prof. Bennett has, without exaggera-

tion, given them a new lease of life. He has taught us what to

find in them and how to read them. An expert in Old Testament

criticism, he deals frankly with their origin, date, and object ; but

in letting in upon them the light of the most scientific scholarship

he gives us a new appreciation of their value. Using the liberty

accorded to writers in this series, he has divided his work into

four parts : a critical but popularly written Introduction ; a most

suggestive discussion of the chronicler's method, the significance
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of names, statistics, genealogies and so forth ; then, an exposition

of the Messianic and other types, such as David, Solomon, the

Priests, the Prophets, Satan; and lastly a commentary on the

history from 2 Chronicles x. to the end. He is equally happy
whether he is seeking to give his reader a hold on the work as a

whole, or in guiding him to j^rinciples of interpretation, or in ex-

plaining and commenting on details. His illustrative matter is

drawn from wide and varied reading and is always apt and en-

lightening. Prof. Bennett's book is probably the best specimen

we have of the application of the higher criticism, and it will go

far to justify its methods to the popular mind. N^o reader can

peruse what Prof. Bennett has written without perceiving how
much is gained for edification and reverence for the Bible by
accepting the results of a sound criticism. All who wish to under-

stand the Bible should read this volume ; they will find it not

only an instructive and edifying but a delightful employment.

In The Resurrection of the Bead, by the late William Milligan,

D.D. (Messrs. T. & T. Clark), we have a reprint of several articles

on 1 Corinthians xv., some of which appeared in this Magazine.

They will be remembered as excellent specimens of scholarly and

devout exposition, and they form a safe guide through a difficult

passage of Scripture. Prof. Milligan was a theologian as well as

a scholar, and there is always a substance or body in his work
which one sometimes misses elsewhere.

Miscellaneous.—The debt which the theological student already

owes to Prof. Swete has been materially increased by his learned,

timely and important reply to Prof. Harnack on The Apostles'

Creed (Cambridge University Press). The Berlin scholar about

two years ago published a pamj^hlet which Mrs. Humphry Ward
considered worthy of being introduced to the English public

through the pages of the Nineteenth Century for July, 1893. The

pamphlet very naturally produced a stir among German theo-

logians which has not yet died down. It was indeed alarming

to hear from so competent a master of early church history that

some statements of the Apostles' Creed are in excess of Apostolic

teaching, and that others have been and are interpreted as they

were not meant to be by the fi*amers of the Creed. Prof. Swete

submits Prof. Harnack's conclusion to a detailed examination, and

by the simple, instructive, and conclusive method of citing passages

from early writers thoroughly demolishes his position and re-
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instates the Creed in the esteem of Christendom. The book is a

small one, scarcely 100 pages, but it is eminently worthy of study.

Its fulness of knowledge and exact theological statement make it

worthy of the attention not only of those " educated members of the

English Church " for whom especially it has been prepared, but of

all who like to see ignorant misrepresentation confronted by truth.

M. Paul Sabatier's Life of St. Francis of Assisi was reviewed in

these pages when it first appeared, and already it has found so

firm a place in public favour that now it only needs to be said that

a translation by Louise Seymour Houghton has been published by
Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton. It was inevitable that so singularly

impressive a book should be translated : it was not inevitable it

should fall into the hands of so entirely satisfactory a translator.

To say that the translation is worthy of the book is to give it the

highest commendation, and this it has fairly earned. The English

edition is issued in an extremely attractive form, the printing and

binding being all that can be desired. The book itself is a per-

manent addition to the best class of literature. Years of arduous

preparation have been freely given to make the book worthy of its

subject. M. Sabatier has steeped his mind in the literature of the

thirteenth century, and has spent much time in the localities as

sociated with St. Francis that the genius loci might give the right

colour to his work ; he is at once profoundly sympathetic with the

religious enthusiasm of St. Francis and scientifically critical of the

biographical and documentary sources, and he has produced what
must be accepted as the truest picture of one of the most sincere

and original of men.

There was certainly room for such A History of the Christian

Church during the first six centuries as Archdeacon Cheetham has

given us (Messrs. Macmillan & Co.). It ranges with Bishop

Westcott's Introduction to the Gospels, and is intended to furnish

" a convenient summary for those who can give but little time to

the study, and also to serve as a guide for those who desire to

make themselves acquainted with the principal documents from

which the history is drawn." Both these aims are fulfilled. As
was to be expected fi'om so competent a scholar, the summary is

accurate, full, and significant; the bibliography, although by no

means complete, as indeed was not to be desired, is sufficient and
well-judged. As an introduction to the study of Church history

it will admirably serve its purpose.
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None like it : a plea for the old sword, by Joseph Parker, author

of Ecce Deus (James Nisbefc & Co.) is a defence of the inspiration and

authority of the Bible. No one can doubt the extreme cleverness

of this polemic, nor indeed its effectiveness in some passages, bat

as a vrhole it is not a satisfactory treatment of the question.

" Immensely entertaining, but not sufficiently thorough," will be

the verdict of most readers ; some may say " obstinately, perversely

reactionary."—No argument from history can justify the existence

of the Episcopate so thoroughly as the conscientious and salutary

supervision of the Church Avhich is disclosed in the Bishop of

Manchester's published Charges. Bishop Moorhouse has taught us

to expect knowledge, intelligence, sense and breadth of view in all

he writes. The addresses which he gave during a recent visitation

of his diocese, and which he publishes (Messrs. Macmillan and Co.)

under the title of Clmrch Work, its vieans and viethods, possess

these qualities in a high degree. Almost every department of

Church work is touched upon, and always with sobriety and insight.

The actual condition and the true needs of the people are brought

clearly into view, and clergymen of every denomination will dei-ive

benefit from the consideration of the methods advocated by Bishop

Moorhouse.—The Rev. D. J. Vaughan, Canon of Peterborough, has

published, through Messrs. Macmillan & Co., several addresses on

Quesiio7is of the Day, which he delivered in St. Martin's, Leicester,

between the years 1870 and 1890. The difficult problems of War,

Capital and Labour, Co-operation, Disestablishment and such like

are handled with frankness, and decision, and generally with wis-

dom. Sometimes, however, as in the address on " Religious

Equality," too much is taken for granted, and his argument does

not touch the stronghold of those who occupy an antagonistic

position.—Mr. David Nutt publishes an interesting volume on

Scarabs by Isaac Myer, LL.B., member of the American Oriental

Society and of other Historical, Oriental, and Numismatic

Societies. In his present work Mr. Myer gathers together every-

thing which can illustrate the manufacture, history, and religious

symbolism of the Scarabaeus in Egypt and other countries. The

oldest Scarabs bear the name of a Pharaoh who is believed to have

reigned four thousand years before the Christian era. That they

were used as symbols of resurrection and immortality appears to

have been placed beyond doubt, Mr. Myer's investigations into

this somewhat odd and quaint symbolism bring out some interest-
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ing and important features of the ancient Egyptian religion, and as

a contribution to the history of the idea of resurrection the testimony

of the Scarab cannot be overlooked.—Principal Cave has gathered

into a volume, which he names The Spiritual WorZi, eleven Lectures

which he has delivered partly at Mansfield Summer School, partly

as the " Ancient Merchant's Lectures." The former course of lec-

tures is interesting and valuable. Principal Cave seeks to demon-

strate the dependence of theology upon philosophy. For theology

two things are requisite : facts to study and a faculty to know them.

According to the lecturer we have both. But although he certainly

makes out that we have a perception or knowledge of a spiritual

woi'ld, he can scarcely be said to demonstrate that we have such

knowledge of it as suffices for the foundation of a scientific

theology. As against Ritschlianism however the lectures are con-

clusive, and points of vital importance to theology are discussed.

The second course of lectures contains much that preachers and

private Christians will find helpful.

Dr. H. Clay Trumbull, of Philadelphia, is already favourably

known to Biblical students as the author of " Kadesh-Barnea " and
" The Blood Govenavt.'' He now issues in a most sumptuous form

a volume which will attract a larger number of readers, and which

is not less distinguished by evidences of personal observation and

research than his former publications. His new work is entitled

Studies in Oriental Social Life ; and Gleams from the East on the

Sacred Page, and is published by Messrs. John D. Wattles and Co.,

of Philadelphia. It is not a raei-e narrative of personal travel

and observation, nor is it a miscellaneous collection of Oriental

illustrations of Bible truths. "It is a classified treatment of cer-

tain phases of Oriental life and methods of thought, vivified by

personal experiences in the East." It successfully blends what

is helpful to the Biblical student with what is entertaining. The

book can be read with interest from beginning to end, and by the

help of its complete indexes it can be consulted on any particular

text or topic. Few, if any, books on the subject will pi'ove so

attractive to young people ; and although there are statements

which will provoke the criticism of anthropologists. Dr. Trumbull

has taken up his position with deliberation.

To their " Christian Classics " Messrs Samuel Bagster & Sons

have added neat and handy reprints of those immortal books,

George Herbert's Poems and Jei^emy Taylor's Hohj Living.—From
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Berbice comes a volume of short, fervent sermons by tlie Rev. L.

Crookall, published by Elliot Stock, and entitled Topics in the

Tropics ; or, Short Studies in the Life of Christ.—Also from British

Guiana comes a powerful series of addresses. From Religion to

Revelation, by W. B. Ritchie, M.A., Geoi'getown. These are de-

cidedly fresh, able, and helpful apologetic discourses. (J. Thom-

son, Deraerara).—Mr. Orpen-Palmer publishes (Elliot Stock)

separately his drama Jezebel, which previously was issued with his

book on the Seven Churches.—In Discipleship : the scheme of

Christianity, the author of " The King and the Kingdom'' (Williams

and Norgate) gives a more succinct statement of the views he

promulgated in his former and larger book. With many of the

writer's statements one must disagree, but he is in earnest and

sometimes suggestive. It is a gratifying sign of the times that

so many thoughtful men are striving for themselves to find what

Jesus really meant and intended.—Mr. Henry Smith, of Craven

-

sea, Torquay, publishes through Mr. Elliot Stock an argument

addressed to an Agnostic, entitled The Practical Value of Religious

Belief.—The Controversy of Ziou is a collection of papers by the

late Dr. Christie, edited by T. Williamson and published by Mr.

Edward Howell, of Liverpool. There is enough good sense and

vigorous expression in these papers to have made an excellent

small volume, but by publishing too much the editor or litei-ary

executor has hidden what is really good.

" This book," says Lord Harrowby, " ought to be in the hands

of those who care for religion throughout the country.

I entreat everybody who has influence to buy and to circulate

this little book." The " excellent little book " is a reprint from

the Churchman of Archdeacon Sinclair's article, The Prospects of

the Principles of the Reformation in the Church of England. It

fully deserves the recommendation of Lord Harrowby. More

technical and very learned is the Ven. Archdeacon's charge on

The English Church and the Canon Law, published also by Mr.

Elliot Stock. This is a most serviceable pamphlet, showing what

the Canon Law actually is, and what is its place in English

Ecclesiastical Law.

Marcus Dods.



PBOFESSOB W. ROBERTSON SMITH'S DOCTRINE
OF SCRIPTURE.

I HAVE been asked to describe what I believe to be the late

Prof. Eobertson Smith's doctrine of Holy Scripture as

distinguished from the common Broad Church doctrine on

the one hand, and from what may be called the Princeton

view on the other. The materials for this statement are to

be found in his various defences made before the Presbytery

of Aberdeen and before the General Assembly in his famous

trial, and in his opening lecture, What History Teaches us to

Seek in the Bible, and I shall try to give it in Prof. Smith's

own words. Prof. Robertson Smith invariably based his

doctrine of Scripture on what he held to be the fundamental

difference between the reformation idea of Scripture and

that maintained in the mediaeval Church, and in order to

get at his point of view, it is necessary to see in what

that difference consisted. For Prof. Eobertson Smith

declared over and over again that he stood on the same

ground and maintained the same doctrine of Scripture

which was held by Calvin and by all the leading reformers,

and which is contained in all the principal confessions of

the Reformation period.

It is too often forgotten that the mediaeval Church did

not, as a rule, warn its people against reading the Bible
;

that translations of the Vulgate were repeatedly made into

the ItMiguages of Europe for the benefit of the common
people ; that mediaeval theologians unanimously declared

that their theology was based upon Scripture ; and that at

the beginning of the Reformation controversy Luther and

VOL. X.
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his friends never for a moment believed that their appeal to

the Scriptures as the ultimate judge in controversies about

religious topics v^^ould be refused. Indeed, so confident were

the Lutherans in the matter that the earlier Lutheran

symbols do not contain any statements of the supreme

authority of Scripture as a distinctive article of the Pro-

testant creed.

It is interesting to note that Luther makes his appeal to

Scripture with the same unconscious serenity that no one

can gainsay him, as he had when he set the believer's

spiritual experience of the fact that he (the believer) was

saved from sin by the merits of Christ against the proposal

to sell God's pardon for money. Nor did his opponents

gainsay him. They believed that they were able to meet

Scripture with Scripture. They were content to abide by

his challenge, and were sure that Scripture would decide

against the Reformer.

It soon became apparent, however, that Luther had a

much firmer grasp of Scripture than they had, and this

meant much more than that he had a better memory for

texts than his opponents. It meant that he had, somehow

or other, an idea of Scripture which they had not. Their

appeal to Scripture was " a balancing of texts or interpreta-

tion of texts, in which everything seemed in an uncertain

flux unless backed by the authority of the Fathers or of the

Church." ^ Luther had an idea of the tmitij of Scripture

which they had not, and they soon felt that if they were to

meet him on equal terms, they must also put a unity into

Scripture in a manner previously unknown in the mediaeval

Church. Hence the famous decree of the Council of Trent,

which, nominally, placed traditioiies slue scrlpto on the

same level with canonical Scripture, but which, really, gave

an artificial unity to Scripture by means of a uniform

ecclesiastical tradition, and for the first time stated ex-

' What HUtotij Teaches us to Seek in the Bible, jj. 6.
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plicitly what had been perhaps unconsciously held all down
medieeval history.

This leads me to ask what the inedi£eval doctrine of

Scripture was, and why it required to be supplemented in

this fashion. Mediaeval theology always regarded the Bible

as a book full of divine information or infallible truths about

doctrines and morals. This idea carries with it the great

difficulty that such a description does not seem to apply to

a great part of Scripture. The Bible contains long lists of

genealogies, chapters containing little else than descriptions

of temple furniture, details of simple family life and of

national history. The media3val theologian had therefore

either to cut out all this irrelevant matter, or to change

these inventories and simple histories into doctrinal pro-

positions or moral rules. He chose the latter alternative,

and declared that the Bible had other meanings than the

ordinary sense of the words disclosed. It had a fourfold

sense, and these various senses were used to deduce theolo-

gical doctrine from the genealogies of Abraham and David,

and rules of conduct from descriptions of the high priest's

robes or from the narrative of our Lord's journey from

Capernaum to Nain.

It is sometimes difficult to know what is the precise

meaning of certain passages of the Bible, even where the

reader thinks only of the plain historical meaning ; but the

difficulty must be greatly enhanced if each passage may
have four senses ; and while mediseval theology made it

almost hopeless, by its theory of a fourfold sense, to know

precisely what the Bible did teach, their doctrine of faith

made it imperative that every Christian should have this

exact information. The mediteval theologian declared that

saving faith was assent to correct propositions about God,

the universe, and the soul of man contained in the Bible.

He was therefore compelled to have recourse to a regula

fidei or to a traditio apostolica et ecclesiastlca which was
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outside Scripture, and which would guide him safely in

striving to puzzle out the meaning of its statements. The

incurable vice of the mediseval doctrine of Scripture may
therefore be briefly stated to be : It started with the theory

that the Bible is nothing but a compendium of fragmentary

intellectual truths about doctrines and morals, and that

saving faith is the assent to these truths ; it had to invent

the idea of a fourfold sense in Scripture to make its theory

fit the facts of the case ; and, having thus destroyed the

inherent and historical unity of the Bible in favour of a

vicious intellectualism, it was compelled to manufacture a

fictitious and external unity of Scripture by means of a

theory of an ecclesiastical tradition or uniform traditional

method of interpreting the meaning of texts.

This was the doctrine of Scripture which the Keformers

were confronted with, and which from the beginning they

opposed, guided at first perhaps by unconscious religious

premonition rather than by clear dogmatic vision. At all

events, the beginnings of the Reformation doctrine of Scrip-

ture spring from religious experience, and belong to the

experimental rather than to the dogmatic side of Christian

theology. For the Reformation doctrine of Scripture is

just as much based on a fact of the religious experience of

the Christian man as is its doctrine of justification by faith.

When Luther, Zwingli, or Calvin studied the Bible, they

found in it what had been doubtless discovered by thousands

of pious souls before their day, but what had never found

its way into the dogmaticdefinitions of theologians—that in

this Scripture they had fellowship and communion with

God their Father. This was the experimental fact which

lay at the basis of what afterwards grew to be the Reforma-

tion doctrine of Scripture, and it so changed the whole

aspect of matters that it is scarcely too much to say that it

meant that the Bible was discovered by the Reformers as

Columbus discovered America. Of course, the Reformers
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found in the Bible the doctrines of the Christian religion and

rules to guide them in all holy living, but they found besides

what was worth a hundredfold more—personal fellowship

with a redeeming God.

The two thoughts of faith and Scripture correspond with

each other. In mediaeval theology they are both above all

intellectual and propositional ; to the Reformer they are

both above all experimental and personal. To the mediseval

theologian faith is primarily assent to propositions, it rests

on propositions, it can hardly get beyond exact definitions

of intellectual and ethical abstract truths, and the Bible

contains these propositions ; to the Eeformer faith is

primarily trust in a Person, it rests on a Person, it must

have personal fellowship or its springs dry up, and the Bible

gives it that blessed communion. These descriptions of

faith and Scripture were no mere theological statements to

the Reformers. They portrayed what they had experienced,

the deepest facts in their religious life which made them

live as Christian men ; but they form the basis of their

doctrine of Scripture, which can never be separated from

their doctrine of saving faith. It was the sense of these

experimental facts deeply rooted in their own hearts which

gave the Reformers strength to use the Bible as it had

never been used before.

It is interesting to notice that as the mediseval Church

separated itself, more and more from the idea that fellow-

ship with a personal Saviour could be had in the Scriptures,

pious Christians seemed forced to seek for it elsewhere.

They had to get into personal touch with Jesus Christ some-

how. They were taught that what they were to seek in the

Bible was not the personal Jesus, but doctrines about Him,

and they turned almost feverishly to find this fellowship in

a contact with the corporeal presence in the Sacrament of

the Altar. The eagerness with which such a doctrine as

Transubstantiation was welcomed can only be explained on
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the ground that it seemed to be the 07ihj way in which a

behever could come into actual contact with the Saviour.

For the deepest Christian Hfe is the same in all ages—it

must be one of fellowship with Jesus. Touching Christ is

the test of genuine catholicity. The Reformers found this

living fellowship in the Bible, They saw that the Word of

God was a deeply personal thing, and that God Himself

was behind every part of it—not an abstract Truth but a

personal Father. " On the one side, on the divine, there is

God pouring out His whole heart, revealing the inmost

treasures of His righteousness and love in Christ the incar-

nate Word ; on the other side, on the human, there is the

believing soul looking straight through all works, and all

symbols, and all words to Christ Himself, and united to

Plim by faith in the closest personal union." ^ To the

Reformers, therefore, the chief end of Revelation is to

bring God near me—to unite two personalities in loving

and adoring fellowship. Revelation is the direct message

of God's love to me ; not doctrine, but promise ; not dis-

play of God's thoughts, but of Himself as my God and my
Father. The Reformers found in Scripture a divine fellow-

ship as close and as intimate as the mediaeval Christian was

supposed to get by his theory of Transubstantiation. The

words of Scripture were the revelation of the heart of God,

and words are the best means of such a revelation. Luther

rings the changes on this. Works will reveal God ; symbols

may have their divine significance ; but words excel all

other means of communion. A brute, he says, can do

works and show what is in it thereby ; but a man speaks

out what his heart thinks. We are therefore to go to the

Bible feeling that we are having speech with God, and that

the speech declares God's heart. " Let no pious Christian,

therefore," says Luther, " stumble at the simple word and

story that meet him so often in Scripture." These can

1 What History Teaches us to Seek in the Bible, p. 22.
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never be mere dead histories of what has once happened

and concern men no more, unless hidden meanings are put

into them by an allegorical sense. They tell how God
dealt with men long ago, and how He will deal with us

now. No detail of individual or national life is useless.

Everything helps to fill in the picture of fellowship between

God and His people which was in the past, and which can

come true in our own experience if we have the same faith

which these holy men of old had.

When the Eeformers regarded the Bible as the means of

fellowship with a personal God, who down through the

ages had spoken to Ilis people, telling His salvation, and

giving the promise of it, sometimes in direct words, some-

times in pictures of His dealing with a chosen people or a

favoured individual, it is scarcely necessary to say that they

were compelled to look at it as a history. Personality and

personal fellowship move in the plane of history and rest in

that of metaphysics. The other side of the thought that in

and through the Bible we have fellowship with a personal

God, and not merely fragmentary collections of abstract

truths, is that Scripture is in the main historical, and

admits of historical treatment. Or, as Prof. Eobertson

Smith put it, "Just as the principle of personal faith is

the foundation of all the fresh life of the Reformation, so

the principle of a historical treatment of Scripture is at

bottom the principle of the whole Eeformation theology."

But if it be said that the Scriptures are historical records

and describe the historical origins of our religion, which

admit of historical treatment, and are to be tested by the

ordinary methods of historical evidence, this is only a half

truth. " The Bible story contains something that rises

above the analogy of ordinary history, and so cannot be

gauged or tested by any historical evidence. In it we see

God drawing near to man, revealing to us His redeeming

love, choosing a people for Himself, and declaring to them
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His mind and will. To apprehend this supernatural reality,

to grasp it as a thing real to us, which is to enter into our

lives and change our whole natures, we need a new spiritual

gift. No personal truth coming to us from without can be

apprehended, except by a power loithin, putting us into

communion with it ; but fallen man has no natural power

of communion with God ; and so only the Spirit of God in

the heart of the believer enables him to realize that in very

truth it is God, and none else, that is seen in the history,

and speaks in the Word revealing Himself and declaring

His will. This is the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit

as taught by Paul in 1 Corinthians ii. 11 :
" What man

knoweth the things of a man save the spirit of man which

is in him ? Even so the things of God knoweth no man hut

the Spirit of Godr '

There are then two sides to the Biblical records : on the

one hand, they are historical documents, subject to the

ordinary career of historical research ; and on the other

hand, they are the medium whereby the personal God re-

veals Himself to His people. On the one side there are a

whole variety of elements which are common to the Bible

with all other historical records, such as, when the various

books were written, or by whom they were written, or how

often they were changed, re-edited, or added to before the

record of revelation was finally completed, or in what liter-

ary form they were cast, or what modes of literary handling

they display, or what their literary merits and demerits may

be judged to be— all of which are subject to ordinary histo-

rical treatment. These are to be treated by the ordinary

methods of historical evidence, are but methods of Divine

faith depending on the special action of the Spirit in our

hearts ; and conclusion regarding them may be come to by

a due use of natural means on the part of any candid

thinker. On the other hand, through these records and

' Answer to the Form of Libel, p. 22.
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what they contain, behevers have a personal fellowship

with God, and reach that knowledge of God and of His will

which is necessary to salvation—and this knowledge cannot

submit to any ordinary test or standard of human know-

ledge, but is witnessed to by the Spirit of God.

Before trying to show how Professor Robertson Smith,

following carefully in the footsteps of the Reformers, com-

bined these two sides into one whole of doctrine of Scrip-

ture, let me say that all the Reformers, because they held

firmly by the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit, could

treat the record of Scripture with what to many would now

seem inexcusable boldness. No special theories of inspira-

tion, no preconceived notions of what authoritativeness and

infallibility ?mt.sHmply, stayed Calvin's critical labours. He
confessed, without attempting to explain, or without think-

ing it necessary to explain, the presence of discrepancies,

and even errors, in a guarded sense of that word, in the

record of Scripture.

Thus, in his commentary on Matthew xxvii. 9, he says

:

" Qao modo Hieremise nomen obrepserit, me nescire fateor,

nee anxie laboro, certe Hieremiae nomen errore positum esse

pro Zacharia, res ipsa ostendit." And on Acts vii. 16, he

declares that Luke may have got the fact that the other

patriarchs, as well as Joseph, were taken to Palestine to be

buried from an old tradition current among the Jews ; he

says, "in nomine Abrahas erratum palam esse''; and he

adds without a word of explanation, " Quare hie locus corri-

gendus est."

It is needless to multiply instances. It is plain enough

that Calvin would have fared badly at the presbytery of

Cincinnati or before the General Assembly of the Presby-

terian Church of the United States of America.

What then was the doctrine of Scripture which enabled

Calvin, on the one hand, to be contemptuous (" nee anxie

laboro ") about small discrepancies in the Biblical records.
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and at the same time to say, " This is the principle which

distinguishes our religion from all others, that we know
that God hath spoken to us, and are assuredly persuaded

that the prophets spoke not their own sense, but as they

were organs of the Holy Spirit, uttered only what was given

them from heaven, . , . The same Spirit which assured

Moses and the prophets of their vocation now also beareth

witness in our hearts that He used their ministrij in order

to teach us," ^ or which enabled Prof. Eobertson Smith to

say that "the memoirs of Ezra and Nehemiah, the colourless

narrative of the Chronicles, and even the Book of Esther,

are singularly destitute of literary merit," or that " the

brief revival of spoken prophecy after the exile lacks the

old fire, and presents no notable literary feature except the

use of somewhat fantastic symbolic imagery, the prototype

of the later apocalyptic literature"; and to declare, "If I

am asked why I receive Scripture as the Word of God, and

as the only perfect rule of faith and life, I answer with all

the fathers of the Protestant Church, Because the Bible is

the only record of the redeeming love of God, because in the

Bible alone Ifind, God draiding near to man in Jesus Christ,

and declaring to us in Him His will for our salvation.

And this record I know to be true by the loitness of His

Spirit in my heart, ivhereby I am assured that none otJier

than God Himself is able to speak such loords to my soul / " ^

The doctrine may be stated under four heads : 1. There

is a distinction to be drawn between the Word of God and

those Scriptures in which that Word was afterwards re-

corded, or, to put it otherwise, we must distinguish between

the record and the divine communication of God's heart

and will which the record conveys. This distinction is

conspicuous in the reformed confessions. Thus the ancient

French Confession says (Art. H.) :
" This God manifests

' Comm. on 2 Tim. iii. IG.

2 Answer to the Form of Libel, p. 21 ; cf. also speech in Assembly of 1878.
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Himself as snch to men, first, by His works . . .
;

secondly, and more clearly, by His word, which, originally

revealed by oracle, was thereafter reduced to writing in the

books which we call Holy Scriptures. The Dutch Con-

fession, revised at the Synod of Dort (Artt. II., III.) says:

" Secondly, He manifested Himself more clearly and per-

fectly in His holy and Divine Word, to wit, as far as is

necessary for us in this life to His glory, and the salvation

of His own. This Word of God was not sent forth by

man's will, but holy men of God spake as they were moved

by the Holy Ghost. . . . Thereafter, by a special care

which He hath for us and our salvation, God commanded

His servants, the Prophets and Apostles, to put His revealed

Word in writing." The Westminster Confession (Ch. I.)

makes the distinction even more emphatic—" Therefore it

pleased the Lord at sundry times and in divers manners to

reveal Himself, and to declare that His will {i.e., that

knowledge of God and of His will which is necessary unto

salvation) unto His Church ; and afterwards ... to

commit the same wholly unto writing, which maketh the

Holy Scripture to be most necessary ; those former ways

of God's revealing His will unto His people being now
ceased." Calvin describes the Word of God, used in this

sense, to be "spiritual doctrine, the gate, as it were,

whereby we enter into His heavenly kingdom "
;

* or, again,

as "a mirror in which faith beholds God."" Professor

Robertson Smith, condensing the statements of many Pro-

testant confessions, declares that the Word of God " con-

sists of God's commands, threatenings, and promises,

addressed to our faith, and, above all, of the gospel offer of

Christ to us " ; '^ and in another passage,* he adds, "the

Word of God is nothing else than the personal manifesta-

tion to us for salvation of God and His will. God's word

1 Genevan Catechism. ^ Nest. Lib., III., Ch. 2, Sec. 6.

Aiisivcr to Form of IAbel, p. 20. * ]i. 25.3
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is the declaration of what is in God's heart with regard to

us. The Scripture, therefore, in the strictest sense, is not

this Word of God, but the record which conveys it to us.

But it must not be supposed that this word of God is a

series of hortatory discourses only ; that would be to fall

back into the mediseval error. The declaration of God's

will, recorded for us in the Scripture, took place in a his-

torical process. God showed Himself to His ancient people

in a long miraculous history, coming to its fullest and

highest in the incarnation and historical work of Christ,

and therefore the record of revelation was so framed as to

include everything necessary to enable us to understand the

declaration of God's will in its historical context and in its

historical manifestation.^ Abraham's history is precious to

us, says Luther, " because it is filled so full of God's Word
with which all that befell him is so adorned and made fair,

and because God everywhere goes before him with His

Word, promising, commanding, comforting, warning, that

we may verily see that Abraham was God's special trusty

friend. Let us mirror ourselves, then, on this holy father

Abraham, who walks not in gold and velvet, but girded,

crowned, and clothed with divine light, that is, with God's

Word." The simplest Bible stories, and even geographical

and architectural descriptions, may, and do, give us the

side-hghts necessary to complete the manifestation of God

to His people.

2. We must be careful, however, not to use this true dis-

tinction between the Word of God, and Scripture which is

its record, in a wrong sense, as has been frequently done.

Mystical theologians, basing their ideas on the supreme

value of the Word as opposed to the record, have spoken as

if the record, were a thing of small moment, and as if God

made the declaration of His mind and will to us for our

salvation apart from, and independently of, the record of

1 Cf. Speech in Assembly of 1878. Proceedings, j). 127-
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Scripture. They have imagined such an opposition between

Word and record as to teach that, while the record is of

value to young, untaught and unformed believers, the trained

and educated Christian, by means of what they have some-

times called the Inner Light, can either dispense with the

record altogether, or use it to convey such meanings as this

inward illumination, which they say they possess, reads

into the record. This was not the doctrine of the Ee-

formers, nor is it the idea of Prof. Robertson Smith. The

witness of the Spirit witnesses to the truth of God for our

salvation in, by and through the record of Scripture. The

distinction between the Word of God and its record in

Scripture is not explained by the common mystical illus-

tration of kernel and husk, which husk (the record) can be

thrown away when the kernel (the Word) has once been

reached and laid hold of.

Nor can we rightly use the distinction between Word and

record to mean that one part of the Bible is the Word of

God and another part of it is the word of man. This is a

common Broad Church view to which we must refer later

on, and which seems based on the old mediseval conception

of Scripture ; but it is not the doctrine of Reformation and

Protestant creeds, which uniformly teach that the sub-

stance of all Scripture is God's Word, and that what is not

part of the record of God's Word is no part of Scripture.

Some of Prof. Robertson Smith's opponents accused him of

holding this Broad Church view, and no accusation was

more indignantly denied by him.^ He declared frequently

that no one could accuse him of holding this opinion, who

did not consciously or unconsciously accept the mediaeval

and discard the Reformation conception of the Bible.

The distinction between the Word of God, and Scripture

its record, however real and true, must not prevent our

being able to say that Scripture is the word of God. That

' Cf. Speech iu Assembly, 1878. Procccdimjs, \). 127.
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is a common expression, and, indeed, is used in the usual

argument for the infallibility and authoritativeness of Scrip-

ture. The argument of our Westminster Confession, and

of all Protestant theology, is :

—

Because God is truth itself. His word is infallible ; and

because He is Sovereign, it is authoritative.

But Scripture is the Word of God.

Therefore Scripture is infallible and authoritative.

But while this is the common argument, men have used

it and understood the conclusion in different senses, and it

is evident that the sense put upon the conclusion depends

on the force of the word is in the proposition " Scripture is

the word of God." It is here that the difference arises

between Professor Robertson Smith and what may be called

the Princeton School, and for this reason I shall have to

refer to it later on. Meanwhile, it is sutticient to say that

many seventeenth century theologians, departing from the

spirit of Reformation theology, used the copula is to denote

logical identity. They pressed the word as strictly as

Lutherans and Romanists do in the famous controversy on

the words " This is my body." But this was not the view

of the Reformation divines, nor is it the idea conveyed in

the great Reformed Confessions. The copula is does not

mean logical identity. The word of God and Scripture may

be put together in the phrase. The Scripture is the Word
of God, and yet is may not mean exact logical equivalence.

To show the oneness and the difference, many orthodox

confessions used the term contained in or contains instead

of is. The fifth article of the French Confession speaks of

the Word as contained in the Bible. Calvin says the

" Word is to be sought for in the Holy Scriptures whey'ein

it is contained,'' and speaks of the Word of God sls presetited

in Scripture. The standards of our Church have both ex-

pressions. The Westminster Confession says, " Holy Scrip-

ture is the Word of God written," which is equivalent to
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"Scripture is the Word of God," and the Shorter Catechism

says, " The Word of God which is contained in the Scrip-

tures of the Old and New Testaments." All this goes to

prove that while it is correct to say that Scripture is the

Word of God, and that what may be said of the one may

also be said generally of the other, the copula i^' cannot be

held to express logical identity, but some such relation as

can be more exactly rendered by contains or presents. Prof.

Robertson Smith, with that cautious conservatism which

characterized him when dealing with dogmatic questions,

hesitated to use these time-honoured phrases, and to avoid

the Broad Church inference, selected the expression " Scrip-

ture records or conveys the Word of God." The main thing

to observe, however, is that while we must carefully insist

on the real distinction between the Word of God and Scrip-

ture, we are not to make such a use of that distinction as

to infer that we cannot predicate of the substance of

Scripture those attributes of infallibility and authoritative-

ness which belong to the Word of God. We can rightly

say the Scripture is of infallible truth and divine authority,

but when we say so, we must remember that the more

precise statement will be, Scripture records or conveys to

us the infallible and authoritative Word of God.

8. From all this it follows that when we speak of the in-

fallible and authoritative character of Scripture, the infalli-

bility and authoritativeness belong primarily to the Word

of God, and only secondarily to Scripture, and belong to

Scripture because it is the record which contains, presents,

or conveys the Word of God. And this Word of God is, as

we have seen, nothing else than the personal manifestation

to us for our salvation of God and His will, the declaration

of what is in God's heart with regard to us. It is this

which, in the first and highest sense, is infallible and

authoritative. No careful student of the confessional litera-

ture of the Reformed Church can help seeing that the
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writers say nothing about Scripture, save in so far as it is

a record of spiritual truths, of God's revelation of Himself

and of His will. Holy Scripture, the Westminster Con-

fession tells us, is Scripture because it gives us that know-

ledge of God and of His will which is necessary unto

salvation. Scripture is Scripture because it records God's

manifestation of Himself and of His will to His people. It

is Scripture because we see in all its parts held forth to us

the will of God for our salvation ; because it presents to

the eye of faith God Himself personally manifested in

Christ. It is this presentation of God Himself and of His

will for our salvation which is of infallible truth and divine

authority, and the infallible truth and divine authority

of Scripture mean simply its infallible truth and divine

authority as a record of God's saving revelation of Himself

and of His will ; but this revelation of God Himself and

of His will is a spiritual manifestation of a supernatural

reality, and is to be apprehended by a spiritual faculty

which, as the Westminster Confession teaches, is faith.

** By this faith a Christian believeth to be true whatsoever

is revealed in the Word, for the authority of God speaketh

therein ; and acteth differently upon that which each par-

ticular passage thereof containeth
;

yielding obedience to

the commands, trembling at the threateuings, and embrac-

ing the promises of God for this life and for that which is

to come. But the principal acts of faith are accepting,

receiving, and resting upon Christ alone for justification,

sanctification, and eternal life, by virtue of the covenant of

grace." ^ The Word consists of God's commands, threaten-

ings, promises, addressed to our faith, and above all of the

Gospel offer of Christ to us, and these are conveyed to us

in every part of Scripture. These and none other are the

things which faitli receives as infallibly true and authori-

tative, and the confessions of the Eeformed Church do not

1 Ch. xiv. g 2.
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recofjnise an infallibility and authoritativeness which is

apprehended otherwise than by faith. And what awakens

faith, and enables it to see this infallibility and authoritative-

ness in what is conveyed in Scripture, is the witness of the

Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit accompanies the Word as

it is brought to us in Scripture with exactly the same testi-

mony whereby He assured the Prophets and Apostles that

the Word which they preached was God's Word, and not

their own. " The witness of the Spirit does not attach it-

self to the outward characters of the record (1 Cor. ii. 1-5)

;

but testifies directly to the infallible truth of the Divine

Word, the spiritual teaching, the revelation of God Himself,

which is the substance of the record. . . . This argu-

ment is a sure ground of faith to any one who keeps clearly

in view the fundamental Reformation position that the

Word of God is nothing else than the personal manifesta-

tion to us for salvation of God and His will. God's Word
is the declaration of what is in God's heart with regard to

us. And so its certainty lies in its substance, not in the

way in which it comes to us. " The Word itself," says

Calvin, " Jiowever it be ijresentecl to us, is like a mirror in

which faith beholds God " {Inst., III. ii. 6). So long as we

go to Scripture, only to find in it God and His redeeming

love mirrored before the eye of faith, we may rest assured

that we shall find living, self-evidencing, infallible truth in

every part of it, and that we shall find nothing else. But

to the Reformers this was the whole use of Scripture.

. . . Now since Scripture has no other end than to

convey to us a message which, when accompanied by the

inner witness of the Spirit, manifests itself as the infallible

Word of God, we may, for practical purposes, say that

Scripture is the infallible Word of God. For Scripture is,

essentially, what it is its business to convey." ^

Prof. Robertson Smith, therefore, in common with the

' Answer to Fovin of Libel, pp. 25, 26..

VOL. X. 17
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Reformers and the most conspicuous Reformed confes-

sions, holds that infalhbihty and authoritativeness belong

to the sphere of faith and of the witness of the Spirit, and,

therefore, belong to that personal manifestation of God and

of His will toward us which is conveyed to us in every

part of Scripture. But this manifestation is given in a

course of events which are part of human history, in lives

of men and peoples, in a record which in outward form is

like other human writings. If every part of Scripture be

the manifestation of God, every part of it is also human.

The supernatural reality is encased in human realities.

To apprehend the former it is necessary to use faith en-

lightened by the witness of the Holy Spirit ; but with regard

to the historical credibility of Scripture it is sufficient to

use the ordinary methods of research. The unanimous

doctrine of the Reformed Churches is so constructed as to

make the authority of the Bible, which belongs to the

region of faith, altogether independent of questions that

may be raised as to the human agencies by which the book

came into its present shape. It is not a matter of faith

when the books that record God's Word were written, or

by whom, or in what style, or how often they were edited

and re-edited. It is not a matter of faith whether incidents

happened in one century or another ; whether Job be a

literal history, or a poem based on old tradition in which

the author has used the faculty of invention to illustrate

the problems of God's providence and man's probation
;

whether genealogical tables give the names of individual

men, or of countries and peoples. • All these belong to the

human side of the record. No special supernatural illumi-

nation is required to apprehend and understand them.

They are matters for the ordinary faculties of man, and

subjects for ordinary human investigation. The Bible is

a part of human literature as well as the record of Divine

revelation. As such God has given it to us, and so He has
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laid upon us tlie duty, and given us the right, to examine

it as literature, and to determine all its human and literary

characteristics by the same methods of research as are ap-

plied to the analysis of other ancient books.

4. While the Bible is human literature, it is the record of

Divine revelation, and it is part of the doctrine of Scrip-

ture held by Prof. Robertson Smith in common with the

Reformers, that God has taken special care that the litera-

ture has been preserved in order to be a suitable record of

the Divine Revelation. Accordingly the Westminster Con-

fession declares that the record of God's revealed Word has

been framed and preserved in a special v^ay, and under

" the singular care and providence of God," lest any age of

His Church should be left without a full and unmistakable

declaration of His saving will. As a result of this singular

care and providence His Word has been so preserved that

God still speaks to us as clearly as He spake by the apostles

and prophets, and the Scripture is such a correct and

adequate record that the Holy Spirit accompanies the Word
as it is brought to us in the Scriptures, and assures us that

in these Scriptures God still speaks to us. It is to be re-

membered also that the Reformed Confessions do not speak

as if this singular care and providence of God were exercised

for a certain time, say until the original written record was

finished, and then ceased. It is still at work : for its pur-

pose is, in the words of the Westminster Confession, to keep

the record " pure in all ages, and therefore authentical." ^

Scripture is not the record of a Word which was once per-

fect for God's purpose, but which may have been corrupted

in transmission. It is the record of a Word which still

speaks with infallible truth and personal authority to us, and

will do so to believers while the world lasts. The record

of revelation was so framed and has been so preserved as

1 o.Chap, i, § 8
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to include everything necessary to enable us to understand

the declaration of God's will in its historical context and

historical manifestation, and the value of the whole Bible

lies in the fact that directly or indirectly every part serves

to convey to us an infallible declaration of the saving will of

God. The perfect adaptation of the Bible to this end may
be, and in matter of fact is, quite unaffected by the fact that

the text as we now have it contains some marks of human
imperfection, some verbal and historical errors.^ God has

not withheld from this imperfect letter the witness of His

Spirit in the heart of the believer, commending it as His

own infallible declaration of redeeming love, as His own
perfect rule of faith and life, and we must be careful not to

assume that because God has given us a Bible, perfect for

His own divine purpose, the letter of Scripture must there-

fore have all such minor perfection as we in our frailty

suppose needful. In all such matters " it is plain that the

only honest and reverent way of dealing with the letter of

Scripture is to allow it to speak for itself. We have it as a

fact that in laying His Word before us as He does this day

—

for the Bible, as we have it, is a gift direct from God to us,

and not a mere inheritance from the earlier Church—God

has employed a series of human agencies, and in the use of

these agencies has not excluded every human imperfection.

If we are to have a trustworthy revelation at all, it is neces-

sary that the one record of revelation which God has given

us be such that we can feel sure that it tells us all we need

to know of God and His will, and that it tells us this with

unvarying and infallible truth, not minghng God's message

with doctrines of man. So much is witnessed in our hearts

by God's own Spirit. . . . Everything more than this is a

question of the letter, and not of the Spirit, a question of

^ It may be observed that I am not discussing the modern question of

" inerrancy," an ii teresting enough subject of speculative enquiry, but which to

my mind has no j^raciical connection with the reformed doctrine of Scripture.
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the human agency employed, and not of the Divine trath

conveyed." ^

Such was the doctrine of Holy Scripture formulated and

held by Prof. Kobertson Smith, and v^'hich was in all essen-

tial parts that stated by Calvin and the other great leaders

of the Eeformation period. I have endeavoured to state

it in his own words, and those who are familiar with his

writings will recognise familiar words or phrases of his in

almost every sentence.

It now remains to point out briefly how this doctrine of

Scripture differs from the common Broad Church view, and

from what has been called the doctrine of the Princeton

School.

The Broad Church theologians, doubtless under the in-

fluence of the earlier evangelical school of the Church of

England, a school eminent for its saintly piety, but not

conspicuous for its acquaintance with theology and its his-

tory, took for granted that the use of Scripture was to give

clear views of truth, rather than to give fellowship with a

self-revealing God. For it is curious how the majority of

the evangelicals, notwithstanding their sturdy abhorrence

.of popery, really held what was essentially the mediseval as

opposed to the Reformation idea of Scripture. The Bible

was for them a storehouse of infallible truths about God

and His salvation, a revealer of doctrines and rules for

conduct. They used typology in much the same way as the

medieval theologians employed the fourfold sense, to ex-

tract doctrinal truths from unlikely sources, such as the

description of the temple and its furniture. The great

Reformation thought of the witness of the Spirit was

either ignored, or thrust into a very subordinate place.

Their Broad Church successors, all trained in this school,

feel the insuperable difUculties of the position. Starting

from the idea that the essential function of Scripture was

' Answer to the Form of Libel, p. 80.
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not to give fellowship with God, but to communicate

truths about God and given by God, they saw that there

was much in the Bible that could scarcely be so described.

They accordingly laid hold on the genuine distinction be-

tween the Word of God and Scripture, or the Bible, the

record of the Word, and making an illegitimate use of the

old phrase that the Scriptures contained the Word of God,

they purposed a sharp distinction between the Word of God

and the Scriptures which contained it. This enabled them

to say that those parts of Scripture which did not appear to

them to give divine utterances, although in Scripture, were

not the Word of God, and this led to the general conclusion

that part of the Scripture was and part was not the Word
of God. It was apparently thought easy to divide the

various portions of the Bible into the two flocks of sheep

and goats, and it was left very much to each reader to make

the division for himself. The view is totally different from

that held by Prof. Kobertson Smith. Let me quote his own
words :

" Some modern writers have twisted the old Cal-

vinist expression {the Word of God is contained in the Bible)

in a new sense. People now say that Scripture contains

God's Word when they mean that part of the Bible is the

Word of God, and another part is the word of man. That

is not the doctrine of oar churches, which hold that the

substance of all Scripture is God's Word. What is not

part of the record of God's Word, is no part of Scripture." ^

Besides, this school has never grasped the idea of the wit-

ness of the Spirit, and the relation of this witness to the

attributes of infallibility and authoritativeness.

The divergence of the views of what have been termed

the Princeton School from the doctrine of Scripture, stated

in this article, require much more careful exposition, and I

fear that it is not possible to put the case very clearly in

the brief space that remains to me.

' Ansner to the Form of lAhel, p. 24, note.
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The divergence really begins, as I have already said, in

the effect of the distinction drawn between the Word of

God and the Bible, or Scripture, which is the record con-

veying that Word to us. Many of the later seventeenth

century divines, both Lutheran and Calvinist, insisted on

reading the copula is in the sentence : the Scripture is the

Word of God, as if it expressed absolute identity of sub-

ject and predicate. They rejected all more precise ex-

pressions such as contains, or presents, or conveys. In their

view there was no difference whatever between the Word
of God and Scripture, except perhaps that the former was

unwritten, while the latter was written. This idea com-

pletely obliterated the distinction between the substance of

Scripture, or the Word of God, and the letter of Scripture,

or the record which conveyed that word to us ; and in so

doing it transferred the attributes of infallibility from the

substance to the letter. This transference of interest from

the Word of God to the record of the word, perhaps un-

consciously, but nevertheless really, diminished the re-

ligious element in the doctrine of Scripture. No space was

left for the over-mastering spiritual self-manifestation of

God drawing near to man in Scripture, and there is no need

to dwell upon the thought that faith is required to grasp this

great supernatural reality, and that faith itself must be en-

lightened by the witness of the Spirit, which at once reveals

and guarantees the infallibility and authoritativeness of the

manifestation. These attributes of the divine Word are

transferred from the sphere of faith and of the witness of

the Spirit to which they really belong, to the sphere of the

letter or literary record of Scripture. Accordingly it was

customary to prove the perfection, authoritativeness and in-

fallibility of Scripture, not by reference to the witness of

the Spirit, but by bringing forward a whole variety of minor

perfections said to belong to the letter of Scripture, and all

witnessing to its divine attributes. The doctrine of the
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witness of the Spirit which is placed in the fore part of

Calvin's doctrine of Scripture and which occupies such a

large place in every confession of the Keformed Church, is

either left out entirely or relegated to a very subordinate

place. In more modern writers the transference referred to

has had the curious result of almost banishing a doctrine of

Scripture from many treatises on dogmatic, and substituting

in its place a doctrine of inspiration, which becomes an ex-

planation of how a literary record can in itself, and not

because it conveys the Word of God, become perfect, in-

fallible, and authoritative. But to trace and to explain the

many divergences between the doctrine of the Eeformers

and of Prof. Kobertson Smith, and what is commonly called

the doctrine of the Princeton School, would require an

article by itself. Perhaps what has been said may indicate

the lines on which that article would run.

Thomas M. Lindsay.

ON THE MEANING OF IIPOXHATTOX IN THE
SEPTUAGINT.

It seems to be a generally received opinion that the Greek

word irpoa-rfK.vTO'i has a twofold signification. The lexicons

are uniformly in agreement upon this point. Thus Thayer :

" 7rpocrt]XvTo^. 1. A new-comer, a stranger, alien (Schol.

ad Apoll. Khod., i. 834; LXX. often for 1^.). 2. A prose-

lyte "—and to the same effect Schleusner (who quotes in

support of the first meaning Lex Cyrilh, MS. Bremen,

jrpoai]\vTo<i, e7rotKo<i, 7rdpotKo<i, ^evo<i ; and Hesychius, irpoarj-

XuTo<i, irdpoiKos, dXKoedvri'i) ; Sophocles (who for the same

meaning refers to some LXX. passages and to Philo. i.

160, 42; ii. 219, 27), the Thesaurus LingucB Grmcce ab

Hene. Stephano Constructus (which refers to Hesychius,
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Scbleusner, and Schol. ad Apoll. Khod., i, 834), and Liddell

and Scott.

It will be plainly seen from these quotations that for

7rpocr?;XyT09 = stranger {advena) there are three chief sup-

posed authorities : the LXX., Philo, and the Scholiast on

Apollonius of Rhodes.

Now of these three, an examination of Philo's use of the

word proves clearly that he is in some cases simply para-

phrasing a passage from the LXX., in others using the

word in the sense " proselyte."

With regard to the Scholiast, he certainly seems to use

the word as meaning "stranger," "foreigner," for he com-

bines it with /j,eTOiKov<i. But here it may be noticed

—

firstly, that this is too isolated a case to bear much weight

;

secondly, that if, as we propose to show, the word originally

meant "proselyte," it would be natural that it should soon

draw to itself something of the meaning involved in such

words as "stranger," "advena,'''' "alien"; a proselyte

generally being, as a matter of necessity, a " stranger in a

strange land."

For 7rpoo-//XuT09 = " stranger," we are thus thrown back

upon the LXX. This version uses the word as equivalent to

the Hebrew 1^, and it will clear the ground if something

be said first of this latter word. In Biblical Hebrew "If! = a

sojourner, or stranger living under the protection of a tribe

or family, who has, therefore, no inherited rights. In the

Mishna the word means simply a proselyte in the technical

sense of the word. (See Schiirer, Geschichte des Judischen

Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, ii., p. 566, n. 292.) In

the so-called Priestly Code, the word may be seen develop-

ing into this latter sense. (See Robertson Smith, 0. T.

in J. C, 2nd ed., p. 342, n. 1.)

Now to translate "15, the LXX. uses sometimes irpoai']-

\vTo<i sometimes 7rdpocKo<i, and it is generally asserted that

the two words are synonymous. Schiirer, e.g., takes this
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for granted. Geiger, Urschri/t, p. 353 ff., devotes a page

and a half to illustrate it. And yet the version itself, when
carefully examined, tells a very different tale. A considera-

tion of the following facts will, I believe, lead to the certain

conclusions (1) that '7rpoa/]\vTo<i is not synonymous with

irdpoiKo^;
; (2) that it does not mean '^ advena," "stranger,"

"sojourner," in the sense of the old Hebrew 1^; (3) that

its original meaning, so far as the extant literature enables

us to judge, was " proselyte."

In other words, in the great majority of cases where ")2I

occurs in the Hebrew text, the Greek translators have not

simply translated into the exact Greek equivalent, but have

read into the word the later meaning which it has in the

Mishna.

The references are always to the Hebrew text.

A . The LXX. translates 1^ in the sense of " a sojourner
"

by 7rdpotKo<i.

So Gen. xv. 13, Israel in Egypt.

,, xxiii. 4, Abraham at Shechem.

Exod. ii. 22, Moses in Midian.

,, xviii. 3, Moses in Midian.

Deut. xiv. 21, "nDJ.

,, xxiii. 8, Israel in Egypt.

2 Sam. i. 13, Amalekite (but 'A -rrpoaijXvToi;.)

1 Chron. xxix. 15, IJn^J*^ ^''"!^.- Luc. has TrpoaTjXurot.

Ps. xxxix. 13, ^D:i^^ 1.1.

Jer. xiv. 8, i^D n'nn Tir^b.

Ps. cxix. 19, 0:iK 121.

In all these passages "121 clearly cannot mean a proselyte,

but must denote members of a tribe or nation sojourning in

a strange land. The only possible exception is Deut. xiv.

21, But to the LXX. translator it would be repugnant,

or rather impossible, to think of a proselyte partaking of

nbll^, in contradiction to the commandment laid down in
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Lev. xvii. 15. He therefore took "15 as = a sojourner, and

synonymous with the parallel ''")^^.

On the other hand, the LXX. translates 111 in the sense

of "proselyte" by Trpoai'fKvTo^.

So in Exod. xii. 48, must be circumcised to keep Passover.

,, ,, 49, one law for home-born and Hi).

,, XX. 10, must keep the Sabbath.

,, xxii. 20, not to be oppressed.

,, xxiii. 9^ not to be oppressed.

,, ,, 12, Sabbath to be kept that ")^ may rest.

Lev. XVI. 29, not to work on day of Atonement.

,, xvii. 8, may offer sacrifices.

,, ,, 10, not to eat blood.

„ ,, 12, not to eat blood.

,, ,, 13, to let out blood of game.

,, ,, 15, is unclean if he eats n7U.

,, xviii. 26, to keep statutes previously mentioned.

,, xix. 33, not to be oppressed.

,, ,, 10, gleanings for "lil.

,, ,, 34, to be equal with avrbydwv.

,, XX. 2, not to give his seed to Moloch.

,, xxii. 18, may present offerings.

,, xxiii. 22, gleanings.

,, xxiv. 16, not to blaspheme.

,, ,, 22, one lex talionis for "III and n"lTi^.

,, XXV. 23, metaphorical.

,, ,, 35, metaphorical.

,, ,, 47", Israelite may be sold to him.

Num. ix. 14^, one law of Passover for ")-3 and r\1]^.

,, XV. 14, may offer sacrifice.

,, ,, 15", one law, etc.

,, ,, 16, one law, etc.

,, ,, 26, atonement to be made for him.

,, ,, 29, one law, etc.

„ ,, 30, to be punished, if he defies the law.
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Num. xix. 10, ashes of heifer.

,, XXXV. 15, may use cities of refuge.

Deut. i. 16, "his proselyte" (strange).

,, V. 14, must keep Sabbath.

,, X. 18" (Heb. once only), Jahveh loves the "13.

,, ,, 19, love the 1^.

,, xiv. 29, may eat tithes.

,, xvi. 11, may rejoice at Feast of Weeks.

,, ,, 14, may rejoice at Feast of Booths.

,, xxiv. 14, wages not to be held back.

,, ,, 17, judgment not to be wrested.

,, 19, gleanings.

„ 20, gleanings.

„ 21, gleanings.

,, xxvi. 11, to rejoice at firstfruits.

,, ,, 12, to eat tithes.

,, ,, 13, to eat tithes.

,, xxvii. 19, judgment not to be wrested.

,, xxviii. 43, threat that the 111 will obtain

supremacy over Israelite.

,, xxix. 10, present at reading of law.

,, xxxi. 12, present at reading of law.

Josh. viii. 33, present at reading of law.

,, ,, 35, present at reading of law.

,, XX. 9, may use cities of refuge.

1 Chron. xxii. 2, gathered by David for service in the

Temple building.

2 ,, ii. 16, gathered by Solomon for service in the

Temple building.

2 , XXX. 25, rejoice at Hezekiah's Passover.

Ps. xciv. 6, ^ri'in^ "1^") r\T2bi^.

„ cxlvi. 9, Dnrn^^ ~iDi^.

'.. > not to be oppressed.
„ xxn. 3 3

Ezek. xiv. 7,
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Ezek. xxii. 7,

29

,, xlvii. 22, to inherit with the IsraeHtes,

,, „ 23, to inherit with the IsraeHtes.

Zach. vii. 10, not to be oppressed.

Mai. iii. 5, have been oppressed.

The only cases here which could cause doubt are Lev.

XXV. 23, 35 ; Deut. i. 16 ; and Exod. xii. 48. But there is

another group of passages which forms a remarkable excep-

tion to the rule, those namely where D''"1il is used of the

Israelites in Egypt and yet is rendered by 7rpoai]\v70L, not

by TrdpoiKoi, as we should expect. They are

—

Exod. xxii. 20. Lev. xix. 34.

,, xxiii. 9. Deut. x. 19.

But in all these ")il in the sense of proselyte has immedi-

ately preceded, and the sense involves the use of the same

word :
" for ye were proselytes," not of course in the

technical sense of the word, but " ye were in the land of

Egypt in the same position of homeless strangers as are

proselytes amongst yourselves." Another exceptional case

is Exod. xii. 19, where LXX. has jetoopa<i, but 'A. 5*.

TrpoarfkvTOi. Targ. ^im^^.

B. Again the LXX. translates ")il used of a sojourner by

TrapoLKovi, Ps. cv. 12.

irapoiKcov, Judg. xix. 1.

irapoLKOvvre'i, 2 Sam. iv. 3.

irapwKei, Judg. xix. 16.

irapMKTjaav, 1 Chron. xvi. 19.

irapcpKet, Judg. xvii. 7.

7rapocK6i, Deut. xviii. 16.

„ Ezra i. 4.

hiarpl^eTe, Jer. xxxv. 7.

76tTov69, Job. xix. 15.

(TvaKijvov, Exod. iii. 22.

irpoaKeifMevq), Lev. xxv. 6.

ovTcov, Lev. xxv. 45.
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But when used of a proselyte, by

—

TrpoaeXdovn, Exod. xii. 49.

irpoaKei/iievo^, Lev. xvi. 29.

,, xvii. 10.

»» >> )> -L.^.

Trpoayevofieuoq, Lev. xviii. 26.

irpoaiTopevoiJievo'i, Lev. xix. 34.

yeyevrj/jueucov, Lev. xx. 2.

TrpoaKei'/xevofi, Num. xv. 15.

,, ,, 16.

'26.

,, ., xix. 10.

,, Josh. XX. 9.

TTi
^ ' ^ f 2 Chron. xv. 9.
irapoLKOvvTci'i )

irapoiKovai, Ezek. xlvii. 22.

7rpocyrj\vTO<^,
,, 23.

C. Further, the LXX. translates mil in sense of "to so-

journ " by

—

irapoLKeiv.

Gen. xii. 10.

xix. 9.

XX. 1.

xxi. 23.

„ 34.

XXvi. 3.

xxxii. 5.

XXXV. 27.

xlvii. 4.

Exod. vi. 4.

Deut. xxvi. 5.

Judg. xvii. 8.

9.

TrapoiKetv.

Euth i. 1.

2 Kings viii. 1.

2.

Ps. cv. 23.

Isa. xvi. 4.

„ lii. 4.

Jer. xliv. 14. (?)

„ 1.40.

Lam. iv. 15.

Cf. also Judg. V. 17.

Ps. V. 5.

„ XV. 1.

„ Ixi. 5.
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KaroiKelv xlii. 15 — LXX. xlix. 15
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incouceivable that a proselyte should be represeDted as eat-

ing, H/IIJ (Aq. however has irpoay^XvTo^).

In 2 Sam. i. 13 the Targum, differing from the LXX.,

sees in the Amalekite who brought news of the battle of

Mount Gilboa a proselyte in the technical sense of the

term. So also the Syriac and Aquila.

But ")il = proselyte = 7^/^oc^?7\uT09 = ^i"n''Il c. 68 times.

,,= ,, =7eta)pa? = ,, twice.

In Lev. XXV. 23, 35 the LXX. has irpoarjXvTO'i where we

might have expected 7rdpoi,Ko<i. Here the Targum has
]''')"'''"f

;

Syriac, jValaX.

In Lev. XXV. 47 the M.T. has in clause a 2'^^^\^ "III, and

in clause b Iti^lD ID. Geiger, Urschrlft, p. 356, has shown

that in the latter case 1 should be restored. The Samaritan

text has it. The LXX. also read it and rendered in both

clauses irpocn'fkvToi. ?} irdpoLKoi. But the Targum sees in both

cases the Qti'lD "IJ of the Mishna (Schurer, Gesch. des Jud.

Volhefi zm- Zeitalter J. Chr., ii. 567) and renders by

nmm bi:; and 2r)^^\ b-):;.

In Deuteronomy xxviii. 43 the Targum again differs from

the LXX. The latter saw in the passage a threat that

the proselytes should be exalted over the Israelites. The

Targum intensifies the denunciation when it renders by

•71;? 2^)^n.

B. The Targum renders "121 = to sojourn = some deri-

vative of irapoLKelv,

by derivatives of the

roots in or HiT' c. 6

times.

= hiaTpij3eiv once.

= 7etTove? once.

= 'irp6a/c€i,/iiai twice.

= elfil once,

but when used of a proselyte by 'T'^^JT'^i, c. 16 times.

C. The Targum renders 1121 = to sojourn = 7rapoi«eti'
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by 2r\'' or mi c. 25 times. In the last chapters of

Jeremiah, where LXX. has for "11^1/, KarotKelu,

evoiKelv, or oLKelv, Targum has J^Umn^^/.

On the other hand, it renders mn, when used of a prose-

lyte, by l^^:ln^^< c. G times.

It 10 times renders m^lD or ''"i:i'J = some derivative of

TrapoLicelv, by a derivative of HJT' or IIJ.

In the case of the two following versions the Hexateuch

only is referred to.

The usage in the case of the Syriac is rather peculiar.

In Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy, Joshua it renders "12! in

either sense by j-ialcL or joZ^Z. ("13 = Trpocxj^Xuro?^ ii2>A:x;

^Lo\, Deut. X. 18; xiv. 29).

But in Leviticus and Numbers

—

"1^ = sojourner = TH = ];cicx (only Lev. xix. 34; xxv.

23 ; XXXV. 47).

1^ = 7rpoo-?y\i;To<? = ^J'1VJ =^ Z.aX }.i2iAlc, 2G times,

mil is commonly rendered by ;.^L, occasionally by

^Zoj.

The Ethiopic translator follows the same principles.

~)i! = a sojourner = 7rapoi/co?--")^''l = ^(^[\^ 4 times; but

(^C\\ represents irpoa/jXvToq in Deut. xxviii. 43

(see above under Targ.) ; Exod. xx. 10 {TrpoatjXvTo^

TrapoiKcov).

Notice also that (^i\^ is used to represent 2^in =

irdpoLKo^ in Gen. xxiii. 4; Lev. xxv. G, 23, 35, 47^';

Num. XXXV. 15.

On the other hand

—

"1^ = proselyte =^ Trpoo-i'jXuTo^ =^ h^lV.l = ^pq' about 58 times.

13 = proselyte = j6icopa<; = hilVJ = 'q^.C^ once.

In conclusion, some explanation is needed of two pas-

sages in which the LXX. translates III by yeL(i}pa<i. Why,
if irpoai'fkvro'i has been uniformly used to translate lil when

it was thought to signify proselyte, do the translators go out

of their way to import a New-Hebrew and Aramaic word

VOL. X. 1

8
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ill these two instances ? Tiaere is here, it must he confessed,

a difficulty, which is made much of by those who hold that

iTpoai]\vTo<i and 'rrdpoiKO'i are synonymous terms. Geiger,

for instance, sees here a proof that in these two places

only did the translators see in lil a proselyte in the techni-

cal sense of the word. Hence the unusual word. Else-

where "1^ meant for them " a sojourner." But this certainly

goes too far. It creates numerous difficulties. A test case

is perhaps the usage of the Greek translator of Deuter-

onomy. In twenty places he translates lil by irpoai'jXvro^

;

in two only does he use irdpoiKoii. In neither of these two

could "lil possibly mean " proselyte." In xxiii. 8 it is used

of Israel in Egypt ; in xiv. 21 it is said that 1172^ may be

given to the 13. Now suppose that the two words are

synonymous. "Why does not the translator use them more

impartially ? Or if he prefers 7rpoo-//X,i»T09, why does he go

out of his way to use 7rdpoiKo<i jast in the two places where

the meaning " proselyte " is not admissible? The remain-

ing case in Deuteronomy (x. 19) has already been explained.

What we want is some explanation which will cover all the

facts. But until that is forthcoming it is surely more simple

to assume that the use of yeicopa^ in Exodus xii. 19, Isaiah

xiv. 1, is due to some exceptional cause, than to be forced

to the conclusion that TrdpocKOf; and irpoaifKvTO'i are synony-

mous terms. This supposition makes the distribution of

the two terms an insoluble enigma. It forces us to ask

—

1. Why the translators use 'rrdpoiKO'^ about eleven times,

in all of which the meaning " proselyte " is inadmissible?

2. Why they never use irpoatjXuTo^i in such cases except

in the passages referred to above, viz., Leviticus xxv. 23,

35 ; Deuteronomy i. 16 ; Exodus xii. 48, xxii, 20, xxiii. 9
;

Leviticus xix. 34 ; Deuteronomy x. 19, of which the first

two are metaphorical, and the last four admit of an easy

and simple explanation ?

3. Why they use Trpocn'jXuro^ about seventy- five times,
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some sixty of which occur in the legal codes, where ")il

might well be supposed to mean " proselyte "
; and why in

these codes they never use irdpoLKO'i except in two or three

passages where the meaning " proselyte " is impossible ?

4. Why they make so remarkable a distinction in their

renderings of "^5 and the participle ")^, employing as a rule

TTapoLKelv or a cognate word, where they are used of sojourn-

ing in general; but where the subject is 1il = 7rpoo-?/\i;T09,

using such verbs as Trpoaip^o/xai, irpoajivo/xac, irpoaifK.evTevct),

irpocTKei^ai, irpoairopevofxai, which are so admirably calcu-

lated to express the position of one who was a proselyte in

the religious sense ?

W. C. Allen.

JUDGMENT ACCOBDING TO TYPE.

Two at least of the chief convictions which sustain the

heart of Humanity rest, in the last issue, on a basis of pure

reason. One is the belief that the soul is immortal ; the

other is the behef that it will be judged. We repudiate the

opposite because the annihilation of the spiritual and the

confusion of the moral are unthinkable. " For my own
part," says Mr. Fiske, " I believe in the immortality of the

soul, not in the sense in which I accept the demonstrable

truths of science, but as a supreme act of faith in the

reasonableness of God's work." It is incredible that when
the long evolution of nature has come to a head the flower

should be flung away. This were to reduce design to a

fiasco. " What can be more in the essential nature of

things," writes Mr. W. R. Greg, in his Enigmas of Life, a

very honest book, " than that the mere entrance into

the spiritual state will effect a severance of souls ? " It is

incredible that the present failure of justice should end in

no redress, and the immense wrongs of this life have no
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" complement of recompeuce," This were to reduce order

to a fiasco, and put us all to "permanent intellectual con-

fusion." Pessimistic thinkers, whose reason has been

deflected by the presence of an arrogant materialism, and

moral triflers, whose conscience is satisfied with a deity of

imbecile good nature—the bon Dieu of the French—may

deny judgment ; the one, because there is no soul, the

other, because there is no judge. But the masters of

thought in all ages and of all nations have accepted judg-

ment as an axiom in the calculation of human life ; they

have used it as a factor in the creation of human history.

Reference of every moral action to an eternal standard,

revisal of every individual life by a supreme authority, are

embedded in the creeds of the Race. The Book of the Dead

was the sacred writing of the oldest civilization, and it

describes how the soul is weighed in the intangible scales

of righteousness. The Greek moralists conceived the

Furies let loose on the guilty soul, and placed their abode

behind the judgment seat of Areopagus. The " Bible of the

Middle Ages" was a rehearsal of judgment, wherein not

only the saints and sinners of the past, but those of that

very day, received their due recompence of reward. Angelico

wrought out his Inferno and Paradiso in a picture which

fails somewhat on the left hand, where sinners are tor-

mented by their own sins, because he was ignorant of sin,

but succeeds gloriously on the right, where the glorified

arrive in a flower-garden—which is the outer court of

heaven—for he only of men had seen the angels. When
the ages of faith had closed and every conviction of the

past was put to the question, one belief still held an iron

grip, and Michael Augelo painted his Judgment on the

Pope's Chapel of the Vatican. It is a picture which con-

fuses and overwhelms one ; it was an awful agony of Art

;

but it was also an intense reality of the soul.

We have a robust common sense of morality which
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refuses to believe that it does not matter whether a man
has hved hke the Apostle Paul or the Emperor Nero. One

may hesitate to speculate about the circumstances of the

other world ; one may love the splendid imagination of the

Apocalypse more than the vulgar realism of modern senti-

ment, but one can never crush out the conviction that there

must be one place for St. John, who was Jesus' friend, and

another for Judas Iscariot, who was His betrayer. It were

unreasonable that this mad confusion of circumstances

should continue, which ties up the saint and the miscreant

together to the misery of both ; it were supremely reason-

able that this tangle be unravelled and each receive his

satisfaction. One has seen sheep and swine feeding in the

same field till evening, and has followed till the sheep were

gathered into their fold, and the swine ran greedily to their

stye. The last complaint that would have occurred to one's

mind was that their owners had separated them, the last

suggestion that they should be herded together. What was

fitting had happened ; it was separation according to type.

Jesus did not supersede this conviction as the supersti-

tion of an imperfect morality, nor condemn it as a contra-

diction of the Divine Love. His "enthusiasm of Humanity"

did not blind Him to deep lines of moral demarcation ; His

"huge tenderness" did not propose an equalitj' for Judas

and John. He did not come to reduce the moral order to

an anarchy of grace, and to break the inevitable connection

between sin and punishment. It has been said by a pro-

found thinker that Antinomianism is the only heresy, and

it is desirable to remind one's self, in a day of flabby senti-

ment, that Jesus was not an Antinomian. Had Jesus con-

demned sin, then He had been the destroyer of our Race,

and not its Saviour, for the comforting of our heart had been

a poor recompence for the debauchery of our conscience.

But it is a conspicuous instance of Jesus' balance, that He
combined the most tender compassion for the sinner with
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the most unflinchmg condemnation of sin. It is Jesus

who has compared sin unto Gehenna, " where their worm
dieth not and the fire is not quenched" (St. Mark ix. 44) ;

who places the rich man of soft and luxurious life in tor-

ment, so that he begs for a drop of water to cool his tongue

(St. Luke xvi. 24) ; who casts the unprofitable servant into

outer darkness, where is weeping and gnashing of teeth

(St. Matt. XXV. 30) ; who declares that the fruitless

branches of the vine will be gathered and burned (St.

John XV. 6) ; who sends the servants of self into the fire

prepared for the Devil and his angels. Jesus spake in

parables, and it were folly to press His words into a de-

scription of circumstances. Jesus spake also with marked

emphasis, and it were dishonesty to deny that He believed

in the fact of judgment.

Jesus went with the general reason of the Kace in afth-m-

iug the certainty of judgment, and therein He is at one

with the catholic creeds of Christendom. Jesus has also

gone with the general reason in affirming the morality of

judgment, and therein He has differed from that solitary

creed which has raised uncharitableness into an article of

faith. "What has filled many honourable minds with resent-

ment and rebellion is not the fact of separation, but the

principle of execution ; not the dislike of an assortment,

but the fear that it will not be into good and bad. No
power will ever convince a reasonable being that one man
should be elected to life and have heaven settled on him as

an entailed estate, and another be ordained to death and
" be held in the way thereto "

; or that one be " blessed
"

because he has held the orthodox creed, and another be

" cursed " because he has made a mistake in the most pro-

found of all sciences. If Heaven and Hell—be they places

or states—are made to hinge on the arbitrary will of the

Almighty, or on the imperfect processes of human reason,

then judgment will not be a fiasco, it will be an outrage.
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It will be a climax of irresponsible despotism, whose mon-

strous injustice would leave Heaven without blessing and

Hell without curse.

Reason cannot agree with such a reading of judgment

;

reason cannot disagree with the reading of Jesus. Jesus

never made judgment depend either on the will of God or

the belief of man. He rested judgment on the firm founda-

tion of what each man is in the sight of the Eternal. He
anticipated no protest in his parables against the justice of

this evidence : none has ever been made from any quarter.

The wheat is gathered into the garner. What else could

one do with wheat '? The tares are burned in the fire.

What else could one do with tares? (St. Matt. xiii. 40).

When the net comes to the shore, the good fish are gathered

into vessels ; no one would throw them away. The bad are

cast aside ; no one would leave them to contaminate the

good (St. Matt. xiii. 48). The supercilious guests who did not

value the great supper were left severely alone. If men do

not care for Heaven, they will not be forced into it. The

outcasts, who had never dared to dream of such a supper,

were compelled to come. If men hunger for the best, the

best shall be theirs (St. Luke xiv. 15-24). The virgins who

had taken the trouble of bringing oil went in to the marriage
;

they were evidently friends of the bridegroom : the virgins

who had made no preparation were shut out from the mar-

riage ; they were mere strangers (St. Matt. xxv. 1-13). Had
the foolish virgins been rejected because they were a few

minutes late, they would have had just cause of complaint.

When the bridegroom declined their company for the

simple reason that He did not know them, they had no

answer. It would be equally out of place either for friends

to be refused, or strangers to force admission to a mar-

riage. It is all fair and fitting—exactly as things ought to

be : Jesus' judgment is the very apotheosis of reason.

Twice has the Judgment been described witli authority

—
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once by the greatest prophet that has spoken outside the

Hebrew succession, once by the chief prophet of Jew and

Gentile. Plato has told us that the judges of the great

assizes will sit at a place on the other side, where all roads

from this world meet, and where, divided by the throne of

justice, they part again into two—the way which leadeth to

the Islands of the Blessed, and the way that goeth to the

" House of Vengeance and Punishment, which is called

Tartarus." Men are not to appear before the judges in the

body, lest justice should be partial, since there are many
" having evil souls who are apparelled in fair bodies "

:

neither are the judges to be clothed, lest their bodies be

" interposed as a veil before their own souls." The judg-

ment is to be absolutely real ; each judge " with his naked

soul shall pierce into the other naked soul," and each soul

will go to its own place. Just as bodies have a shape of

their own, so is it with souls. Some are scarred by crimes,

some are crooked with falsehood, some deformed by incon-

tinence; these are despatched to Tartarus. Other souls

show the fair proportions of holiness and truth, and on

them the judges look with admiration as they go to the

Islands of the Blessed. Nothing is arbitrary ; everything is

reasonable. It is registration rather than examination ; it

is fulfilment rather than judgment.

The Judgment of Plato is one of the supreme efforts ot

human reason, surely not unilluminated by the Spirit of

God ; and one compares it with the Judgment of Jesus

to find a considerable difference in drapery, and an exact

correspondence in principle. According to Jesus (St. Matt.

XXV. 31), there will be a Judgment on the confines of the

** Unseen Universe," and each soul will appear before Him
seated on the Throne of Plis glory. There will be instant

division, but no confusion : it will be manifestation and

confirmation. The sheep and the goats, which have been

one flock in the pastures of this life, will fall apart each
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breed according to its nature. Those who have hved the

selfless Hfe, who saw Him an hungered and gave Him meat,

fulfilling the Law of Love, shall stand on one side, because

by their choice they are of one kind ; and those who have

loved the self life, who saw Him a stranger and took Him
not in, disobeying the Law of Love, shall stand on the other

side, because by their choice they are of another kind.

" Come, ye blessed " is said to the selfless, because by the

constitution of the moral universe they cannot be anything

else than blessed. "Depart, ye cursed" is said to the

selfish because even God Himself could not prevent them

being cursed. Their state in either case is " prepared,"

and is the inheritance of character. It is a recognition of

fitness, as reasonable as an arrangement into species, as

natural as the ripening of harvest.

Jesus makes a marked advance on Plato by magnifying

the function of the Judge, and anticipating the date of the

Judgment. The Judge in St. Matthew's Gospel is not

an ofiicial referring to a Law : He is identical with the

Law itself. Each soul is tried not by its obedience to a

written standard, but by its relation to a living Person.

Jesus' " Come " is the symbol of a Law, the Law of attrac-

tion. His " Depart " is the symbol of another Law, the

Law of repulsion, and Jesus Himself is in both events the

magnetic force. The personal factor, which is the heart

of the religion of Jesus, asserts itself in the Judgment.

Jesus monopolizes the outlook of life : Pie is the wounded

Man the priest passes, whom the Samaritan helps. His

acceptance or rejection is the test of the soul, and the crisis

simply culminates at the Judgment. Human life will then

finally break against Jesus as a rock in the midst of a

stream, each current to follow its own direction unfettered

and unmingled. The presence of Jesus is our Judgment.

V/e are accustomed to refer Judgment to the threshold

of the other world. We ought to acclimatize the idea in
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this world, for if Jesus once enlarged on the august circum-

stances of the future Judgment, He referred continually to

the awful responsibility of a present Judgment. One can

easily understand how the revelation of Jesus' moral Glory

on the other side will raise to the highest power both His

attraction and His repulsion, and suddenly crystallize into

permanence the fluid principles of a man's life. The

stream will be frozen in the fall. But this will only be the

consummation of a process which is now in action. Jesus

has not to wait for His Throne to command attention or

aifect the soul. He is the most dominant and exacting

Personality in human experience from whose magical circle

of influence none can tear himself. Can any one follow

Jesus' life from Nazareth to Calvary, and stand face to face

with Jesus' Cross, and be neither better nor worse ? In-

credible and impossible. Certain minds may hesitate over

the Nicene Creed, but it is trifling to treat Jesus as a name
in history, or a character in a book. He is the Man whom
Plato once imagined, whom Isaiah prophesied, whom the

most spiritual desire, who exhausts Grace and Truth. Be-

yond all question, and apart from all theories, Jesus is the

Kevelation of the Divine goodness : the incarnate Law of

God : the objective conscience of Humanity. As soon as we

enter the presence of Jesus we lose the liberty of moral

indifference. One Person we cannot avoid—the inevitable

Christ; one dilemma we must face, " What shall I do with

Jesus which is called Christ." The spiritual majesty of

this Man arraigns us at His bar from which we cannot

depart till we become His disciples or His critics, His

friends or His enemies. With certain consequences.

Belief in Jesus is justification, for it is loyalty to the best

;

disbelief in Jesus is condemnation, it is enmity to the best.

Jesus stated the position in a classical passage, " He that

believeth on Him is not condemned : but He that believeth

not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in
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the name of the only begotten Son of God. And this is the

condemnation, that hght has come into the world, and men
loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were

evil" (St. Johniii. 18-19).

As the mere presence of a good man in a room will

compel the silent opinion of every other person, and be

their judgment, so Jesus was for three years, from His

public appearance at Nazareth to His crucifixion on Calvary,

a criterion of character and a factor of division. He was

the problem burdening every man's intellect, the law stimu-

lating every man's conscience, the life exciting every man's

imagination, the figure by which all kinds of men adjusted

themselves. According to the Gospels, every one was

sensitive to Jesus. As soon as He was born wise men came

from far to worship Him, and Herod sent soldiers to slay

Him (St. Matt, ii.) When He was presented in the Temple,

Simeon took the infant in his arms and spake by the Holy

Ghost, " Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising again

of many in Israel" (St. Luke ii. 34). If He preached in

the synagogue of his boyhood, the people, under the

irresistible influence of Jesus' Personality, " wondered at

the gracious words which proceeded out of His mouth," so

strong was His power of attraction, and then would have

"cast Him down headlong," so great was His power of

repulsion (St. Luke iv. 16). If He visited a country town

in Galilee, a Pharisee would invite Him to a feast in order

to insult Him (St. Luke vii. 36), and a publican would

make a " great feast in his own house " in order to honour

Him (St. Luke v. 29). The people were divided over Jesus,

"for some said. He is a good Man, others said. Nay, but

He deceiveth the people" (St. John vii. 12), and the very

Council was torn with controversy, the majority sending

officers to arrest Him, but Nicodemus breaking silence in

His defence (vii. 50). If two men disputed in those days,

it was about Jesus ; if they talked together by the way, it
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was of Jesus; the atmosphere was electrical with Jesus.

" Whom do men say that I the Son of Man am?" asked

Jesus of His disciples, for He knew they could not ignore

Him. It was a day of judgment—searching and conclusive.

To so many Jesus was the " Son of the living God" (St.

Matt. xvi. 16), to so many " a man gluttonous and a wine-

bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners " (St. Matt. xi. 19).

He was either the Eock on which wise men built (St. Matt,

vii. 24), or the stone which would grind wicked men to

powder (St. Matt. xxi. 44). Jesus was much impressed by

the spectacle of this unconscious but decisive judgment.

" The Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all

judgment unto the Son. . . Verily, verily, I say unto

you, the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead shall

hear the voice of the Son of God, and they that hear

shall live. . . And (the Father) hath given Him author-

ity to execute judgment also, because He is the Son of

Man " (St. John v. 22-27).

Jesus compared Himself to the Light because it bringeth

to the birth everything that is good in the world, aud as

Jesus fulfilled His course, elect souls were drawn to Him.

Simeon saw Him only in His weakness, and was ready to

" depart in peace "
; John Baptist recognised Him of a

sudden, and laid down his ministry at Jesus' feet ; St. John

spent one night with Him, and followed Him unto old

age ; St. Matthew heard one word from Him, and left all

he had ; a dying robber had the good fortune to be crucified

beside Him, and acknowledged Him King of Paradise.

There was a latent affinity between these men and Jesus.

He was the Good Shepherd, and they were "His own

sheep." " He calleth His own sheep by name. . . and

the sheep follow Him " (St. John x. 3-4). Jesus also com-

pared Himself to Light because it layeth bare every evil

thing, and the hght of Jesus raised sin to its height. The

Sadducean priests accomplished His crucifixion, lest He
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should diminish their Temple gains ; the Pharisees hated

Him to death because he had exposed their hypocrisy ; the

foolish people turned against Him because He would not

feed them with bread ; Herod Antipas set Him at nought

because Jesus did not play the conjuror for his amusement

;

Pilate sent Jesus to the cross in order to save his office ;

Judas Iscariot betrayed Him because he could now make

no other gain of Him. There was a latent antipathy

between these men and Jesus. " If God were your

Father," Jesus said to such men once, " ye would love

Me : for I proceeded forth from and came from God. . .

Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father

ye will do" (St. John viii. 42-44).

It was a drama of judgments, conducted in the face of

the world for three years, with an evident justification

and an evident condemnation, but the former did not of

necessity imply a visible goodness, nor the latter a visible

badness on the part of the judged. Those who approxi-

mated to the John type were not all saintly : St. Matthew

was a publican, and St. Mary Magdalene was a sinner.

There was simply one point in their favour, they hated

their evil self and welcomed Jesus' cross. Those who

approximated to the Judas type were not all evil livers : the

Pharisees were careful about the works of the Law, and

devoted to the cause of Judaism. There was only one point

against them, they were satisfied with themselves, and were

determined to have nothing to do with Jesus' cross. The

children of Light are not so much those who have walked in

the Light as those who love the Light. The children of

darkness are not so much those who have walked in dark-

ness as those who love darkness. There were men ready

for Jesus because they had "an honest and good heart"

(St. Luke viii. 15). There were men alien to Jesus because

ihey were sensual and hypocrites. It is a question not so

much of action as of bias.
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Jesus knew that it was not possible to divide men into

two classes by the foliage of the outer life, as it is seen from

the highway. Few people are saints or devils in their

daily conduct : most are a mixture of good and bad. Below

the variety of action lies the unity of principle. Some

people have grave faults and yet we believe they are good ;

some are paragons of respectability and yet we are sure they

are bad. No one would refuse St. Peter a place with Jesus,

although he denied Him once with curses ; none propose

a place with Jesus for Judas, although he only committed

himself once in public. An instinct tells us the direction

of the soul ; the trend of character. We concur with the

judgment of Jesus , AVho said of Judas, " One of you is a

devil " (St. John vi. 70) ; but of St. Peter, " Satan hath

desired to have you, that he may sift you as wheat, but I

have prayed for thee " (St. Luke xxii. 31).

When Jesus judges by type, our Christ approximation, or

our Christ alienation, one is struck by His absolute fairness.

We are estimated not by what we have done but by what we

desire to be. With Jesus the purpose of the soul is as the

soul's achievement, and He will not be disappointed. If one

surrender himself to Jesus, and is crucified on His cross,

there is no sin he will not overcome, no service he will not

render, no virtue to which he will not attain. He has made

a good beginning, he has a long time. If one refuse the

appeal of Jesus, and cling to his lower self, there is no

degradation to which he may not descend. He has made a

bad beginning, and he also has a long time. Both have

eternity. We choose our type, and with God it is fulfilled ;

so that St. Mary Magdalene in her penitence was saved,

and Simon in his self-rightousness lost already.

" All instincts immature.

All purposes unsure,

That weighed not as his work, yet swelled the man's account

Thoughts hardly to be packed
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Into a narrow act,

Fancies that broke through language and escaped

;

All I could never be,

All men ignored in me,

Tliis T was wortli to God -whose wheel the pitcher shaped."

Judgment by type sets the future in a new and solemn

light. AVe can no longer think of Heaven as a state of

certain happiness, and Hell as a state of certain misery

for every man whatever may be his ideal. They are now

relative terms, so that one man's Heaven might be another

man's Hell. If one hunger and thirst for God, then for

him is prepared the beatific vision and the eternal service.

He has his heaven, and is satisfied. If one seek nothing

beyond himself and his own gratification, then he will be

left to himself, and taste the fulness of his lusts. He has

his hell and is satisfied. St. John was already in Heaven

with his head on Jesus' bosom. Judas was in Hell as he

went into the outer darkness. Each was at home, the one

with Jesus, the other away from Jesus. None need be

afraid that he who has followed Jesus will miss Heaven,

or that he who has made the " great refusal " will be

thrust into Heaven. One is afraid that some will inherit

Hell and be content.

John Watson.

NEW TESTAMENT TEACHING ON THE SECOND
COMING OF CHBIST.

IV. The Johannine Weitings.

A VERY important statement of Christ about His return to

iudge the world is found in John v. 25-29.

We have here, with stately repetition, two parallel asser-

tions marked by conspicuous points of similarity and differ-

ence. The former is introduced by an emphatic formula
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peculiar to, and very frequent in, the Fourth Gospel,

"Verily, verily, I say to you." The latter assertion is

designed to remove astonishment caused by the former :

" marvel not at this, because," etc. Each assertion con-

tains the solemn phrase, "there cometh an hour" ; found

also in chapter iv. 21, 28, referring to the Gospel dispen-

sation now close at hand, in chapter xvi. 2, referring to the

future persecution of the servants of Christ, in verse 25

referring to the fuller manifestation of Christ to His

disciples, and in verse 32, referring to the dispersal of the

disciples at the arrest of Christ. In the former of the two

parallel assertions now before us, as in John iv. 23, our

Lord adds, " and now is "
: but in the second assertion

these words are conspicuously absent. This difference

marks an important distinction. Verse 25 describes the

immediate effect of the preaching of Christ and the Apostles

:

verses 28 and 29 refer to an event future even to us. In

verse 24 Christ has already said that they who hear His

word and believe in God who sent Him " have passed out

of death into life." In the Gospel they have heard " the

voice of the Son of God "
; and it has given them "life."

Their life is an outflow of the life which is in the Father

and which He has given to be in the Son. And, by raising

into new life those who hear His voice and them only, the

Son performs an act of judgment. The solemn words, " an

hour cometh and now is," call attention to the new and

important era in the spiritual life of men created by the

Gospel of Christ.

The astonishment evoked by the announcement of the

gift of life to those who hear His voice, Christ removes, or

rather supersedes, by a still more astonishing announce-

ment touching another "hour" which also "cometh."

Not only do the spiritually dead " now" hear the voice of

Christ and rise into new life, but " an hour cometh " in the

future when " all that are in the graves will hear His voice
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and will go forth." No such universal statement as this is

found in verse 25 : for not " all," even of those to whom it

is preached, will listen to, and receive life from, the Gospel.

On the other hand, we are not told that all who are in the

graves, though all will hear the resurrection voice, " will

live." All " will go forth " from their graves ; some to

" life," others to "judgment." This distinction is impor-

tant, and is maintained throughout the New Testament.

Although the word life is frequently used indiscriminately

for bodily life of all kinds on earth, beyond the grave it is

always reserved for a holy and blessed existence with God.

Consequently, our Lord could not say that all who are in

the graves " will live," even though all will leave their

graves. For not all who do so will escape from death. " A
resurrection of life " is the privilege only of " those who

have done the good things."

In this great passage, Christ puts in close juxtaposition

two very different resurrections, each ushered in by His

own voice, a spiritual resurrection in which those who ac-

cept the Gospel enter at once into spiritual life, and a

resurrection at the last day when all the bodies of men laid

in the grave will go forth, to life or to judgment, according

to their works.

In close agreement with the above, we read in John vi.

39, and again with emphatic repetition in verses 40, 44,

that " at the last day " Christ will raise those who now
believe in Him and who thus have already eternal life.

The same hope finds expression, from the lips of Martha, in

chapter xi. 24. This mention of the last day carries

forward the resurrection of the just to the close of bhe

present order of things.

Up to this point we have found complete agreement, in

the matter before us, between the various writers of the

New Testament and the various types of thought therein

embodied. St. Paul teaches that at a voice from heaven the

VOL. X. 19
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dead servants of Christ will rise, that all men will stand

before Him in judgment, and that He will change the bodies

of the just into the likeness of His own glorified body. The

Synoptist Gospels represent Christ as teaching frequently

that He will come from heaven with power and splendour

and sit in judgment on the righteous and the wicked. And,

in the passages just quoted, Christ asserts that at His voice

all the dead will rise and will receive according to their

works.

Other teaching different from, yet closely related to, the

above meets us in the discourses of Christ to the Apostles

on the night of His betrayal. Pie says, as recorded in

John xiv. 18-20, " I will not leave you orphans ; I come

to you. Yet a little while and the world beholds Me no

more, but ye behold Me : because I live, also ye will live.

In that day ye will know that I am in My Father and

ye in Me, and I in you." Similarly, in chapter xvi. 16,

" A little while and no longer ye behold Me, and again

a little while and ye will see Me." Also verses 22, 23,

" Ye now have sorrow ; but I will see you again and your

heart will rejoice . . . and in that day ye shall ask

Me nothing"; and verse 26, "in that day ye will ask in

My name."

These words, in their full sense, refer evidently to the

gift of the Spirit promised so conspicuously in chapters xiv.

16, 17, xvi. lt>-15, immediately before the words quoted

above. And they were abundantly fulfilled in the outpouring

of the Spirit on the Day of Pentecost. On that day and

in that Spirit Christ entered into a fellowship with His

disciples far closer than that which they had enjoyed during

His life on earth ; and in this sense returned to them after

the separation caused by His death. We have here an

inward and spiritual coming of Christ. And, inasmuch as

this closer union was conditioned by the resurrection of

Christ, we may speak of the bodily return of the risen
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Lord to the disciples from whom He had been snatched by

death as the beginning of this spiritual return. In other

words, the fulfilment of the promise before us began in

Christ's appearance to His disciples on the day of his resur-

rection ; and was completed in the gift of the Spirit on the

Day of Pentecost. To this latter refers probably the phrase

"in that day." The spiritual return was a real anticipation

of the bodily return for which His disciples were eagerly

waiting.

The coming of Christ at the end of the age is mentioned

in John xxi. 22, "if I will that he remain till I come," in

language similar to that of the Synoptist Gospels and of

St. Paul.

In 1 John ii. 18 we read, " It is the last hour : and as

ye have heard that Antichrist comes, even now are many

antichrists arisen ; whence we know that it is the last

hour." The absence of the article twice, ea-x^drt] copa iariv,

indicates that the present time is marked by the character-

istics of " a last hour." The Christian dispensation, which

in one sense is the beginning of a new and glorious era of

eternal life, in another aspect is the last portion of the

present order of things. The use of the word "hour" to

describe so long a period of time warns us not to press its

use elsewhere as indicating a short period. But we notice

that the Gospel dispensation, however long, is in a measure

homogeneous. During the whole of it, amid various develop-

ments, God is governing the world in the same method.

The words "Antichrist comes " recall the teaching of St.

Paul in 2 Thessalonians ii. 8: and the statement that " even

now are many antichrists arisen" is in close agreement

with the preceding verse, " the mystery of iniquity already

worketh."

AVe turn now to a book differing widely, in thought and

expression, from all else in the New Testament and occupy-
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ing there a position somewhat hke that of the Book of

Daniel in the Old Testament.

In Eevelation i. 7, in close agreement with Daniel vii.

13, we read, " Behold, He cometh with the clouds, and every

eye will see Him, and they who pierced Him ; and all the

tribes of the earth will wail before Him." Similarly in

chapter iii. 11, xxii. 20, Christ says, " I come quickly "
;

adding in the latter passage, " and My reward is with Me,

to give every man according as his work shall be." These

are plain references to the return of Christ to judge the.

world.

In chapter ii. 5, we read, " but if not, I will come to

thee and will remove thy lampstand out of its place, except

thou repent." Similarly, verse 16, " repent ; but if not, I

come to thee quickly, and I will fight with thee with the

sword of My mouth." Also chapter iii. 8, " if thou do not

watch I will come as a thief, and thou wilt not know at

what hour I will come to thee." These passages refer

evidently to punishment inflicted, not at one definite mo-

ment at the close of the present order of things, but during

the course of history. They thus stand related to the use

of the term " Day of the Lord " by the prophets of the

Old Covenant to describe any conspicuous national punish-

ment.

The first four seals, in chapter vi. 1-8, open to us what

seem to be consecutive historical pictures. At the fifth

seal, in verses 9-11, we pass within the veil and hear im-

patient voices of the souls of the martyrs. The sixth seal

opens to us a vision of the dissolution of nature, and we

hear the cry of the lost, who tell us that " the great day of

their anger is come." This can be no other than a picture

of the final judgment. It is followed in chapter vii. by a

vision of the sealed ones, led about by the Lamb as their

shepherd, when " God will wipe away every tear from their

eyes." At the seventh seal, chapter viii. 1, there is silence
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in heaven, marking a pause in the series of visions ; and we

see seven angels with seven trumpets.

With the trumpets begins another series of apparently

consecutive visions. But this second series as a whole

seems to be parallel, not consecutive, to the first series.

For the total dissolution of nature under the sixth seal

cannot be followed by the partial destruction described as

occurring under the first four trumpets. The second series,

like the first, leads up to the great consummation. For at

the seventh trumpet (Rev. xi. 15) we hear an announce-

ment, " The kingdom of the world has become our Lord's

and His Anointed's ; and He shall reign for ever and ever."

In chapter xiv. 14, we have a vision recalling again that of

Daniel vii. 13 :
" And I saw and beheld a white cloud, and

upon the cloud one sitting like a Son of Man, having on

flis head a golden crown and in His hand a sharp sickle."

In chapter xvi. we have a third series, of bowls, evidently,

like the seven trumpets, parallel to the seven seals and

leading up to the great consummation. The consummation

of judgment is delineated in chapters xvii. and xviii., where

we have, in vivid picture, the destruction of a great hostile

power, followed in chapter xix. 1-8 by the Hallelnjahs of

the saved.

Chapter xix. 11-21 takes us back into the conflict, and

shows us One seated on a white horse and leading forth

to battle the armies of heaven. Before His advance fall

the beast and- the false prophet into the lake of fire. The

easiest explanation is that this picture delineates the strug-

gle and victory and progress of the Gospel of Christ.

In chapter xx. 1, opens another vision, a sequel to that

in chapter xix. 11-21. An angel descends from heaven,

binds the serpent, and casts him into the abyss for a

thousand years ; after which long space of time he must

needs be liberated for " a little time." The prophet adds,

" And I saw thrones, and persons sat upon them, and
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judgment was given to them." He saw also " the souls

of those who w^ere beheaded because of the testimony of

Jesus and because of the word of God." It is not certain

whether the words following, " such as did not worship the

beast, neither his image," are a further description of the

martyrs or describe another class of persons in addition to,

or wider than, them, whom the prophet also saw, viz., the

faithful servants of Christ. In the absence of decisive

evidence, it is perhaps better to accept this latter wider

interpretation. We are told that the persons referred to

"lived," i.e. were alive when the prophet saw their souls,

though some of them had been beheaded and all were un-

doubtedly dead ; and that they " reigned with Christ a

thousand years." But this does not imply that they began

to live at the beginning of the thousand years, or ceased to

live and reign at its close. Satan was bound for a thousand

years and then loosed, and during the whole of this time

the prophet saw the souls of the martyrs and perhaps of

other faithful servants of Christ living and reigning with

their Lord. The thousand years note an extension, but

not necessarily a limitation, of time.

" The rest of the dead did not live "
: i.e. they had not, as

the martyrs had, a higher life which survived the death of

the bod}'. The words following, " until the thousand years

were completed," do not assert or suggest that at the close

of this long period they came to life. The assertion is

purely negative. During the whole thousand years, while

the servants of Christ lived and reigned with Him, the rest

of mankind continued in a state of death. But we are not

told either that they came to life, or that the saints ceased

to live and reign, at the end of this period.

Verse 6 is a comment upon, and reveals the real signifi-

cance of, the statement in verse 4. The words, " This is

the First Resurrection," stand in marked contrast to " the

Second Death "
; and suggest another resurrection described
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n verses 12, 13. This collocation of thought recalls John

V. 25-29, already expounded, where the two resurrections

are placed side by side. The life enjoyed by the saints

reigning with Christ may well be described as a resurrec-

tion : for they were once " dead by reason of sins " and have

been raised by the voice of Christ (John v. 25, Ephesians

ii. 5, G) into new life. And, in contrast to the resurrection

of the body " at the last day," it may correctly be called

" the First Eesurrection." They who experience this

earlier and spiritual resurrection are "blessed and holy":

for to them the resurrection of the body will be a "resur-

rection of life," and they will thus escape " the Second

Death."

The place in which the saints will live and reign with

Christ is not mentioned. Nothing is said here about their

reigning on the earth ; and the statement in chapter v. 10

has no reference to the millennium. Christ now sits at the

right hand of God : and, in the absence of other indication,

we may assume that the "souls" of the martyrs, whom
the prophets saw, reign with Him in heaven. Of their

bodily resurrection and return to the earth, there is, in the

passage before us, no hint.

In verse 7 we read, " When the thousand years are com-

pleted, Satan will be loosed from his prison, and will go

forth to deceive the nations." Then follows the great

apostacy. A vast multitude are gathered together to be-

siege the holy city : but fire fell from heaven and consumed

them, and the Devil was cast into the lake of fire where

were already the beast and the false prophet.

Then follows, in words recalling Daniel vii. 10, Matthew

XXV. 31-46, the dissolution of nature and the final judg-

ment : "And I saw a great white throne and Him sitting

upon it, from whose face fled the earth and the heaven and

place was not found for them. And I saw the dead, the

great and the small, standing before the throne, and books
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were opened, and another book was opened which is the

Book of Life; and the dead were judged from the things

written in the books, according to their works. And the

sea gave up the dead in it, and Death and Hades gave up

the dead in them ; and each was judged according to their

works." We have here indisputably the judgment of all

men, good and bad, at the close of the present order of

things, already described, in similar language, by St. Paul,

and by Christ as His words are recorded both in the Synop-

tist Gospels and in the Fourth Gospel.

If, as we have just seen, Eevelation xx. 11-15 is a descrip-

tion of the final judgment, the apostacy described in verses

8-10 is in close harmony with the teaching of Christ in

Luke xvii. 26-30, where He compares His own second

coming with the Flood and with the destruction of Sodom
;

and in still closer agreement with 2 Thessalonians ii. 3-12,

where St. Paul teaches that the ivapovaia of Christ will be

preceded by the revelation and irapovaia of a new and terri-

ble form of evil. Compare especially Revelation xx. 8, " He
shall go forth to deceive the nations," with 2 Thessalonians

ii. 9-11, "whose coming is according to the working of Satan

with all power and signs and lying wonders. . . . For this

cause God sendeth them a working of error that they may

believe a lie." In other words, the various writers of the

New Testament agree to teach that Christ at His coming

will find the world in deep sin, and that, to many who

expect Him not, His coming will be sudden destruction.

The peculiarity of the passage before us is that it inter-

poses between the time of writing and the final apostacy a

period of a thousand years during which Satan is bound,

while the martyrs and probably other dead servants of

Christ live, and reign with Him ; and that their life is

described as the First Eesurrection. This binding of Satan

for a limited though long time, followed by liberation and

renewed activity, is an element not found elsewhere through-
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out the entire Bible. This being the case, it must be in-

terpreted with utmost caution, and in the light of whatever

teaching in the Bible most nearly approaches it.

The splendid visions of the prophets, e.g. the concluding

chapters of the Book of Isaiah, do not help us much, for in

them we have no hint of subsequent apostacy ; and for the

more part the language used excludes the possibility of

apostacy. The nearest parallel, in the prophets, to the

passage before us, is to be found in Ezekiel xxxvii.-xxxix.

The vision opens in a valley of dry bones. At the voice of

the prophet, breath entered into them and the dead woke

up into new life. This is explained to be a prophecy of

national revival. And with the revived nation God makes

a covenant of peace. Then comes an onslaught of distant

Gentile nations led by " Gog, of the land of Magog."

From this tremendous attack Israel is rescued by fire from

heaven, and Gog and his multitude suffer complete destruc-

tion. Lastly follows a picture of the restored temple and

worship and of Israel dwelling safely in its own land. The

closeness of the parallel leaves little room for doubt that

these chapters of Ezekiel were before the writer of the Book

of Kevelation. Unfortunately, they shed little light on the

passage before us. But that a national revival is depicted

as a waking up of dead bones into life, is in complete

harmony with the spiritual meaning given above to "the

First Kesurrection."

The neares-t and most instructive parallel is found in

John V. 25-29, already expounded. For we have here two

distinct resurrections, one present and spiritual, the other

future and bodily, the one partial and the other universal.

Similarly, in Ephesians ii. 5, G, St. Paul speaks of some

who were " dead " in consequence of their sins as already

made alive and raised to sit with Christ in heavenly places.

This teaching of St. Paul and of the Fourth Gospel contains

all that is implied in the phraseology of Revelation xx. 4, G.
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For, certainly, those who have heard " the voice of the Son

of God," and have thus "passed out of death into hfe,"

and whom God has " made ahve with Christ " and "made
to sit in the heavenly places in Christ " have experienced

what may be called, in contrast to the final consummation,
" the First Kesurrection."

Of the binding of Satan for a long but limited time, to be

again liberated for a short time, I can give no explanation

fully satisfactory. But the binding must be a limitation,

by supernatural power, of the activity of the great enemy

of God and man. It follows the final overthrow of other

hostile powers. But we have no indication that it will

take place visibly before the eyes of men ; or that it will

interfere with the ordinary course of nature, as will the

judgment described in verse 11. Still less have we proof

that the binding of Satan will banish evil from the earth.

Had this been so, for so long a time, he would not, on his

return, have so quickly roused the nations to rebellion.

The passage is most easily explained as announcing that

the earlier victories of the Gospel will be followed by a

removal, through an extraordinary manifestation of divine

power, of the hindrances which the god of this world has

been permitted to put in the way of its farther progress.

The above exposition is all tliat is demanded and justified

by the grammatical meaning of the words used in Revela-

tion XX. 1-10. And it permits us to understand in its

natural grammatical meaning the abundant and harmoni-

ous teaching of the rest of the New Testament. To some,

it will seem to fall below the full meaning of the strong

words used in the passage before us. But to these words

we cannot give a stronger meaning without doing violence

to much more abundant and plain teaching elsewhere.

If this exposition be correct, we may look upon the pro-

gress of the Gospel during the last eighteen centuries as a

victorious war carried on by Christ against the powers of
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evil which resist the advance of His kingdom ; and we may

expect still farther progress. We may expect that the

great forces which still oppose the work of God will be

broken, and that the power for evil of the great spiritual

enemy will be conspicuously limited for a long period.

During this long period of spiritual peace and progress on

earth, they who in loyalty to Christ have laid down their

lives, and all who after faithful service have passed away

from earth, are living and reigning with Christ within the

veil, enjoying already a life which is an anticipation of their

final reward. Strange to say, this long period of peace and

progress will be followed, in the mysterious purpose or

permission of God, by a liberation of the evil powers which

for a long time have been bound; and by a consequent wide-

spread revolt against God and His faithful ones. But this

last uprising of evil will be short. The supernatural power

which has already given to the Gospel its earlier victories

will be again still more conspicuously put forth, and the

power of evil be broken for ever. Then follows the great

assize, the punishment of the wicked, and the New Earth

and Heaven in which the saved will dwell with Christ.

From the above is evident that the writer of the Book

of Eevelation accepts to the full the harmonious teaching

of the rest of the New Testament about the Second Coming

of Christ and the end of the present order of things ; and

adds to it an important element touching the progress of

the kingdom of Christ before His return to judge the

world.

In my next paper I shall discuss another interpretation

of the difficult passage I have just endeavoured to expound,

the interpretation underlying the doctrine commonly known
as Millenarianism.

Joseph Agar Beet.
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ST. PAUL'S CONCEPTION OF CHBISTIANIIY.

XXI. The Last Things.

On no subject, perhaps, was St. Paul, in his way of thinking,

more a man of his time than on that of eschatolog5\ And

on no subject is it more difficult for one influenced by the

modern spirit to sympathise with, or even to understand,

the apostle. For modern modes of thought in this con-

nection are very diverse- from those of the Jews in the

apostolic age. Not only our secular but even our religious

interest centres largely in the present ; theirs looked to the

future. We desire to possess the siimmum honum, salva-

tion, life as it ought to be, here and now ; for them it was

something that was coming in the end of the days. And

if we still believe in a final consummation, it is for us in-

definitely remote, a goal so distant that we can leave it

practically out of account, and conceive of the present order

of things as going on, if not quite for ever, at least for a

long series of ages. For the Jew, for St. Paul, the end was

nigh, might come any day, probably would come within

his own life-time. The last time, indeed, had already

come ; Christ himself, even at His first coming, was an

eschatological phenomenon, and His second Advent could

not be separated from His first by much more than a

generation.

All this now seems so strange that the subject of the

eschatology of the New Testament in general, and of St.

Paul in particular, is apt to appear the reverse of inviting,

a theme to be passed over in respectful silence. But

in connection with an attempt to expound the Pauline

system of thought such procedure is inadmissible. The

prominence of the eschatological point of view in the

Pauline letters forbids evasion of the topic simply because

it may happen to be difficult or distasteful. For eschatology
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in these letters does not mean merely the discussion of

some curious, obscure, and more or less unimportant ques-

tions respecting the end of this world and the incoming of

the next. It covers the whole ground of Christian hope.

Salvation itself is eschatologically conceived. We had

occasion to observe this fact in connection with the earliest

of the Pauline Epistles, in which Christians are described

as waiting for Christ from heaven ;^ but the remark applies

more or less to all the Epistles.-

Those who wait for a good greatly desired are naturally

impatient of delay. Hence the second Advent, in the apos-

tolic age, was expected very soon. The Apostle Paul ex-

pected it in his lifetime. To us now, this may appear

surprising, not so much on account of the complete ig-

norance as to the future course of things the expectation

implied, as by reason of the indifference it seems to show

to the working out of the end for which Jesus Christ came

into the world. How, we are inclined to ask, could a man
who, like St. Paul, regarded the gospel as good news for the

whole world, desire the speedy termination of the present

order of things '? Why not rather long and pray for ample

time wherein to carry on missionary operations ? In

cherishing a contrary wish was he not preferring personal

interests to the great public interest of the Kingdom of

God? Surely it was desirable that all men should hear

the good tidings ! That end was not accomplished by

preaching the • gospel in a few of the principal centres of

population in Asia and Europe. True, the faith might

spread from town to country, and the evangelization of

Corinth might be regarded as in germ the christianization

of Greece. But that meant a process of gradual growth

demanding time. And if time was not to be allowed for

that process, was it really worth while contending so

» Thcss. i. 10.

2 Vide on this Kabiscb, Die Eecliatologie dcg Paaluf, pp. 12-70.
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zealously for the cause of Gentile Christianity ? Why not let

the Judaists have their way if the end was to be so soon '?

If the programme : a gospel of grace unfettered by legalism

for the whole human race, was worth fighting for, surely

its champion ought in consistency to wish for time to work

it thoroughly out ! The Jewish day of grace had lasted

for millenniums ; was the pittance of a single generation

all that was to be thrown to Gentile dogs ? To us it cer-

tainly seems as if the bias of St. Paul, as the advocate of

Christian universalism, ought to have been decidedly in

favour of a lengthened Christian era and an indefinitely

delayed irapovaia ; unless by the latter he meant Christ

coming not to judge the world, but to resume the gracious

work He had carried on in Palestine, adopting the larger

world of heathenism as His sphere, and to quicken by His

presence the energies of His servants, so that the process

ot converting the nations might go on at a tenfold speed.

A trace of the conception of a protracted Christian era

may be discovered in the words oi Epliesians iii. 21 :
" To

Him be glory in the Church, and in Christ Jesus, unto all

the generations of the age of the ages." But for critics

this fact might simply be an additional argument against

the authenticity of the Epistle. Turning to the Epistles

more certainly Pauline, we find in two of them indications

of a change of view to some extent in reference to the

second coming. In Philippians the apostle represents him-

self as in a strait between two alternatives : one being to

live on in this present world in spite of all discomfort for

the benefit of fellow-Christians, the other to die {avakvaai)

and to be with Christ.^ AVe see here the apostle's generous

heart leaning to the side of postponement of the end. But

the event to be postponed is not the second coming of

Christ, but his own departure from this life. And the

change in his mind does not consist in thinking that the

1 Fhil. I. 23.
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Advent will not happen so soon as he had once expected,

but rather in thinking that death will overtake himself

before the great event arrives. He had hoped that Jesus

would come during his lifetime. He cherishes that hope

no longer, because the prospect before him is that his life

will be cut short by an unfavourable judicial sentence. In

2 Corinthians v. the same mood prevails^ possibly for a

different reason. " We know," writes the apostle, " that

if the earthly house of our tabernacle be dissolved, we have

a building from God, a house not made with hands, eternal

in the heavens."^ This is in a different key from those

words in the first Epistle to the same church :
" Behold

I tell you a mystery ; we shall not all sleep, but we shall

all be changed."- In the earlier Epistle, written not long

before, the apostle seems to hope to be alive when the Lord

comes ; in the later he writes like a man who expects to

die, and who comforts himself by thoughts of the felicity

awaiting him beyond the grave. Whence this altered mood

within so brief an interval ? It may be due to failure of

the physical powers through sickness and hard conditions

of existence, premonitory of dissolution at no distant date.

The preceding chapter is full of hints at such a breaking

down. The phrases "earthen vessels" (iv. 7), "the out-

ward man wasting" (iv. 16), "the lightness of our present

affliction" (iv. 17), are significant, implying bodily affliction

by no means light, but made light by the buoyant spirit of

the writer, and by the hope of the glory which awaits him

when life's tragic drama is ended.

This change in the apostle's personal expectation was

likely to have one consequence. It might lead him to

reflect more than he had previously done on the state of

the dead intermediate between the hour of death and the

resurrection. As long as the second Advent was expected

within his lifetime the intermediate state would not be a

1 2 Cor. V. 1. 2 1 Cor. xv. 51.
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pressing question for him, and as far as appears lie does

not seem to have thought much about it. The phrase he

uses in 1 Thessalonians to denote the dead is " those who

sleep," ^ a vague expression conveying no definite idea, or

suggesting an idea analogous to that entertained by the

ancient Hebrews, according to which the life of the de-

parted was a shadowy, unreal thing compared with the life

of those living on earth. In 2 Corinthians this vague

phrase is replaced by much more definite language. The

apostle expects at death to exchange the frail tabernacle of

his mortal body for a permanent dwelhng-place in heaven,

and by this house from heaven he seems to mean a body

not liable to corruption. It is to be put on as a garment

{iirevBvaaadai) fitting close to the soul. The word " naked
"

(jv/jlvoI) in v. 3 points in the same direction. The naked-

ness shrunk from is that of a disembodied spirit. The

apostle does not wish to enter the world beyond as a bodi-

less ghost,—that seems to his imagination a cold, cheerless

prospect—he simply desires to exchange the body that is

mortal for a body that is endowed with the power of an

endless life.

If this be the apostle's meaning, the question arises : how

is this idea of a body in heaven to be put on at death to be

reconciled with the doctrine of the resurrection ? To what

end a resurrection body if there is a body awaiting the

deceased to be put on immediately after the corruptible one

is put off ? Or if the resurrection is to be held fast, is this

body which the soul puts on as a new garment at death to

be viewed as a temporary body, not an olK7]T>]ptov, or house,

after all, but a tabernacle also, like the mortal body, only

perchance of finer mould ? This curious notion of a tem-

porary body to be worn in the intermediate state has

actually been resorted to by some interpreters, as a hy-

1 1 Thess. iv 13, 14.
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pothesis wherewith to reconcile St. Paul's various state-

ments about the future life. But it is a very questionable

way of getting out of a difticulty. It is better to hold that

the apostle had no clear light on the subject of the inter-

mediate state, no dogma to teach, but was simply groping

his way like the rest of us, and that what we are to find in

2 Corinthians v. is not the expression of a definite opinion,

far less the revelation of a truth to be received as an item

in the creed as to the life beyond, but the utterance of a

wish or hope. One cannot but note the contrast between

the confident language of the first two verses and the

hesitating tone of the next two. " We know," says the

apostle in v. 1, " if being clothed we shall not be found

naked "
;
" we wish not to be unclothed, but clothed upon,"

are the phrases he employs in vv. 3 and 4. It would seem

as if in the first sentence of the chapter the writer's mind

contemplated the future state as a whole without distinc-

tion between the pre-resurrection and the post-resurrection

states, and that then the intermediate state occurring to

his mind led to a change of tone.

Passing from this obscure topic to the more important

subject of the resurrection, several grave questions present

themselves for consideration, such as these :
" Whom does

the resurrection concern ? What is the nature of the resur-

rection life, and of the resurrection body ; and what the

relation between the second Advent, the resurrection, and

the final consummation or the end ?
"

1. As to the first of these questions, we are accustomed

to take for granted that in the New Testament generally,

and in the Epistles of St. Paul in particular, the resurrec-

tion of course concerns all men. To one whose mind is

preoccupied with the belief in a general resurrection, both

of the just and of the unjust, of believers and unbelievers

alike, it seems easy to find traces of the doctrine in 1 Corin-

thians XV. The words " as in Adam all die, even so in

VOL. X. 20
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Christ shall all be made alive," ^ seem to express it plainly

;

and the "end" spoken of in v. 24 is naturally taken to

mean the end of the resurrection process, accomplished in

three stages : Christ the firstfruits ; then those who belong

to Christ rising at His second coming ; then, finally, after

an interval, the resurrection of all the rest of the dead.

But an imposing array of interpreters dispute this view of

the apostle's meaning, restricting the " all " who are to be

made alive in Christ to those who before their death were

in living fellowship with Him, and seeing in the " end " not

a reference to the concluding stage of the resurrection, but

rather to the final stage of Christ's mediatorial work when
He shall deliver up His Kingdom to the Father. It is con-

ceivable of course that the apostle might have nothing to

say on the subject of the general resurrection in a particular

passage, while yet believing in it and even teaching it in

other parts of his writings. But there are those who would

have us believe that St. Paul knew nothing of a general

resurrection, or of a life beyond for the ungodly and the

unbelieving, and that his programme for the future was

:

life perpetual for all who believe in Jesus, for all the rest

of mankind total extinction of being after death. It is even

contended that the precise object of the Christian hope,

according to St. Paul, was continuance of life, in the literal,

physical sense, after death, and the privilege of the Christian,

as compared with other men, that in his case this hope will

be realised."

To those accustomed to other ways of thinking these

views are startling and disconcerting ; and apart altogether

from the discomfort connected with the unsettling of pre-

conceived opinions, it is disappointing to meet with so much

diversity of view as to the interpretation of texts whose

meaning had previously appeared so plain. But it is idle to

1 1 Cor. XV. 22.

2 So Kabisch, in Eschatologie des Paulus.
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indulge in querulous reflections. The wise course is to adjust

ourselves to the situation, and to recognise once for all that the

eschatological teaching of St. Paul is neither so simple nor

so plain as we had imagined, and that the whole subject

demands careful reconsideration. The result of a new study

may, not improbably, be to convict such a discussion as that

of Kabisch of the "vigour and rigour " characteristic of so

many German theories. But it were well that that should

appear as the conclusion of a serious enquiry rather than be

assumed at the outset as an excuse for neglecting further

examination. Meantime it is satisfactory to find that there

is a large measure of agreement in regard to one funda-

mental point, viz., that St. Paul did earnestly believe and

teach a resurrection of Christians to eternal life.

2. And yet there are those who seem not disinclined to

call even this in question, or at least to rob the fact of abid-

ing value for the Christian faith, by insisting on the ethical

aspect of resurrection as opposed to the eschatological.

The basis of this view is the manner in which St. Paul

seems in various places to blend together the two aspects :

the resurrection now experienced in the new life in the

spirit, with the resurrection of the dead. Two instances of

this may be cited. In Romans viii. 11 we read :
" If the

Spirit of Him who raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in

you. He that raised up Christ from the dead shall also

quicken your mortal bodies by His Spirit that dwelleth in

you"; and in' 2 Corinthians v. 5: "Now He that hath

wrought us for this very thing is God (the thing referred to

is investiture with the heavenly body), who also hath given

unto us the earnest of the Spirit." In these texts the

apostle seems to found on the spiritual resurrection of the

soul to a new divine life an argument in favour of a future

physical resurrection to eternal life. It is a line of argument

with which we are perfectly familiar, and of which all Chris-

tians feel the force in proportion to the vigour of their own
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spiritual experience. But writers such as Pfleiderer and the

late Mr. Matthew Arnold, acting as the mouthpieces of the

modern spirit, find in these and kindred texts much more

than this, even a new ethical way of thinking really in-

compatible with the old Jewish eschatological theory of the

universe ; co-existing indeed in St. Paul's mind with the

latter, but destined eventually to supersede it. " The three

essential terms of Pauline theology are not," writes Mr.

Arnold in Paul and Protesta^itism, " calling, justification,

sanctification. They are rather dying with Christ, resurrec-

tion from the dead, growing into Christ. The order in

which these terms are placed indicates the true Pauline

sense of the expression resurrection from the dead. In

Paul's ideas the expression has no essential connection with

physical death. It is true popular theology connects it

with this almost exclusively, and regards any other use of

it as purely figurative and secondary. . . . But whoever

has carefully followed Paul's line of thought as we have

endeavoured to trace it will see that in his mature theology,

as the Epistle to the Romans exhibits it, it cannot be this

physical and miraculous aspect of the resurrection which

holds the first place in his mind, for under this aspect the

resurrection does not fit in with the ideas he is developing." ^

Mr. Arnold does not mean to deny that St. Paul held the

doctrine of a physical resurrection and a future life. He
admits that if the apostle had been asked at any time of his

life whether he held that doctrine he would have repHed

with entire conviction that he did. Nevertheless he thinks

that that Jewish doctrine was only an outer skin which the

new ethical system of thought was sooner or later to slough

off.
" Below the surface-stream, shallow and light,

Of what we say we feel,—below the stream,

As light, of what we think we feel, there flows,

With noiseless currents strong, obscure and deep,

The central stream of what we feel indeed."

1 p. 260.
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The question thus raised is a momentous one, the full

drift of which it is important to understand. It is nothing

less than whether the eschatological point of view in

general be really compatible with the ethical. If the ques-

tion be decided in the negative, then all the eschatological

ideas, resurrection, judgment, a future life with its alterna-

tive states, must be given up, or resolved into ethical

equivalents ; the resurrection into the new life in the spirit,

the final judgment into the incessant action of the moral

order of the world, and the eternal beyond into the eternal

here which underlies the phenomenal life of men. On

this theory the eschatological categories will have to be

regarded as products of the religious imagination, just

as the blue sky is the illusory product of our visual organs.

The judgment will become the perpetually active moral

order of the world projected forward in time by conscience,

as the blue sky is the environing atmosphere projected by

the eye to an indefinite distance in space. Heaven and Hell

will be projections into the future of the rewards and

punishments inseparable from right and wrong action falling

within present human experience, and brought about by

the natural operation of the law of cause and effect.

To these modern conceptions we may concede cogency

so far as to admit that eschatological ideas require to undergo

a process of purification in order to bring them into harmony

with ethical views of human life and destiny. But it is an

unfounded assertion that eschatological ideas in any form

are incompatible with the ethical view point, to such an

extent, e.g., as to involve the denial of the future life

altogether, which is by far the most important interest at

stake. The hope of a life beyond in which the ideal to

which the good devoted their lives here shall be realised

seems to be a natural element in the creed of all theists.

Nor does it appear incapable of being reconciled with the

doctrine of evolution in the moral world, as even Bishop
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Butler seems to have dimly preceived, for he endeavours to

remove from the future state the aspect of arbitrariness, and

to make it the natural outcome of the present life in ac-

cordance with the analogy of seed-time and harvest.

Hov^7 time brings its revenges ! Some years ago Mr.

Arnold told us that St. Paul, without being aware of it,

substituted an ethical for a physical resurrection, and an

eternal life in the spirit here for an everlasting life hereafter.

Now a German theologian tells us that St. Paul knows

nothing of a figurative " life " ethical in quality, but only of

a physical life ; that prolongation of physical life after death

is the object of his hope, that even the Spirit, in his system

of thought, is physical and finely material, and communi-

cates itself by physical means, by baptism, and even by

generation through a Christian parent, that the germ of the

resurrection body is a spiritual yet physical body, existing

now within the dead carcase of the old body of sin, and

that the essence of the resurrection will consist in the

manifestation of this spiritual body by the sloughing off of

its gross carnal envelope.^ Such are the two extremes.

Surely the truth lies somewhere between !

3. In comparison with the reality of the life hereafter the

nature of the resurrection body and of its relation to the

mortal body laid in the grave is a topic of subordinate interest,

but a few sentences on it may not be out of place. The

apostle broadly states that flesh and blood cannot inherit the

kingdom of God,^ From this it may be inferred that the

resurrection body must differ greatly in nature from that

worn in this present life. If we inquire further as to the

positive character of that body, the only suggestion we can

gather from the apostle's statements is that it will be com-

posed of a light-like substance, so that it will shine like the

heavenly bodies : though it is not perfectly certain that the

1 Kabisch, Eschatologie des Paulus, zweiter Abscbnitt, §§1 and 5.

- 1 Cur. XV. 50.
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allusion to the latter in 1 Gorijithians xv. 40, 41 is meant to

serve any purpose beyond illustrating the difference between

the natural body and the spiritual body. Yet it would not

be surprising if St. Paul conceived of the spiritual body as a

luminous substance, for it seems to have been a current

opinion among the Jews that in the life to come the righteous

would have shining bodies.^ Too much stress, however,

must not be laid on this, especially in view of the fact that

more than one way of thinking seems to have prevailed

in Rabbinical circles. According to Weber, there was a

spiritualistic conception of life in the future world, as a life

lacking all the characteristics of the present life : eating,

drinking, generation, trade, and consisting in an eternal

enjoyment of the glory of the Shekinah ; and there was

also a materialistic conception according to which eating

and generation would continue, only the food would be

exceptionally good, and the children all righteous." It is

difficult to decide how far such statements are to be taken

seriously. The Jewish mind was realistic and sensuous in

its way of thinking. Spirit was conceived of grossly and

invested with some of the properties of matter. It was a

kind of thin matter, an ether endowed with the properties

of permanence, luminousness, and power to penetrate all

things. So at least enquirers into these obscure regions tell

us.^ If these views are to be taken literally, and if St.

Paul is to be regarded as sharing them, the word " body
"

in the expression "a spiritual body" is superfluous. A
spirit is a body, and a spiritual body is just a spirit.

What connection can a body of this kind have with the

body which dies and is buried in the tomb ? None at all,

replies such a writer as Holsten, who goes the length of

maintaining that even in the case of Christ, the post-resurrec-

1 Tide Langen, Judeiitlmm in Palilstina zur Zeit Chnsti, p. 507.

2 Weber, Die Lehren des Talmud, p. 383.

8 Vide Kabisch, Die Eschatologie des Paxdm, pp. 188-228.
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tion body stood in no relation to the crucified body, in the

view of St. Paul ; in other words, that the apostle did not

think of the crucified body as rising again. This hypothesis

hangs together with the dualistic interpretation of the

Pauline doctrine of the tiesh, according to which the flesh

is radically sinful, Christ's flesh not excepted, and the

atonement really consisted in the judicial punishment of

sin in Christ's own body, which, as a criminal, was not

v/orthy of the honour of being raised again. On this view

the body in which Christ appeared to St. Paul on the way
to Damascus must have been an entirely new creation. The

construction thus put on the resurrection of Jesus, and on

the resurrection generally, is not the one which an unbiassed

consideration of the texts naturally suggests. The very

words iyeipoi) and dvaaTaaa imply the contrary view,

suggesting the idea of the resurrection body springing out

of the mortal body as grain springs out of the seed sown in

the ground. The analogy may not be pressed too far, but it

contains this point at least, that the new will be related to

the old so as to insure identity of form if not of substance,

as the grain on the stalk is the same in kind, though not

numerically the same, or composed of the same particles, as

the seed out of which it springs.

4. Our last question is, is there any trace of chiliasm in

the Pauline eschatology, any recognition of a period of time

intervening between the second coming and the end when

Christ shall resign the kingdom ? An affirmative answer

may plausibly be justified by a particular mode of inter-

preting 1 Corinthians xv. 22-28. Tnus : there are three

stages in the resurrection process; first Christ, then Chris-

tians, then the rest of mankind. With the third final

stage coincides the "end." But between the second and

the third stages there is an appreciable interval. This

is implied in the term Td'yixa involving the notion of suc-

cession, and also in the words aTrapx^h eirecTa, eha, which
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it is natural to regard as indicative each of a distinct epoch.

We know that the first two stages are separated by a con-

siderable interval, and it may be inferred that the second

and third are likewise conceived of as divided by a long

space of time. Another consideration in favour of this view

is that on the contrary hypothesis Christ's reign over His

Kingdom in glory would be reduced to a vanishing point.

The argument has some show of reason, but the subject

is obscure, and a modest interpreter must step cautiously

and timidly, as one carrying but a glimmering torchlight to

show him the way. Perhaps the apostle's thoughts were as

represented, perhaps not
;
perhaps, like the prophets, he had

himself but a dim, vague, shadowy conception of the future,

very different from the future that is to be. The chapter on

the resurrection in 1 Corinthians xv. is a sublime one, full of

great thoughts and inspiring hopes. But beyond one or

two leading statements, such as that affirming the certainty

of the future life, I should be slow to summarize its con-

tents in definite theological formulEe. I had rather read this

chapter as a Christian man seeking religious edification and

moral inspiration than as a theologian in quest of positive

dogmatic teaching. The spirit of the whole is life-giving,

but the letter is SvaepfMyjvevTov, and while some interpreters

feel able on the basis of it to tell us all about the millennium,

and others find therein a universal uTroKaTdaraa-ci, when

God shall be all in and to every human spirit, I prefer to

confess my ignorance and remain silent.

A. B. Bkuce.

A CENTUEY OF GEBMAN THEOLOGY.

If Eitschl can be said to have had a rival during the last

dozen years, the man who deserved the title was probably

Frank of Erlangen. His recent death is mourned by his

disciples as premature ; but his work was wonderfully
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complete. He had finished his three great books—on

Apologetics, Dogmatics and Ethics—each in two large

volumes ; and he had added to them, in the shape of a

Vade-mecum for Students of Divinity, a kind of summing-up

of his experience for the benefit of the younger generation,

in which he appears to great advantage. But, it would

seem, he was contemplating at least one book more—

a

History of Recent German Theology ; and, although he did

not live to complete this design, he lectured on the subject

in three separate sessions and left behind a well-written

manuscript. This has been published by his son-in-law

under the title of A History and a Criticism of Systematic

Theology since Schleiermacher^

The book suffers perhaps in some degree from the lack of

the revision which the author himself would have given

;

here and there the thought is undeveloped, and there is

a certain looseness in its entire structure more suitable to

the class-room than to the study ; but, on the other hand,

there is, on this very account, a gain in interest and read-

ableness. The author is talking about events of which he

himself formed a part, and about personages with many of

whom he was well acquainted ; he indulges freely in per-

sonal details which only a contemporary could know ; and

he does not conceal his own likes and dislikes. The whole

performance reveals a man of wide knowledge, strong con-

victions and, perhaps, some prejudices ; but it is seasoned

in every part with that shrewd and pithy wisdom which is

the salt of literature.

The subject, as the title indicates, is German Theology

since Schleiermacher ; this, however, not only includes

Schleiermacher, but a long introductory chapter on the

influences by which he was formed. Here the author goes

^ Geschichte und Kritik der neueren Theologie, inshesondere der systematischen,

seit Schleiermacher. Von Fr. H. R. von Frank. Aus dem Nachlass des Ver-

fassers herausgegeben von P. Schaarscbmidt.
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back as far as the Eeformation, and ranges down, through

the periods of Orthodoxy, Pietism and Kationahsm, to

Kant and the great philosophies. Naturally the treatment

is sketchy, the remarks on the philosophical systems especi-

ally leaving much to be desired. Yet even here there are

many good and striking things. Of Kant, for example, he

makes the characteristic remark, " From his way of speak-

ing about prayer it is manifest that he can never himself

have cultivated the habit of prayer. So the intellectual

heads and guides of the nation in that age. Yet these men

were deified by their disciples, and set not only by the side

of Christ but even above Him."

On reaching Schleiermacher, we plunge into the subject

proper, and the treatment becomes much fuller and more

satisfactory. In common with all intelligent Germans,

Frank speaks of Schleiermacher with the utmost veneration,

as not only the restorer of theology but one of the restorers

of religion in his native land. He is alive, indeed, to

the defects of Schleiermacher's system, and points them out

in detail ; but he contends that the truth which is contained

in his writings is to be measured not with the fulness of the

Gospel, but against the shallowness and spiritual poverty

of the times in which he lived. His supreme merit was the

place he gave to Christ, whose image he brought back mto

the centre of theology. He had also the great merit of

inspiring minds which went much farther than his own in

exploring the depths of experience and the Word. Curious

it is to read here how a champion of orthodoxy like Claus

Harms should have owed his conversion to Schleiermacher's

Addresses on Beligion. " It was a Saturday afternoon," he

wrote in his Autobiography, " when I began to read. Soon

I ordered the maid to say to anyone who might call that I

was not at home, I read far into the night and finished it.

Thereafter I may have slept a couple of hours, but on

Sunday morning I began again at the beginning. Then
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I felt in my head as if two screws were boring at my
temples. At last I laid the book by, and went out to walk

;

and it was on this walk that on a sudden I recognised that

all rationalism, all aesthetic, all self-knowing and all self-

doing in the work of salvation are less than nothing, and it

flashed on me like lightning that our salvation must come

from Another. If to anyone this seems mysterious or

mystic, and this story a myth or phantasm, so let it be ; I

cannot make it plainer, but I call that the birth-hour of my
higher life ; or, to speak more exactly, the death-hour of my
old man, with his knowledge of divine things ; or, to speak

more clearly still, in the words in which Jung Stilling spoke

of the impression made on him by Herder, I received from

this book the impulse to a movement which shall never

have an end." Frank's appreciation of Schleiermacher is

easily intelligible when we remember how near akin is the

"feeling" from which Schleiermacher deduced theology to

the " experience " from which Frank derives it. His obser-

vations on the connection between the philosophy and the

theology of Schleiermacher are particularly good.

After this point the author traces three lines of develop-

ment.

First, there are the theologians belonging to what may
be called the School of Schleiermacher, who developed

his method and ideas, such as Twesten and Nitzsch, De
Wette and Hase, Lange and Eothe. The truest representa-

tive of the school was, however, the Swiss Schweizer, of

whom Frank gives a highly appreciative account, as he does

also subsequently of the Swiss Biedermann. He is not so

generous to others, such as Dorner, with whom he had

closer personal relations. Indeed, it must be confessed,

Frank supplies some illustration of the fact that the more

distant in space a thinker of an opposite school is, the easier

is it to do justice to his merits.

The second line of development proceeded from the great
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German philosophical systems, especially that of Hegel, and

included thinkers like Daub and Marheineke, Baur, Bieder-

mann and Pfleiderer ; but it ran aground in Strauss and

Feuerbach. It is curious to read here that Hegelianism,

which among us has still so vigorous a life, is in the land

of its origin a thing of the past—a fact rather deplored by

Frank, though he is anything but an Hegelian, because it

has given place to a shallow and materialistic realism and

empiricism. Though the theologians who endeavoured to

express Christian truth in terms of Hegelianism were all

influenced by Schleiermacher, the philosopher himself lived

at war with the theologian, and a savage attack of his on

the theology of " feeling " is here reproduced : "If religion

is grounded in feeling, and this feeling is exclusively one

of dependence, then the dog should be the best Christian,

seeing he manifests this feeling in the highest degree.

The dog has also feelings of redemption, when his hunger

is relieved with a bone."

Third in order is the theology which owed its origin to

the revival of practical religion in the beginning of the

century, after the power of nationalism had been broken by

the disciples of Schleiermacher and Hegel. Of this new
school there were two wings—the less ecclesiastical, repre-

sented by men like Tholuck, Miiller and Dorner ; and the

Lutheran, represented by Harless, Thomasius, Kahnis,

Philippi and others. The author gives a warm and impres-

sive account of the revival of religion, with which he is

obviously in deep sympathy, and dwells with lingering fond-

ness on its practical fruits in such forms as home and

foreign missions and the institution of deaconesses. He
holds strongly that the presence or absence of such fruits is

the ultimate test not only of religious movements but of

theological systems.

The Eevival did not, however, produce the revolutionary

effects which some expected from it ; at least they were not
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permanent. The enthusiasm of faith and hope subsided
;

the currents of overflowing hfe withdrew within the wonted

channels; the theological ideas also, in their turn, became

less warm and confident. The last period described by

Frank is, in his eyes, one of reaction, and its chief feature

is the growth of a New Rationalism, expressed in two forms

—the Higher Criticism and the Ritschlian Theology.

On criticism he has not much to say, the subject of his

book being confined to systematic theology. After quoting

an eloquent passage of von Hofmann, in which it is said

that " the Gospel is now enduring the nails of criticism, as

the Lord endured the nails of His critical enemies, the

scribes and Pharisees, but that it will rise again from the

dead, as He did, not as a mere ghost, but with the same

flesh and blood which were pierced and shed by its enemies,"

lie exclaims : "Alas! we are still in the Via Dolorosa, where

the nails are being driven into the flesh of the Word of

God." Yet again and again he repeats the warning that

orthodoxy has exposed the Church to peril by its delay in

sifting out and appropriating those results of criticism

which are undeniable.

If on criticism he is reticent, he speaks out with all the

more fulness and decision on the Ritschlian theology, of

which he has long been the foremost opponent. He
begins with a connected account of Ritschl's system ; and

it would not be easy to find, in a brief space, a more

intelligible statement of this great theologian's ideas.

But sharp criticism follows the exposition. He com-

plains of a profane, unchristian and arrogant tone in

Ritschl's writings, and asserts that the entire school carries

its condemnation on its face in the fact of its sterility in the

region of practical Christian activity. He calls in question

Ritschl's profession of hostility to metaphysics, arguing that

at the basis of the system there lies a highly developed

metaphysic, only an untrue and self-contradictory one.
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The radical defect of the Eitschlian theology is the lack of

a true and deep conception of sin. " The consciousness of

sin, which was so prominent in Luther, and after him in

the Protestant Church—the consciousness that man cannot

draw near to a holy God without atonement—is unknown

to Ritschl. To him it appears pietistic to make so much of

the consciousness of sin. Only in that case Luther was a

notorious pietist, and so was Paul." From this Frank

deduces all the defects which he ascribes to Ritschl—his

one-sided view of the character of God, his inadequate idea

of atonement, his ignoring of conversion, and so forth. The

followers of the great master, especially Harnack and

Kaftan, are handled in the same drastic manner. In finish-

ing his criticism of the former, he says that " his History of

Dogma amounts to the annihilation not only of dogma but

of the specifically Christian faith "
; and, after describing

Kaftan's well-known apologetic work, he concludes, " Oh for

statistics of the actual results of such cheap and ineffect-

ual argumentations ! The offence and the foolishness of

the cross are indeed set aside, but the wise of this world, for

whose benefit this is done, are only moved to laughter and

trample under foot the salt which has lost its savour." In

passages like these it is easy to discern not only the heat of

the combatant, but the prejudice of the partisan. Yet at a

time when the Eitschlian school is taking possession of so

many of the chairs in the German universities, the impres-

sions of a critic on the spot of Frank's ability and earnest-

ness are to outsiders of the utmost interest and significance.

The survey of the century, it will thus be seen, closes in

a tone of depression. But the impression on the English

reader is somewhat different. One cannot help feeling what

a magnificent record is here presented of patient and con-

tinuous thought on the profoundest of all subjects carried

on from generation to generation by men of every variety

of gifts ; no other nation has anything like it to show. And
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surely the very existence of so many ways of construing the

experience which has grown out of the facts and the words

of revelation is itself a kind of proof that the Christian

life is a reality, and not a dream.
James Stalker.

THE AKHMIM FRAGMENT AND THE FOURTH
GOSPEL.

St. John differs from the synoptics with regard to the day of the

crucifixion. In the Fourth Gospel it is the day before the passover.

The Jews would not enter Pilate's judgment hall lest they should

be defiled, "biit that they might eat the passover," for " it was the

preparation of the passover" (xviii. 28 and xix. 14). Many at-

tempts have been made to explain away what appears to be the

plain meaning of these and other passages, so as to bring the

Fourth Gospel into harmony with the synoptic tradition which

says that Jesus sat down to eat the passover with his disciples the

night before He was crucified. But the Gospel of Peter says dis-

tinctly that it was " before the first day of unleavened bread, their

feast " (tt/do [j.La? T(2v a^v/jiwv, r^s eopryj^ avrwv) when Herod handed

over the Lord to the people for crucifixion. Whether the writer

of the Petrlne fragment was following the Fourth Gospel or an

independent tradition, this would be evidence in support of the

literal acceptation of the words in John xviii. 28, xix. 14, etc.

Another point of controversy has been the method of naming

the hours of the day in the Fourth Gospel. In the June number

of the Classical Revieiv Dr. Edwin Abbott gives some additional

reasons for holding that the hours in the Fourth Gospel are the

same as in the synoptics, namely, the twelve hours from sunrise to

sunset. It may afford some further confirmation to the same view

Avhen we find the Petrine fragment, which shows some afiinities

with the Fourth Gospel,^ clearly using the ordinary method of

counting. It says that the darkness commenced at noon ('Hf 8e

fiea-r]ix(3pia Kai (tkoto^ KaTecr^e Tracrav rryi' 'louSai'ai') , and that it was

found to be the ninth hour when it ended (totc yXios eXafxij/e Kal

tvpiOr} wpa erciTT/).

J. A. Cross.

^ " For his chi'onology of the Passion-history the Petrine writer follows close

in the steps of St. John."—Dr. Swete, p. xxv.

(
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The examination to which modern criticism has in recent

years submitted the writings of the Old Testament, as

Hterature, has brought into prominence some questions

concerning the manner in which these older Scriptures are

used in the New Testament. There has been discussed,

among other matters, the way in which the names of

authors are given to some of the books, notably the Psalter

and the Law. In what sense, it is asked, do Christ and

His Apostles assign the first five books to Moses and the

Psalter to David ? Is their language to be accepted as a

direct assertion that the works so assigned were verily

written by David and Moses ? Or are they merely using

the titles which tradition and popular judgment had given

to the books ? AVith regard to the books named " of

Moses " most men are now agreed that, while they con-

tain matter which had its origin with Moses, their present

form is due to later hands. The case of the Psalter pre-

sents more difficulty. And in connexion with that part of

the enquiry, men's minds have been specially exercised by

Christ's application, as it is reported in the Gospels, of

some words from Psalm ex. Moreover, out of the discus-

sion of our Lord's language, on the occasion referred to, an

enquiry has arisen concerning the nature and limitation of

His human knowledge.

Now, that God does condescend to limit Himself, we
know. For He has bestowed on each one of us freedom of

will. He sets before us life and death, good and evil, but

He puts no constraint upon our choice, to compel us to

VOL. X.
^^^ 21
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His law. And, as has been well said/ "Divine truth be-

comes many times in Scripture incarnate, debasing itself to

assume our rude conceptions, that so it may converse more

freely with us, and infuse its own divinity into us." There

will therefore be no irreverence if we speak of our Lord's

human knowledge as willingly limited : if we conceive Him
to have assumed, for a time, and for the purposes of His

grace, the level of those whom He addressed. His love is

our warrant for believing that, while He would teach

nothing but what was true. He would yet frame His speech

in such wise that His hearers should fully comprehend His

meaning. According to the Jewish dictum," " The law

speaks with the tongue of the children of men," employing

anthropomorphic terms in reference to God Himself, be-

cause in no other way could the Infinite be at all revealed

to the finite capacities of mankind. And if this be true of

the Law, how much more true may we believe it to be of

Him who came to fulfil the Law !

With this thought in mind let us look first at the words

which Christ has quoted from the Psalm in question : then

consider His manner of using them, and the purpose which

He had at heart, and note at the same time the effect

which they produced on the Pharisees to whom He was

speaking. The last appears to be the most likely path in

which to seek some solution of the difficulties which have

been raised respecting the Gospel narratives.

The language of the Psalm is of the most lofty and

solemn character. The writer, whether he be David or

another, is full of a heaven-sent message, " The oracle of

Jehovah unto my lord " forms his unique preface. We
find no parallel to this elsewhere in Scripture. Thus

introduced, the prophecy is stamped with a special import-

ance. Now, who is intended by ''^IN^ my lord ? It is a

' Select Discourses oj John Smith, p. 173.

2 Talm. Babli. Jebamoth, 71a.
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form of address applicable, and often applied,^ to merely

human dignitaries, as is also the Greek Kvpio^,- by which

it is translated in the Septuagint and in the New Testa-

ment. The possibility of such an application should be

kept in mind, for it may help us to a fuller interpretation

of this important verse.

But the august person to whom the oracle of the Psalm-

ist is addressed is one in whose destiny and triumph God
Himself is intimately concerned : one who, while He may
be spoken of by a title such as other men bear, is marked,

by the message of Jehovah, as something more than man,

as about to be highly exalted, to be raised to such a dignity,

that while He sits on the throne of Heaven, the Almighty

Father will undertake for Him, and bring all His foes into

subjection.

And here it should be observed that it forms no part of

the revelation of this divine oracle in Psalm ex., that the

exalted person with whom it is concerned is to be the son

of David. Nor does the language depend for any of its

force on being the utterance of David. The glorious words

which the Psalmist publishes would bear the same import

whether they were delivered to the world "by the hand

of" David, or of Haggai, or Zechariah, or any other

divinely commissioned herald. He who is here called

" lord " would be lord ahke to all " the goodly fellowship of

the prophets."

Nor is the Psalm a description of some earthly triumph,

meant to be further interpreted as prefiguring a grander

spiritual conquest. We are carried by it at once into the

heart of a spiritual warfare. Jehovah hath put on His

apparel and girded Himself with strength. We may not

interpret as if a primary reference were made to some

potentate of the Psalmist's day, while the words are to be

^ Cf. Gen. xxiii. 6, 11, 15 ; xxsiii. 13, 14 ; 1 Sam. xxii. 12 ; xxiv. 8.

2 Cf. John iv. 11 ; xii. 21.
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applied in a loftier sense to the Messiah. To no mere

human ruler could such exaltation be offered. Still less

could such a one be spoken of as raised to an eternal priest-

hood. The language fits Him alone, in whom the Father

was well pleased, His own, His only Son, in whom the

Divine and human were hereafter to be united, and to

whom alone both the human title and the heavenly exalta-

tion could belong.

Hence the Psalm stands alone ^ among the Messianic

prophecies. Other predictions of the Christ bear a meaning

and a direct lesson for the times in which they were

uttered. Here the voice of Jehovah brings from the coun-

cil-chamber of heaven a message, the key to which can

only be found when He appears, who wears the two-fold

nature mysteriously implied in the solemn words. And

commentators^ have been constrained to acknowledge that

for this sublime Psalm no double application is possible.

Once, and only once, has humanity been united with

divinity.

When we turn to examine the account of our Lord's

interview with the Pharisees, during which He made

reference to this Psalm, we find some variations in the

narratives ^ of the Synoptists, by whom alone it is recorded.

And it is only from St. Matthew that we learn the effect

produced by Christ's questioning. " No one was able to

answer Him a word, nor durst any one from that day

question Him any longer." It is St. Matthew too who

gives us a report of what occurred in the direct form,

recording the questions just as they were put to the

Pharisees gathered around Him. And it is not unimpor-

,^ This uniqueness is marked in the New Testament too, where no Scripture

is so frequently quoted. Beside the citations in the Gospels, parts of it are

quoted in Acts ii. 34 ; 1 Cor. xv. 25 ; Heh. i. 13 v. G ; vi. 20 ; vii. 17, 21
;

1. Pet. iii. 22

' See Perowne on Ps. ex.

» Matt, sxii, 41-40 ; Mark xii. 35-37 ; Luke xs. 41- 41.
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tant to notice that in this direct account our Lord's lan-

guage is all in the form of questions. He makes no formal

statement, but wishes by interrogation, if it may be, to lead

them upward unto truth. He begins, " What think ye of

the Christ ? Whose Son is He? " Had they answered the

first of these questions, their reply would doubtless have

expressed their expectation of a purely human descendant

of David, who should be pointed out by the unction^ of

Elijah, as the adopted of God, and thus be constituted the

Messiah, But they only respond to the second. " They

say unto Him : The son of David." But it was a human
son of David that satisfied all their aspirations. The whole

race, as was seen even in the disciples who had been so

long with Jesus, was looking for one to sit upon an earthly

throne, and restore the kingdom to Israel.

The words of the other Evangelists make clear for us the

point towards which the questions of Jesus were tending.

" Hoio say they (the scribes, Mk.) that the Christ is the Son

of David '? In what sense do they understand this sonship ?

Shall the Christ be sprung from David's line even as

Solomon was, and be in nothing greater than he? The
' How ' makes clear for us the drift of St. Matthew's ' What
think ye ?

' which the Pharisees had refrained from an-

swering. Jesus would fain correct the error in which the

scribes, in common with nearly all the nation, had become

confirmed. They had grown blind to the meaning of one-

half of the Divine revelation, and looked for the promised

Messiah to be a mere human leader. Human indeed, the

seed of the woman, their Scriptures promised from the first

page that He should be ; human, that He might sympathise

with mankind : but the same Scriptures proclaimed Him as

one who could be acknowledged as the very Son of God.

This is the lesson which oar Lord endeavours to make them

read for themselves.

' Cf. Justin, Dialogue, c. 8.
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And in this wise does He bring them to their lesson-

book. " How then does David in spirit call Him lord :

saying, The Lord said unto my lord, Sit thou on my right

hand until I put thine enemies beneath thy feet ? If then

David call Him lord, how is He his son?" In St. Luke

the quotation is prefaced thus: "David himself saith in

the book of Psalms," and by St. Mark it is introduced

still more solemnly, " David himself said by the Holy

Ghost."

At this point of the narrative there are several matters

which call for notice. It is here, and here only, by our

Lord's employment of Psalm ex., that the Messiah's son-

ship to David is placed in close connexion with the lordship

mentioned in the Psalm. But it is of set purpose that

these two terms of relationship are set side by side. The

Pharisees had admitted that the Christ would be David's

son. For this they had God's promise to the king himself,

and the confirmation thereof in the prophetic message of

Isaiah (xi. 1). But they had halted in their reading of the

Divine promises. So to bring them to a true conception,

Christ points them to this other Scripture, which they held

to have reference to the Messiah, and which, if rightly

understood, would rid them of their misconception. In

doing this, He does not intend to institute any contrast

between the sonship and the lordship. The titles are co-

ordinate. Both have reference to the human nature of the

Messiah. But in the Psalm there is an addition. The

Divine aspect of the Christ there is linked with the title

which will belong to Him as Man. The lordship, the desig-

nation of a human dignity, is ascribed to One whom Jehovah

will call to His own right hand. This union of the divine

and human is the profound message of the Psalmist's revel-

ation. This an oracle from Jehovah could alone disclose.

And it is noteworthy that in Christ's question the Divine

and the human attributes are kept in immediate conjunc-
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tion. Jesus does not break up the sentence :
" The Lord

said unto my lord, Sit thou on my right hand," but gives

it as the picture of God's complete purpose that in the

Messiah the two natures will be combined. It was not

needful for Him to repeat the whole verse, when he asked

the question the second time. "David himself calls Him
lord," he says, in the manner in which you have heard,

joining to that title words which proclaim his heavenly

exaltation ; "how then is He his son? " How may a son

of David, who can be addressed as human dignitaries are,

be also One whom God can raise to His own throne, and

appoint Him to be an eternal High Priest ?

Into this do the questionings of Jesus resolve themselves.

He accepts the answer that the Christ will be the Son of

David. It was truth, but only a part of the truth. In

the Psalm there had stood written for generations a fore-

tokening of the great mystery of God manifest in the flesh.

To this the eyes of the Pharisees were closed. Out of

their own mouths, by His interrogations, Jesus would fain

draw a loftier and truer confession than was contained in

their first answer. Is it alien to the spirit of His teaching

to think that, for giving such a lesson, He would conde-

scend to place Himself for a moment on the level of those

whom He desired to instruct ? He, whose whole life was

stooping to lift up the fallen '? Need it seem strange to us

that He calls the Psalter by the name of David, as did all

those who were listening to Him. It was but for a

moment. The sentence is not closed before He applies the

corrective. "David said by the Holy Ghost." A greater

than David is here. Questions concerning the limitation

of our Lord's human knowledge may be dismissed from our

minds. On the words of the Psalm He bestows the noblest

title to acceptance. The true author is the Divine Spirit.

It is direct from the eternal presence-chamber that the

oracle comes concerning that Son, through whom God was
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about to speak to the world in the last days, and who,

when He had by Himself purged our sins, was to be

enthroned at the right hand of the Majesty on high.

The Pharisees felt, it may be dimly, but they felt, whither

Christ's questions were leading. And for the time they

were afraid of what they felt, and durst ask Him no more

questions. For as He came to reveal the Father, so, in

words like these, He was the Eevealer of Himself. But

though He had come to bring this light to His own, they

received Him not. The Psalm, however, as thus ex-

pounded by the Master, has been much employed by His

messengers in the New Testament as containing in itself a

proclamation of the Divine and human in the nature of our

blessed Lord. The apostle to the Hebrews thus interprets

it. Jesus who on the human side took hold upon the seed

of Abraham was He to whom God said " Sit thou on My
right hand." And St. Peter (Acts ii. 26) takes it for the

text of his sermon on the day of Pentecost, declaring that

in it God had shown that the Jesus whom the Jews had

crucified, was Divine as well as human, was made both

Lord and Christ : a Lord whom men may acknowledge

and pay hioi their allegiance, and the Christ, the beloved

Son of God.

Jesus had been inviting His generation, both by words

and works, to accept^ this mystery. In His miracles the

disciples beheld His glory, and believed on Him. They

found that His words were the words of eternal life. Not

so the Pharisees. The eyes of this people were blinded,

their ears they had stopped. And they had grown to be

boastful of their blindness. " Have any of the rulers or of

the Pharisees believed on Him?" was their question (John

vii. 48) to the officers who reported " Never man spake like

^ It was accepted, as Christ would have it accepted, by St. Thomas (John

XX. '28) when he acknowledged the Jesus, whom he had long called Lord, to be

also verily God. " My Lord and my God."
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this Man." But the words which Jesus had spoken were

remembered against Him. And we can understand, from

what subsequently happened, why He attempted no more at

first than to guide them to the truth by questionings. His

hour was not yet come. A time, however, arrived ere long

when He was asked in set terms (Mark xiv. 62), "Art thou

the Christ, the son of the Blessed?" And He answered,

"I am."

This answer they must have expected, nay they probably

courted it, because of the opposition which, among men

like-minded with themselves, it was sure to evoke. The

high-priest rent his clothes. The language of Jesus he

declared to be blasphemy. And the popular voice was with

him. They all condemned Jesus to be worthy of death.

He had expounded to them now, no longer by questions,

but plainly, the doctrine of the Psalm :
" Ye shall see the

Son of Man, sitting on the right band of power and coming

in the clouds of heaven." Aforetime they had tried to

stone Him (John x. 33) for this teaching. "Because that

thou being a man makest thyself God." In the end they

crucified Him. And it was a heathen centurion, and not

a Jew, who at the crucifixion saw and declared the truth,

published of old in the oracle of Jehovah :
" Truly this

man was the son of God " (Mark xv. 39).

J. Kawson Lumby.
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ISAIAH'S ANTICIPATIONS OF THE FUTURE.

SOME REGENT THEORIES.

Few Old Testament writings owe more to the combined

results of criticism and archgeology than the book of Isaiah.

The task of distinguishing in this very composite whole the

real work of Isaiah ben Amoz has now been approximately

accomplished ; and it is fast becoming generally admitted

that the writings of the great prophet of the eighth century

do not extend beyond the following chapters : i.-xi., xiv. 24-

XX., xxi. 11-xxiii., xxviii.-xxxii.^ More recent investigators

have therefore been the freer to pay attention to the dis-

covery of glosses or interpolations within this Isaianic

kernel ; several apparent instances are discussed in Duhm's

commentary, published two years since, and in the dis-

sertations, to be discussed below, of Giesebrecht and Hack-

mann. The presence, to some extent, of such intrusive

matter in the prophetic writings is proved beyond doubt

by the evidence of the LXX., and by the Aramaic verse at

Jeremiah x. 11 ; the exegete therefore should give due

weight to the possibility of the confasion and inconsequence

of thought which at present prevails in many prophetic

passages being due to textual expansion, just as the gram-

marian is bound to consider the possibility of an anomalous

form or construction being due to textual corruption.

But if criticism, by separating alien passages from the

writings of Isaiah with which they had become interwoven,

has contributed much and promises to contribute more to

a correct knowledge of Isaiah's own ideas, archaeology has,

by determining the chronology of the prophecies, done

1 The most important section, besides those mentioned above, still claimed

by many as Isaianic is cbap. xxxiii. ; indeed the weight of English criticism

would still seem to regard this chapter as Isaiah's ; cf. Driver, Introduction, p.

213 ; G. A. Smith, The Boole of Isaiah, pp. 331 11'. ; Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the

Prophets, pp. 199, 200 ; Robertson Smith, Prophets (1882), p. 421. Otherwise

Cheyue, Jewish QuarterUj Eeviciv, iv. 569.
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much to make it possible to trace the development of these

ideas. Here again a welcome addition of knowledge might

result from further discoveries ; meantime criticism does

well to make the most of what fixed points we have. Chief

among these, for our present purpose, is the determination

of the " death year of King Uzziah." This we now know

from the Assyrian inscriptions did not fall earlier than 740
;

nor can it have been much later. From this it follows that

the Syro-Ephraimitish war broke out somewhat less than

five years, instead of, as was formally supposed, somewhat

more than twenty years after the prophet's call. Hence

from Isaiah viii. 3 ^ we deduce that Isaiah's eldest son,

Shear-Jashub, must have been born at the time of, or very

shortly after, the call. But this son was one of the children

given Isaiah "for signs and wonders in Israel" (viii. 18);

and an examination of the name shows that it expresses

one of Isaiah's characteristic doctrines—a remnant shall

return. The date of the child's birth, moreover, proves

that this doctrine was not one at which the prophet slowly

arrived—deriving it, like Hosea, as an emotional corollary

from a belief in Jehovah's love of Israel—but one from

which the prophet started. On this point, then, that Isaiah

from the first had a doctrine of the Eemnant and that in

one way or other this doctrine was normative with him,

there is agreement. It is when we come to ask what was

the nature of the remnant he believed in, how his earlier

conceptions stood related to his later, and in what way any

change which took place was due to the political develop-

ments of the time, that we find disagreement among recent

writers on the subject.

The latest and fullest treatment comes from Dr. Hack-

mann, Privatdocent at Gottingen, and is contained in his

book published last year entitled, Die Zukunftserwartung

des Jesaia. Although to many some of his arguments

' Cf. DriYer, Isaialt, p. 1.
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might appear too a priori, his discussion is so careful and

suggestive that some exposition of it, especially in its bear-

ing on certain exegetical problems, may be of interest to

students of Biblical Theology and Exegesis.

But his book, standing, as it does, at the end of a series

of discussions on the same subject, can only be estimated

aright in the light of these. A brief resume of the more

important of such earlier discussions may make this clear.

It is now all but twenty years since Duhm published his

important work on the Theology of the Prophets ; in it he

devoted a special section (pp. 158-1(38) to the discussion of

Isaiah's prophecies of the Future. His conclusions were as

follows : From the beginning Isaiah looked forward to a

definite catastrophe which at first he conceived as affecting

only Israel and Judah. Afterwards he extends this area of

judgment and gradually includes the surrounding nations,

together with Egypt, ultimately also Assyria. This judg-

ment is to be complete that it may replace the present

corrupt by a completely new epoch. This gradually in-

creasing conception of Judgment is accompanied by gradu-

ally enlarging Hopes. The severer the Judgment, the more

glorious the Future that lies beyond it. Duhm finds Isaiah's

originality to consist in the idea that the promised Future

will be essentially characterised not by a mere fortunate

turn in circumstances but by a complete change in all the

relations of life.

According to Guthe,^ Isaiah had two distinct views of the

Future ; the one characterises the earher, the other the

later prophecies. In common with his predecessors, Amos

and Hosea, Isaiah saw that Assyria must sooner or later

bear down on his own and the surrounding countries, and

that it would then prove too strong for them. At the

same time, being possessed of a deeper view of Jehovah's

character than then prevailed, he saw in the present state

' In his inaugural lecture, Bas Zukunftshild cles Jesaia (Leipzig, 1885).
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of Judah a neglect of Jehovah's holiest requirements, which

could only be sufficiently punished by direst national

calamities. In Isaiah's earliest prophecies we therefore find

a dark view of the Future : Judah and Israel, save for

a small remnant, are utterly to perish ; Ahaz, the present

worthless representative of David, is to be replaced, after a

somewhat lengthened period of severe distress, by another

descendant of David of ideal character.

But events proved less disastrous than Isaiah had antici-

pated ; and although this could not change his fundamental

conviction of the need for a purifying judgment, it did

effect a change in his conception of the Future. The later

prophecies are therefore characterized by the belief in the

Invincibility of Zion, and the absence of the conception of

the Messianic King. Distress is still anticipated, but its

duration is to be brief (x. 25 ; xxix. 17).

The abandonment of the earlier conception, which took

place between 724 and 701, is justified by the prophet in

the parable of the husbandman's different modes of cultiva-

tion (xxviii. 23-29). From the retention of the passages

respecting the future ideal Davidic ruler in Isaiah's col-

lected prophecies, Guthe argues that subsequently to 701,

finding that the great deliverance of that year did not pro-

duce the age of moral regeneration, the prophet so far

returned to his earlier conception as to see again that the

actual reigning king would be unworthy of the expected

Future. In a sense, therefore, Guthe may be said to

to attribute three different views to Isaiah.

This Giesebrecht ^ certainly does, and finds all three in

the extant prophecies ; he refers them severally to the

three great political crises of Isaiah's lifetime. During the

Syro-Ephraimitish war the prophet expected the complete

destruction of Judah, in the last days of Samaria the pre-

servation of Judah, at the time of Sennacherib's campaign

^ Yicle Beitrage ?ur Jesaiakritik (Gottingen, 1890) ; see esp. pp. 76-84,
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(701) the preservation of a remnant, but the destruction of

the main part of Judah. These changes moreover, accord-

ing to Giesebrecht, were sudden, and so corresponded to

the " choleric nature of the prophet."

Duhm, then, so interprets the prophecies as to attribute

to Isaiah a gradual development in his doctrine of the

Future : at the last, as at the first, it remains essentially

the same, only it grows in course of time more far-reaching

both as regards judgment and the subsequent glory. Guthe

and Giesebrecht, on the other hand, agree in postulating

for Isaiah a complete change of doctrine : they also agree in

supposing that neither his earliest nor his latest anticipa-

tions were the most hopeful. Hackmann, like Duhm, finds

a gradual development of doctrine ; but, unlike Duhm, and

by no means in full agreement with either Guthe or

Giesebrecht, he finds this development characterized by

increasing anticipations of disaster and diminishing hopes

of deliverance. The prophet's hopes are at a maximum in

bis earliest, at a mimimum in his latest writings. More in

detail the history of Isaiah's Doctrine of the Future is,

according to Hackmann, as follows.

It was, in the first instance, against Ephraim that Isaiah

felt himself called to prophesy. Ephraim was irremediably

corrupt and ripe for judgment ; Judah might still be saved

by learning from Ephraim's doom and returning to God.

The first of these two thoughts dominates the narrative of

the vision (chap, vi.) ; the second finds expression in the

name—Shear-Jashub—given at about the same time to

Isaiah's son. Tacitly, indeed, this name implies the first

thought also ; for a remnant implies a whole, and a rem-

nant that returns a greater part that does not return. The

whole is Ephraim and Judah (for the idea of national

unity survived the disruption of the monarchy) and the

past that does not return^ is Ephraim.

' Tlic coutrast to the name ^11"^ "IX'J'—a remnant (/.c, Jiulali) shall return—
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Such was Isaiah's doctrine before the Syro-Ephraimitish

war ; and the first change it underwent was only due to

the attitude of Judah during this war. The people failed to

catch the inspiration of Isaiah's own faith in Jehovah. On
the other hand, overtures were made to Assyria, and Judah

thus came to share Ephraim's disloyalty to Jehovah. Per-

ceiving this, Isaiah recognised that Judah would not

"return," and that it too must suffer punishment. It is

true, he did not in consequence wholly abandon his doctrine

of the remnant ; but the remnant is now no longer all

Judah, but only the prophet's immediate followers (cf. viii.

5-8, 11-15).

Between the conclusion of the war and the invasion of

Sennacherib few prophecies now extant were delivered.

The brief utterance in xxviii. 1-4 shows that the continued

existence of Samaria after 732 did not diminish the prophet's

conviction of its doom ;^ and chap, xx., dating from 711, that

then also Isaiah anticipated only disaster from reliance on

Egypt. In this interval, however, the fall of Samaria

justified his judgment that Ephraim was irrevocably doomed.

The question now arose afresh—What was to be the future

of Judah? As early as 733 Isaiah had, as has been stated,

abandoned the hope that all Judah would "return "
; and,

although, during the early part of Hezekiah's reign, the

prophet may have given less frequent utterance to his con-

viction of coming judgment, yet he never wavered in it, and

the subsequent attitude of Hezekiah and his princes only

served to deepen it.

Even the great deliverance of 701, unexpected alike by

Isaiah and the people, did not lead the latter to stay them-

comes out forcibly ou the above theory in vi. 10: The people are to be

hardeued " lest they see with their eyes . . . aud return " (Qt^l), i.e.

Ephraim shall not return.

1 A fact that does not favour Guthe's theory that it was the continued ex-

istence of Jerusalem after Isaiah had anticipated its fall that gave rise to his

belief in the invincibility of Zion.
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selves on Jehovah ; on the contrary, they gave themselves

up to v^^anton merriment (xxii. 2 ff.). The state of Judah

•w&s thus finally and conclusively shown to be what that of

Ephraim had been thirty years before, and the prophet's

last forecast for Judah thus becomes :
" Surely this iniquity

shall not be purged from you till ye die" (xxii. 14).

In brief, Isaiah, according to Hackmann, started with a

view of the Future which involved the destruction of

Ephraim, but the possible preservation of Judah, and finally

came to a view which involved the certain destruction of

Judah also.

The theory in its entirety rests on two main positions :

(1) That before and during the earlier part of the Syro-

Ephraimitish war Isaiah's prophecies were directed against

Ephraim, not Judah
; (2) that the references in the later

prophecies to the invincibility of Zion are non-Isaianic.

These two positions can be best considered separately on

their own merits. The one does not stand or fall with the

other.

The early prophecies (before 732), according to Hackmann,

who here substantially agrees in every positive respect with

all modern critics, are i. 2-31, ii. 6-iv. 1, v.-viii. 18, ix. 8-21,

xvii. 1-11. These he dates more precisely thus :
^ ix. 8-21,

X. 46, V. 256-30—before the Syro-Ephraimitish alliance
;

xvii. 1-1
1 ,

(i. 18-20)^— after the alliance but before the

war ; vii.-viii. 4—in immediate prospect of the attack on

Jerusalem ; viii. 5-18 (i. 21-31)—-later in the course of the

1 The connection between ix. 8-x. 4 and v. was already observed by Ewald.

Giesebrecbt and Hackmann have independently reached almost identical recon-

structions. Thus ix. 8-21, x. 4, v. 256 ( = x. Ab)-30 go together, being

characterized by the refrain, " For all this His anger is not turned away," etc.

;

again, v. l-25a, x. 1-3 were originally united, the whole being characterized by

its several sections beginning with " Woe." (References in chap. ix. according

to the English enumeration.)

2 The dates of the bracketed passages are determined in part by the theory,

which is based in the first instance 0X1 the prophecies the dates of which can be

mere decisively determined.
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war
;

(i. 2-17) also during the war
;

(ii. 6-iv. 1, v. 1-24) after

the war. Chap, vi., at whatever time written, refers to the

opening of the prophet's career. Now of the two prophecies

certainly dating from before the war one (xvii. 1-11) is

entirely concerned with the fate of Ephraim—Ephraim's

doom is fixed ; in the other, Judah is incidentally alluded

to (ix. 21), but ver. 9 shows that the N. kingdom is the

real subject of the prophecy, the purport of which agrees

with that of xvii. 1-11. Before the war, therefore, Isaiah's

theme was the speedy destruction of Ephraim.

Of his attitude towards Judah we first have evidence

when Jerusalem was threatened by the allied forces ; what

we conceive that attitude to have been depends on our

interpretation of chap. vii.—especially of the much-vexed

passage contained in vers. 10-17. It is here that Hack-

mann comes forward with fresh and interesting suggestions.

Like Duhm (in his commentary) he omits vers. 15 and 17

as later interpolations,^ and in a passage which, if it is to be

interpreted at all, demands, as the best scholars candidly

admit, assumptions of one kind or another—if not critical,

then exegetical—it would be unwise to dismiss a theory

merely because it assumes that certain verses have been

interpolated. For, granted this assumption, others that

must else be made can be dispensed with. Omitting the

verses in question, chap. vii. may be summarized thus :

Isaiah goes to Ahaz to inspire him with his own conviction

that Judah is safe because Ephraim is doomed ; Ahaz

declines to ask for a sign in proof of this ; but that he

may be left without excuse for unbelief, Jehovah gives

the sign ^ unasked, the prophet announcing it thus: Any

' No merely arbitrary proceeding to justify a theory. The custom by which
the reason for a name immediately follows a name (of. e.g. viii. 3, 4) renders

ver. 15 suspicious ; and the remarkable " abruptness of the transition " in ver.

17 was long ago noticed by Prof. Cheyne in his commentary.
^ Hackmann thus considers that the sign actually given was intended to

prove precisely what the sign Ahaz was requested to demand would have proved,

VOL. X. -7 7
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maiden ^ now conceiving, when she bears her son may call

bis name " Witb us (viz. Judab) is God"; for before tbe cbild

in question shall know to refuse tbe evil and choose the

good tbe land (Syria and Ephraim) whose two kings thou

abborrest shall be forsaken (vii. 14-16). Then immediately

follows in detail tbe description of desolated Ej^hi-aini (vers.

18-25). Thus, in chap, vii., as also in viii. 1-4, Isaiah's

conviction of the approaching fall of the N. kingdom re-

curs ; but, as yet, his expectation seems to be that Judah

will take warning from Ephraim's fate, "return," and be

saved. It is not till somewhat later that, convinced by the

stern logic of facts—tbe actual appeal of Ahaz to Assyria,

be abandons bis hopeful tone, and for the first time de-

finitely threatens Judah : Judah, be now declares, for

having shared in Ephraim's sin of diplomacy, which from

the prophetic standpoint is disloyalty to Jehovah, will share

Ephraim's doom—tbe Assyrian flood will overflow from

Ephraim into Judah (viii. 5-8). This changed standpoint

appears also in vers. 11 ff., and in vers. 16-18 we see

developing the new idea of tbe remnant as a party within

Judah.

viz. Judali's safety, Ephraim's impotence ; wliereas, according to prevailing

theories, Ahaz was offered a sign of Judah's safety, and, for refusing, was given

a sign of Judah's ruin ; such theories find greater support for this change tlian

Hackmann seems inclined to admit, for ver. 9& certainly implies that the

promise to Judah was conditional. The real ^questions at issue are therefore :

Was it just the refusal of Ahaz to ask for a sign that filled up the cup of

Judah's unbelief? Is the sign in ver. 14 most naturally interpreted as a

promise or a threat ?

1 There is of course nothing new in regarding the aiticle in T\u7Vr\ (vii. 14)

as generic, and so translating any maiden (cf. E. Smith, Prophets, pp. 272, 425).

But if we thus determine to regard Immauuel as the name of any ordinary

child, we must—to avoid the strong objection ui-ged against this interpretation

by Dr. Driver {Isaiah, p. 41)—read with Duhm in viii. 8, 'pwSliDi; '•3 ]*1N ("the

land; for God is with us" instead of "Thy laud, Immanuel") regarding

^Sli^wi? O here and in ver. 10 as a gloss. The other objection generally raised

against the above interpretation seems to me to possess little weight, and to

rest mainly on a misapprehension of what a sign might be (cf. viii. 4, 18, 1 Sam.

ii. 34, Exod. iii. 12—-" token " (R.V.) same word as " sign " in Is. vii. 14). On
this point Prof. Bevan has recently called attention to some very pertinent

Arabic parallels—f. Jewish Quarterly Review, vol. vi. (Oct., 181)3), pp. 220-222
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If this interpretation of the earher prophecies be correct,

chaps, ii., iii., v. naturally fall after the war ; once convinced

that Judah also was doomed to punishment, the prophet's

eye became keener to observe the social abuses abounding

in his own country ; Ephraim does not cease to be the ob-

ject of his denunciation—in chap. ii. it is chiefly referred to

—but Judah is now also denounced either in common with

Ephraim as in chap, ii., or by itself as in chaps, iii. and v.

The supposition that Ephraim is the subject of Isaiah's

early prophecies throws fresh light also on the problem pre-

sented by the narrative of the call (chap. vi.). The pre-

vailing gloom of the message there entrusted to the prophet,

which is not greatly relieved by the ray of hope apparently

found at the end of ver. 13, presents a striking contrast to

the hopeful message with which Isaiah came to Ahaz (chap,

vii.). The assumption, therefore, which has hitherto been

general, that Judah is the object of the message in chap,

vi., and also of the message in chap. vii. presents a serious

ditticulty, to explain which several theories have been

suggested, the favourite one^ being that chap. vi. was not

actually written till many years after the call, and that the

forebodings of those later years, occasioned by the obstinacy

and lack of faith shown by Ahaz, have given to the narra-

tive a darker colouring than it would otherwise have had.

Hackmann can dispense with this and similar theories, for

his view is that Ephraim and Ephraim only is referred to

in chap. vi. ; in. favour of this it can be urged :

—

(1) That the (apparently) earliest prophecies of Isaiah

(ix. 8-21, xvii. 1-11) are exclusively concerned with Ephraim,

with the circumstances of which they show an accurate

acquaintance

;

(2) That these prophecies betray the same judgment of

Ephraim which, on the hypothesis, is found in chap, vi.,

' Cf. Ewakl, Prophctcu, i. 321 ff. ; Cbcyiic. Prnphccies of Itaiah, i. 3Gf. ; G.

A. Suiitb, Book of Isaiah, bl f., 7^ 1'.
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while on the other hand the earliest judgment of Jadah is

hopeful

;

(3) That in this way Isaiah's prophetic task would at first

have been one with that of his two predecessors Amos (also

a man of Judah) and Hosea, both of whom prophesied

primarily and almost exclusively against Ephraim.

It might be added that in this way chap. vi. forms an

excellent introduction to chap, vii., where the doom of

Ephraim is a guiding principle. Further, since in this case

we can readily believe the prediction was one of absolute

extermination, we are free to accept the evidence of the

LXX.^ that the last clause of ver. 13 (" so the holy seed is

the stock thereof ") is not original. With its omission the

verse and the figure it contains become clear : the felHng of

the tree corresponds to the first destruction (vers. 11, 12),

the burning of the stump to the burning up (E.V. marg.

ver. 13) of the tenth remaining over from the former destruc-

tion, "And if there be yet a tenth in it, it shall again be

devoured, as is the case with a terebinth . . . whereof,

at the felling, a stump (remaineth over)."

Thus in dealing with these earlier prophecies, and in

order to justify his conclusion that Ephraim alone is at

first regarded by Isaiah as irrevocably doomed, Hackmann

requires to assume comparatively few glosses—the chief

being vii. 15, 17, viii. 8, 9 and vi. 13&, in which last case he

is supported by the LXX. Since in this way he both sim-

plifies the exegesis of vi. 13 and vii. 10-17, and does away

with perhaps greater assumptions otherwise necessary, he

seems to me to have rendered this part of his theory prob-

able ; and he has, at the very least, done a service in

drawing attention to the extent to which Isaiah at the

outset of his career came into line with his predecessors in

making the N. kingdom the object of his attack.

^ An ojnission in the LXX. of Isaiah deserves attention, since the tendency of

the translation is to amplify.
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When, however, we come to examine the means by which

lie estabhshes his other position— that the doctrine of the

Invincibility of Zion is not Isaianic—we find that far greater

assumptions of interpolation and working over have to be

made. It is impossible here to state or to criticise in any

detail what can be said for these assumptions ; it is moreover

questionable whether their validity can be finally estimated,

till all apparently intrusive matter in all other prophetic

writings has been subjected to careful comparative exami-

nation. It must suffice here to state the passages rejected

by Hackmann in the later prophecies ; they are these—x.

20-27, xviii. 7, xxviii. .5, 6 (and possibly 23-29), xxix. 16-24

(at least for the most part), xxx. 18-33, xxxi. 5-9, xxxii.

1-8 (but probably not 9-20). Read with these omissions,

the prophecies of the age of Sennacherib speak only of the

certainty of Judah's destruction, not at all of the safety of

Zion ; then chap. x. presents us with a change of the

prophet's attitude towards Assyria, but not, as has generally

been supposed, of a change also in his opinion as to the

fate of Jerusalem ; then, too, the reference to the destruction

of Zion (xxxii. 13, 14) is what we .should expect, and the

last utterance of the prophet that the people's sin shall not

be forgiven till they die (xxii. 14) forms the natural close

to the prophet's teaching. These omissions certainly sim-

plify matters ; of many of the difSculties due to the con-

tinuous interlacing of judgment and promise in chaps.

xxviii.-xxxii., with which commentators have had to busy

themselves, we should be rid if we could regard the passages

of promise as non-Isaianic ; but undoubtedly very strong

reasons are necessary if we are to reject a whole series of

passages many of which are closely interwov'en with those

still retained as genuine, and connected with one another

by common ideas. Why, it may fairly be asked, just in

Isaiah's prophecies should passages containing the doctrine

of the Invincibility of Zion be embodied; and not, e.g., in
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Micah ? Ill fairness to the theory it must however be men-

tioned that not all these passages can be regarded from

Hackmann's standpoint as interpolations ; if he is right,

chaps, xxviii.-xxxii. originally existed as a separate collec-

tion of prophetic writings—in part by Isaiah, in part by

others—made long after Isaiah's time ; it would therefore

be as unsuitable to term the non-Isaianic passages there

found interpolations, as to say that, e.g., chaps, xxiv.-xxvii.

or xl.-lxvi. have been interpolated in the book of Isaiah.

Full justice can in fact only be done, especially to this part

of Hackmann's theory, by a study of his careful and sug-

gestive discussion of the composition of the Book of Isaiah.

The same must be said of his still more radical suggestion

that the passages referring to the Messianic king (ix. 1-7,

xi. 1-11) are non-Isaianic.

Perhaps the chief conclasion to be drawn from the pre-

ceding survey, will appear to be that it is impossible to

trace the development of Isaiah's thought with any cer-

tainty. To some extent this is at present true ; but we may

yet hope by more systematic study of the composition of

the prophetic books, by a careful comparative exegesis of

apparently intrusive matter in each prophet's writings, and

perhaps by further archaeological discovery which will

determine with greater certainty the dates of the respective

prophecies, to be ultimately in a position to trace more

accurately the growth of Isaiah's doctrine. Meantime dis-

cussions such as those that have been noticed are of value

;

for, as Hackmann justly observes, the tracing of individual

religious ideas and critical analysis may and must at present

go together. Methods which have proved successful in

Pentateuchal studies should now be applied to the prophetic

writings. It is as a careful attempt to do this that I have

desired to gain for Dr. Hackmann's essay the attention of

readers of The Expositor.

G. Buchanan Gray.
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NEW TESTAMENT TEACHING ON THE SECOND
COMING OF CHBIST.

V. MiLLENARIANISM.

In the earlier papers of this series, by a comparison of the

various types of primitive eschatological teaching embodied

in the New Testament, we have found complete historical

proof that the early followers of Christ were looking forward

to a definite moment when, unexpectedlj'', suddenly, audibly,

and visibly Christ will return in bodily form from heaven

to earth, to wake up the dead, to change the living servants

of Christ, to judge all men, and to bring in the everlasting

glory. In this confident and definite expectation, we found

complete agreement between the Epistles of Paul, the Syn-

optist Gospels, the Fourth Gospel, and the Catholic Epistles.

The same expectation finds expression also in the Book of

Revelation. These various writers also teach that at the

coming of Christ evil will be in power. And St. Paul

teaches expressly that the appearance of Christ will be pre-

ceded by appearance of a new and terrible form of evil, an

outward and conspicuous manifestation of evil influences

already more or less secretly operating among men ; and

that this evil power will be brought to nought by the bright-

ness of the appearance of Christ. The Book of Eevelation,

however, differs from all the rest of the Bible by depicting,

before the last apostacy, an earlier and overwhelming defeat

of the hostile powers, lasting in its effects for a thousand

years. In other words, the Book of Bevelation teaches two

interpositions of supernatural power, each overturning, one

for a time, the other finally, the enemies of God and man.

The relation of these two victories of good over evil to the

second coming of Christ so frequently announced in the

New Testament demands now further enquiry.

The question before us is whether the vision of Christ on
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a white horse depicted in Eevelation xix. 11, or that de-

picted in chapter xx, 11 on "a great white throne," corre-

sponds to the audible and visible and bodily return of Christ

so frequently announced in the other books of the New
Testament and indeed in Eevelation i. 7, xxii. 12, 20. This

question must be answered by a comparison of the two

visions and of the events following them with the har-

monious teaching of the rest of the New Testament.

The very close similarity in thought and phrase between

Eevelation xx. 11-15 and Matthew xxv. 31-46 at once

attracts attention. In each account, Christ sits upon a

throne and all mankind stand before Him and are judged

by Him according to their works. In exact agreement

with these passages is John v. 28, 29, where at the bidding

of Christ all the dead leave their graves and go forth to life

or to judgment according as they have done things good or

bad. Very similar also is 2 Thessalonians i. 6-10, where we

read that Christ at His revelation from heaven will give

relief to His servants but eternal destruction to those who

obey not the Gospel. This similarity is a strong presump-

tion that these four passages refer to the same solemn

event.

On the other hand, the vision of Christ in Eevelation xix.

11-16 and the events pourtrayed in verses 17-21 present not

nearly so many points of coincidence with the teaching of

the New Testament about the second coming of Christ.

For nowhere else is Christ's coming represented as that of

a soldier armed for fight, nor is the destruction which

follows His coming represented as a military overthrow.

He comes, not as a soldier for the fight, but as a judge

armed with irresistible power.

This preliminary judgment is confirmed by insuperable

difficulties involved in the supposition that the coming

of Christ for which the early Christians were waiting will

be followed by the Millennium and Apostacy described in
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Kevelation xx. 1-9. This will appear if we pursue this

supposition to its consequences, taking into our account

the indisputable teaching of other parts of the New Testa-

ment.

We must conceive the world going on in its usual course,

and evil in great power. In a moment, as in the earlier

papers we have learnt, a voice from heaven is heard, and

Christ appears. At that voice, and to meet their appearing

Lord, the murdered servants of Christ wake up from the

sleep of death. But not these only. For we cannot con-

ceive this marked honour given only to those who have

actually shed their blood for Christ when so many others,

e.g. Wycliffe and Luther, were equally faithful and equally

re^dy to die for Him. If there be, before the Millennium,

a bodily resurrection, it must be shared by all the faithful

and departed servants of Christ. And along with these

risen ones, we must conceive, according to the plain teaching

of 1 Corinthians xv. 52, 1 Thessalonians iv. 16, that the

righteous then living will be changed and caught up to

meet Christ. What about the living children of living be-

lievers ? Infants, we may suppose, will be caught up with

their parents. But what about those in their teens '? Surely

there will be a selection, the good ones taken and the bad

ones left behind along with those who, not being servants

of Christ, will have no part in the resurrection which will

immediately follovs' the voice and appearance of Christ.

What becomes of the adult unsaved ones ? Are we to

suppose that they will continue on earth, eating and drink-

ing, marrying and being given in marriage, in successive

generations? And what will bo the moral state of man-

kind when the salt of the earth and the light of the world

are removed? It might be thought that it will become a

pandemonium. We must however remember that at the

beginning of the Millennium the prince of darkness has been

bound. But unfortunately there are no servants of Christ
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left on earth to take advantage of this removal of the great

enemy of God and man and to preach to the wicked a

Gospel of repentance. And of any general tm^ning to God

we have no hint in Eevelation xx. 1-6, the only passage in

the whole Bible which speaks about the Millennium.

Let us now try to follow, on the supposition before us,

the risen servants of Christ. Their bodily resurrection, and

such is expressly mentioned in 1 Corinthians xv. 23, 35, 44

as following at once the coming of Christ, implies a definite

place. Where are they? Not on earth. For this is still

occupied by the unsaved, who were not caught up to meet

Christ. And we cannot conceive mingled together on the

same planet some who have yet to die and others who have

passed through death and will die no more. Such confusion

of the present age with the age to come is in the last degree

unlikely. If not on earth, are we to suppose them to be

somewhere between earth and heaven, visible to the wicked

still living and dving on earth ? This suggestion would so

completely chaDge the conditions of human life and proba-

tion on earth as to make its continuance utterly incompre-

hensible. Or are we to suppose that the risen ones and the

changed survivors will suddenly vanish from earth into the

unseen world, in some such way as the ascending body of

Christ vanished from His disciples' view ? In this case, the

second coming of Christ would be a voice and appearance

of Christ from heaven, heard and seen ^ by all men, yet

followed by His disappearance and the disappearance of all

the good people then living on earth. Of such disappearance

of Christ after His return, we have no hint in the New
Testament ; and it contradicts the whole tenor of its teach-

ing on this subject.

Touching the condition of the world during the Millennium,

the supposition we are considering leaves us in utter per-

plexity. The naughty children of pious and living parents

1 Eevelatiou i. 7.
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have been left to the mercy of a race from which all the

righteous have been taken away. Satan is bound. But,

unless the risen ones are sent to proclaim the Gospel to the

unsaved, there are none to teach them. The only good in-

formation we have about the world is that at the close of the

Millennium it contains (Kevelation xx. 9) "a camp of the

saints."

After a long period, described as "a thousand years,"

during which Satan is bound, he is liberated, and returns to

the earth. He is welcomed by a host as numerous " as the

sand of the sea," who follow him to make war against the

people of God. This quick and great apostacy proves that

the Millennium is no triumphant and universal reign of

righteousness. And it disproves the supposition that during

the thousand years Christ is reigning visibly on earth. For

we cannot conceive such revolt in His visible presence, nor

can we conceive that at the release of Satan Christ will

retreat, even for a short time, from the realm over which

He has reigned so long. In any case, the triumph of Satan

is short. Fire falls suddenly from heaven, a great throne

appears, the books are opened, and all men, good and bad,

are judged according to their works.

The above difficulties and contradictions are serious

objections to the hypothesis which involves them.

The theory of a pre-millennial advent of Christ lies open

to other insuperable objections. Our Lord asserts clearly in

Matthew xxiv! 29, Mark xiii. 24, 25, that at His return the

sun and moon will cease to shine and the stars fall from

heaven. This implies a dissolution of nature. A still more

graphic picture of this dissolution is given in Revelation vi.

12-17, as heralding the great day of the auger of God.

Scarcely less graphic is the picture given in Eevelation xx.

11, " from whose face fled the earth and the heaven, and

place was not found for them." Now the dissolution of

nature described in this last passage evidently follows the
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Millennium. For it is impossible to separate the vision in

Kevelation xx. 11 from the apostacy immediately preceding

it ; and this is said expressly in verse 7 to follow the

Millennium. In other words, the Book of Revelation an-

nounces a dissolution of nature following the Millennium.

Our Lord announced, as we have seen, a similar dissolution

to accompany His second coming. If, then, this coming

precedes the Millennium, there will be two dissolutions of

nature, separated by more than a thousand years ; and,

between these two catastrophes, a tremendous assault by a

great multitude of followers of Satan against the servants of

God.

Still further difficulties surround the theory before us.

In Matthew xxv. 31-46 we read, " When the Son of Man
shall come in His glory, and all the angels with Him, then

He will sit upon the throne of His glory, and there will be

gathered together before Him all the nations, and He will

separate them one from another as the shepherd separates

the sheep from the goats." Our Lord concludes by an-

nouncing that those on His left hand " will go away to

eternal punishment, but the righteous to eternal life."

Indisputably, the words, " when the Son of Man comes,"

refer to that one definite coming of which Christ spoke so

much. This is placed beyond doubt by the complete har-

mony of all that Christ says about this great event, which

was ever in His thoughts. If, then, Christ's return is to be

followed by the Millennium described in Eevelation xx. 1-6,

we must suppose that after this solemn separation the goats

will again break in upon the sheep with the terrible assault

depicted in Eevelation xx. 9 as following the Millennium.

This is inconceivable.

Other difficulties remain. Our Lord announces in John

V. 28, 29 that " an hour cometh in which all that are in the

grave will hear His voice and will go forth, they that have

done the good things to a resurrection of life, and they that
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have done the evil things to a resurrection of judgment.

"

This announcement is in close accord vyith Eevelation xx.

13-15, where we read, " The sea gave up the dead in it, and

death and Hades gave up the dead in them ; and they were

judged, each according to their works. . . . And if any-

one was not found written in the Book of Life, he was cast

into the lake of fire." Each of these passages suggests

irresistibly one universal resurrection and judgment. The

theory we are discussing requires us to believe that within

the hour of which Christ speaks there will be two bodily

resurrections (in addition to the spiritual resurrection re-

ferred to in John v. 25, Ephesians ii. 6), separated by more

than a thousand years, one of the righteous only, the other

of righteous and wicked.

That an earlier resurrection of the righteous is not as-

serted or suggested in 1 Thessalonians iv. 16, 1 Corinthians

XV. 23, I have already proved on pages 100, 105, of my
second paper.

One more objection here demands notice. In John vi.

39, 40, 44, Christ announces that He will raise His people

" on the last day." The same hope is expressed by Martha

in John xi. 24. It is altogether incongruous to include in

" the last day " events so dissimilar as the resurrection of

the righteous, the thousand years' bondage of Satan, his

release, the assault of Gog and Magog and its overthrow,

and the final judgment. Similarly, in 1 Corinthians xv. 52,

St. Paul speaks of the voice which will awake the dead

servants of Christ, and change the living, including himself

and his readers, as " the last trumpet." Now, if the

righteous are to be raised before the Millennium and the

wicked after it, there will be two resurrections ; and, since

the wicked are to be summoned to judgment by the voice

of Christ, this voice must be the last trumpet, and the

earlier voice, which will summon those to whom St. Paul

refers in 1 Corinthians xv. 52, cannot be so described.
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It will be not the last trumpet, bat perhaps the last but

one.

Such are the many insuperable difficulties surrounding

the hypothesis of a pre-millennial advent of Christ. It

breaks up the one definite coming for which His disciples

were waiting into two comings separated by more than a

thousand years, each heralded by a trumpet voice and

followed by a resurrection of the dead and a dissolution of

nature. The period between these two comings and trum-

pets and resurrections is left in inextricable confusion, and

concludes with a tremendous assault of the evil against the

good.

We now ask. What evidence can be brought in favour of

the hypothesis before us, to set against the above insuper-

able objections ? No direct evidence. For throughout the

New Testament we find no hint of two bodily comings of

Christ and of two bodily resurrections, which are essential

elements of the theory we are considering. The only

evidence which can be adduced for a pre-millennial advent

of Christ is the vision of Christ on a white horse in Revela-

tion xix. 11, and the first resurrection in chapter xx. 6. For

certainly nowhere else in the Bible do we read of a reign of

Christ to be followed by apostacy. Moreover, the force of

this scanty evidence rests on the assumption that these

visions cannot find their realisation apart from the definite

bodily return of Christ for which His earlier followers were

waiting. In other words, we are asked to modify and trans-

form the abundant, and various, and harmonious teaching

of the New Testament about the second coming of Christ in

deference to an exposition of seventeen verses of the most

mysterious and difficult book in the Bible. Even if this

exposition were indisputable, we might fairly ask whether it

is safe to throw into confusion, for such a reason, the plain

teaching of the rest of the New Testament. But the

exposition which is made to bear the burden of issues so
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great is far from certain, or rather, is in itself improbable;

and, as we have seen, another exposition involving no such

confusion is at once suggested by the plain meaning of the

words used in the passage in question.

It is no part of my present task to explain as a whole the

imagery of the very difficult Book of Revelation. But,

indisputably, many of its pictures must have a purely

spiritual meaning, i.e., they must depict conditions and

events which exist and take place only in the spiritual

world, apart from any visible disturbance of the course of

external nature. As examples, I must quote the first five

seals in Revelation vi. 1-11. On the other hand, the sixth

seal, in verses 12-17, evidently breaks through the veil and

describes, in such symbolic form as men on earth can

understand, events which will visibly set aside the ordinary

course of nature. This intermingling of the unseen and the

seen, often without indication of the transition, warns us

to use special caution in exposition of the pictures of

this mysterious book. The only safe rule is to interpret

the pictures in the light of the plain teaching of the rest of

the New Testament. The theory before us reverses this

method, and sets aside the plain meanmg of plain proof in

deference to aa interpretation of one series of difficult

metaphors.

The pictures of Christ coming on a white horse, of the

angel in the sun calling the birds to feast on the victims

about to be slain, of the beast and the kings of the earth

and their armies marching to battle, of the angel with a

chain binding Satan, have very little in common with the

metaphors used to describe the coming of Christ to judg-

ment. And they certainly cannot be interpreted literally.

They are therefore a very unsafe foundation on which to

build an important doctrine. Moreover, we have no hint

that " the souls " of the martyrs who lived and reigned

with Christ had experienced a bodily resurrection. In
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Eevelatiou vi. 9-11, we have another vision of martyred

"souls" who are bidden to wait until their brethren, like

themselves, have been slain. These impatient souls cannot

have entered into the consummation involved in the resur-

rection of the body. Moreover, that in John v. 25-29 we

read of two resurrections in close juxtaposition, one

spiritual and the other bodily, and that St. Paul taught

frequently that believers are already risen with Christ,

warns us not hastily to assume that " the First Resurrec-

tion " must necessarily be a resurrection of the body. In

short, the exposition upon which is built the doctrine of the

pre-millennial advent of Christ has no foundation in sound

exegesis of the New Testament. It may therefore be dis-

missed as having no place in the Gospel of Christ.

The doctrine I have endeavoured to overturn owes its

acceptance by not a few sincere and earnest Christians to a

natural rebound from another doctrine still further removed

from the teaching of the New Testament, yet prevalent in

some circles of religious activity. The doctrine of the

second coming of Christ, which moulded the entire thought

of His early followers, has been practically ignored by many

modern Christians. An indefinite idea has silently grown

up among them that the departed servants of Christ go at

death to their full and final reward, and that the Gospel

will make progress among men until, by its instrumen-

tality, the whole world and all human hearts are brought

to bow in unreserved homage to Christ. These doctrines

leave no place for His bodily return to earth. For

His dead servants have already attained their full con-

summation, and the whole purpose of God touching His

kingdom among men will be accomplished in the ordinary

course of the Gospel of Christ. They who hold this view

say little or nothing about the second coming of Christ. It

lies outside their spiritual horizon. That which to the

early Christians was so much, is nothing to them. Against
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this oversight of so large an element of the teaching of the

New Testament, the doctrine which in this paper I have

combated is an extreme revolt. And many sympathise

with the revolt because they know enough of the New
Testament to condemn the loose theology just mentioned.

Unfortunately, by taking up a theory which breaks down

by the weight of its own absurdity, they do something in-

directly to strengthen the belief which they reject. The

only safe remedy is to reinstate, by careful exegesis, the

actual teaching of the New Testament.

Closely connected with the doctrine of the pre-millennial

Advent is the question of the time of Christ's return. Most

of its advocates expect an early return, almost at any hour.

Such early return, they who reject this doctrine cannot

expect. For, whatever they may think about the Mil-

lennium, to them St. Paul's warning to the Thessalonican

Christians that the Day of the Lord was not close at hand,

is still valid. He taught plainly, in 2 Thessalonians ii.

3-12, that Christ will not come until first have come a new

and terrible form of evil. In his day, all this was quite

consistent with an expectation that Christ might return

during the lifetime of men then living. For so rapid had

been the recent development of the kingdom of God that a

single lifetime seemed suflicient for the appearance of the

Man of Sin, and for his destruction by the visible return of

Christ. Such rapid development we cannot expect now.

During eighteen centuries no new form of evil has ap-

peared, nothing which can for a moment be identified with

the great enemy about whom St. Paul wrote. And the

analogy of these centuries makes an early and sudden ap-

pearance most unlikely. Moreover the present age, and

those preceding it, have been times of spiritual progress
;

and the spiritual forces at work for good in the world bear

no marks of exhaustion. We cannot conceive that this

progress, wrought by God through ordinary instruments,

VOL. X. 23
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will be interrupted by the hand of God. The time of

Christ's return must be one of spiritual stagnation and

retrogression. Consequently, assured as we are that a

moment will come when unexpectedly Christ will lay His

hand upon the wheels of time and stop them for ever, and

sweep aw"ay the platform on which they have revolved

so long, and build upon its ruins a New Earth and

Heaven, we cannot expect this longed-for consummation

in our own lifetime. Weary as we are with happy toil,

we shall lay us down for our last sleep in His arms till

the trumpet shall sound and the dead shall be raised m-

corruptible.

In his able volume on The Bevelation of St. John, Dr.

Milligan, after calling attention to the difficulties which

make impossible the theory of a pre-millennial Advent,

suggests that " the thousand years," and the " little time
"

which follows them, do not denote duration in time, but

only the idea of completeness. He interprets these periods

as simultaneous, and as each co-extensive with the whole

Christian dispensation, during which he supposes that in

reference to the saints Satan will be completely bound, but

in reference to others in some measure free. So on page

210 :
" Satan is bound for a thousand years

—

i.e. he is com-

pletely bound. The saints reign for a thousand years

—

i.e.

they are introduced into a state of perfect and glorious

victory." Also on page 213 :
" When it is said Satan shall

be loosed ' for a little time,' the meaning is that he shall be

loosed for the wJiole Christian age.'' The only examples he

gives of this remarkable and unlikely method of exposition

are Ezekiel xxxix. 9, where we read that, after the destruc-

tion of Magog, the inhabitants of the cities of Israel will

for seven years burn the weapons of the conquered and will

need no other fuel ; and verse 12, where we are told that

the house of Israel will be for seven years burying the slain
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of Gog and purifying the land from the presence of their

corpses.

These examples are no proof whatever that in symbolic

language longer or shorter periods of time may denote

merely greater or less completeness. For in this case the

greatness of the overthrow is proved by the length of time

during which the captured weapons lasted for fuel and the

length of time required to bury the dead. But the periods

of time mentioned in Kevelation xx. 3-7 afford no such in-

dications of completeness. Unless consecutive periods of

time and events are referred to in the words of verse 7,

" when the thousand years shall be accomplished, Satan

shall be loosed from his prison," no intelligible meaning

can be given to symbolic language. Moreover, to say that

Satan is bound, " in order that be may not deceive the

nations any more until the thousand years are completed,"

as we read in verse 3, and then to say, as we read in verse

8, that at the same time he will " go forth to deceive the

nations in the four corners of the earth," is flat contra-

diction. Dr. Milligan's interpretation is as baseless in

exegesis, and as absurd, as that which it is designed to

supersede.

In a volume entitled Paroitsia, Mr. J. Stuart Eussell has

endeavoured to prove, if I understand him correctly, that

the coming of Christ announced in the New Testament

took place at the destruction of Jerusalem. He argues that

Christ promised to return during the lifetime of the men of

His own day ; and from this, as a sure starting point, he

infers with perfect confidence that He did then return, viz.

at the fall of the Jewish state. All else in the New Testa-

ment is brought, by great exegetical violence, into harmony

with this foregone conclusion. The impossibility of this

exegesis has been made evident by the exposition in this

series of papers of the chief passages bearing upon the sub-

ject. Such distortion of the plain meaning of plain words
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of Holy Scripture cannot help forward theological re-

search.

The results of this paper are chiefly negative. Its aim

has been to disprove certain interpretations which have

seriously distorted the teaching of the New Testament

about the second coming of Christ and have done much to

bring the whole subject into contempt or disregard.

In a concluding paper I shall discuss the spiritual and

practical significance of the second coming of Christ and

its bearing upon the thought and life of the present day.

Joseph Agar Beet.
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OPTIMISM THE ATTITUDE OF FAITH.

Professor Orr opens bis admirable Kerr Lectures witb

an exposition of tbe German idea, " AVeltansicbt," and

pleads witb mucb force for a Christian theory of tbe world.

It is an interesting coincidence that the two eminent men
who delivered tbe last Gifford Lectures have both addressed

themselves to tbe same subject in their treatment of reli-

gion. Tbe Master of Balliol, in bis Evolution of BeUgion,

and Professor Pfleiderer, in bis Philosophy of Religion, have

felt it necessary to embrace " Optimism and Pessimism."

It is a sign of the times : it is also a reflection on the past.

Philosophy for more than a century has realized tbe situa-

tion and has faced the problem of tbe Race with energy and

tenacity. "What is tbe meaning of Life?" and "What
is its drift? " this kind of question lay heavy on the mind

of thinkers, and they did their best to answer it. Unfortu-

nately the apparatus at their command was defective, for tbe

philosophers were not able to avail themselves of the two

chief factors in the situation—tbe revelation of tbe Will of

God in sacred history and tbe Incarnation of our Lord Jesus

Christ. They worked witb tbe postulates of reason and tbe

visible facts of history. Sometimes they came to a con-

clusion of hope, sometimes of despair : but they wrestled to

tbe end witb unshaken courage. Whether philosophy has

failed or succeeded, it deserves the credit of an honourable

attempt. Philosophy was not blind to the world-outlook,

nor indifferent to the world-sorrow.

While the problem has taken shape within a century, it

has existed since the beginning of ordered thought, and tbe

pendulum has swung witb regular beat between two ex-

tremes. The Homeric age with its frank joy in nature

—

the brightness of the sky and tlie glory of a man's strength

—which is tbe fresh youth of the world—was followed by
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the age of ^'Eschylus with its sense of the tragedy of life

—its shameful falls, its irresistible hindrances, its inevitable

woes—which is the haggard manhood of the world. The

splendid idealism of the greater Hebrew prophets who saw

the dawn breaking afar on the Person of the Messiah gave

way to the bitter cynicism of the author of Ecclesiastes.

Judaism, if you accept the Prophets as its most character-

istic interpreters, raised optimism to a creed and embodied

it as a people. Buddhism, if you judge it by the example

of its illustrious founder, disparaged even existence, and

has clouded the horizon of the East. At the beginning of

last century Leibnitz declared this the best of all possible

worlds, and towards its close Rousseau preached a state of

nature as Paradise, but after this century had been born

in blood and fire, Schopenhauer considered that life was

less than gain, and Leopardi hungered for death. In our

own day we have heard Emerson lift up his voice in per-

petual sunshine, and have gone with Carlyle when he

walked in darkness and saw no light ; and if Pippa sings,

—

" God's in His heaven,

All's right with the world,"

Thompson has v/ritten the " City of Dreadful Night." It

is a long action and reaction—an antithesis that, outside

Eeligion, has no synthesis, and one is driven to the con-

clusion that optimism and pessimism are only half truths.

They are the offspring of moods of thought, and carried

to an extreme include their own Nemesis. The shallow

optimism of Leibnitz was the preparation for Schopenhauer,

and the morbid pessimism of Hartmann is a prophecy of

optimism.

The controversies of philosophy have often been meta-

physical—in the regions beyond life, but no one can deny

that this long strife has been practical—in the midst of life's

hurly-burly. No human being can escape it unless he be
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dead to the passion of Humanity, or unless he have never

reahzed the distinction between what is and what ought to

be—the Eeal and the Ideal. The unspeakable agony of

human life, which has been a long Gethsemane, and the un-

intelligible condition of the lower animals, which is a very

carnival of slaughter, beat on the doors of reason and heart.

It is not wonderful that some have tried to shelter them-

selves in a fool's Paradise from the groans they could not

still, or that others feeling the hideous facts judged it better

to die than to live,—that some have imagined no other God
than a blind and cruel necessity, or that others have con-

ceived two contending forces of good and evil. Nothing is

wonderful in speculation or action save indifference to the

enigma of life.

One recognises the limitations of Philosophy, and turns

with expectation to Theology, which is fully equipped for

the solution of this problem. Theology is the science of

religion, whose work it is to collect and analyze the facts

of the spiritual consciousness, and it is rich in treasures.

It has, for instance, a doctrine of God, with profound con-

ceptions of His righteousness and love. His wisdom and

power. Correlate the character of God and the destiny of

the Pace. Should not this illuminate the darkness ? Theo-

logy has a doctrine of the Incarnation, which implies the

union of humanity with Himself in the Eternal Son of God.

Is this high alliance to have no influence on the future

of the Pace '?• Theology has also a doctrine of the Holy

Ghost, which asserts the Presence of God in this world

and His continual operation. Will not the immanence of

God carry great issues ? From her standpoint Theology

commands the situation in its length and breadth, and can

speak with a solitary authority on the mystery of life and

the goal of the Race. It suddenl^^ occurs to one as

amazing that Philosophy should undertake a subject for

which Theology alone can be adequate.
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It is much more amazing to discover that on this burn-

ing question Theology up till quite a recent date has been

silent, and still delays her deliverance. Christian Theology

has nothing to say to the Eace ; her concern has been

wholly with the individual. The Eace has been the sub-

ject of a huge catastrophe, and is left out of account. It

is on the individual Theology expends all her labour, and

her most elaborate doctrines are the explanation how he

is to be saved from the general wreckage. Her outlook

for him is an unqualified optimism so far as he is separated

from his Eace. He will be sustained and trained in this

life as in a penitentiary, and then will begin to live in

heaven—his real home. No single doctrine of Theology,

with the doubtful exception of original sin, has, till re-

cently, been applied to the Eace. The realization of the

Fatherhood, and the expansion of the Incarnation, are of

yesterday. Theology will now explore the consequences of

the Incarnation, and tell us soon what it means that the

Son of God is also the Son of Man. Hitherto pessimism

or optimism lay outside Theology because the Eace had

been abandoned.

When one consults the supreme Book of Eeligion, the

result is at first a perplexity and then an encouragement.

Any one might take a brief for the pessimism of the Bible,

and prove his case to the hilt. The irresistible assaults of

evil, the loathsome taint of sin, the inevitable entail of

punishment, the wrong of the innocent, the martyrdom of

the righteous, the slavery of labour, the futility of life, the

moan of sorrow, are all in this Book, through which the

current of human life rushes to the eternal sea. But if

one should choose to take a brief for the optimism of the

Bible, he could as easily win his case. The beauty of peni-

tence, the passion for God, the struggle after righteousness,

the joy of forgiveness, the attainments in character, the

examples of patience, the victory over this world, invest
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human life in the Bible with undying beauty. It is natural

that both pessimists and optimists should claim the sanc-

tion of the Hebrew Scriptures : that any intelligent reader

might lay down the book with the vision of the Race carry-

ing its bitter cross along the Via Dolorosa or crowned with

glory in the heavenly places. It seems a contradiction : it

points to a solution. No one would dare to say that there

is no ground for the alternation of moods of hope and

despair that have lifted and cast dov/u the seers of our

Race. Within one connected and consistent literature both

moods find their strongest and sanest utterance—a pessi-

mism that, even in Ecclesiastes, still clings to God and

morals, an optimism that is never shallow or material.

Within the same book ^Ye look for the reconciliation of

this long antinomy and the revelation of a deeper unity.

We are not disappointed ; it is found in Jesus.

No one has seriously denied that Jesus was an optimist,

although it has been hinted that He was a dreamer, and no

one can object to the optimism of Jesus, for it was in spite

of circumstances. He was born of a peasant woman : in

early age He worked for His bread : as a Prophet He
depended on alms ; during the great three years He knew

not where to lay His head. But the bareness and hard-

ship of His life never embittered His soul, neither do they

stiffen Him into Stoicism. A sweet contentment possesses

Him, and He lives as a child in His Father's house. This

poorest of men warns His disciples against carking care and

vain anxiety ; He persuades them to a simple faith in the

Divine Providence. They are to " take no thought for the

morrow, for the morrow will take thought for the things

of itself." "Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof."

They are to "behold the fowls of the air," and to "take

no thought for meat or drink," to " consider the lilies oi

the field," and to "take no thought for raiment." Jesus

met the grinding poverty of a Galilean peasant's life with
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one inexhaustible consolation,—" Your Heavenly Father

knoweth that ye have need of all these thin^^s" (St. Matt,

vi.).

The severity of Jesus' circumstances was added to their

poverty, since this Man, who lived only for others, was the

victim of the most varied injury. He was exiled as soon as

He was born ; His townsmen would have killed Him ; His

brethren counted Him mad ; the city of His mighty works

did not believe ; the multitudes He had helped forsook

Him ; the professional representatives of religion set them-

selves against Jesus, and pursued this holiest of men with

ingenious slanders; He was a "Samaritan" (or heretic),

and "had a devil"; He was a "gluttonous man and a

winebibber," and kept disreputable company ; He was a

blasphemer and deceiver (St. John viii. 48). A huge con-

spiracy encompassed Him, and laboured for His death ; one

of His intimates betrayed Him ; the priests of God pro-

duced false witnesses against Him ; the people He loved

clamoured for His death ; the Eoman power He had re-

spected denied Him justice ; He was sent to the vilest

death. During this long ordeal His serenity was never dis-

turbed ; He was never angry save with sin. He never

lost control of Himself or became the slave of circum-

stances. His bequest to the disciples was Peace, and He
spake of Joy in the Upper Eoom. He was so lifted above

the turmoil of this life, that Pilate was amazed, and,

amid the agony of the Cross, He prayed for His enemies.

Nothing has so embittered men as utter poverty or social

injustice. Jesus endured both, and maintained the radiant

brightness of His soul. His was optimism set in the very

environment of pessimism.

Jesus saw the Eace into which He had been born in the

light that illuminated His own life, and held out to them

the Hope which sustained His own soul. Pagan poets had

placed the age of gold in the far past ; Hebrew prophets
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referred it to the distant future. Jesus dared to say it

might be now and here. It was the glory of Isaiah to

imagine a Kingdom of Righteousness that would yet be

established with outward sanctions of authority on earth.

It was the achievement of Jesus to set up the Kingdom of

Righteousness within the heart with the eternal sanctions

of Love. He was the first to insist that the one bondage

a man need fear was sin ; that no man need be the slave of

sin unless He willed ; that freedom from sin was perfect

liberty, and that any man could enter into heaven by retir-

ing within a clean and loving soul. The highest reaches

of optimism have conceived a state of physical comfort and

placed it far away. Jesus preached a Kingdom of Holiness,

and placed it in the soul. He had the faith to deliver this

Gospel where the Jewish world was a hollow unreality, and

the Pagan world one corruption. It was the very extravag-

ance of optimism.

The attitude of Jesus was amazing in the wideness of

His vision, in the assurance of His hope. His kingdom

might be as a grain of mustard seed : in its branches the

souls of men would yet take refuge. It might be only a

morsel of leaven hidden in the mass of society : the world

would be regenerated by its influence (St. Matt. xiii. 33).

He prepared twelve men with immense care that they might

carry His kingdom to the ends of the world. Although He
never passed beyond the borders of Syria in His mission,

He grasped the nations in His faith, and saw them " come

ITom the east, and from the west, and from the north, and

from the south," and "sit down in the Kingdom of God"
(St. Luke xiii. 29). Before His betrayal Jesus adminis-

tered a sacrament that was to last till His second coming

(St. Luke xxii. 17-20). After He rose from the dead He
commanded His disciples to evangelize the world (St. Matt.

xxviii. 19). He did not hesitate to say that all men would

be drawn to Him, "Who was a synonym for Righteousness,
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Joy and Peace. Jesus hoped the best, not for the indivi-

dual only, but also for the Kace.

The grounds for Jesus' sublime optimism were three, and

the first was the will of God. With the extreme left of

pessimism Jesus believed that there was a Will at the

heart of the universe working slowly, constantly, and irre-

sistibly. But it is not blind, immoral, impersonal—mere

Titanic force. It is the expression and energy of Love.

This AVill might appear under strange phenomena, might

impose great sufferings, might have immense restraint, but

it works for goodness. It might send Jesus to the Cross,

but now and ever it was a sure and gracious Will. The

future lay in that Will and must be bright. It was an

ancient Father that said, " God works all things up into

what is better "
; and a modern heretic who declared,

" God, who spent ages in fitting the earth for the residence

of man, may well spend ages more in fitting rectified man
to inhabit a renovated earth." This was the faith and

patience of Jesus.

Jesus also believed in man, and therein he differed from

the pessimists of His own day. The Pharisees regarded the

mass of the people as moral refuse, the unavoidable waste

from the finished product of Pharisaism. With Jesus the

common people were the raw material for the Kingdom of

God, rich in the possibilities of sainthood. When Jesus

made His own Apologia in the 15th chapter of St. Luke's

Gospel, He also offered their apology for the people. They

were not callous and hopeless sinners, only sheep that have

wandered from the fold, and know not the way back ; not

useless and worthless human stulf, but souls that carried

beneath the rust and grime the stamp of their birth, and

might be put out at usury ; not outcasts whose death would

be a good riddance, but children loved and missed in their

Father's House. This wreck, Jesus perpetually insisted, is

not the man—only his lower self, ignorant, perverted,
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corrnpt ; the other self lies hidden and must be released.

That is the real self, and when it is released you come to

the man. " When he came to himself," said Jesus of the

prodigal (St. Luke xv. 17). This was Jesus' reading of

publicans and sinners,—the pariahs of that civilization.

He moved among the people with a sanguine expectation

;

ever demanding achievements of the most unlikely, never

knowing when he might not be gladdened by a response.

An unwavering and unbounded faith in humanity sustained

His heart and transformed its subjects. Zacchteus, the

hated tax-gatherer, makes a vast surrender, and shows also

that he is a son of Abraham. St. Mary Magdalene, the

byword of society, has in her the passion of a saint. St.

Matthew abandons a custom-house to write a Gospel. St.

John leaves his nets to become the mystic of the ages. St.

Peter flings off his weakness, and changes into the rock of

the Church. With everything against Him, Jesus treated

men as sons of God, and His optimism has had its vindica-

tion.

Jesus' attitude of hope rested also on His ideal of Life.

His own disciples could not enter into His mind or see with

His eyes. IModern reformers have sadly missed His stand-

point. Laden with reproach and injury, He seemed to His

friends the victim of intolerable ill-usage. As the Cross

loomed in sight they besought Him to save Himself. They

pitied Him who did not pity Himself; they were furious

for Him who was Himself satisfied. For life with Jesus

was not meat and drink, nor ease and honour. It was the

perfection of the soul, and the way unto this high goal was

the Cross. If suffering was the will of God, then it is a

good in disguise ; if it be the discipline of holiness, it is to

be welcomed. The Son of man must be crucified before He
can rise in power. He must fall as a corn of w4ieat into

the ground before He can bring forth much fruit. This was

the order of things for Him and for all men, and out of the
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baptism of fire men will come clean souls. Jesus did not

ignore the black shadow of sin; He did not fall into the

sickly optimism of last century. Jesus did not regard

man as the sport of a cruel Fate; He did not yield to the

gloomy pessimism which is settling down on this dying

century. He illuminated the darkness of human misery

with the light of a Divine purpose, and made the evidence

for despair an argument for hope.

It must be admitted that Jesus had moods^ and in one of

them He sometimes lost heart. One cannot forget the

gloom of certain parables :—the doom of the fruitless tree

;

the execution of the wicked husbandmen ; the casting out

of the unprofitable servant; the judgment on the uncharit-

able. He once doubted whether there would be faith at

His coming ; He prophesied woe to Capernaum ; He wept

over Jerusalem ; He poured out His wrath on the Pharisees.

But it was not about the world—the Samaritan woman,

the mother from Tyre, the Roman centurion—His faith

failed. It was about the Church—the Priests, the Scribes,

the Pharisees, the Kulers. It remains for ever a solemn

warning that while the Church is continually tempted to

lose hope of the world, the one section of humanity of

which Jesus despaired was the Church.

When one turns for facts to verify Jesus' optimism, the

handiest, although not the most conclusive, is the growth of

the Christian Church. The Church is to the kingdom what

the electric current is to electricity. It is the kingdom

organised for worship and aggression ; it is the kingdom

coming to a point and reduced to machinery. You could

have the kingdom without the Church, and that day may
come

;
you could have no Church without the kingdom.

The Church is a rough index of the spread and vitality of

the kingdom, and no one can deny that the history of the

Church has been the outstanding phenomenon of modern

times. It began with a handful of Jewish peasants, cast
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out by their own nation, and it embarked on a march of

unparalleled conquest. From Jerusalem to Antioch, from

Antioch to Asia, from Asia to Eome, this new unworldly

faith made its victorious way, and from Kome to the ends of

the earth. There is almost no land now where the Church

has not sent her missionaries, has not planted her standard,

has not enrolled her converts ; and if there be such, it is

watched with greedy eyes. Her weakness, her failings, her

blunders, her sins, have been patent to all, but they have

only served to prove how prolific were the sources that re-

cruited her shattered ranks, how constant the force that

made itself felt through so imperfect an instrument. There

are great religions on the earth besides the Church, but they

have seen their best days, and have begun to decay. The

faith of Jesus is moving to its zenith. There are strong

empires to-day dividing the world between them, but none

will venture to say that one of them is so likely to live as

the Church Catholic. Her increase may be by thousands or

millions, but it is evident she has no serious rival to dispute

her final triumph, no hopeless hindrance save her own

coldness.

But no one can have understood Jesus, who concludes

that the Church embraces the kingdom of God. Are there

not many persons who have no formal connection with the

Church, and yet are keeping the commandments of Jesus

and have the likeness of His character? They have not

been baptized, into His Name, but they follow in His steps ;

they do not show forth His Name, but they die daily in His

service. They have been born into a Christian atmosphere ;

they have inherited the Christian nature ; they have re-

sponded to the Christian spirit. What is one to say about

these Samaritans '? They do not answer to their names at

the temple with the Priests and Levites, and therein they

may have suffered loss ; but they show well on the roadside

where the sick man is lying. AVhat did Jesus mean by His
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marked approbation of the Samaritans ? It was not that

He thought them right in their separation from the Jewish

Church, and He spoke plainly on that matter to the Sama-

ritan woman. It was to show that life is deeper than

forms, and that incorrect doctrme may be consistent with

the noblest character.

The kingdom Jesus imagined is wider even than the

sphere of Christendom, and extends where men have owed

nothing to the subtle strain of Christian heredity. In that

great Mogul Emperor Akbar, who in the sixteenth century

had discovered the principle of religious toleration : those

Moslem saints whose fine charity is embodied in the legend

of Abou-ben-Adhem : the renunciation of Buddha, the light

of Asia : that Roman Emperor, whom the young men
called " Marcus my father," the old men " Marcus my son,"

the man of middle age "Marcus my brother"—in such

lives one recognises the distinctive qualities of the king-

dom. It is surely a narrow mind, and worse—a narrow

heart—that would belittle the noble sayings that fell from

the lips of outside saints or discredit the virtues of their

character. Is it not more respectful to God, the Father

of mankind, and more in keeping with the teaching of the

Son of Man, to believe that everywhere and in all ages

can be found not only the prophecies and brolcen gleams,

but also the very children of the kingdom ? In Clements'

noble words, " Some with the consciousness of what Jesus

is to them, others not as yet ; some as friends, others as

faithful servants, others barely as servants."

The Sermon on the Mount is the measure of Jesus'

optimism, and its gradual fulfilment His justification. His

ideas have matured in the human consciousness, and are

now bursting into flower before our eyes. Thoughtful

men of many schools are giving their mind to the pro-

gramme of Jesus, and asking whether it ought not to be

attempted. The ideal of Life, one dares now to hope, is to
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be realized within measurable distance, and the dreams

of the Galilean Prophet become history.

When the kingdom comes in its greatness, it will fulfil

every religion and destroy none, clearing away the imper-

fect and opening up reaches of goodness not yet imagined,

till it has gathered into its bosom whatsoever things are

true and honest and just and pure and lovely. It standeth

on the earth as the city of God with its gates open by

night and by day, into which entereth nothing that defileth,

but into which is brought the glory and power of the

nations. It is the natural home of the good ; as Zwingli,

the Swiss reformer, said in his dying confession, " Not one

good man, one holy spirit, one faithful soul, whom you will

not then behold with God."

John AVatson.

VOL. A. 24
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PBOFESSOB LINDSAY'S ARTICLE ON PBOFESSOR
W. BOBEBTSON SMITH'S DOCTBINE OF
SCBIPTUBE.

An old friend of Kobertson Smith, to whom his name and

fame are dear, but to whom fairness in discussion and just

appreciation of past and present theologians are still dearer,

ventures to criticise one portion of the above-mentioned

article. It is surely not quite fair to contrast the theory of

the Bible put forward by Robertson Smith as a young and

highly trained professor in 1879-1880, and intended mainly

for the benefit of students of the Scottish Presbyterian

Church, with that put forward or suggested by older and

less perfectly trained theologians belonging to a Church of

more composite origin, who had to consider, not simply

what they as individuals thought reasonable, but what

would be intelligible to ordinary members of their church.

The latter theory was no doubt too slight, and therefore

inadequate, but it does not represent the highest teachings

of those who have succeeded Williams, Wilson, and Stanley.

That the sympathies of those who may with more or less

correctness be described as Broad Church professors of

theology are with those leaders of Biblical research in the

German Evangelical Church who were also close friends

of Eobertson Smith, is notorious, and this surely makes it

highly improbable that they " feel " any " insuperable diffi-

culties " in the intellectual position which they occupy

{see ExposiTOE, p. 261), though they may naturally feel

great difficulties in converting the mass of English students

to a truer way of thinking on the Bible. They, not less

than Eobertson Smith, are indebted at least as much to

foreign as to native teachers, and, though they may not feel

called upon to offer a reconstruction of doctrine, it is not
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likely that they are conscious of being as thinkers or as

teachers a long way behind the Robertson Smith of 1880.

Possibly indeed some of them consider that while much
that was put forward by that brilliantly gifted man in his

Defences was sound, there are other points in which, from

over-subtlety, a pardonable self-confidence, and a desire

to keep in touch with old-fashioned theologians, he has

ventured upon unsafe statements, and that a fuller and

altogether non-sectional treatment of the doctrine of the

Scriptures needs to be given.

It is of course not intended to deny that the second

edition of Eobertson Smith's Old Testament in the Jewish

Church, which so far as its main ideas are concerned does

not differ from the first, represents, as accurately as its

popular object admits, his revised opinions on the doctrine

of the Bible as well as on criticism. These lines are only a

friendly protest against the assumption that a "doctrine

of Scripture" derived from Eobertson Smith's more or less

controversial Defences of 1879-80 is or can be his final

legacy to students on the subject of the religious value of

the Bible, and against the combination of this with an un-

sympathetic because not altogether comprehending criticism

of certain Anglican theologians, for which, so far as it

relates to a present "Broad Church school," Eobertson

Smith, incautious as he sometimes was, cannot be held

responsible. The tendency of university Biblical teachers

is on the whole not towards a revised Anglican, but, as

has been hinted, towards a non-sectional treatment of the

doctrine of the Scriptures.

Would not, then, the best plan for Professor Lindsay be

to drop such an ambiguous designation as " the Broad

Church school" altogether? Might not all who value the

combination of critical honesty and the continuous develop-

ment of religious thought on Biblical not medieval lines

band themselves together, and think in future less of the
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supposed needs of their particular section of the (Eeformed)

Christian Church, and more of those of students in general,

and of the Church that is to be ?

T. K. Cheyne.

ABCHJ^OLOGY AND CRITICISM.

In all enquiries into the history of a remote past, criticism

and archaeology generally go hand in hand. They mutually

control and further each other, and they ought as a rule to

point to similar conclusions. But at present that does not

seem to be the case. A slowly widening divergence in the

tendency of Archaeology and Criticism has been manifesting

itself, until they threaten to stand opposite each other as

irreconcilable foes. In the main, ArchaBology has been

decisively pushing back the border line of the historic period

to always remoter periods. Criticism, on the other hand,

has been tending, especially in regard to religious history, to

the view that everything before the 4th or 5th century B.C.

is so obscure that we must resign ourselves to very partial

and conjectural opinions regarding it. The one has mani-

fested a growing tendency to esteem the good faith and

accuracy of early tradition and ancient authors always more

highly ; the other has grown suspicious to such a degree

that it admits nothing to be true in these but what it is

actually compelled to admit. The extreme results of this

latter attitude are seen in Darmesteter's recent declaration

that the Zendavesta belongs to an age immediately preced-

ing our era, or to an even later date ; in the assertions of

some French scholars that the Vedas are not much anterior

to Alexander the Great ; and in the almost helpless drift of

Old Testament critics to a position regarding the dates of

Israelite literature which apparently will not be very greatly

caricatured in Vernes' view that all the prophetic writings
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are the product of the two or three centuries before Christ.

It has thus become a very grave and important question

which of these opposite tendencies, the tendency to accept

ancient tradition and ancient Hterature, except where they

can be disproved or rendered improbable, or the tendency

to reject them, except where they can be proved, is the more

wholesome and the more likely to be a guide to truth.

For students of the Old Testament this is the question of

the hour, and in the history of the criticism of the Homeric

Poems, and of the Schliemann archaeological investigations,

I think we may find materials for an approximate if not a

decisive answer. Exceptionally good materials for the

study of this history have come into the hands of all by the

publication of Dr. Schuchardt's summing up and criticism

of Schliemann's results in his recent admirable book,

ScJiliemaniis Excavations, and in Prof. Perrot's luminous

articles on Mycenaean civilization in the February number

of the Bevue des deux Mondes for this year. Without pre-

tending to any authority on Hellenic questions, and relying

only on the general agreement of Hellenic scholars, I think

it may be possible to show that the truth lies with the

arch^ologists, and that as in regard to Homer, so also in

regard to the Old Testament, trust, and not distrust, is the

justifiable attitude even on purely literary and historic

grounds.

I.

A century ago the critical view of the Homeric poems

was, for the first time in modern days, advanced by Wolf.

In its essence, his contention was that they were not the

work of Homer, or of any single author; that they were not,

except in a very secondary sense, contemporary with the

civihzation they describe, so that we could not authoritatively

learn from them the state of early Greece, and that their

original basis was a number of separate poems, which had
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been welded into a whole by an editor at a comparatively

late date. As soon as this theory was broached, the bulk

of Homeric scholars took position strongly against it, while

a minority of younger and more adventurous men welcomed

it, and carried it farther than Wolf, who was conservative

as well as critical, would have approved. That was in

Germany. In England, for the most part, the new theory

was disregarded, and long after it had received serious con-

sideration from German scholars it was looked upon by

English Hellenists as a merely provincial freak or curiosity.

But the conflict between the two views went on unremit-

tingly for years, and bit by bit the critical view made its

way. At length, when victory in Germany was practically

assured, it began seriously to affect English opinions.

AVhen that took place, English scholars followed rapidly in

the footsteps of the critical German school, until there was

scarcely any Hellenist of repute who did not admit that the

homogeneity and contemporaneousness of the Homeric

poems could not be maintained. Under these circum-

stances, opinions could not but vary greatly as to the

historic value of the poems. The more sceptical asserted

that they had no basis in fact, that there never had been

any such Troy as they describe, and that the earliest parts

of them were centuries later than the events they professed

to narrate. They were, in short, pure works of imagination,

in which the background of daily life which was necessary

had been supplied by transferring to pre-Dorian times the

civilization and the circumstances of the Ionian Greeks in

Asia Minor. On the other hand, a very few still held that

the poems were in the main the work of one man, were

contemporary witnesses as to the state of early Greece, and

that all that was doubtful in them could be explained by the

supposition of a later edition, which had left the original

work practically untouched. But a greater number held a

middle position. Admitting the composite character of the
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poems, they fell back upon Wolf's original supposition.

They asserted that there had been a Homer, who had

written a much smaller but connected poem on the subject

of the Siege of Troy, and had fixed the outline so that the

succeeding writers who filled up this outline felt themselves

entirely controlled by it. This, was the end of nearly 100

years' debate. Almost every possible combination of hypo-

theses had been suggested in its course, but opinion had

run finally into these three channels, and it seemed as if

further progress would be impossible with the materials

available, and that no definite, reliable, generally accepted

conclusion could be reached.

Just at this point, however, an enthusiastic believer in

Homer, Dr. Schliemann, determined to put the matter to

the test of excavation. He trusted Homer, believed that

his poems, especially the Iliad, rested upon clear and defi-

nite acquaintance with ancient days, and that the great

twin-poems had been the work of one man. Having, fortu-

nately, acquired enough of money to make him independent

of any extraneous aid, he set to work to dig on the very

spots which the Homeric poems celebrated as the sites of

cities and castles. His first great effort was at Hissarlik on

the Troad, which among the people was called Troy, and

which in Roman times had been regarded as the site of the

famous city. After arduous, and at first almost futile

labours, he succeeded in laying bare a series of remains of

ancient towns^ superimposed one upon the other, dating

from Eoman times back to a pre-historic period. In the

earliest but one of these, he thought he recognised the Troy

of Homer, a town as Homer makes Troy to be. But that

difficulty has since been set aside. But it was soon pointed

out that the remains were far too small for such. Accord-

ing to Schuchardt, what was here found was the citadel or

acropolis, containing the palaces of the royal clan with the

houses of their retainers, while on the plain below, as
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Homer evidently implies when he makes Hector, II. VI.

392, pass through the /jieya darv before reaching the outer

gate, lay the city proper. On the citadel hill were found the

remains of a royal palace, nearly resembling the Homeric

royal houses, and of gateways of exactly the type to which

the Skaian gate belonged—towers through which the road-

way passes, with chambers above, from which non-com-

batants might look down upon the strife. In the plain,

again, "every trench dug in the supposed site of the lower

city has yielded countless potsherds, similar to those of the

first and second cities " on the hill. Moreover, it has been

discovered that the buildings on the citadel hill did not

perish by slow decay, but were suddenly destroyed by a

great conflagration. Everywhere the sun-dried bricks are

found burned on the exposed side, and in the ruins of one

of the houses the skeleton of a young girl was found, lean-

ing against the wall, covered with wood cinders. Clearly,

therefore, the hill of Hissarlik and the plain at its foot had

been in very early times the site of an important city, and in

its second period the citadel had been defended by "a
stately circuit of fortifications protected by gates and towers

such as are found on no other site on the Troad or on the

Asia Minor coast at so early a date." At that time, there-

fore, the city must " have held a prominent position not

only on the Troad, but also on the whole of that Asia

Minor coast, that is, in the maritime interest of the Archi-

pelago. It was certainly the capital of the country, and on

account of its important position in the straits between two

seas it would be called upon to enter actively into wider

relations." ^ It was in short a strong piratical and com-

mercial city. Nor is that all that these excavations have

revealed. The art of the place, as seen in its architecture,

its ornaments, etc., occupies " a middle position between

the three great civilizations of the ancient world, the

1 Scbucharclt, p. 9C.
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Assyro-Babylonian, the Egyptian, and the Greek." From
Assyria its builders got their habit of building in sun-dried

brick. From Egypt they learned to " scarp " their walls,

a practice which originated there. Finally, in form the

Trojan gates and palaces entirely correspond with what is

found at Tyrus and Mycenae. As for the ornaments, those

of ivory and jade prove intercourse with Central Asia ; those

of gold are made after the same model as those of Mycena3 ;

while the shape of some of their finer vessels are distinctly

Egyptian. But their " every-day utensils, such as cooking

pots, water jars, cups and spoons, are made on the spot."

These, with such of their gold ornaments as are not early

Greek in style, have a quite individual character. Finally,

the relations with Mycenean art are found only towards the

end of the period in which the second city flourished.

Everything consequently combines to characterize these

" Trojans," if we may so call them, as a people in a transi-

tional stage of culture. They had a wide commerce, but

were themselves too long separated from the purely Asiatic

races to work in the Asiatic style, and had too recently

come into contact with Greece to have fully adopted in all

things the Greek manner.

Such is the position of the " Trojans " according to the

Schliemann discoveries. AVe turn now to the Greek side,

and find the same or even greater correspondence between

the poems and the facts. At Mycenae, from which the

leaders of the expedition against Troy are said to have come,

remains of a still more remarkable character have been dis-

covered, including a citadel of immense strength, and a

palace of the same character as that discovered at Hissarlik.

Evidently here too the ruling clan, with their retainers and

dependents, occupied the citadel as their quarter, and had

their tombs there. At the foot of the citadel spread the

lower city, in which the other clans had their dwelling, each

in its own quarter, and with its own burying place, and the
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whole remains are of a date which ranges from 1500 B.C. to

1100 B.C. Just as Troy must have stood far above any

other city of the time on the shores of Asia Minor, so

Mycenae must have excelled all the cities of Greece at the

same time. By its position, too, it received the commerce

of both the Corinthian Gulf and of the Southern Mediter-

ranean, and enjoyed a wealth and culture of a most unex-

pected kind. Mycengs and Troy, therefore, were political

and commercial rivals at this remote time, and it is even

conjectured that the piratical habits of the Trojans were the

real cause of the Greek attack. Further, in the tombs at

Mycense were discovered gold ornaments of the greatest

value, beautifully wrought, just as the poems describe them,

diadems and pendants, crosses and earrings, hairpins and

necklaces. There were, too, daggers, inlaid after the man-

ner of the shield of Achilles. On these, hunting scenes

were depicted with extraordinary power and truth to life,

variously coloured metals being used with marvellous skill.

In every respect Homer's account of early Greek art is

justified, and what was once regarded as conclusive evidence

of late date, is now shown to be an exact statement of what

existed at that early time. The discoveries at Mycense

have put it beyond reasonable doubt that there was here a

civilization exactly such as the poems describe, and the con-

clusion seems inevitable that some of the writers who pro-

duced the poems must have lived in that period, or so

shortly afterwards that the full details concerning it could

be, and were, handed down in a perfectly reliable manner.

In other words, these discoveries show that with regard to

early Greek life and civilization some portions of these

poems have all the value of history, as Prof. Jebb, sceptical

and cautious as he is, entirely admits. In early Greece,

therefore, before the Dorian invasion, which is generally

dated 1100 B.C., there existed along the Eastern shores and

in the islands of the .3j]gean sea, a civilization of a high
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kind, yet totally different, and in many respects superior to

either the Dorian civilization or that of the Ionian cities of

Asia Minor, both of which arose later. In architecture it is

superior to the Dorian, for there are no Dorian citadels, and

Mycenean art is superior to anything the Dorians did in

any later time. On the other hand, it is different from

Ionian civilization in this, that while the lonians were

keen and adventurous merchants, entirely democratic in

feeling, the Achaians, as we may call the pre-Dorian

Greeks, were groups of aristocrats, who cared little for

commerce, which they left to the Phoenicians, and lived

mainly on the produce of the soil, which their serfs

cultivated.

Now these facts are remarkable enough in themselves,

but their main importance for us is the general inference

which can rightly be drawn from them as to the character of

Homer. The first hasty deduction was that in every detail

the poems were simply a verifying of history, and that

the very castles and treasuries and graves of Priam and

Agamemnon had been discovered. But further considera-

tion has shown that no such view is tenable. In many

things the poems are imaginative enough, they had not

been poems else. As Prof. Jebb has pointed out, if the

Achseans are rightly depicted, the Trojans cannot be so,

for in manners, customs, thought, and speech, the Trojans

differ hardly at all from them. Nevertheless conclusions of

a very important kind can be drawn with safety from the

results of these excavations. First of all, the poems have

preserved a perfectly accurate view of Greek civilization

as it existed about 1300 B.C., for the life they describe is

pre-Dorian. Secondly, they cannot as a whole have been

originally produced in Ionian Asia Minor, for no Ionian

Greek could have had such accurate knowledge of pre-

Dorian Greek life as they exhibit. Even [if such an one

had received a tradition of it, he could not have reproduced
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it with such truth of detail without an artistic skill and an

archgeological knowledge which, so far as is known, no one

then possessed. But thirdl}^ there are in the poems many
passages which reveal a much later time. Putting aside

Mr. "Walter Leaf's attractive speculations in his introduc-

tion to Schuchardt's volume, as to the possibility of the

bulk of the poems having been originally written in an

^olic dialect of an ancient type, and so being possibly

contemporaneous with the Mycenean civilization, the only

supposition that will meet the case is that the oldest por-

tion of the poems must go back to the Achsean time.

Fourthly, seeing that the later parts are in the main true

to the Achaean background, the earlier portions must have

had a unity and completeness of their own, which drew

the lines for later compilers and editors so sharply that

they too had to limit themselves by the original outline.

There was, therefore, a Homer, who gave to the poems the

unity universally felt in them by every poetic and under-

standing reader, but there has also been conspicuously and

effectively at work upon them, a later hand or hands, as

the critics always said. The net result, therefore, seems to

be that both parties to the discussion in regard to the age

and authorship of Homer have been right in what they

affirmed, and wrong in what they denied. The traditional-

ists have been justified in their persistent refusal to believe

that the narrative of the poems was a purely baseless and

imaginative one, with no relation to the facts of ancient life

at all, and in their adherence to the view that there was a

unity notwithstanding all diversities which implied one

imaginative mind as the first source of the whole. But

they were wrong in denying the existence of huge additions

and interpolations, and in asserting that the whole poems

as they have come down to us, could have been the work

of one mind and one period. As a matter of fact the cen-

tral points of their position can now be maintained only
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by admitting that such additions of foreign but related

material do exist. For the marks of Ionian influence are

so strong that if Homer must be all of one time and from

one hand then it must be all of the Ionian time. But the

critics are left in no better case. Their scepticism has

been proved to be altogether excessive. Much that they

regarded as purely imaginative and impossible at so early a

date as the Homeric poems were said to belong to has

been proved to be simply a most accurate account of the

realities of precisely that early time. Their belief that

originally there was no unity in the poems at all, that they

were simply a mass of separate ballads dealing with the

deeds and adventures of separate heroes, into which unity

was brought only by the latest editors is rendered in the

last degree improbable. Further, their idea that these

ancient singers and writers made good their utter ignorance

of the past by transferring to it the circumstances of their

own time, receives no countenance. But their main con-

tention that there was in the poems too great diversity

both of matter and style to permit of the supposition that

one author had produced our Homer at one time, has

been proved to be true, and their researches have been the

means of pouring a flood of light upon the genesis and

growth of the immortal work with which they had to do.

In fact, it looks as if both the critical and conservative ten-

dencies were justified, the one for its acuteness in noting

differences, the other for its firmness in holding fast to that

unity which, as a whole, the poems asserted for themselves.

II.

With regard to the critical theories of the Old Testament,

the course of things has been very similar. In details, of

course, there have been differences, the greater being this,

that in the Old Testament criticism has had to do mainly

with history and law, while in Homer all has been poetry.
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But in broad outline the course of things has been almost

parallel. A century ago the critical reaction began here

also. At first, too, most students of the Old Testament

were hostile, while a minority laboured unweariedly to

establish the critical position. Finally, Germany was won

for the new views, and at length England tardily entered

upon the field. We are now at the stage when English

opposition has almost wholly broken down, so far as special

and qualified Old Testament scholars are concerned, while

the traditional views are still held by the great mass of

Bible readers, even among the educated. As to the theories

held also, the analogy is close. Here in regard to the Scrip-

tures, as there in regard to Homer, some still hold that

Moses actually himself wrote the Pentateuch, that the order

of the books as they stand in our Bible is in the main the

true one, and that we have written contemporary evidence

at least for all that took place in the history of Israel from

the time of the Exodus. The critical school of Kuenen and

Wellhausen, on the contrary, assert that except the Song of

Deborah, we have no contemporary documents before the

9th century B.C., that scarce any Scriptural book is homo-

geneous, that they have been made up, the prophetic books

as well as others, of a number of different documents put

together by later editors, that they have been worked over

and fitted into each other, and that all they tell us of the

legislation, the worship, and the history of Israel, in times

before the writing prophets, rests merely on tradition, varied

and shot through with details arrived at by transferring to

that past all that was thought essential in the present of

the various writers and compilers. In that way we are de-

prived of all reliable documents for the earlier history. For

the most part, of late the conflict of opinion has been be-

tween these two extreme views, but during the century since

criticism began, almost every possible interpretation of the

documents has been tried, and no decisive result seemed
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likely to emerge. There is, indeed, a middle view which is

strong]}^ represented in Britain— a view which accepts the

composite character of the Scriptural books, which accepts

also the later editors, hut which is very slow to believe that

the whole of a nation's popular tradition can be disposed of

as Wellhausen and Stade dispose of them. Men holding

that position are inclined to believe that traditions such as

those of the great deliverance from Egypt, of the legislation

of Sinai, as to the life and work of Moses, are not mere

baseless stories, that they do rest upon authentic facts, that

the history of Israel did in those times, and from the hands

of Moses, receive an impress which has proved to be essen-

tial and permanent, and that we should be much nearer

the truth, if that were the choice, in accepting these narra-

tives to their most trifling detail than in rejecting them

because of minor difhculties or general presuppositions.

But decisive facts in their form there were none. But here,

too, archaeology has come to our aid. As yet the results

have been neither so striking nor so decisive as the Schlie-

mann excavations have been. The enormously wider field,

the greater complexity of the problem, and the relatively

small amount of excavation made, have prevented that. In

the main, however, the direction in which the results of

excavation point is the same as that of the Schliemanu ex-

cavations. The evidence of the Assyrian and Egyptian

inscriptions has brought the earliest periods of Israel's exis-

tence as a nation into the full light of history, and they

have given us documents contemporary with every decisive

period of Israel's development. Yet the result has been to

increase the general confidence in the Scriptural writers as

men entirely set upon accuracy so far as that was possible

to them. Whatever else they may be or do, they at least

write in entire good faith, and, so far, I doubt whether one

instance can be cited in which the monuments or inscrip-

tions have favoured the idea that the circumstances of later
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times have been transferred to earlier. Moreover the Tel-

el-Amarna tablets have shown that writing could easily have

been learned, and most probably was learned, by Israel's

leading men almost as soon as they came out of the desert,

and that in any case there were numerous scribes who
could have been hired to make records. It is, therefore,

a priori likely that official documents belonging to the

earliest time may have existed at the time when history

began to be written. Further still, in the case of the 14th

chapter of Genesis, evidence is accumulating that both as

regards the warlike expedition from Babylonia, and the

religious character and name of Jerusalem, it gave us the

only hint we had as to the true state of things. In short,

the whole tendency of discovery here, so far as it has gone,

is much the same as we have seen it to be in Greece. Un-

less, therefore, it should suddenly take a new and un-

expected direction, the probabilities are that as in the other

case, so in it will be found that the truth has been the ex-

clusive possession of no one school. The adherents of

tradition will probably have to admit the heterogeneous

and composite character of the Scriptural books, and will

not finally be able to maintain the early authorship of the

Pentateuch as a whole, or the absence of later interpolations

in other books. The critics, on the other hand, will prob-

ably have a good deal to retract of what they have written

about the untrustworthy character of many books. On the

whole, the reliable character of the fundamental lines of

Israel's history, as they are given in Scripture, will be con-

firmed, and the part taken by Moses in the establishment

of the polity and religion of Israel will be found to be, not

nearly so extensive, perhaps, as tradition would make it, but

so intense and decisive that the whole later development

was fixed by his action. Those who came after will be

seen, most probably, to have only filled up the mould he

fashioned. If so, the accuracy of the older view will in sub-
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stance be vindicated. If ultimately that should prove to be

the case, the Church will have less to revise in her teach-

ings than may have been feared, and the advantage of

giving free course to enquiry will once more have been

triumphantly manifested. But in any case it must be clear

that no greater service to Biblical science could be rendered

than to promote new excavations in Biblical lands, and to

complete those already begun. Scholarship has all but

exhausted the materials at its disposal, and finality seems

far off. The spade alone can give us new materials, and we
must look to the managers of the Palestine and Egyptian

Exploration Funds as our court of final appeal. It is to be

hoped that the friends of the Bible will see this, and that,

these Funds will be supported with sufficient liberality to

enable the great work to be carried on, and, if that be pos-

sible, completed.

Andeew Haeper.

VOL. X. 25
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THE WESTERN TEXT OF THE GBEEK
TESTAMENT.

In the Codex BezcB of the University of Cambridge we have

preserved, according to the judgment of the great critic

who has so lately been taken from us, a truer image of

the form in which the Gospels and the Acts were most

widely read in the third, and probably a great part of

the second century, than in any other Greek MS. This

is, of course, a very different thing from saying that it

comes nearer than any other to the original text. It is

evident that an interpolator's hand has been at work

on every page. Paraphrases, grammatical expansions, and

especially harmonizing corruptions, abound. As Dr. Hort

.says, " we seem to be in the presence of a vigorous and

popular ecclesiastical life, little scrupulous as to the letter

of venerated writings, or as to their permanent function in

the future, in comparison with supposed fitness for im-

mediate edification." But however little we may trust the

distinctively Western readings to guide us in restoring a

primitive text, it is obviously a matter of extreme interest

that we should get what light we can upon their origin.

Professor liendel Harris, in his recent Study of the Codex

Bezcc, has attacked this question with so much learning,

ingenuity, and familiarity with textual phenomena, that his

explanation deserves to be widely known, and claims to be

carefully examined.

The Codex Bez(B has now 406 leaves remaining out of an

original total of 534 ; on the left-hand page of each open

leaf appears the Greek text, on the right a Latin version.

The first point for critics to decide is, what is the relation

between these two ? Is the Latin a rendering of the Greek

which it faces ? Are they derived independently from

earlier Greek and Latin archetypes '? Or has the Greek
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been revised and adapted to the Latin '? The third of these

possibihties seems at first sight far the least probable. Yet

it has at times found considerable support. The charge of

Latinizing has been again and again brought against Greek

MSS. To pass over the incautious language of scholars

like Erasmus and Wetstein, as late as 1857 an Edinburgh

Heviewer put it forv?ard in an extravagant form. In Luke

xiv. 5, the reading which has overwhelming support in our

earliest authorities is rivo^ vfiwv vio<; >) /3ov<i et? (ppeap

Trecrelrat. The reviewer holds that no one will doubt for an

instant that this reading grew up through the intervention

of a Latin version. Seeing that the only early support (with

the exception of t\) to be found for 6vo<; i) ^ov<i is derived

from Latin or Latinized sources, it is rather bold to assume

that the alternative reading, universal in texts free from

this influence, is due to it. But if limited to the bilingual

MSS., the charge of Latinizing is not a priori absurd; and

it has been advanced by scholars of eminence. Dr. John

Mill, for instance, quoted seven or eight instances in which

he thought it was evident that the Greek text of A ^ had

been altered under the influence of the Latin ; and "Wet-

stein, as might be expected, supported him. Michaelis

replied to them with some force, and not long afterwards

the question was for a time laid to rest by the emphatic

and weighty judgment of Griesbach. He did not altogether

deny the possibility of occasional forms or glosses slipping

in from the Latin ; but he contended that these are of

slight importance, and accidental ; and denied the existence

of any systematic adaptation. Bishop Marsh too contended

that there was no " Latinizing " reading in A which might

not as well be a genuine reading of the Greek. On the

other hand, Bishop Middleton found, as he thought, clear

evidence of Latinizing corruption, which he arranged under

^ It will be convenient in this paper to use A for the Greek text of Codex
Bezce (commonly denoted D), and D for the Latin text (commonly denoted d).
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eight distinct grammatical heads. But his evidence, carefullj'-

as it was marshalled, did not produce general conviction.

Tischendorf, it is true, spoke of J as entirely dependent on

D; but probabl}'' Dr. Hort more truly represented the current

opinion, when he spoke of " the whimsical theory of the last

century, which maintained that the Western Greek text

owed its peculiarities to translation from the Latin," and

elsewhere of " the genuine Old Latin text, which has been

altered throughout into verbal conformity with the Greek

text by the side of which it was intended to stand."

Now against this prevalent doctrine Mr. Harris's Stud]/

is an emphatic and elaborate protest. ** If New Testament

criticism," he says, " is to progress with any confidence, we

must retire in order to advance ; we must go back again

to positions clearly defined by Mill and Wetstein, deserting

the theories which underlie the majority of the texts

published in later days." It may be doubted whether his

practice would be quite so revolutionary as these words seem

to indicate. At any rate so far he has not directly assaulted

the general critical principles of scholars like Lachmann

and Tregelles; nor do his researches bear very dangerously

even against the more dubious theory of the Syrian re-

cension put forward by Bishop Westcott and Dr. Hort.

What he claims to have shown is that the Western text,

not in A only, but also as represented in some of the earlier

versions, has largely Latinized ; and that it is to this

source, rather than to the accumulated effects of the free

handling of which Dr. Hort writes, that its peculiarities are

due. But to whatever cause the deviation is owing, Mr.

Harris is at one with other critics as to the existence ot

a deviation from the primitive text ; and this is the practi-

cally important point. His theory as to the origin and

course of this deviation is not stated at the outset, but is

allowed to reveal itself in the course of the investigation

;

and the enquiry is at times retarded by digressions as to the
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phonetics, morphology, and syntax of the Latin version,

which have but a remote bearing on the main question ;

and which, therefore, interesting as they are, might perhaps

have been better relegated to an appendix. But the

outcome of the inquiry is somewhat as follows : that a

primitive translation of the Gospels and Acts into Latin

was made, probably at Carthage, early in the second

century, from a text already marked by a few Western

readings, now preserved to us in the Codex Ephranni ; that

this was in use at Eome about a.d. 160-170, and was

there largely corrupted by Montanist glosses in Luke and

Acts, and by Marciomte corruptions (possibly even earlier)

in the other Gospels ; that before this date two or three

<listinctive readings had been introduced by a Homeric

centonist, and the text with these additions used for a

primitive Syriac version ; and that after the introduction

of the Montanist element the text was employed for the

Theban version. Then, Mr. Harris holds, in the bilingual

MSS. the text of the Greek was freely corrected, so as to

correspond with the Latin version, which had been so

modified.

Some of these points the author himself considers prob-

lematical, and confessedly they rest on but slight evidence
;

others he thinks that he has firmly established. If this

is the case for only a part of his results, we must accept

his Study as one of the most interesting, and possibly

important, of recent contributions to New Testament

criticism.

Before any attempt is made to consider the nature and

the strength of the evidence which Mr. Harris adduces, it

may be well to inquire what is the value of that on which

the commonly accepted view is based. Dr. Scrivener tries

to prove (1) that the Latin version is on the whole an in-

dependent translation, made either directly from the Greek

on the opposite page, or from a text almost identical with
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it
; (2) that the translator often retained in his memory,

and perhaps occasionally consulted, both the old Latin

version and Jerome's revised Vulgate
; (3) that he probably

executed his work in Gaul about the close of the fifth

century. Each of these three propositions Mr. Harris con-

siders an error. " The translation was not made from the

Greek text as now read in the MS., for this has been har-

monized with the Latin. The translator not merely

remembers the Old Latin version ; he is himself the author

of it, and the reference to Jerome is probably a delusion.

Last of all, the translation is much older than the fifth

century."

"What then are Dr. Scrivener's arguments for deriving

the Latin version from the Greek text which faces it ?

First, he says, how else shall we account for the frequent

insertion in the Latin of purely Greek words, which no

other version ever employed, and for which there are

adequate equivalents in Latin ? He quotes such words as

aijoyia, and the still more barbarous aporiari, allopliylus,

spermologus, eremum, and the like. Secondly, no other

version is quite so grossly ungrammatical in its defiance of

the rules of syntax, having such imitations of the Greek as

a genitive absolute, a neuter plural with a singular verb, a

genitive after a comparative, a double negative increasing

the negative force, constructions of verbs following the

Greek and not the Latin usage, and dozens of other cases

of the kind. Thirdly, and more conclusive still, are the

many instances where the Latin has a false reading which

is plainl}^ derived from some error in a Greek MS., though

one not now found in A ; e.g. verhwn answers to vofj.o'i,

where the original evidently had Xoyo'?, sacrificare to

OvfxiacraL (as if dvaai), in ipso iudicio to eV tm avrw Kplfian,

sindon nuditatis to aivhova iirl yvfj-vod, p)0ssidens in timore

to virdp'x^coy iv <f>6^o), and very many similar cases. Finally,

the present Latin often differs from the Greek by an error.
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which has evideutlj' arisen in the Latin ; e.g. ijydTnja-av

rendered by dixeriint (for dilexerunt), irapaOewpovvro by

discupiuntur for dispiciuntur , e^^e? by externa (for hesterna)

die, pa^Sov'x^ov'i by lectores (for lictores), and the hke.

But we must observe exactly how far this evidence takes

us. The first group of facts proves that the version was

made from a text containing many Greek words occurring

in A, which no one would question for a moment, and also

that either- D was made independently of the other Old

Latin versions, or, the latter were revised and more familiar

Latin words substituted for the Greek words retained in D.

Obviously either supposition would satisfy the conditions

of the problem, which must be solved otherwise. The

same may be said of the second group of facts. That D
adheres more closely to the form of its original than many,

perhaps than any, of the other versions is evident ; that

this original was A, or " a text almost identical with it," is

not in any way shown. The third group is collected to

show that A is not dependent on D ; it shows almost as

clearly that D, as we have it, is not dependent on A. At

least there is nothing to show that the misreading of the

Greek was a result of translating from A rather than at any

earlier stage. And this seems proved to a certainty by the

fact that there are several cases where D has the correct

reading, while A is corrupt ; e.g. Matthew xi. 3, av el 6

ep'ya^6/jievo<; ?) erepov 7rpocrSoKO)/xev, where the Latin is tii es

qui venis aut alium exijectaimis ; or Luke ii. 14, irXrjOo'^

o-Tpareiwi ovpavov atTOvvrwv tov 6e6v (for alvovvToiv D
laudantes) ; with others quite as significant.

Taken along with the cases of the fourth group, these show

us quite clearly that there has been no systematic attempt

to assimilate either A or D to the other ; there are in both

corruptions which must have been subsequent to any such

attempt, if it was ever made. "We are of necessity thrown

back upon an earlier stage. But if it is held that at some
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earlier stage the Greek text was assimilated to the Latin,

in such a way as to deprive its testimony of independent

value, while not excluding a reciprocal influence on D as

we have it now, I find nothing in Dr. Scrivener's arguments

in any way fatal to such a view. It is admitted, of course,

that the original of the Gospels and Acts was in Greek

;

hence no amount of Hellenisms in the Latin version will

surprise us ; they will be simply indications of what we

know already. They will prove that D is derived from a

Greek text, but not that it is derived from J. On the other

hand any clearly marked Latinisms in A will be strong

evidence that they came from the influence of the Latin

version (though probably a stage or two back), for we know

of no other source to which we can so plausibly assign

them. In symbols we may say that a Greek text a may

have been translated into a Latin a, that a bilingual a + a

came into the hands of a copyist, who produced /3 + b, where

13 is a modified by a, and h may also have suffered from

assimilation, and that (3 + b was the mediate or immediate

parent of /I + D, i.e. our present Codex Bezce. All this is,

of course, pure conjecture. The theory is consistent with

the facts put together by Dr. Scrivener, but so might half-

a-dozen other hypotheses be. We have to consider whether

there is any more definite evidence as to the way in which

the problem must be solved.

The first piece of evidence, which Mr. Harris adduces,

comes out incidentally. In John xxi. 22, A has eav avrov

OeXo) fieveiv ovT(o<i ; D, si eitm volo sic manere : ovro)<; and sic

have no authority in any other MS. The obvious thing is

to suppose that ovToyi crept in from a remembrance of the

eKa6e^€To ovtw^ ^ sedehat sic oi John iv. 7. But Jerome's

Vulgate reads sic eiim volo manere, and there are traces of

this in other Old Latin sources. Mr. Harris calls attention

to two other places in which sic appears, where we expect

si, and finds in this a retention of the archaic sic for si.
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sometimes used by Plautus. From this he argues that

a marginal gloss has found its way into our text, not

however expelling, but only displacing the original sic. If

v/e accept this theory, two immensely important con-

sequences follow : first, that the Greek text A has, at least

in this instance, Latinized ; and second, that the Latin

versions are derived from a common source, for it is not

likely that independent translators should agree in retaining

this archaism. But one or two points require to be noticed.

Mr. Harris says " the AVestern text has Latinized"; but

there is no trace of this reading in any Greek MS. except

A, and it is not universal even in the Latin versions.

Then again the question whether a Plautine archaism like

sic for si could have been retained in the popular Latin of

the time of the version deserves fuller consideration than it

has as yet received. Mr. Harris has quoted some interest-

ing instances from the Latin translation of Irenseus, in

which sic is found in the best MSS. where the sense seems

to require si, but the inquiry is not carried far enough to

be convincing. And there is always the possibility of the

other alternative, that of a gratuitous insertion of the word,

being the true explanation.

The next instance is from Luke xxiii. 53. After the

ordinary reading kuc edijKev avrov ev fivq^ieiw XeXaTOfMrjfxevo)

ov ovK rjv ovTTco ovBea Kei/ievo'; A goes on Kac 6evTo<i avTov

eired'qK.^ rw ixyrjixeLco Xetdov ov fiojL^ eiKoat eKvXtov. D has et

posito €0 imposuit in monumento lapidem quern vix viginti

movehant. The interpolation is puzzling enough ; it looks at

once like a reminiscence of the huge stone, which twenty-

two waggons would not have stirred, that Polyphemus rolled

to the door of his cave ; but how did it come in here ? Is the

Latin or the Greek to blame '? Omitting two redundant

phrases, we have in Latin imposuit lapidem quern vix viginti

movehant, which reveals itself at once as an attempt at a

hexameter, though a rather lame one. In Greek there is
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not a trace of metre. This seems to indicate pretty clearly

that the words were inserted in the Latin and afterwards

passed into the Greek. Mr. Harris weakens his case by

accepting a suggestion that the line may have come from

the ancient version of the Odyssey by Livius Andronicus.

I think he is in error in supposing that there are any traces

of hexameters in this version, all the extant fragments being

plainly in Saturnians ;
^ and it is inconceivable that any

early writer should have so shortened the final syllable of

viginti. (The marking of the quantity in Lewis and Short is

carelessly retained from Forcellini, and is quite unwarranted)

.

Probably the Latin scribe attempted a rendering of a

Homeric line for himself. A striking fact is that this same

addition is found in the Theban version, an indication that

there was a close connexion between this version and the

text from which A was derived. But it must not be

overlooked that we have an intermediate stage, between the

reading of A and that of most MSS. here, in those which

introduce mto Luke the clause from Matthew (xxvii. 60)

irpoaKvkicra^ \idov fiijav ry 6vpa tov fjbVT]/jL6L0v (cf Mark xv. 46),

and that it is perfectly possible that the interpolation passed

through some such stage as this. In any case if the Theban

version is rightly ascribed to the second century, we find

here another of those textual phenomena which are quite

fatal to any late date for our Gospels.

A third line of argument has been drawn from the fact

that words seem to have been dropped from the Greek,

though really needed for the sense, in order to keep up a

verbal equality with the Latin. In Luke xv. 28, 6 Be •n-arrjp

auTov i^eXOcov irapeKoXei avrov^ D has pate?' autem ems

exiens rogahat eum, but most of the Latin versions have like

the Vulgate coepit rogare eum : A has o Se Trarrjp avrov

e^ekOcov rjp^aro avrov. It is evident that irapaKoXelv has

^ The three marked as hexameters in Bishop Wordsworth's Specimens are

better treated by Dr. Merry, pp. 9, 10.
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been dropped at the end of the line. Is this due merely to

accident ? Mr. Harris thinks that it was lost because

there was nothing to balance it in the Latin, But this

does not explain the origin of either of the readings : i'lp^aro

irapaKoXelv may very well have been suggested by coejiit

rogare, which is natural enough as a rendering of Trape/cdXei

;

but how is it that D has given up the reading of the other

versions, supported as it was by the Greek facing him, and

taken to rogabat / This is an interesting instance, showing

at the same time that there are phenomena in A not to be

explained from anything in D, and that the copyist of D did

not himself translate from J, i.e. that Dr. Scrivener's theory

obviously needs much qualification.

In Acts vi. 14, aXXa^et ra eOrj is translated imitahit

iterum : Bentley suggested that here the translator mis-

took eOr} for en ; Mr. Harris thinks it more probable that

mutahit iterum translates a^Xa^ei, and that some word

like consuetudines was dropped at the end for the sake of

symmetry. Seeing, by the way, that the relative which

follows is quos, it would have been better to conjecture

mores. This is doubtful. But much stronger evidence is

given by a group of instances in which a word quite need-

less in Greek has been added without any apparent reason,

except to balance the Latin, e.g. Matt. xi. 28, Seure tt/jo? fxe

7ravTe9 oi KOTTLwvre^ Kai Tre^opTiayuevoL earai, where the last

word (by itacism for eare) can have no other origin than

the Latin qui lahoratis et onerati estis. A. single instance

of this kind goes far to show that Latinizing is a vera cmisa,

but it needs careful consideration to decide whether it has

been the causa efficiens in any particular case. In Mark
viii. 2, Mr. Harris argues that the original reading was, as

in B, on 7}fiepaL<i rptaiv Trpoa/jievovac fxot, that the Latin

translator rendered quoniam iam triduum est ex quo liic sunt,

that then the attempt was made to turn triduum est

literally into Greek, giving us rj/u,ipai rpeh elalu : and that
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filially ex quo hie sunt has been restored verbatim to the

Greek, giving us zl's fearful and wonderful otl tjSt] Tj/xepat rpa

€i(Tiv airo TTore coSe etaiv. But how does this theory suit the

intermediate stages'? All MSS. except B give us rj/j,epat

Tpei<; or rjiiepa^ Tpet<i : but there is not a trace of the ex quo

hie sunt except in D and some other Latin versions. How
are we to suppose that all the Greek uncials but B were

influenced by the first half of the Latin translation and

not one by the latter? Even Westcott and Hort do not

venture to place rj/jLepaa rpualv in their text ; and the

temptation to alter an ungrammatical nominative must have

been very strong. It is not to be overlooked that in

Matt. XV. 32, all the good MSS. (including B) have rnxepab

Tpet<;, where there can be no question of Latinizing. In this

instance there seems to be a corruption in A and D originat-

ing in jd : the former has rjSr] rjiiepai 7. eiacv fcai rrpocrfievovaLi^

fioi, the latter Jam tres dies sunt et sustinent me. Now jam

ires dies sustinent me would present no difficulty in Latin,

but 7)fM6paL rpea Trpoa-fievovcnv would suggest correction. In

Luke XV. 24 Mr. Harris supposes that uTroXcoXox; lost its

7]v in order to correspond better to perierat, but the very

strong evidence for the omission of qv in v. 32 makes us

doubt this explanation. Still, there are a good many read-

ings of this kind in A, of which it is not only a possible but

also a probable account that they are due to an endeavour

to make the Greek text more parallel to the Latin. There

are no data at present for determining the period at which

this endeavour was made ; but it was clearly at some stage

between the original translation and the transcription as we

now have it.

Mr. Harris next proceeds to gather evidence of Latini-

zing from a wider range. His first case is not a strong

one. In Luke i. 78 MSS. vary between eireaKe^uTo and

eTTLaKe-^eTai. Here he assumes that the difference is due to

a confusion between visitahit and visitavit : of course the
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confusion was a constant one, but hardly more common
than that in Greek MSS. between the future and the aorist

;

and to assign this as the cause here is to assume not merely

that all uncials but ^^ B L have gone wrong, which critics

often have to say, but also that they have been all misled

by a Latin version, which is a much more doubtful pro-

position. In Luke xiv. 5., Tregelles long ago made it clear

that irpo^arov of A could not have been the original reading

from which through onis came vlo'^. Mr. Harris's sugges-

tion that in D ouis is due to the subsequent hohis either

as a dittograph or as a correction, is more plausible but

not necessary, seeing how common is the combination

TTpo^arov 7/ ^ov^ (cf. Matt. xii. 11). In some of the cases

where Mr. Harris supposes that the translation of Se by et

has reacted by producing in A a koI—8e, there seems good

authority for thinking the latter genuine; e.g. in Mark vi.

21 it is surely 8e (which is found only in J* [a, b, c) that

should be erased, not Kal, which appears in all our authori-

ties. In Mark viii. 29, where the true reading is /cat avTO'i,

A has avTo<i he, D ijjse autem : which looks like the earlier

variation ?

It was pointed out long ago that the Latin translator had

been puzzled how to deal with the Greek definite article,

and had tried various renderings (cp. Scrivener's Cod. Bez.,

p. 33). Mr. Harris well shows what confusion this has at

times produced in the Greek text, culminating in the extra-

ordinary o Koafio'i TouTo? of John xvii. 25. But if, as he

thinks, rovTov in Mark viii. 2 is due to istam of D, the

corruption has spread far in the Western text : it is note-

worthy, by the way, that A alone of Greek MSS. has the

genitive eiri tov ox^ov, all others having the accusative.

If the case had been reversed, this would certainly have

been quoted as an instance of Latinizing. In Matthew ix.

26 e^i]\6ev 7] (f)r]/ji7] auTij appears in C 1, 33, Memph., as

e^ifKOev i-j (})r}fX7) avrrj'i : this Mr. Harris takes as the original
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Western text, and assumes that avTt]^ became eius in the

Latin version, and then avrov in A. If so, how is it that

all the Latin texts have haec ? Are we to suppose that the

"Western reading was corrected away ? In dealing with

Matthew xiv. 6 Mr. Harris is on slippery ground. The

true reading is (sip-xji^craro ?} OvyaTrjp rrj'i 'HpwZtdZo^ ; A gives

o)p')(r]craTQ 7; Ovyaryp avrov Hp(i}8ia<ij which seems historically

impossible. Mr. Harris suggests that t>}? 'HpwStdBo<i was

rendered eius Herodiadis, that eius was taken as masculine,

and so translated avrov, and that this involved the farther

change to 'Hpwhid<;. But it must be observed (1) that

there is no trace of eius in D, which has simply Jilia

Herodiadis (thus markedly departing from A)
; (2) that there

seems to be no case of the article before a proper name
being rendered by is, though hie and ille are common
enough

; (3) that in the parallel passage Mark vi. 22 tj}?

6vyarpo<i avrov 'Hpuioidoo'i is found in J^BLid, and two other

MSS. as well as in D, and is actually adopted by Westcott

and Hort, in spite of Scrivener's protest {Introd., p. 544).

Whatever cause led to the adoption of this reading in

Mark by MSS. of such high authority, which, if any, have

escaped from Latinizing, may also have brought it into A
in Matthew.

On the other hand, in Matthew xviii. 20, if we set down

these readings : B ov jdp elaiv hvo i) r/aet? avviry/jbivoL eh to

e/xov ouofia €K€l elfil iv fjueacp avrcov : D 71071 enini sunt duo aut

tres collecti aput quos non ero in medio eorum : A ouk eiaiv

fyap Bvo 7) rpei9 avvq^fxevot ei? ro e/jbov ovofxa irap oi? ouk ec/Lcei

ev fiea-co avrcov, there does not seem to be much doubt that

the corruption began by a Latin translator, who confused

ou with oi). Of course it is just possible to maintain that a

careless Greek copyist made the error, to avoid the possi-

bility of which Origen often quotes the verse with ottoO

substituted ; but the probability lies in the other direction.

In some cases Mr. Harris ascribes to Latin influence
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grammatical constructions which are due rather to the

laxity of declining Greek ; e.g. uKoveiv is followed by the

genitive in other cases besides Acts xi. 7, and in Acts iii. 25

Tjv need not be defended by Latin usage. There may have

been some assimilation, but there is certainly far more in

the Latin text than in the Greek. In Acts v. 3, where A
has Trpo? AvavLav, this is very possibly due to the mistake

of a Latin translator, who took Avavia for a dative, and

rendered ad Ananian ; but this reading is so natural in

itself that it may have been spontaneous. It is not possible

to lay much stress on the confusion between aorists and

imperfects, nothing being more common in any Greek MS.
[the Vaticanus in Thuc. viii. is always going wrong thus],

nor does one see what was the inducement to translate a

Greek aorist by a Latin imperfect, as Mr. Harris thinks to

have been often the case. In Luke viii. 27 ivehvaaro may be

the earlier reading, but why suppose that ivehthva-KeTo of all

Uncials but four and of Syriac versions is due to an assumed

induehatiir .' Or why set down the very natural eKpa^ov of

Mark xv. 14 (adopted, though doubtless wrongly, by Lach-

mann) to clamabant .' In Matthew xxvii. 23, e/cpa^ov is found

in all MSS. but A : here D retains damahant, and yet A has

capriciously altered it ; why may it not have been so in

many other cases ? In Matthew iv. 8, eSet^ev looks very

much like a misunderstanding of ostendit
;
yet v. 5 may give

us pause. Here ea-Tr/crev corresponds to statuit ; but it is

supported against 'Larrimv by J^BCDZ, so that it must be

genuine, and it may well have brought eoei^ev after it. AVe

may more confidently ascribe fietaei of A in John xvii. 14 to

odit ; but it must be noticed that there are no aorists in the

context, so that efj,l,a7]crev may perhaps have been intention-

ally changed.

Of the numerous instances where A has the Latin idiom

of two finite verbs and a copula instead of a participle and a

finite verb, many may fairly be ascribed to Latinizing. But
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the question may arise here, as in similar cases, whether the

Latinizing was not due quite as much to the fact that the

copyist was familiar with Latin idioms, as to the influence

of the attached version. In Matthew xiii. 4 Kal riXOov to.

weTewa Kal Karecpayev is supported by all MSS. but B,

which has eXOovra : must we admit that D has corrupted

every other authority, as Mr. Harris says? The case is

much the same with Matthew xvii. 7 ^? B alone escaping

;

and in Luke xv. 23 where A has eveyxare the quasi-Latinized

reading ^ipere has much better support than eVey/caire?, so

cancelling the argument that might be drawn from J's

(j)dju)fiev. In John xii. 3 we have a perplexing case :

Xa^ovaa Xlrpav . . . i'jXeLyjrev tov<; TroSa? avrov appears-

in A as Xafi^avi Xeirpav . . . kul rfXei'i^ev, which points

to accipit lihram—et imxit ; but D gives accipiens .

et nnxit. Why should the reviser have gone back to the

participial construction after the translator had abandoned

it, when there was nothing any longer in the Greek to

suggest it ? There seems some confusion in the text of

other Latin versions here. In five or six 'other cases we

have the participle left in A but a Kal introduced to answer

to the Latin et ; Mark vii. 25, xi. 2, xiv. 63, xvi. 14 ; Acts

xiv. G are indisputable instances.

A. S. WiLKINS.

( To he concluded.)



THE SADDUCEES AND IMMOBTALITY.

Maek XII. 18-27.

The Sadducees are briefly described in this passage as

persons who say that there is no resurrection. When a

creed is characterized by its negations, we do not look for

much originahty or enthusiasm in its adherents, and the

main interest we can have in it is to understand the moral

temper to which its peculiar negations are congenial ; in the

present case, to understand the leaven of the Sadducees.

It is not too misleading to speak of them as the rationalistic

party among the Jews. They affected Greek culture, and

emancipation from the bigotry and prejudices of their coun-

trymen. They were friendly enough to religion- as an in-

stitution, but did not understand it as a spirit and a life.

Hence they maintained the law, but undervalued the

prophets, and distrusted the larger faith and larger hopes

which the progress of revelation had brought to Israel.

They filled the high priesthood, and most of the dignified

places in the Temple service, but were jealous of what they

would have called superstition and fanaticism, of what

others would call religious faith and earnestness. They

had the political concerns of the people to manage, and this

helped to foster a worldly, accommodating temper. On the

whole they took life in a positivist spirit. " It is what we

see," they seem to have said, " and we see it all. We will

take it for all it is worth, but indulge no illusions about

anything beyond." It is not surprising that such men
came less in contact with Jesus than the Pharisees, nor can

we wonder that when they did assail Him in the last days

VOL. X.
^01 26
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of His life it was with an insolent mockery which showed

how secure they were in their unbelief. He was no Sad-

ducee. He believed in heaven, in the angels, in a blessed

immortality, and they thought they could discomfit Him
before the people.

They came and told the story of the seven brothers who
had all in succession, in obedience to the Mosaic law, mar-

ried the same woman, and they asked : In the resurrection,

whose wife shall she be? The question is assumed to

be unanswerable; and the argument implied is, that no

doctrine can be believed which confronts us with such im-

possible situations. At first one is tempted not to take it

seriously. We see that the difficulty is an artificial one

;

although the Sadducees in Matthew say, "There were with

us seven brethren," we do not believe them. No doubt also

it was a familiar one, and had been brought to its present

perfection of difficulty and absurdity by constant improve-

ment. Plainly, too, the Pharisees had found it an insoluble

one, which had left the laugh in many a dispute on the

Sadducean side. But the laugh is not much to have on

your side, and in such a case only a Sadducee will want it.

Where such great interests are involved as the character

of God, and the nature and destiny of man, to appeal to

ridicule is to show an utter incapacity for understanding,

They are not things to be amused about.

Jesus, for His part, answers quite seriously. Do ye not

therefore err? He says. The meaning of "therefore" (Sm

TovTo) has been disputed. It is often read in an anticipative

sense, as if Jesus meant: Are you not misled for this reason,

that you are ignorant of the Scriptures and of the power of

God ? Weiss says this has no analogy in the New Testa-

ment. However this may be, it is certainly more natural,

and yields a deeper and more apposite meaning, to make

the words retrospective. ' The very question of the Saddu-

cees—the very fact that they have stated such a monstrous
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case—shows, not that the life of the world to come is totally

incredible, but that they have totally misconceived it. They

have assumed that it must simply reproduce this life, and

renew all its relations ; whereas, according to Jesus, it is so

constituted (ver. 25) that questions involving these relations,

in certain aspects, can never arise there at all. Marriage

has its roots in nature, has reference to the succession of

generations on earth, is what it is, so far, because of man's

mortality ; but where there is no death, there is no marry-

ing nor giving in marriage, and therefore the question is

inept.

This, of course, is not to be misunderstood, as if in the

life to come there would be no relation, or no peculiar

relation, between those who have been intimately connected

here. All it denies is that there will be any natural relation

out of which the difficulty of the Sadducees could arise.

But what of that? Even on earth, that which is merely

natural ought to pass, and in every true marriage actually

passes, into something spiritual. Husband and wife not

only become one flesh, but one mind, one soul, one spirit.

This relation, which has grown out of the other, or into

which the other has been raised and transfigured, does not

perish with it ; on the contrary, it is capable of immortality

and destined for it. The man and the woman who, to

borrow St, Paul's words, " are not without each other in

the Lord " here, will not be without each other in the Lord

there. They will owe the completeness of their Christian

life to each other even in the resurrection world. This

truth, which cannot be touched by the vulgar puzzle of the

Sadducees, ought to be noted in all its generality. A natural

relation, whatever it may be—of husband and wife, of

parent and child, of brothers and sisters in the same family

—has no necessary permanence. All experience shows this.

Such relations either lapse into nothingness,—a shocking

phenomenon, but by no means rare,—or by God's blessing
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are elevated into spiritual ones, which have the capacity

and the promise of immortality in them. One of the best

blessings which the faith in immortality brings is its hal-

lowing influence on the natural affections. It begins at the

very beginning that transformation of them which secures

to us their joy for ever.

But Jesus not only declares, he explains the error of the

Sadducees. They were the enlightened people of their day,

and despised the believers as fanatics and obscurantists, but

it was on their own side that the darkness lay. Doubt

should be humble, and there is a severe reproof in the

words of our Lord : Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures,

nor the power of God.

Here our Saviour clearly teaches that the Scriptures,

meaning of course the Old Testament, contain a revelation

of immortality. It may not lie on the surface, nor be visible

to a careless or Sadducean reader, but it is there. If Jesus

saw it, as He did, it is idle for verbal interpreters to say

that they cannot find it in so many words. The very scrip-

ture that Jesus quotes has been the subject of pedantic

comment. "Have ye not read in the book of Moses, at

the bush, how God said to him, I am the God of Abraham,

and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob ? He is not

the God of the dead, but of the living." AVhat kind of

logic, it is said, have we here? Plainly the words mean,

"I am He who toas the God of Abraham," and then the

argument for immortality is gone. To lay stress on the

present tense (I am the God) is inadmissible, if for no other

reason than that the verb is not expressed either in Greek

or Hebrew idiom. But this line of objection is beside the

mark. Jesus does not argue from the tenses, like a gram-

marian, but from the spiritual relations involved in the

case ; the revelation of immortality is made in this, that

God has pledged Himself to man to be his God. The good-

ness and faithfulness of our Creator, and the value of our
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human life to Him : it is there that the promise hes. Faith

in immortahty is an immediate inference from faith in God.

Once we know what He is to man, and what man is to Him,

eternal hope is born. Because He lives, they who are His

shall live also. Can we exhaust the friendship of God in

seventy years? Or, on the other hand, can we believe that

He really loves us, takes pains to guide us, to teach us, to dis-

cipline our character, to raise us from natural into spiritual

life, to make us His children, only that at the end of so

short a time he may let souls so dear to Him, that have so

loved Him and been so loved, that have cost so much, go

out into the dark, and never miss them ? No, God is not so

loveless, and cannot be so bereaved. Neither death nor life

will pluck His children out of His hand.

This is the spirit in which Jesus reads the Scriptures,

and finds in them a revelation of immortality. And it is

remarkable that wherever the great hope comes clearly to

the surface in the Old Testament, it is in this spiritual con-

nection. " Enoch walked with God, and he was not, for

God took him." When a man has walked with God, this is

the only possible issue of his life. God takes him ; not

nature, not disease, not an accident, not death, but He
whose friendship gave life the promise of eternity. And so

repeatedly in the Psalms. " I am continually with Thee

;

Thou hast holden my right hand." Here is the experience

of God's friendship, close, uninterrupted, and faithful, which

works the supreme hope, and the hope shines out in what

immediately follows. " Thou shalt guide me with Thy
counsel, and afterward receive me to glory." The writer of

these words argues precisely as Jesus does in the passage

before us ; he feels that what God is to man—God who is

from everlasting to everlasting—is so great, so tender, so

diviue a thing, that even death cannot touch it. In the last

darkness he can say, " I will fear no evil, for Thou art with

me." We find, too, the same interpretation of the same sub-
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ject in that magnificent passage in Hebrews (xi. 13-16), the

boldest in expression of any in the New Testament, which

speaks of the faith of the patriarchs. " Now they desire a

better country, that is, a heavenly ; wherefore God is not

ashamed of them, to be called their God, for He hath pre-

pared for them a city." It is God, the writer means, whose

faithful love, experienced all through this life, calls forth in

the hearts of His people a hope which goes beyond life ; it

is God's present goodness which has the promise of an

immeasurable, inexhaustible goodness as yet unseen. And
God dare not frustrate the hope He has Himself inspired.

He would be ashamed to be called our God, if He led His

people to live and die in an expectation that was never to

be fulfilled. Christ tells us, for His part, that He would

not have suffered an illusory hope ' to root itself in His

disciples' hearts. "In My Father's house are many man-
sions ; if it were not so, I loould have told yon" The whole

argument for immortality is there ; it is God who inspires

the hope, and God is faithful.

We see, then, how strong it can be, and in a manner we
see its limits. In its full Scripture sense it is the hope of

the friends of God. It is they who are accounted worthy

to obtain that world. Conceivably, immortality might be a

dread as well as a hope ; but only one who could wish there

were no God could wish that death ended all. It is a hope

to those who walk with God, who can say all their life long,

" I am continually with Thee," and at the last, " Into Thy
hands I commend my spirit." It is a hope to be kept alive

in God's company by strenuous spiritual effort, by fighting

the good fight, and purging out the leaven of the Sadducees.

It is difficult only as everything is difficult which raises Hfe

to a higher level, and connects it more closely with God.

Blindness to the revelation made in the Scriptures, and in

the faith and experience of God's people, is the first cause

of the Sadducean denial. The other is ignorance of God's
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power, or what a psalmist calls " limiting the Holy One of

Israel." The Sadducees looked upon Nature and the visible

constitution of things, and made them the measure of the

resources of God. They saw signs of power indeed, but of

power perfectly well defined. They saw birth and death in

endless alternation ; the generations of men, as of all living

creatures, each continually displaced by the next ; but in all

the immensity of Nature they saw nothing abiding in one

stay. Under present conditions, immortality was clearly

impossible ; and as they could not imagine other conditions

congruous to such a conception, they denied it outright.

This is one of the most powerful sceptical motives at the

present time. The current scientific conception of Nature,

at least in its effect upon the imagination, is that of a self-

contained system of forces, beyond which there is nothing.

It not only illustrates, but defines the power of God. When
we know it, we know the limits of His action, the possibili-

ties within His reach. It is against this idea that Jesus

enters His protest. All we see in Nature, all we ever can

see, is, as Job says, but the outskirts of His ways : how

small a whisper do we hear of Him ! but the thunder of His

. power who can understand? Neither our senses, nor our

imagination working on the materials supplied by sense, can

measure the resources of God ; His power transcends imagi-

nation and experience alike. Christians, indeed, ought not

to be so easily imposed upon in this matter as Jews. If we

know more of the immensity of Nature, we know more also

of the power of God. The resurrection and exaltation of

Jesus, and the revelation of a new mode of man's being in His

glorified life, have permanently enlarged our conception of

what God can do. This is so much the case that in the New
Testament these two ideas are habitually connected : God

Almighty is really a synonym of God that raiseth the dead.

The Christian assurance of immortality is in the last resort

this, that the iMwer which worketh in us is the same with
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which God wrought in Christ, when He raised Him from the

dead and set Him at His own right hand in the heavenly

places (Eph. i. 19, 20) . A Christian, therefore, is not put out

when he is told that the whole analogy of Nature is against

immortality. The truth is ohviously so, hut it has nothing

to do with his faith. He helieves in immortality, on the one

hand, because man is not merely a piece of Nature, but the

friend of God, and on the other, because the power of God

can sustain man's being in other modes than the present

physical one—modes of which a glimpse at least has been

given in the exaltation of Jesus.

We cannot help being struck with the repetition, in our

Lord's closing words to the Sadducees, of the assertion that

they are in error, greatly in error : ttoXv irXavaade. There

is an indignant ring in this abrupt, emphatic iteration, and

we feel through it how Jesus resented the degradation of

God's character, and of man's nature and destiny, involved

in such a question as the Sadducees had put, and in such a

tone of mind as had contrived it. Jesus stood there in the

world representing at once the goodness and faithfulness of

God, and the supreme hope of humanity, ready within a few

hours to lay down His life for God and man; and it

wounded Him cruelly to meet men who made these high

and priceless things a subject for ribald jesting. We are

often told that feeling ought to be kept out of argument

;

and so it should be, except in cases where it is itself an

argument, and the supreme one. There are subjects in

which the touchstone of an argument is the impression it

makes on a good and honest heart, and of these immortality

is one. To argue it without feeling is to argue it without

comprehension. To argue it without a deep impression of

the greatness of man, and the power, the condescension, and

the faithfulness of God, is to put the truth out of our reach.

The indignant resentment of Jesus, as we catch it in these

last words,—you are far astray indeed—shows us the pro-
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found importance it had for Him. Scbleiermacher thought

there was such a thing as an impious laying claim to immor-

tality. It may be that there is ; but if we are in sympathy

with Jesus, we will not agree with the extension of Schleier-

macher's doctrine by a later theologian, viz., that there is

such a thing as a pious resignation of immortality. It is

enough for the disciple that he be as his Master.

James Denney.

THE WESTERN TEXT OF THE GREEK
TESTAMENT.

II.

In dealing with the difficult iiTL/SaXcov exXatev of Mark

xiv. 72, where D has ef coeplt flere, Mr. Harris suggests that

the Latin is only intended to render eKXatev, and that this

was turned back into Greek as rjp^aTo KXaieiv in J, ein^aXcov

being then extruded to keep up the symmetry. If this be

the true explanation, it goes to show that not only the

Latin versions but also the Syriac, the Theban and the

Gothic have been derived from a source thus tampered with.

In Acts xvii. 19 it is possible that irwdavoixevoi koI Xiyovreq

may have come from rogitantes et diceiites, but there seems

no reason to postulate a free rendering of the original

X€yovT€<i, which surely needed no expansion, rather than an

interpolation in the Greek. In any case we may notice (1)

that the blunder cogitantes in D throws the supposed assi-

milation back a stage or two in the history of the text

;

(2) that an insertion just before of the words fj^era 8e tjfMepa^

rLva<i without any apparent motive shows that an inter-

polating hand has been at work on the passage. In Acts

xxi. 39 A departs from all other MSS. by giving avvxcopwcii,

for iTTLTpeyjrov ; if this be a capricious variant, it may serve

as a precedent lor a good many more; there seems no reason

to assume that it has come through pcniiitte. The Latin
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text seems too confused (cuius rogo ohsegro autem mihi) to

respond to Mr. Harris's treatment.

Luke xxii. 12 furnishes some curious phenomena, but I

cannot altogether agree with Mr. Harris in the way in

which he handles them. The text runs /ca/ceivo? v/jlIu Settee

avdyaiov jLiiya iarpwjjievov: D has iZZc vohis ostendet superiorem

domum stratum; A eKeivo<i vfxetv SeL^ec avajacov oncov earpco-

/Mevov, That superiorem domum is an attempt to translate

dvdyaiov is probable enough ; and ockov may well have come
in from domum. But Mr. Harris goes on to argue that

" the Latin translator rendered uvdjaLov by mccnianum, a

word understood in the vulgar Latin of the provinces and

especially, it would seem, in Africa : this occurs in a as

mcdianum both here and in Mark xiv. 15. There it is cor-

rupted in h into pedc piano, and as this was unintelligible

by itself, in other copies locum was added. In d (our D)

mcdianum is boldly corrected into superiorem domum"
Now notice first that mccnianum is not at all a vulgar, still

less an African word ; it is used by Cicero, and denoted

primarily certain structures in the Eoman Forum. Secondly,

medianum may be a corruption of mcBuianum, as has been

suggested also at a place in the Digest (ix. 3, 5, 7), where it

likewise occurs ; but the fact that it is found at least in

three places points to its being a genuine form. Thirdly,

the question whether there was a Latin translator, or more

than one, is the very point at issue ; if any one were asked

whether superiorem domum came from dvdyaiov directly, or

through a mccnianum which has entirely disappeared, the

answer could hardly be doubtful. In Mark xiv. 15 avayaiov

otKov has nothing answering to it in the Latin, whatever

may be the explanation of the gap. On Acts xvi. 29 ^wto,

he alr>)a-a<i elaeTreSrjaev, Mr. Harris ingeniously suggests that

the petens of the Latin may in some copies have given rise

to alrcbv, which then in the form of aTrrcop produced the

Syriac rendering " having kindled a hght." His instances
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of the substitution of an infinitive for otl with the indica-

tive, or of tW with the subjunctive for an infinitive hardly

go beyond the common variations of Greek MSS., though

of course they admit of being explained by Latin influence.

But in such cases, as in many others of the kind, it is not

easy to see what would be the inducement to the supposed

reviser. In Mark v. 17 kch irapeKakovv avrov tva aireXdrj

{A), it is assumed that iva airekdr] would have been as in

other MSS. uTrekdelv, if it had not been for the Latin iit

discederct. But what should induce a copyist to introduce

this verbal correspondence ? We may notice that in the

same verse A substitutes TrapeKoXow for the genuine ijp^avro

irapaKoXelv ; in v. 18 where conversely it has njp^aro irapaKa-

Xeiv where all other authorities have irapeKoKei, this is

ascribed to the Latin rendering. Are we to suppose that

in V. 18 A has alone escaped the Latinizing to which in v,

17 it alone fell a victim? Such a case is an unmistakable

warning against overlooking the probability of capricious

paraphrasing. In John xii. 25 airoWvei is the reading of

J^BL 33 and is probably right, although in four parallel

passages (Matt. x. 39, Mark viii. 35, Luke ix. 24, xvii. 33),

aTToXeaei is read without variation, and ^vKd^eL immediately

follows. All other MSS. and all versions have fallen into

the almost inevitable assimilation and read airdXeaei. Mr.

Harris argues that they did so because they were misled by

the Latin perdet, which they took for a future, though it

was really a heteroclite present. Do we need this assump-

tion in view of the facts of the case, and is it a natural one

to make ? There is a very similar case in Matthew xvii. 15

where Ka\ KaKo)<i e^ec depends solely upon hJBL (with Z
doubtful) ; every other authority gives /cat kukm'; Trda^ei,

and Mr. Harris assumes that they have all been corrupted

by the Latin ei^ male patitur . In Mark iv. 21 /xjyrt epx^Tac

6 \v)(^uo<i, if A, agreeing with some old Latin texts and some

versions; gives airT^rai, is it not more probable that this is
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a correction to suit the sense [Mr. Harris says that it ought

to be right] than that it is due to some confusion between

accendo and accedo, which is not the most natural word for

epxeruL. On the other hand the suggestion that in Matthew

XV. 11 Kocvcovei, has come in (for kolvoI) through communicat,

and similarly in Acts xxi. 28, is very plausible ; for com-

municare, as in Tertullian's citation of this verse, does

bear the meaning of " pollute," which of course tcoivwvelv

could not. In Mark viii. 3 a reading i]Ka<jLv is said to be

due to the Latin which is found in hi A and every MS. and

version but B L J (Bas.) and Memph., and in viii. 13

there is almost the same authority for et? ro irXolov, which

again is ascribed to Latinizing. I cannot see either in the

nature of things or in the facts of textual criticism the

slightest reason for supposing that it was more likely that

in navem should have been added to ascendit, before et? to

irXolov was added to €jjii3d<^. In Mark vi. 39 Mr. Harris

speaks of the "idiomatic" avfxiroaui avfnroaia. Would it

have seemed idiomatic to the transcriber of A or its parent

MS., or to those for whom he wrote it; and would he have

had to wait for the Latin secundwm contuhernia before he

could give the natural equivalent Kara jrjv avviroaiav? In

John vi. 23 there has doubtless been a misunderstanding of

the original text, but not necessarily by the translator first
;

Tregelles takes the view (probably wrongly), which Mr.

Harris ascribes to a blunder of the Latin translator, that

aWa is paroxytone, not oxytone. In Matthew v. 24 irpoa-

0epet? for Trpoacfiepe seems hard to explain except as from

ojferes, a form by the way which the Clementine Vulgate

has retained : yet we may suspect that offeres is itself cor-

rupted from offers, the rendering of Am. In v. 40 we have

a(f}r}a€i<;, and dimittes for a^e? ; in v. 42 dat for 669 is more

puzzling. Perhaps it may be a sign that the final t was

already nearly or quite dropped. In v. 40 6 deXwv . .

acpijaeis avTco (for tw OekovTi) certainly looks much like a
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rendering of qui voliierit by some one who had not looked

on to the end of the sentence ; but even here it is perhaps

easier to suppose the alteration made by the hastiness of a

careless transcriber than by any deliberate adaptation. In

Matthew xiii. 48 the earlier reading i)v ore eTTXrjpwdj] uia-

^i^daavTe<i appears in A as ore Be eirXr^pwOrj avefii^aaav

avTrjv : the deviation is noteworthy, but at least it is not a

very close reproduction of the Latin cum autem impUta

fuerit educent earn) if there was intentional assimilation, it

is hard to see why it should have stopped where it did. In

Matthew xv. 9 for Troppco a7re;^a A has iroppo) ea-Tiv, D lo)ige

est ; unless we assume that A never capriciously deviates,

there is nothing to determine which was the first to make

the variation here. Of many more of Mr. Harris's instances

in this section, I do not think it safe to say more than that

A and D agree in a looseness of expression, which may have

originated with either. Why, for instance, is it less likely

that elp)']vr)v TTOirjaaL came straight from elpyvrjv Sovvcn than

pacem facere ) or why in Acts xii. 15 is rvyov less likely to

have been inserted than forsitan ? So in Acts iii. 22

7T po(f)7]T7}v . . . uva(TT')]aeL ... ft)? ifie avrov ukov-

aeade, if we find this corrupted into &>? efiov avTov uKovaeade,

it will not occur to us that we must trace the corruption to

a Latin translator first, in order to account for it. In Luke

viii. 30 the right text is ore elai'j'kOev Baifiovca ttoWu eh

aurov (where for a wonder Mr. Harris does not quote quite

correctly), A has iroWa jap rjaav Sat/xovia. Mr. Harris sug-

gests that the Latin was multa enini inierant dcemonia, and

the enim inierant easily became enim erant. This is so neat

as to be irresistible ; but it should be observed that the

error is confined to A, and that it is no evidence of the wide

extent of Latinizing which is postulated. Hence when in

Matthew xxviii. 19 B and A agree in ^airrLa-avTe'i, even if

we do not attempt to defend this, we shall be slow to ex-

plain it by the influence of haptizantes, seeing that if any
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MS. in existence has escaped Latinizing, that MS. is B.

If one of the commonest of transcribers' errors needs to be

specially accounted for, there is an aorist participle as well

as an aorist imperative in close proximity, to which ^airri-

^oyre'i might be conformed. In Mark viii. 36 KepSfjaat is

found only in hi B, iav KepS/jarj in every other authority

;

what probability is there that all must owe their corruption

to si lucratur? The case is quite different with errors

which are limited to A and its Latin affinities. If for in-

stance in Mark x. 16 for Kal ivayKaXLad/isvo^ avra A (and A
alone of Greek MSS.) gives Kai irpoa-KaXeaafievo'i avra, it is

highly probable that this is due to convocans eos, originating

in a misreading of the Greek, though of course it is not

impossible that ENANKAL should have been miswritten

ENKAL, and then deliberately changed to Trpoa-Kok. In

Luke V. 8, if we are to take iroaiu as a Latinism for jovaai,

it is as likely perhaps to be due to the transcriber's greater

familiarity with the Latin idiom, as to assimilation to the

Latin version, which by the way in all other cases retains

genua. In Acts iii. 24 for oaoi eXdXrja-av A has o eXaXrjaev :

this is neatly explained by assuming that oaoi was rendered

quodquod (for quotquot as often), and this gave rise to o,

which naturally suggested the singular verb, another proof

by the way that the reviser has not handled the present

text of A, for D retains locutl sunt. In Acts xix. 29 it is

pretty clear that the original reading was iTrXijaOr] i) ttoXi^

tt}? <Tvyx(^o'eoi<;, reproduced pretty faithfully in the Latin

repleta est tota civitas confusionis. The reading of A awe-

X^-'dr} oXrj 7) TToXt? aLa'xyvr]<i is apparently a capricious varia-

tion : alaj^yvq'i may have come in as an equivalent of

cru7;^ucrea)(f, and perhaps the most plausible suggestion would

be that avvexvOr] was a gloss written over eirXi'jaOr], intended

to explain the phrase iirXi'jadr} avyxva-eci}<;, that this came

into the text, giving avre-xydrj avyx^uaew^;, and that the latter

was replaced by al<jy(yv7}<;, to avoid the clumsiness of the
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phrase. In any case the theory of Latinizing does not help

us here ; and it is not clear what Mr, Harris means by

"the early attestation of both the suggested primitive

forms." There is absolutely no support for awexvdv ex-

cept in A, not even in D. Nor do I find any good reason

for his statement that " evidently alcr'xyvrj'i has been put in

to balance confasionem "
; if we start with the reading of all

other authorities but A, no difficulty arises.

It has been impossible to examine here more than a small

proportion of the instances which Mr. Harris adduces,

though all have been carefully verified for the preparation of

this paper ; and those have naturally been selected which

seemed either the most convincing on the one hand, or

the most open to criticism on the other. The general im-

pression left on my own mind, and I hope that even this

selection of facts may have served to give grounds for it, is

that Mr, Harris has made out his case, so far as to prove

the existence of this Latinizing influence in the case of A,

or, to be more exact, in the case of a text from which A has

descended, but that many of his cases are doubtful, some

highly improbable, and that among the improbable ones

must be accounted all those which implicate A C (and

a fortiori ^ B) in the same charge of Latinizing. Further,

the agreement of the great majority of the Latin texts in

some of the most significant errors seems to show that we

may look for some common source ; and thus the problem

becomes that, of reconstructing a primitive Latin rendering,

which will be the representative of a very early Greek

MS.

Although this is not the place to discuss Mr. Harris's

remarks on the phonetic peculiarities of the Greek ol A, 1

cannot forbear saying that while they show much careful

observation they must be received with some caution.

Nothing for instance can be more improbable than his

suggestion that the many lonisms and few Dorisms, which
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he thinks he can detect, afford any evidence that the MS.
was written in Gaul, and to draw an argument from the

assumed connexion of Bhodanus and Bhodus is really

absurd.

It is more to the point to consider what is the general

character of the text of A, and how it acquired this. Mr.

Harris thinks that he can show that the interpolations in

Luke and the Acts, which are said to amount to GOO in

the latter book alone, are due, at least in some cases, to

Montanist influences, His first argument is a weak one.

When in the Acta PerpetucB the martyrs are brought by

four angels to the gates of Paradise, they are received and

welcomed by four other angels, who cry, " ecce sunt, ecce

sunt! " This might seem a fairly obvious form of welcome.

But in A of Luke xiii. 29, 30, we find

K'M rj^ouaiv aiTO avaroXcov Kac ouafMcov

Kac ^oppa Kai votov kul avaic\idi]aovrai,

ev Ti] ^acTiXeta tov 9v kui eihov etcnv

ea-'^ajoL oc ecroprai irpwroi kt\.

It is held that this arrangement of lines shows that the cry

of the angels was "an early commentary on a badly di-

vided text," and that this text was in the hands of the

church at Carthage. This seems a good deal of stress to

lay upon the occurrence of such common words.

Next it is pointed out that A has in Acts ii. 17, ot viol

auTcou for ol viol vficov : this reading is also found in the Acta

Perpetuce. "Is it unreasonable to suggest," says Mr.

Harris, " that the change has been made by some one

who was interested to prove that the gift of prophecy had

passed over from the Jewish Church to the Christian?"

But is it less reasonable to suggest that the change is

merely a grammatical adaptation to the preceding words ?

If in a missing word competition there were given iK^eo)

U7T0 TOV TTvev[xaT6<i fiov iirl iracrav adpKa koI Trpocjirjrevaovaiv
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ol viol— , I fancy that more would supply uvtmu than v/imv.

The former is found in Tertullian, as well as in Hilarius,

and this shows that it was widely current in the West.

Perhaps a more fruitful source of enquiry is furnished

by the nature of the glosses in the Acts. The Montanists

laid great stress on the work of the Holy Spirit, and some

eight of these glosses do intrude a reference to this. On
the other hand, in view of the great number of the glosses

to which no such character can be assigned, too much

stress must not be laid on this. And it is here of great

importance to observe carefully the attestation of these

glosses by other authorities. Mr. Harris's contention is

that the Western text of Luke and Acts is a Montanist

text, earlier in date than the time of Perpetua. Now the in-

terpolations in XV. 20, 29, are found in A and in the Theban

and Ethiopic versions, in v. 39 there is no trace of the

interpolation in any version, nor is there of that in xvi. 4

(except in Syr. Harkl. marg.), nor of that in vi. 10. These

evidently stand on a very different footing as evidence of

the diffusion of the reading. The strongest cases for Mr.

Harris's theory are Acts xv. 20, 29, with the repeated

addition of the words " and all things that ye would not

should be done unto you, do them not unto others" ; and

those in which /j-era Trao"?^? Trappi]ala'^ is added. But they

can hardly be said to be distinctively Montanist. The

question as to the nature and range of this influence

deserves fuller. examination, but it can hardly be said to be

decided as yet.

But further, Mr. Harris claims that as he has shown

Latinization of the Greek text at work, the Greek text can

have no certain value, except where it differs from its own

Latin, and must no longer be regarded as an independent

authority. Here I fail to follow his argument. Admitted

that there are unmistakable traces that at some stage in

the history of the tradition, the Greek text was here and

VOL. X. 27
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there adapted to the Latin, there is no evidence whatever

to show that this was done either systematically or

completely. It has always been recognised by all the world

(but Bornemann) that A contained many serious deprava-

tions of the text ; no one has accepted its testimony unless

strongly supported ; if we can discover the origin of the

depravations, that does not give them more claim to our

consideration, and they could hardly have less. Indeed the

agreement of A and D may be taken just as well as evidence

of their original source as of harmonizing ; and other con-

siderations must be brought in to decide in each individual

case.

Another line of evidence is drawn from the Latin transla-

tion of Irenreus. This confessedly agrees in some remark-

able readings with D. Dr. Hort held this to be due to the

fact that the translation of Irenseus was made in the fourth

century, and that the Latin version which appears in D
was familiar to him, so that he naturally adopted its

language in translating the quotations which Irenseus had

made in Greek. Mr. Harris's contention is (1) that some

of the interpolations now found in quotations by Irenseus,

though only preserved in the Latin version, belong to the

Greek original
; (2) but that they are due to the influence

of a Latin version
; (3) that therefore this version must

have been made long enough before the time of Irenseus for

its influence to affect the Greek text which that father used.

There are three passages where fMera 7rappi]aLa<i or /xera

'ird(T7)<i irapprjaca'i seems to have been inserted ; one of these

(Acts ix. 10) happens to be quoted by Irenseus with the

suspected words. Now if this phrase were exclusively used

in interpolated passages, this would be a very strong argu-

ment. But there are at least four other places where it is

undoubtedly genuine ; and it is not at all improbable that

Irenseus used the words here carelessly by a slip of memory.

It is unfortunately not certain, owing to a defect in the MS.,
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that they appeared here at all in A. But if they did, were

they due to Latin influence ? i.e. were they inserted first

in the Latin version, and from this transferred to the

Greek text which Irenseus used ? The only reason for

thinking so is that they seem to belong to a group which

has a Montanist colouring. But nothing prevents a verse

from being interpolated twice over at different stages.

Another case quoted by Mr. Harris seems rather to tell

against him. To Acts xv. 29 A adds (^epojxevoi ev tm ajLco

7rvev/u,aTL, D ferentes in santo spd. Irenseus Irns ambulantes

in spiritu sancto. Does this look like an independent trans-

lation from the Greek or a borrowing from the Latin ? Of

course, it may be contended that any interpolated reference

to the Holy Spirit must be Montanist in origin, and that

a Montanist interpolation must have been made in Latin
;

but to do so is begging the question. Similarly in Acts

iii. 17, A has Kara ayvocav CTrpafare 7rov7]pov, D pe?' ignor-

antiam egistis iniquitafem, Irenajus secundum ignorantiam

egistls nequam; it is easy to say that the primitive form in

D was doubtless nequam: If so, why and how should it

have been changed ? The argument here is hard to follow.

If the Latin translator of Irenseus was guided in translating

the quotations by his knowledge of the version which we

have in D, why does he often depart from it ? If he was

only translating from a Greek text, which had been assimi-

lated to such a version, why should we assume that he

would always hit upon the precise word which had originally

been used ? e.g. if Ttovrjpov came from D, where we now
find iniquitatem, and is rendered by nequam, why assume

that nequam originally stood in D? The evidence that

Tertullian used the Latin translation of Irenceus is very

slight ; and is not much strengthened by the contention

that there is a " fair possibility " that Cyprian used it. So

far Mr. 'Harris's statement that " the Greek of the Beza

text owes the greater part of its textual and grammatical
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peculiarities to the reflex action of its own Latin" (p. 171)

seems to have been inadequately supported.

He next takes up the question of the relation of the

Harmony of Tatian to A, and adduces seven instances in

which Tatian agrees with the Latinized text. If these

stand examination, the conclusion is a most important one,

as to the date and the distribution of this type of readings.

It will follow that the Latin version must have been made

long enough before the time of Tatian for it to have affected

the Greek text, and that this text must have been suf-

ficiently widely distributed to make it natural that Tatian

should use it as his basis. Now mere coincidence in a read-

ing is not enough to establish connexion, unless there is

something striking about the reading. E.g. in John xiv. 9

roaovTov j^povov /xed' v/xoov et'/ti', Kal ovk €<yi'0}Kd<; /xe, ^IXnnre',

the wonder is not that several Latin authorities have

cognovistis, but that any have escaped the attraction of the

plural. In John xiii. 14 the [ttoctw jxdWov] koI v/xeU 6j)el\eTe

aWi']\cov viTTTeLV tou? TToSa? is not more likely to have come

in from a translator than to be introduced by a transcriber.

In Mark i. 33 (for which, by the way, there is almost the

sole misprint in Mr. Harris's numerous references) the

multitude was gathered together tt/jo? t7]i> Ovpdv avrov, the

last word was such a natural addition that Tatian's ad

ianuam Jesu does not of necessity imply connexion. Nor

does the reading in Luke v. 8. If a Latin translator could

render e^eXOe by rogo exi, as Mr. Harris assumes him to have

done, one does not see why a Syriac renderer should not

have given the equivalent of peto a te ut a me recedas,

especially as we have only a Latin version of an Arabic

translation of the original rendering. In John xvi. 21, for

»} wpa avTr)<i A has rj tjfxepa avTT]^, a very natural variation ; it

is worth noticing, however, that none of the versions show

it, except the Peshitto ; Tatian renders adventus diei partus

eius. May not this have been a quite independent expla-
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natory paraphrase by the translator? In Mark ix. 15

7rpoaTpi^ovr6<; has got corrupted in A into Trpoa'^^^epovre^

(for 7rpoa-)^aipovTe<;), a reading followed by several of the old

Latin versions. It is quite clear that this corruption did

not begin in Latin, but in some Greek ancestor oi A. If

therefore Tatian's version is represented by prae gaudio

properajites, this does not suggest the use of any Latinized

text, but merely of one into which this error had crept.

Mr. Harris says that " no other Greek traces of the reading

are forthcoming than those in ^ "
; but as D has gaudentes,

it is clear on his own theory that it did not arise in A, and

it is highly probable that other copies besides A were taken

from the text in which it did originate. In Luke xxi. 25,

Kal eVl tt}? 7>}? avvoxv eOviov, D has et super terrain confiictio

gentium; other versions have different renderings, compressio,

occursus, pressiLra (Vulg.) ; the Syriac (Cur. and Pesh.), have

the equivalent of cojnplosio manuum gentium. The version

of Tatian has the conflate rendering 2n-essura gentium et

frictio manuum, which cannot be original. Mr. Harris is

probably right in saying that /ric^io inamium gentium is the

correct reading as supported by the Syriac. But is it so

certain that frictio manuum must have come not from

avvo')(^t], but from confiictio'? In Luke xxiv. 29, ort tt/jo?

kairepav earX koX KeicXiKev i) rjfiipa, A omits iart kol before

K€KkLKev, written KutKXecKev. This is clearly a mistake

which must have arisen in a Greek IMS. ; it is shared by the

old Latin texts and the Peshitto, a strong proof that they

used a text agreeing here with A. But to say that this

error could only have originated in a bilingual, because no

trace of it is found in any Greek MS. but A, seems to go far

beyond what the evidence requires. There seems no reason

why it should not have arisen in an ancestor of A, as yet

unaffected by a Latin version. Mr. Harris justly says that

one instance will prove his case, but then that must be a

demonstrative and irrefragable instance ; and at most we
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have possibilities which can be converted into probabilities

only by evidence from other sources.

A further argument Mr. Harris dravi^s from the nature of

the glosses, trying to show that even when not Montanistic

in character, they are obviously of Latin origin. For in-

stance, in Acts iii. (misprinted ii.) 13 there is added in A et?

Kpiaiv, in E et? KpiTiipiov ; but in D in iudicio, in e and in

Irenaeus as in iudicium, the variation in the Greek seeming

to indicate an altered rendering of the same Latin gloss.

But let us try ,to realize the process through which the

scribe of iiJ passed, according to this theory. Cod. Eis" prob-

ably a direct descendant of Cod. Bezse " (Harris); he there-

upon had before him in A e^? Kpicrcv, in D in iudicio ; this

gloss had come in at an earlier stage in the Greek, from a

still earlier insertion in the Latin. All trace of its being a

gloss had therefore long been obliterated. Yet the scribe of

E scents out its nature instinctively, and therefore feels at

liberty to attempt another rendering of the original Latin !

In precisely the same way he is supposed to have discovered

that in Acts v. H8, although he has before him in A firj fiiav-

avre^ Ta^ '^^eipa^i, and in D 7ion coinquinatas manus, these

are but parts of a Montanist gloss, that the Latin was the

earlier, and that therefore he is at liberty to attempt

another rendering of it, by changing yumvavre? into fxoXvv-

avT€<?, besides correcting the obvious error coinquinatas into

coinqiiinantes.

On Acts xii. 10 Mr. Harris has an ingenious theory—they

are all astonishingly and delightfully ingenious—to account

for a puzzling gloss. A has (of Peter and the angel) kuv e^ek-

6ovTe<i KaTe/3riaav rov<; ^ ^ad/xov^ Kat irpoaifkOav pvjjuav pbiav,

~D et cum exissent descenderunt septem grados et processerimt

gradum unum : the true text is Kai k^ekdovre'^ irporfkOov

pvpLrjv fMiav. Where do these "seven steps" come from ? Mr.

Harris promptly tells us, from a Latin version of Homer,

the glossete remembering how Poseidon came down from
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the mountains of Thrace in three strides, reaching his goal

with the fourth, and then turning three into seven for metri-

cal reasons. The dyyeXo'i Kvpiov is supposed to have sug-

gested Hermes, and Hermes to have recalled (heaven knows

why !) the descent of Poseidon. A confirmation of this

theory is sought in the fact that the glossete, thinking of

the rod of Hermes, makes the angel thrust at Peter with a

wand {vv^a<i), and not strike him with his hand [TraTa^a^),

as in earlier authorities. Mr. Harris forgets II. xvi. 704,

')(eipea(T adavciTyai (f)aetvr]u aairiha vvaaoov, which shows

that immortals were able to thrust with their hands. But

where is the evidence for the Latinizing ? Apparently only

in the fact that there has been some slight probability that

elsewhere a Latin Homeric cento has been employed.

Here the Homerizing is much less evident. And if the

Greek comes from the Latin, why tou? ^ ^ad/xov^, and

whence the genuine pvfii]v ? Another point drawn from the

KaTejSr] is as ingenious, but not less dubious. The gloss-

writer " must have been in some city where people went up

when they were committed to prison, and came down when
they recovered their freedom." This was the case at Car-

thage, where the prison was on the Byrsa, hundreds of feet

above the town. Hence perhaps the glossete was a Car-

thaginian. Yes, but it was also the case in almost every

town which had an acropolis. It was the case at Jerusa-

lem, whatever view we may take as to the exact spot of

Peter's imprisonment. It was so at Eome, where a prisoner

would certainly come down to the Forum. No weight can,

I think, be attached to this.

The hypothesis of an African origin for these glosses is

buttressed by cases of assumed African idiom, but these are

not convincing. The instances quoted as accusatives abso-

lute may be explained for the most part as mere negligences.

In Acts XV. 11 sileuitque for eaiyrjaev is indicative of some

omitted verb, which would have governed desponentes j)res-
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hjjteros : in xx. 12 salutantes—adduxerunt, where the Greek

has a singular verb, certainly looks as if a nominative was

intended ; in xiv. 19 the accusatives may well be governed

by supervenerunt. Acts iii. 17 is perhaps doubtful, but the

Latin seems to me the most natural and exact rendering of

the Greek ; and so with Acts xvi. 37. The only plausible

accusative absolute is in Acts v. 38, where coinqidnatas

manus may fairly be taken as a mere slip for coinquinantes

manus ; and unless the Latin is older than the Greek, the

point to be proved, it certainly is. In Matthew xvii. 19 we

have, according to Mr. Harris, descendentes equivalent to

KaTa/3aiv6vro)v avTwv, but we look in vain in Africa or any-

where else for a parallel to such an accusative absolute of one

term only. In Mark xi. 12 we find i^eXdovra (for e^eXOovrcDV

avTMv), where the Latin is cum exissent. I do not know

whether Mr. Harris would say that this answers to exeun-

tem, which had been intruded into the Latin, had displaced

the original Greek, and had afterwards been corrected itself,

still leaving the corruption in the Greek. I think it simpler

to regard it as an assimilation by a nodding copyist to the

preceding eTravpiov. But it is curious to notice how wide

the traces of the blunder are.

The evidence for the tumor Africanus is not convincing.

In Acts vii. 5 possessionem hereditatis is not an unnatural

rendering of KXypovo/j^iav. In Acts vii. 46 the absurd read-

ing of i^ B H, as well as A ?/T>;cravTo evpeiv aK^jvco/j-a roG oikm

(for Tco @£(p) is explained by the fact that oIkov occurs in the

next line, and that the combination oJko'? 'laKU)^ (or rather

'laparjX) was SO common as to suggest itself at once. It is

then a very simple case of parablepsy. Mr, Harris suggests

that aKrjvwfia may have been translated by tahernaculum and

also by sedes domui (a very unlikely rendering), and that the

latter may have given rise not only in A, but also in ^^ B, to

o(Vw, Other examples are more plausible, but none seem to

go beyond the natural limits of a slightly periphrastic ren-
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dering. In Mark vi. 48 does Mr. Harris think that the

original reading was KXda-fiaTa, that this was translated rcU-

quias fragmentorum, that reliquias was then omitted, and

KXaa-fiara changed into Kkaaixdrwv to suit fragmentorum ?

So it would seem ; but I suppose he would accept the

TrX^jpcofMara of B and A, etc., as genuine; and this gives

strong support to Kkaa^idroiv (Ti., Tr.) as sound, though un-

doubtedly the text is hard to settle. In Luke xiii. 8 /SaXw

Ko-rrpia appears in A as /SaXo) KO(f)ivov Koirpicov, while D has

mittam qualiim stercoris. "Why should D here alone trans-

late KO(f)ivov by qualum ? Mr. Harris very cleverly suggests

that KQirpia was rendered by squalem stercoris, and that

this early became corrupted into qualum stercoris, whence

Koj)Lvov KOTrpicou 111 A. But let us again try to realise the pro-

cess. An early Greek text has Koirpia ; this is rendered into

Latin by a "tumid African " by squalem stercoris; and his

version is set side by side with a Greek text, which is sub-

sequently assimilated to it. We find no trace in the Greek

of the original paraphrase, but at some later time, when

squalem has become accidentally corrupted into qualum,

then it causes the Greek to follow suit, and changes Koirpia

into Ko^Lvov Koirptcov. Does this sound probable ? That

qualum was a natural translation of ko^ivqv is proved by

Prudentius (Cath. ix. 60), who uses qualus in a reference to

the feeding of the five thousand. There can be no objection

to supposing that the paraphrase in the Greek is the earlier,

except the assumption, by no means proved, that all such

are of Latin origin. Mr. Harris does not fail to see that his

theory of the origin of these glosses at Carthage requires us

to assign them to a very early date in order to account for

the wide diffusion of the text so expanded, which can only

be accounted for if it was accepted at Eome. But he does

not deal with the question why a text originating in Car-

thage should have been so accepted. There must have been

by the middle of the second century a Latin version of the
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Gospels current at Eome. How should this have been dis-

placed by one of external origin ? It is not sufficient to say

that the Montanist glosses gave it currency, when Montan-

ism was in the ascendant there. They are certainly not

characteristic or obtrusive enough to warrant such a notion.

There is no part of his work in which Mr. Harris's method

is more admirable than where he handles the glosses in the

Western text of the Acts. He puts together 190 of the more

important—there are more than 600 in all—and examines

their character, with a view to provisional classification. He
finds that C attests only four of them (the reference to Acts

XV. 4 is an error, for the gloss occurs only in C^), and these

show no marked Latinism. Hence he rightly concludes

that these Western elements in C are antecedent to the

Latin rendering, a point to be carefully borne in mind.

Also of the glosses which seem to have a decided Montanist

colouring, none appear in C or in the Syriac Peshitto. The

argument which is drawn from Acts xii. 7, as to the date of

the primitive Syriac, seems very precarious. But the The-

ban version is unquestionably after the Montanist glosses.

In dealing with the Gospels Mr, Harris finds no definite

traces of Montanism, except the striking reading in Luke xi.

2, ajLaadijTco ovo/xa crov ecf) '}]/u>a<;, where the last two words

may perhaps preserve a trace of the curious variant iXOero)

TO aycov irvevfia eq) rjnd<i. But he thinks that there are de-

finite traces of Marcionite influence. The reading ouSet?

eyvo) Tov Trarepa (for iTrtycvaxTKei), common in early Fathers,

may be due to a retranslation of novit. That^a^er is added

in D at Luke xviii. 19, nejno bonus nisi unus ds pater, may

be due to Marcionite tendencies ; but it is to be noted that

Origen uses the word without hesitation. Mr. Harris

rather startles us by assuming that in Matthew xix. 16 rj-'/ie

ipcoTa<; -Kepi tov dyaOov, is a Gnostic depravation, derived

from a Western bilinguist. If it was a deliberate corruption,

how did the parallel passages in Mark and Luke escape ?
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And where are we to look for an uncorrupted tradition if i<

B L fail us ? Again, in Luke xxiii. 2 a Marcionite gloss, koI

Kara\vovra tov v6/xov Kal rov'i Trpocfupa^i was added, accord-

ing to Epipbanius : it is found in several MSS. of the Old

Latin versions, including one or two of the Vulgate ; but

there is not a trace of it in any Greek text. If, as Mr.

Harris supposes, it stood in the ancient Roman bilinguals,

why has it disappeared so completely even from MSS. so

much influenced by these ? Similarly, with the further ad-

dition, Kol aTrocrrpicfjovTa ra'i 'yvvaZica'i Kal ra reKva, to

which in c and e there is added non enim haptizantur sicut

et nos nee se mundant. There is no doubt as to the Mar-

cionite character of the gloss, the Gnostics wishing to repre-

sent the same charges as being brought against Christ

which were directed against themselves. But again, why

suppose that they ever stood in a Greek text which gives no

trace of them ? Surely it is possible to believe that one or

two codices are interpolated without holding that this corrup-

tion ever extended to the Western text generally. To say

that the primitive Western bilingual was Marcionized is to go

beyond the evidence, except on the hypothesis that no Mar-

cionite interpolations could creep into any of its descendants

at a later date. The omission of cetermtm in g^. at Luke x.

25 is proof that the excisions of Marcion did leave traces in

Latin versions, not that the general tradition was corrupted

thereby.

Mr. Harris recognises the tentative character of much of

his reconstruction of the history of the Western text, and

offers suggestions as to the way in which the problem must

be worked out. His remarks on the KoyXa of ^ and D sup-

port, though they go but little way to demonstrate, the

antiquity of the Latin version. Some curious cases of con-

fusion between the abbreviations dl and dni lead him to

express himself definitely in favour of eKKkrfcrlav tov Qeov ia

Acts XX. 28, though against A and C, as well as D and E.
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Finally, Mr. Harris closes his discussion with calling atten-

tion to a few isolated phenomena which seem to confirm his

theory, and to special questions which still need investiga-

tion.

At the first reading it is almost impossible to resist the

impression left by the learning, the ingenuity, the familiar

acquaintance with the critical material, and the fresh insight

into early Christian literature, which mark this noteworthy

treatise. But the repeated study which it claims and repays

leaves an uneasy feeling of an imposing edifice resting on

weak and scanty foundations. The evidence, it is true, is

cumulative, and great injustice has been done to the force

of it by selecting, as has been imperative in this paper, only

portions of it for examination. But many threads do not

make a strong stay, if each has to stand separately a strain

too great for its resisting powers. It is deeply to be re-

gretted that the great master of textual criticism, whom
we have lost in Dr. Hort, was not able, so far as I have

learnt, to give his judgment on a theory which cut straight

across some of his favourite notions, but which his candour

would have led him to be the first to accept, if he had re-

garded it as established. Perhaps there is no one left whose

verdict will weigh so heavily. The present paper is in no

sense intended as a verdict. It is rather a plea in arrest

of judgment until some of the difficulties have been re-

moved which hang about an attractive theory, supported

with conspicuous ability, but not yet, I venture to think,

raised above the level of a possible hypothesis.

A. S. WiLKINS.
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THE REALIST AMONG THE DISCIPLES.

For two reasons the Apostle Thomas has not had justice

done him. One is that a man such as he was does not do

justice to himself in what he says and does, and so is often

misjudged. The other is that a not entirely appropriate

description has heen attached to Thomas in the popular

mind. He is always called " doubting Thomas." The

epithet is as true as and no truer than Bacon's famous

"jesting Pilate." Pilate jested and Thomas doubted, but

neither the jest in the one case nor the doubt in the other

is the key to the man.

Thomas was not a doubter so much as a realist. His

characteristic was not a denial of the spiritual, but a great

difiiculty in reaching it. He never came to a conclusion

adverse to Christ or to spiritual things, and to call him, as

is sometimes done, " the sceptic among the apostles " is

absurd. But he could not accept such things so easily as

some others could. His mind was one that was much im-

pressed by what was round about him, by what was existent

and apparent, and he did not lightly get past that to the

unseen. Facts were always present to him, and if he was

to have faith it must face them and not fly over them. But

all this is not scepticism : it is only sober realism.

If a great ideal is put before them, two different types of

mind receive it in two very different ways. One rushes to it

with enthusiasm, and is inspired by it to the forgetting or

the scorning of the thought of difficulties or defeat. The

other is never blinded to the practical situation. It knows

an idea, even an ideal, is a very different thing from a fait

accompli, and that a new hope is always the risk of a new

despair. Whenever a great and inspiring enterprise is

started in, for example, social reform—a recent illustration
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of it was when General Booth launched his " Darkest Eng-

land" proposals—one may see these two tendencies among

those who receive it. Thomas's mind was of the latter of

these two types. He believed in Christ, but he felt it was

no light thing to believe in Him. The Kingdom of God,

of which He was constantly speaking, would not be built in

a day. It was a little premature to begin already to dispute,

as some of his more ardent fellow-disciples were doing, who

would sit on the thrones next the Master. They were hardly

that length yet. Even when Christ Himself was speaking

among the sunny, flower-clad hills of Galilee, Thomas's

mind would sometimes wander—not unbelievingly, but

seriously—to the difficulties of the long path that lay in

front, and that had to be traversed before it all would be

realized.

Does this mean that Thomas had really no right to be

an apostle? Such allegiance may seem to be unworthy to

be associated with the impetuous enthusiasm of Peter or the

ardent devotion of John. On the contrary, the discipleship

of Thomas was a notably worthy discipleship. For let us

remember that the whole tendency of a nature such as his

would be to remain outside a movement such as Christ's, to

watch it—perhaps sympathetically—but no more. His

bias would be very strongly against committing himself.

But Thomas did commit himself. He identified him-

self with the Galilean Prophet's immediate following.

He did this in no bHnd excitement and under no passing

impulse, but with a full and grave sense of what would

be involved in it. This was, I say, a notable disciple-

ship, and the worth of it would be appreciated by no one more

than the Master Himself. Thomas accepted Christ as his

Leader, and where his Leader went he followed, though he

saw the goal was both dangerous and distant. That he

should be found in Christ's immediate following at all,

committed to Him, speaks volumes for a man like Thomas,
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It is not always so with Thomases or would-be Thomases

to-day.

But what sort of a disciple did this sober-minded realist

make ? AVould his not be a chilling, weakening influence ?

Let us see. Unfortunately we have only three glimpses of

him ; but they are all important and significant. They are

recorded, it may be mentioned, only in the Fourth Gospel.

The author of that Gospel, whether the Apostle John or not,

was unquestionably a man of supreme spiritual elevation

and insight. His temperament was that of the seer—

a

temperament the very opposite of that of the realist. But

such souls have often a very special affection for those of

wingless faith. Is it altogether fanciful to wonder whether

some such regard inspired the record of Thomas's deeds and

words in this Gospel ?

The first appearance of Thomas in the evangelical narra-

tive is on the occasion when Jesus proposed to go to

Bethany, where Lazarus lay dead, and to Jerusalem, despite

the danger that threatened there. When the disciples

heard the proposal they remonstrated. " The Jews," they

said to the Master, " of late sought to stone Thee, and

goest Thou thither again?" But when he persisted in

his intention, who was it at last who spoke ? It was

an unusual spokesman—Thomas. He was not blind to

the danger of going towards the capital. He knew it

meant difficulty and peril ; more than that, he considered

it meant death. With the knowledge of all this, with

his eyes open, and with the apprehension of the worst,

Thomas turned to his brethren and said, " Let us also

go, that we may die with Him." One is not quite

justified, since the Gospels are such very meagre reports,

in judging from the silence of the rest and the unwonted

leadership of Thomas that the others were afraid. It looks

not altogether unlike it. At any rate Thomas was in this

most critical hour conspicuously faithful and brave.
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We can in part understand it. To the others, just

because of their enthusiastic following of Christ, the thought

of his defeat and death must have been utterly paralysing.

It was the rocking of the very world under their feet. To

Thomas it was somewhat different. A man of his tempera-

ment was able to admit into his mind, alongside of even a

very real and deep devotion to Christ, contemplations and

calculations that would not occur to others. His mind had

at times gone forward to consider what the relations of

Christ and the authorities might come to be. He, like his

Master, was not deceived by the excitement of Galilean

crowds. Beneath that he had read a steadily growing

hostility that some day would come to a head. And

now the crisis seemed at hand. When it came it

would mean—one thing. Yes : Peter and John's talk

about the arrangement of the thrones had been prema-

ture. They had more usefully discussed the arrangement

of prison-cells. The days of promise and prospect in Gali-

lee were over now : before was hostile Judea and the

Master bent on going there. It had come to the end

—

more quickly, more inevitably, moie fataUij than even in his

gloomiest hours he had ever thought.

Well—and here spoke the heroic Thomas—if it had : what

then ? At least there is something to hold to. At least

one can be faithful, loyal, brave. If we are not to be kings,

at least we need not be cowards and traitors. We looked

to share the Master's success : we can share His failure.

We thought to live with Him : "let us also go that we may

die with Him." Our dreams have gone ; our duty remains

—the duty of faithfulness, of honour, of courage. Come

what may—and only one thing can come—it is better to be

true than base, to be brave than craven. Let us go to

Jerusalem

!

Not a syllable of murmuring against the Master. Not a

suggestion of " I knew it." Not a thought of personal
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escape. In the approach of the crisis, which none of the

disciples had ever foreseen, but which Thomas more than

any of the others must have foreshadowed, this man was

the first, the firmest, the most faithful.

And so that little band went up, silent, apprehensive,

troubled, to Jerusalem. It was the journey of which in St.

Mark's Gospel we have such a striking detail. " They w^ere

in the way," says the evangelist, "going up to Jerusalem,

and Jesus went before them, and they were amazed, and

as they followed they were afraid." Why has no artist ever

painted the group? Ahead, alone, rapt in thought, the

Master, conscious that already He was entering on the A'ia

Dolorosa : the twelve coming after, perplexed and alarmed,

and of them first, with stern face, but with firm footstep,

Thomas.

Such is the first glimpse we have of that disciple whose

position in the apostolic band many have been inclined to

look on rather disparagingly.

We hear no more of Thomas till he reappears in the

gathering of the little company in the upper room. The

disciples were troubled and sad. Their Master had spoken

of betrayal at the hands of one of themselves, and of His

approaching departure whither they could not follow Him.

Silence and gloom crept over the eleven—the traitor had

gone forth—as Jesus spoke thus. The Master saw the sad

faces, and began to cheer them. " Let not your hearts be

troubled," He said, and went on to speak words of comfort

and encouragement. His words doubtless lifted the clouds

from most of their minds. But not from at least one. The

impression of what it would mean to them if their Master

were gone was not so quickly removed from the mind of

Thomas. His appreciation of real fact, his realization of

an actual situation made him feel dissatisfied with the

general exhortation " Believe in God," and- the unanalysed

statement, " Ye know whither I go." These words may

voi>. X. 28
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have soothed the others : happy for the moment to hear

their Master's voice speaking sweetly and tenderly, they did

not care to examine too exactly what He said. But Thomas's

mind was different. It was not in the face of a situation so

real and terrible, to be quieted with vague comfort, or with

words that did not seem to cover an actual fact. "Was the

dread emptiness of the Master's departure from them, who

owed everything to Him, and were nothing without Him,

met by His saying mysteriously, " Whither I go ye know " ?

They did not know. They knew He was going to an un-

known betrayal, probably into the hands of His deadly foes.

The situation was too real, too serious for unexplained

words. He looked at John, still resting on his dear, near

Master's breast ; he looked at Peter, full of the inward re-

solve he would yet show Jesus what stuff he was made of

by following Him to the end. He looked at the others.

Did one of them realize that perhaps in a day their Master's

place would be vacant, and they would be left leaderless,

with the vague words echoing in their ears, " Ye know the

way whither I have gone ? " It was a moment of solemnity

and peace and holy beauty. The Master was speaking

tender words, as only He could be tender. They were

alone. It seemed profane to interrupt. But Thomas could

not forget the realities that lay just outside the door, and

awaited on the morrow, and he burst in with the contradic-

tion and the question :
" Lord, we know 7iot whither Thou

goest, and how can we know the way ?
"

I repeat, Thomas was not a doubter so much as a realist.

The interruption sounded unbelieving, but it was not the

words of an unbeliever. It was the serious enquiry of a

man who realized what the future would be without Jesus,

and so demanded a comfort that should be real and true.

There is a scrutiny and even a denial of the words of the

very Master Himself which may be more truly honouring

to Him than an acceptance of them which is not insincere,
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but easy. It is no light thing to receive the Gospel in any

form. That God is really my Father, that my sins can be

forgiven, that dear dead ones are safe v^ith Christ, and that

to-morrow we shall see them again—I do not understand,

nor do I even envy the man who accepts all that with a

facile faith.

The third scene in which Thomas appears in the evan-

gelical narrative is after the Crucifixion. It is the double

scene in which he first refuses to believe his fellow disciple's

report that Jesus was risen again, and afterwards is ap-

proached by Jesus Himself. It is, of course, this scene, and

especially his saying in it, that he would not believe unless

he put his fingers into the marks of the nails, that have

gained for Thomas the title of the doubter. But not even

here is the title really appropriate, or, in any disparaging

sense, deserved.

Look at the situation and Thomas in it. Think of him

as a man whose whole mind was powerfully impressed by

the actual, who did not easily forget things or ignore things.

Then think of the Crucifixion. Consider how that most

dread of all realities in history must have burned itself into

Thomas's mind and memory. Could anything efface it ?

Did he ever cease to hear the sickening hammering of the

nails, or for a moment fail to see the dropping blood, the

increasing pallor of that face, the slowly stiffening limbs ?

He seemed to see or hear nothing else. He seemed to

know nothing else than the one fact, that every hour of the

day reiterated—Jesus is dead. From his absence when

Christ first appeared to the disciples, Thomas seems to have

chosen to be alone with his memories rather than even with

his and his Master's friends. This was not due, as subse-

quent events showed, to any separation from them
;
perhaps

it was only accidental. But Thomas would feel the utter

futility of their meeting and talking. For He round whom
they had met and to whom they had talked was dead. A
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death, even an ordinary death, is the most real and the most

final of facts. Think how such a death as that on Calvary

of such an one as his Lord and Master must have impressed

itself, like a colossal bar of iron, on the mind of a man such

as Thomas.

And when this fact was not yet a week old, just as it was

emerging from being merely stunning into even clearer

realization, one morning the other disciples met him with

glad faces and excited voices, saying, " We have seen the

Lord !

" The grave man's face never altered. Their buoy-

ancy never even for a moment affected him. Dull hammer-

ing echoed again in his ears : a sunken head, a rigid form

again appeared before his vision. Shall he deny ? Shall he

dispute ? Shall he even question ? To believe did not

occur to him. What was the use of speaking '? Why even

interfere with this strange, passing reaction from despair?

Quietly and simply he replied :
" Except I shall see in His

hands the print of the nails, and put my fingers into the

print of the nails, and thrust my hand into His side, I will

not believe."

It was as if he said : "Some story, some dream, some idea

may make you thus glad, and God forbid I should seek to

damp your day's joy. But as for me : I watched the

Master die ; I saw the nails driven home, the spear thrust

in ; I saw the heart's blood drained ; I heard His last cry,

and saw His head sink. I saw the end—the end. All these

are facts that nothing can alter. Ideas and visions do not

alter what has been, what is. If I am to hope again, give

me like facts—that printed hand, that torn side. Till then,

as I leave you to your joy, leave me to my gloom."

Again, here is not the doubter so much as the realist.

The very reiteration of the concrete "print of the nails"

shows it. This answer of Thomas is sometimes blamed

as a presumptuous dictation of the method by which he

demanded to be satisfied. This is to misunderstand
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Thomas. As was said at the outset of this paper, a man
of his temperament is easily misunderstood. He did not

mean to propose this as a test to be taken hterally : he

meant it as an indication of the kind of support he needed

—namely real facts, not mere stories and visions and

rumours. It was not the artificial criticism of a superior

person, or the carping objection of an unbeliever, or even

the intellectual difficulty of a doubter, but the earnest

necessitous demand of a mind that had been so im-

pressed by real, outward, concrete facts, that only simi-

lar facts could remove the impression.

And when that which his nature needed was given him,

when with gracious exactness the risen Master took Thomas
at his word and said, "Reach hither thy finger and be-

hold My hands and reach hither thy hand and thrust it

into My side," how adoring yet how articulate was the

apostle's confession of faith :
" My Lord and my God."

The words that Jesus added are not, I think, to be taken

as a reproof for anything Thomas had said or done, but

rather as an encouragement to that side of his nature in

which he was more deficient.- Jesus understood and

appreciated men far too deeply to blame that one of his

disciples whose following of Him had been on at least one

critical occasion so noble, and all through had been so

peculiarly laborious. It is not the high attainment Christ

praises but the honest effort, not the stumbling step he

censures but the false will. And Thomas's effort was

honest and his will was never false. He was honest in

committing himself to Christ's cause : honest in fol-

lowing bare duty, when all else seemed to have failed :

honest in his interruption in the upper room : honest in

his turning from what seemed to him the futile story of

the Lord's appearance : honest, in the end, in his adoring

confession. Faith, peace, joy, simplicity,—all these and

other things are desirable and Christ may desire that
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we should possess them ; but after all the one thing that

even He may demand of a man is honesty. The lesson of

Thomas's life is not, as many read it, an apology for

doubting, but faithfulness to the light we have. In our

day, when life and thought are so complex, we may
learn much from the realist among the disciples,—as

much perhaps as from any other. At times when we
cannot with John's eagle eye pierce through the clouds

to a vision of the peace and joy and beauty and victory

beyond, let the earnest mind and firm foot of Thomas

show us the next step. And to us too the Lord of truth,

who is the rewarder of all them that diligently seek Him,

will be gracious, and may assure our lonely, labouring

spirits of His presence by means—in the actual discipline

of our life—as real, as direct and as personally apt as

when He said to Thomas, "Behold My hands."

P. Carnegie Simpson.
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NEW TESTAMENT TEACHING ON THE SECOND
COMING OF CHBIST.

VI. Its Spieitual Significance.

The practical agreement of the various and very different

writers of the New Testament is, apart from any special

infallibility or authority of Holy Scripture, complete his-

torical proof that the Founder of Christianity left upon the

minds of Ilis immediate followers a firm conviction that in

visible bodily form He will return from heaven to earth to

close the present order of things, to raise the dead, to judge

all men, and to bring in the everlasting glory. Now it is in

the last degree unlikely that in this important matter all the

early followers of Christ, the men who won for Him the

homage of all future generations and through whose agency

He became the Saviour of the world, were in serious error

touching the teaching of their Master. The unlikeliness of

this alternative compels us to believe that the unanimous

conviction of His followers was a correct re-echo of the

actual teaching of Christ. We therefore ask, What bear-

ing has this teaching, now traced to His lips, upon the

spiritual life of our own day ? Is it to us merely a matter

of antiquarian interest, or is it, or may it be, amid the

progress of modern thought, helpful to the spiritual life of

the servants of Christ ?

It may be at once admitted that the doctrine before us

cannot occupy in our thought the place it filled in the minds

of the first generation of Christians. Indeed, it does not

occupy in the longer and later and more mature epistles of

Paul the position it holds in his two earliest letters. In the

systematic exposition of the Gospel given in the Epistle to

the Komans, it receives only slight mention, and has no place

in the main argument. So also in the sublime Epistle to
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the Ephesians. In the Fourth Gospel, which contains the

fullest development in the New Testament of the doctrine

of the Son of God, it is not conspicuous. Important as it

is, the doctrine of the Second Coming of Christ cannot be

placed on a level, as a fundamental doctrine of the Gospel,

with the superhuman dignity of Christ, His resurrection

from the dead, the pardon of sins through faith in Him and

through His death for the sins of men, and the gift of the

Holy Spirit to be, in the servants of Christ, the inward

source of a new life. It is, however, an integral part, in the

second rank of importance, of the Gospel of Christ.

That the doctrine before us pertains to the future, warns

us to interpret with utmost caution the teaching which we

have traced to the lips of Christ. The fulfilment, in Christ

and Christianity, of the ancient prophecies given to Israel

differs greatly both from the expectations roused and from

the letter of the prophecies. Doubtless it will be so in the

Second Coming of Christ. All we can expect with con-

fidence is that, in the latter as in the former, the realisation

will, in all real worth, surpass the letter of the promise.

Touching the return of Christ, we expect such a fulfilment

as might be most suitably foretold to men in the form we

find in the New Testament.

In our search for the reality underlying this teaching, we

may learn something from 2 Thessalonians i. 7, and 1 Cor-

inthians i. 7, where the return for w^hich His followers

were waiting is described as " the revelation (or unveiling)

of the Lord Jesus." In other words, the veil which now

hides from mortal view the eternal realities will in that day

be raised or rent. In this rent veil we have a definite con-

ception of the coming of Christ. It will be a bursting in,

upon the visible universe, of the great Invisible beyond and

above it, in order that the Invisible may transform and

glorify the visible.

This expectation of a bursting in of the Unseen implies,
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and is the strongest conceivable expression of, a conviction

that behind and beyond and above the visible universe is

a greater world unseen. Upon this conviction rests the

Christian hope and all religious life.

On every side we see a universe of apparently unlimited

extent. And it seems to be as durable as it is firm and

broad. Indeed the planets in their orbits and the so-called

fixed stars in their scarcely-perceptible movements seem to

be a visible embodiment of eternity itself. In contrast to

the solid earth on which we tread, with firm but passing

steps, and the starry heavens above our heads, we seem to

be butterflies of a summer or like leaves of the forest open-

ing in the bright green springtime only to pass away in the

decay of autumn.

To assert, as is implied in the New Testament teaching

about the Second Coming of Christ, that an hour will

strike in which the visible universe, whose age reaches back

through unnumbered millenniums, will pass away, is to

assert the existence of a world greater and older and more

durable than the solid earth, on which so many generations

of men have lived and died, and all that belongs to it ; and

of forces or a force controlling the natural forces which seem

to control irresistibly all human life. In other words, a

belief in the Second Coming of Christ is the strongest possible

contradiction to the Materialism which asserts or suggests

that the things which are seen and the forces observed operat-

ing in them are the only matters certainly known to man.

The teaching of Christ that the visible universe will not

abide for ever has received remarkable confirmation in our

own day from Natural Science. All modern research

teaches that the material universe is tending towards a

state in which life will be impossible, that the forces of

nature are carrying it irresistibly forward to the silence of

death. In this, as in other respects, the life of an individual

is an epitome of the life of the race and of the world.
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Beyond that silence and quiescence, Natural Science can

see nothing. Herbert Spencer timidly suggests ^ that

possibly the forces which are destroying the universe will,

b}' some reverse action, bring it back to life. But, for this

suggestion, he has no proof or presumption to bring. It is

a mere hope for which Science fmds no foundation, sug-

gested as a disguise to hide the eternal night which is all

that Natural Science can foretell.

Christ taught, not only that the present universe is pass-

ing away, but that, just as it has its source in an Unseen

greater than itself, by which it is controlled, so it will be

succeeded by another world far greater than that which we

see around us, and destined to abide for ever. He taught

that the solid earth beneath us is but a temporary platform

for the passing drama of man's probation, and that when

the drama is over the platform erected for it will be re-

moved, to give place for the abiding reality for which that

drama is the preparation. This teaching is the only ex-

planation of the present material universe, apparently so

durable yet manifestly doomed to pass away ; and of human

life upon it, apparently so transitory and yet of so much

greater value than its material environment.

We now see that the Second Coming of Christ, as taught

by Himself, is the strongest possible assertion that the

material and visible, though apparently so important and

so stable, are actually subordinate and transitory ; and that

the spiritual, apparently so intangible and transitory, is the

enduring and the real. In no other form could this great

truth, which underlies all religion and all the highest mo-

rality, have been so clearly and so forcefully stated as in

the teaching which in these papers we have traced to the

lips of the Great Teacher who has remoulded for good the

thought and life of man.

The return of Christ depicted in the New Testament will

1 First Pnnci])les, pp. 529ff.
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be a complete and abiding victory and dominion of mind

over matter. In this life, matter fetters mind in a thousand

ways. The necessities of bodily life compel us to spend

time in more or less degrading toil. Physical causes pro-

duce pain, and thus hinder mental effort. The intelligence

of man is held down in its upward flight by its material

environment. Now St. Paul teaches expressly, in 1 Corin-

thians XV. 35, 44, that the risen servants of Christ will have

bodies. This can only mean that at His return their dis-

embodied spirits will again clothe themselves in material

forms. But, whereas their present bodies are ''psychical,"^

which I understand to mean that they are governed by the

laws of animal life, their risen bodies will be "spiritual,"

i.e. controlled altogether by the intelligent spirit within.

At present the nobler element in man is fettered, and in

large measure controlled, by the lower. The teaching of

St. Paul in 1 Corinthians xv. 44-46 asserts that this inver-

sion is only transitory and preparatory, and that in the

great consummation the element which is essentially higher

will rule and that which is lower will receive its highest

possible dignity by becoming the submissive organ of that

which is greater than itself.

Still more conspicuously will the coming of Christ be the

absolute and eternal victory of good over evil. In the pre-

sent order of things, not unfrequently evil seems to trample

under foot the good. The wicked flourish, and for a long

time. The righteous suffer, and sometimes lose life itself

because they are good and others around are bad. But the

majesty of the Moral Sense of Man, which speaks with an

authority we cannot gainsay, assures us that this triumph

cannot last. Indeed the moral incongruity of this occasional

triumph demands a conspicuous and universally recognised

vindication of the majesty of Eight. All this prepares us

to expect an exact and eternal retribution for all actions

' A.V andri.Y. " natural."
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good and bad. Moreover, so closely interwoven is human

action with its material environment, nearer and more re-

mote, and the imperfection of present retribution is so

closely related to its present imperfect environment, that

we wonder not that the perfect retribution will be accom-

panied by a new and perfect material environment. Only

in a New Earth and Heaven, and in bodies raised from the

dead to die no more, will every one receive according as his

work has been.

The resurrection of the body will be the complete and

permanent realisation of the creative purpose of God. He
made man spirit and body, in order that the spirit might

rule the body and make it the organ of the spirit's self-

manifestation, and in order that thus both spirit and body

might attain their highest well-being. This purpose and

this order were disturbed and for a time frustrated by sin.

The body threw off the yoke of the Spirit within ; and, the

original purpose being inverted, both spirit and body sank

into discord and bondage. But, that He might restore the

order thus disturbed, the Eternal Son, Himself the Arche-

type of all created intelligence, entered into human flesh

and became Man. In those who receive Him, He at once

rescues the spirit, in some measure, from bondage to its

material environment, nearer and more remote. But the

rescue is only partial. Christ will come again to redeem

even the bodies of His people, and, as St. Paul believed,^

their farther material environment, from the bondage of

decay. He will thus, by restoring the normal relation of

spirit to body and of man to his entire material environ-

ment, achieve the purpose for which man and the universe

were created.

This victory of mind over matter and of good over evil,

and this accomplishment of the creative purpose of God,

can be brought about only by some such event as a resur-

1 See Eomaus viii. 19-23.
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rection of the dead and a renovation of the material universe.

It cannot be accomphshed by the hand of death. For death

sunders that which God created to be closely interwoven.

It is a victory of matter over mind, of evil over good. Lips

which spoke for Christ are silent in the grave, silent in some

cases because they spoke so bravely and so well. The fugi-

tive spirits of His servants have been driven naked from

the bodies and from the world in which they once served

Him. This cannot be for ever. The fugitives must return

and claim their own. The world must receive back those

whom it once disowned. And all this can be done only by

some such dissolution and renovation of nature and resur-

rection of the dead as is described in the New Testament.

The relation between our present and future bodies, and

between the material universe around us now and that new
order of things which will abide for ever, is beyond our con-

ception, and need not trouble us. For in our present bodies

is a constant flux of particles, which however does not

destroy or weaken their continuity. It matters not whether

the risen and glorified bodies will, or will not, contain a

single particle present in the bodies laid in the grave. The

essential point is that the spirits driven forth by death from

the material forms in which they lived and served God and

from the visible universe will survive that universe and will

robe themselves again in glorified material forms. At the

same time, a wide and deep analogy seems to suggest a real,

though to us utterly inconceivable, continuity or relation

between the present battlefield and the scene of the final

triumph, and between the bodies once devoted on earth to

the service of Christ and those on whose brows will rest

the unfading crown.

The hope of a bodily resurrection and of a new earth and

heaven gives dignity and worth to matter. For it implies that

matter, be it what it may, is not a passing, but an abidmg,

companion of mind. And this abiding union is suggested
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irresistibly by the very intimate relation now existing. It

is meet, as is suggested in Philippians iii. 21, that the bodies

which have been obedient organs of the spirit should share

its redemption and glory. But in what sense or measure

this is possible, we know not.

That this victory of mind over matter, of good over evil,

and this complete realisation of the purpose for which man

was created, are connected with Christ, and with His bodily

return to earth, need not surprise us. For the incarnation

of the Creator Son gave to matter a new and infinite dignity.

Moreover, in that sacred human body evil achieved its most

terrible victory over good, and matter inflicted on mind its

deepest humiliation. In some measure that victory was

reversed at the resurrection of Christ. He then triumph-

antly rescued from the grave the body which had been the

victim of death's triumph. But the triumph of Christ was

incomplete. The Creator had entered, in human form, a

revolted province in order to bring it back to His peaceful

and blessed sway. AVithout having done this. He returned

from a world which had rejected Him. But He took with

Him into the unseen world a handful of human dust ; and

placed it upon the throne of heaven. He thus severed that

which was designed to be one ; and took from the material

universe its most highly honoured part.

Earth claims back that handful of dust; or rather the

handful of dust claims the world of whiqh once it was a

part. The separation cannot be abiding. He who, after

being driven from earth by man's deepest sin, returned into

the body once nailed to the cross will return again, bringing

back the handful of dust from heaven to earth, in order that

its touch may raise earth to heaven.

Since the dead servants of Christ were on earth, and now
are in His nearer presence, vitally united to Him, we

wonder not that their departed spirits will accompany their

returning Lord. And, since they were created body and
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spirit, we wonder not that they, like their Lord ages ago,

will robe themselves again in material forms. And since,

both as Creator and Eedeemer, Christ claims the homage

and obedience of all His rational creatures, we wonder not

that at His return He will sit in judgment on all men living

and dead.

Thus in Christ and by His return from heaven to earth

will be accomplished fully the purpose for which the world

and man were created. The orderly accomplishment was

disturbed by sin ; and this disturbance could be removed

only by the suffering and death of the Incarnate Son, Him-

self the Agent of creation. A pledge of the accomplishment

was given in the resurrection, ascension, and enthronement

of the Crucified. His return to earth will bring the full

realisation of the entire purpose of God.

Touching the present condition of the departed servants

of Christ, the New Testament does not say much. But

every reference to them implies or suggests a state of con-

sciousness and rest in the presence of Christ, a presence

so near that, compared with it, their intercourse with Him
on earth was absence. So 2 Corinthians v. 6, 8 :

" Absent

from the body ... at home with the Lord." Also

Philippians i. 23, Luke xxiii. 43, Bevelation vi. 11.

The long waiting of the departed for their full reward

need not perplex us. To the Unseen we cannot apply

notions of time and delay derived from the present life.

Suthce for us that the righteous dead are already resting

with Christ from the toil and conflict of earth ; and that in

His good time they and we together shall enter the glory

which in that day will be revealed.

For that day we wait. Not the death of the body, which

is a penalty of sin and a victory of the powers of darkness,

but the return of Christ in bodily form to reign over His

faithful ones, their own bodies rescued from death and the

grave, is the aim and goal of our exultant hope. For that
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return His early followers eagerly waited. And their eager

hope suggested that perhaps they might hear His voice and

see His face without passing under the dark shadow of

death. That eager expectation was not fulfilled. And we
cannot share it. But, long as the time seems, that day will

come. Had we witnessed the creation of matter, and known
the long ages predestined to elapse before rational man
would stand on the earth, our expectation would have

wearied at the long delay. But those long ages rolled by ;

and for thousands of years our planet has teemed with

rational life. So will pass by whatever ages remain before

our Lord's return. Many reasons suggest that, though not

close at hand, it cannot be very long delayed. Doubtless

we shall lay us down for our last sleep. But in our sleep

we shall dream of Him and be with Him. And when the

morning dawns we shall wake up in the splendour of the

rising Sun.

Yes, I COME quickly.

Amen. Come, Lord Jesus.

Joseph Agae Beet.

[Since writing the above, my attention has been called to

The Great Day of the Lord, by Eev. Alex. Brown, of which

a second edition has just appeared. The writer assumes,

in deference to certain passages in the New Testament,

that the return of Christ there foretold took place in the

first century; and supposes that all was fulfilled at the

destruction of Jerusalem. His argument is based chiefly

on the Book of Eevelation, to which he devotes 254 out of

399 pages. The teaching of St. Paul occupies, except

sundry casual references, only 44 pages.

On page 257 w^e read :

—" To sum the whole into a

sentence—with the fall of Jerusalem, the then existing age

was ended, the dead were judged, the saints were raised to

heaven, and a new dispensation of a world-wide order insti-
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tuted, of which Christ is everlasting King, and ever present

with His people, whether living here or dead beyond." On
page 266, as an exposition of John vi. 39, we read :

—" ' The
last day ' is easily interpreted. It is the last day of the age,

the Judaic age then running, and was a popular phrase for

the time when the higher Messianic privileges would be

given to the people of God." In reference to Matthew xxv.

31, he says, on page 319 :

—
" The judgment scene must

take its beginning in the period immediately succeeding the

downfall of Jerusalem."

As an example of his exegesis, I quote from page 220, in

reference to 1 Thessalonians iv. 15-17:

—

""A/xa (together)

may express the idea of place as well as of thne, and in the

New Testament most frequently carries the idea of identity

of quality, and might well be translated ' likewise.* The
word is radically identical with the Sanscrit sa7nd, Latin

simul, Gothic sama, English same. In this light, it is seen

that Paul instructs the Thessalonians only to this effect,

that they, though not dead at the second coming, will after-

wards be caught up in similar manner to the dead, to meet

them and be for ever in their blessed society." The above

is an example of the loose exegesis and smattering of

scholarship which meet us throughout the book. I notice

with surprise that a work so unsatisfactory has received

from the press no small commendation.

I cannot close this series of papers without a tribute of

honour to a veteran theologian, whom God still spares to

us, Dr. David Brown of Aberdeen. His work on The

Second Advent has long been, and still is, in my opinion,

the best on the subject. It is worthy of careful study.]

VOL. \'. 29
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THE LEADING SCBIPTUBAL METAPHOR.

The Way.

It is proposed in this paper to follow up one of the clearest

and most characteristic of those figures in Holy Scripture

which serve to reveal the conditions and experiences of the

spiritual ^life. That there is in the Bible a wealth of such

illustrations every student readily admits, but the admission

is one thing, patient investigation and acquisition is another.

Few careful readers of the Scriptures are now content to

regard its imagery as due merely to the imaginative colour-

ing of Eastern minds, but if they do not regard it as quite

superfluous, their tendency is to regard it from the wrong

standpoint, viz., as if types and figures were designed to

conceal and obscure, and not to illuminate and make mani-

fest truths which could not, from the nature of the case, be

otherwise conveyed. But as the written revelation is so

largely presented in this parabolic method, it seems an

imperative duty that those who value it should enquire into

this characteristic presentation of its truths. It will there-

fore help to serve this purpose if a first selection is offered

of the most persistent and most striking of the Scriptural

metaphors, and an attempt is made to mark its underlying

significance. On what principles, it may be asked, will

this selection be made ? The importance of a metaphor is

indicated not so much by its frequency as by the following

considerations.

(a) By the fact that all the greatest and most suggestive

figures of the spiritual life are seen to be common to both

Testaments, i.e., they are equally applicable to the circum-

stances of Jewish polity, or to the life and conditions of the

Universal Church. Of these figures there is not only a

persistent and continuous employment, but they have a

catholic character about them. Their suggestiveness is not

for one time or people, but eternal and universal.
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(&) As a consequence of this, such metaphors appeal to

the general experience of mankind. The moment a meta-

phor is used, the force of which could only he appreciated

hy a Jew, or a Greek, or a Eoman, then, however interest-

ing it may prove to the student, it is seen not to be of a

supreme and commanding significance—it falls into the

lower and less important category of figures.

(c) The careful student of Scripture metaphors will

soon observe that those which are at once most persistent

and most striking have a historical character about them.

Their antecedents lie far back, and are engraven upon the

annals of the people of Jehovah's choice. The way, the

warfare, the building—who is not aware of the pre-emin-

ence of these figures ? and who is there who cannot see

them already writ large in the history of Israel ? They are

no more accidental in the literature of Scripture than were

the crises of the Exodus and the Exile, or the struggles with

the aborigines and the nations around, or the erection of

the first and second temple, in the long discipline of the

Jewish people.

(d) It is not too much to infer design in the employ-

ment of the greater metaphors. Metaphors are common to

all literature ; but in that which is uninspired, even in the

Epics of Homer or Vergil, or in the Bivina Commedia,

they appear with whatever felicity of employment, or grace

of usage, without any consistency of design. They serve

their turn—to arrest attention, to charm the ear, to catch

the eye, but their presence is accidental, the impression is

momentary. Not so with the great figures of the spiritual

life in Scripture. They do more, and are designed to do

more, than arrest a casual attention ; in their proportions

and character they insist upon permanent recognition, they

claim intimate acquaintance, and as an integral part of the

written revelation their earnest study becomes not only a

delightful intellectual pursuit, but a fruitful method for the
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discipline of the heart and will and of the whole human
character.

{e) There is yet another note of these greater figures of

Holy Scripture. They are germinant. Out of them spring

other lesser metaphors—offshoots from a parent stock. Or,

to put it otherwise, there are branch lines which stretch

away in different directions from the main lines of meta-

phor, serving for communication of a subordinate impor-

tance, not passing boldly and directly from one end to the

other of the revelation, but traversing portions of its vast

expanse, and thus not of universal scope and tendency.

It follows from these considerations that to trace any

main line of Scripture metaphor cannot prove a mere word

study. The act must become such a reverent lifting of the

veil as is permitted from man's side. If a revelation is in

its essential character parabolic and figurative, then the

more these images and types are apprehended in their pro-

portion and mutual relation, the farther the open eye will

be enabled to see the wondrous things which are finally to

be discerned in all their completeness. There will remain

mysteries still, but it is a comfortable assurance that there

is a human stewardship of such mysteries, that there is

given to men, however unequal they may be to the responsi-

bility, the sacred charge of their administration. Who can

doubt that it will be a part of the ampler revelation of the

life of heaven to discern the full significance of that which

is conveyed, in a riddle, by the imagery which charac-

terises through and through the written Word ?

The humblest contribution to such an enterprise must,

however, bring its own sad misgivings. For this unusual

task is not merely hindered by diffidence of the enquirer's

intellectual capacity to carry it through, but by the deeper

hesitation as to spiritual gifts. For here scholarship fails,

and mental power fails, and the revelation denied to these

is given to the childlike heart. Yet in this spirit the venture
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may be taken, and a reverent consideration be invited of the

first and most striking of all Christian metaphors, viz., the

Way.

An examination into the words which stand in the Old

and New Testaments as its equivalents need not detain us

long, for this is a very simple undertaking.

There are two general terms in Hebrew, "derech" and
" orach," which signify respectively a trodden or ordinary

path, a pathway. Practically interchangeable expressions,

they stand distinguished from other terms, which mark a

"via munita" as the national or public road—the king's

highway. Of these two terms " derech " is one of the most

common in the Hebrew vocabulary, and is employed in the

Old Testament at least five hundred times. It has three

stages of meaning: first, the action of walking; then, by

transference, a pathway ; then, by further transference into

the metaphorical sphere, a mode, a course, a method, or

discipline.

The common equivalent in the LXX. for l^'y} is o3o?,

and this again stands almost uniformly in the New Testa-

ment whenever the Hebrew word is in reference.*

'Oho<i starts in its significance at one stage nearer the

metaphorical sense. It is first a waj^ then a course, method,

or mode of thinking and living ; with this exception, the

two words stand, as it were, linked together in primitive

meaning and after application. This close rapport between

the two words, Hebrew and Greek, added to the frequency

of their employment in the Old and New Testament, is of

importance as suggesting an underlying idea wide enough

to attract and claim the attention of the Jewish or Hellenic

mind. The Way is a metaphor with the mark of catholicity

about it. If it only bore the impress upon it of its histori-

cal antecedents, then the Jewish idea would have been lost

^ Cf. the quotation iu all four Evangelists of Is. xl. 3 : St. Matt. iii. 3, St.

Mark i. 3, St. Luke iii. 1, St. John i. 23.
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to the Greek ; if it only bore the conception of some swift

passage from point to point, then it would not have been so

readily assimilated by a Hebrew. It is singular indeed that

in the New Testament we have in this capital instance an

illustration of one of those branch lines of metaphor extend-

ing off the main line. Thus the Pauline figure of a race

may be noted as a development of the figure of the way

;

but while the former is graphic and picturesque in the

highest degree, its suggestions are not for Jews, but for

those Greek, and Latin, and Teutonic races to whom the

games and the racecourse meant and mean so much. The

metaphor of the race is by comparison accidental, tempo-

rary, local
;
pertinent and suggestive as it is, it is not on

the main line.^

One cannot fail to observe the historic ancestry of the

metaphor of the Way. It lies embedded in the records of

Israel when it first emerged into national existence. It is

sufficient to recall the name of the second book of the Old

Testament. The idea of the Way was burnt into Jewish

consciences as often as they recalled, or as the national

festivals recalled the experiences of the forty years in the

wilderness. The attendances of pilgrims at these festivals

impressed them continually afresh upon the mind—and then,

as if the nation could never be suffered to lose sight of the

idea, the second great crisis in the national life, the captivity

at Babylon, and the returns, once more forced the idea of

the way into the prominence it claimed.

Fari passu with the impress wrought upon the idea by

historical association is seen a growing ethical significance.

The AVay was ever towards a Divine presence, undertaken

by a Divine invitation, and under Divine guidance, with a

divinely promised blessing in store. Israel under Moses,

^ The teaching of our Lord ou the "broad" and " narrow " way is itself a

development of the origit^al figure. Students of the Tcaclivuj of the Ticclvc

Apostles will remember its reproduction there.
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the faithful and happy pilgrim to the house of his God, the

worn-out exile returning to the ruined home of his sires, all

these must have felt the way to be symbolic. This ideal

route became to them significant of the spiritual life, of its

trials and discipline, of its claims and responsibilities, of

its fears and hopes, and its triumphant issue. References

to the Old Testament might be given, but they are too

numerous to make quotation necessary.

The employment of this figure, stands alone by position

and in suggestiveness in Biblical literature. It is indeed

true that the teaching of Mahomet has some fine moral

hints—in the doctrine of the four ways. But while the

underlying idea seems borrowed from Scriptural source, it

is weakened in its presentation through the Koran by arti-

ficiality and lack of directness. To see it presented any-

where else than in Scripture one must turn to the immortal

allegory of John Bunyan.^ The fame of this masterpiece

of literature rests simply on the fact that the author had the

fine spiritual instinct to fasten upon the leading Scriptural

metaphor and to present it to his readers with marvellous

vividness, and suggestiveness. AVhen another Bunyan

appears to do like justice to other Scriptural metaphors,

they too will be adequately impressed upon the human con-

science and heart.

In the Pilgrim's Progress the Way indeed becomes lumi-

nous. With extraordinary fidelity to Scripture, it runs right

through the narrative ; it is not crudely forced upon the

attention, but it claims the soul's clear vision ; and as we

tread the path with Christian and his brave comrades from

the city of destruction to the celestial home awaiting them

across the river, every step in the journey appeals to the

heart, reminding it, if it be tender and loyal, of the danger

of straying from the right way and of the glorious recom-

' Much of the power as of the picturesqueness of the Purgatoriu surely is due

to this same standing figure of a way.
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pense following upon the nearer, closer walk with God.

Bunyan's work might at least assure those who have studied

and love it of the great gain which comes from realizing the

spiritual life and experience as a pilgrimage from earth to

heaven. His imaginative power is of course extremely rare,

but there is no manner of reason why Christian people

should not remind themselves more often of the teaching

of the Way. As they undertake some commonplace journey,

or better, as they walk in some fair country scenes like

Clopas and, it may be, St. Luke, his companion, not merely

"looking up through nature to nature's God," but full of

thought, now serious and sad, now bright and brave, an

effort to picture this as a metaphor of the soul's progress

need become no mere idle flight of fancy, but a bracing

cheering conception for life, one full of high and holy

teaching.

It remains to consider this main line of Scriptural meta-

phor as it stretches across the pages of the New Testament.

The student will be aware that the figure is rarer in occur-

rence than in the Old Testament. It has also lost some-

what, from the nature of the case, of the strength of its

historical association, but it is more important to observe

that a fresh turn is given to the metaphorical sense of

'OS09. An examination into the passages in which the

expression occurs in the earliest history of the Church

shows that it was the popular term for describing the

teaching of Jesus of Nazareth.^ The term, it will be

noted, is now in use in this sense, not only by Christians

themselves but by those who were indifferent, or strongly

antagonistic to the faith. There must be some cause

adequate to account for the new departure in sense. Why
was the Christian life and discipline now termed by

friends and foes alike as the Way '? The answer lies in the

' Cf. Acts ix. 2, xlv. 23, xvi. 17, xviii. 2.5, 2G, xix. 9 22, xxi. 4, xxiv.

14, 22.
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record of the Gospels. It is sufficient to quote the enquiry

of St. Thomas and the answer of the Lord.^ There once

for all in reply to him, who not here alone appears as the

representative of the doubt and anxiety of Christians, Christ

declares Himself the fulfilment of the great figure of the

ancient Scriptures. I am the Way.

It is not for a moment to be supposed that this sublime

interpretation was given on this occasion alone, but the

saying sank deep into the hearts of the Apostles, and so

passed by natural communication from lip to lip, from letter

to letter—to the instruction and comfort of the Church of

the first ages. The saying did not seem " hard " to those

who had walked with the Master by the shores of Galilee

or had passed with Him on the upland slopes of Judcra, or

had followed His feet in the streets of Jerusalem. But

their anxieties were to vanish and their doubts to be pre-

sently cleared. The Way was to be made luminous through

His passion. His resurrection, and by that crowning event

by which the kingdom of heaven is opened still to all be-

lievers.

Life lies at the root of the Christian faith, and life must

be the key to all its symbolism. In the life beyond, the

Church triumphant shall discern the truth which the Church

militant still strives to reach, that Christ is the living Way.

Yet even now no patient pursuit in our earthly pilgrimage

of His adorable example shall be without its final reward in

the rest that remains for the people of God ; every hope is

summed up in Christ—every fear is calmed by Him. What
the Old Testament saints dimly foresaw the Church universal

joyously accepts—He is the Way.

B. WeiTErooKD.

• St. John xiv. 4, o, G.
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HOW DOES THE GOSPEL OF MABK BEGIN?

The reader will answer this question :
" Without any pos-

sibility of doubt, as all manuscripts and editions give it

:

^PX'? '^ou evayjeXlov 'Irjaov Xptarov, the only question being,

whether after XpiaTov there is to be added vlov [tov] Oeov

or not."

On the latter point Westcott-Hort quote a very interesting

passage from Severian, the Syrian Bishop of Gabala about

401, on which they say

:

"If the text be sound, his MS. must have had a separate

heading, apxh ey^rreAioY iHcoy xpicxoy yioy ©eoy, fol-

lowed by a fresh beginning of the text without v.d.,

and such a reduplication of the opening ivords in

the form of a heading might in this case easily arise

from conflation.'^

Now it occurs to me that just the contrary has taken

]3lace in the ordinary MSS. : not the opening words of the

text were repeated in form of a heading, but the heading,

the title of the book, became the opening of the text. There

are good reasons, I believe, for this view.

First of all—what no critical editor has as yet noticed

—

the Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanum, as published by

Miniscalchi-Erizzo and De Lagarde, has not apx>l '^ov euay-

7eA.iou 'I)]aov Xpiarov, but merely |.*a*a1c (Ddcou ai;.lc> cnJaaio,

i.e. EvayjiXtov 'It](tov Xpiarov {o^-^'^ — Kupi.ov, in this version

must remain unnoticed).

Now this is a most natural and, as it seems to me, the

original, heading or title of the book.

And very natural, again, it is, that, when the four Gospels

were first written into one MS., that then to the end of the

first Gospel an Explicit, and to the beginning of the second

an " Licipit" was added, and from this came what we now
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read :

—

apxv '^^^ EuwyyeXtov 'I. X., i.e. Here begins a new

book, tbe Gospel of Jesus Christ (according to Mark).

The opening of the text, as it seems to me, was clearly

:

Ka6ct)<; yeypaTTTac or '12<i ^eypaiTTai, and it is quite a mistake

of Tischendor/ to put a comma between Xptarov (ver. 1)

and Kad(i}<i (ver. 2), and a full stop after avrov (ver. 3). In

this respect, Westcott-Hort have shown a much better judg-

ment in printing verse 1 as some sort of heading, and sepa-

rating it from the following text. We must only go a little

farther, as here indicated, and see in verse 1 the original

title of the book, and not the opening of the text.

That apj(i] Tov evajyeXiov is an unnatural, and KaOco^ or to?

yeypaiTTai a most natural, opening of a book, will be best

shown by the list of the Initia which Harnack-Preuschen

published.^ Not a single Christian book or treatise begins

like the supposed beginning of Mark—with apxh (for " apxv

TeXetctJcrea)9 jvco(Tc<i dvdpcoTrov," quoted there, p. 167, is quite

different), but three begin with Kaddirep, four with Kadoo^,^

28 with &)?, 16 with wairep. It is quite the same with

the Latin book-beginnings—none with initiiim or princi-

piwii, but 10 with sicut, 12 with qicomodo.

There seems to me no doubt that :

—

(1) The original title of the Gospel of Mark was

eyArreAioN iHcoy XP'CToy

and its beginning Kadw^ ykypairrat.

(2) When the Gospels were gathered into one corpus, the

first and second were separated by an Explicit and Incipit:—
&PXH TOY eyArreAiOY i. X- {Kara MdpKov).

(3) Still later, these words were taken as the beginning

of the text, and by some editors and commentators, against

^ 111 the Geschiclite dcr altchristlicheii Litteratur bis Eu:ichius, I. 1893, pp.

.988-1020.

•Among tliem the First Epistle to Timothy and another piece : Ka^w? 'Ilcraiaj
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all grammatical and stilistical rules, forced together with

the real beginning

—

Ka6oi<; jijpaTrrai.

That the beginning of St. Matthew must be explained in

a similar way, and again in the Old Testament the variation

between the Greek and Hebrew text of Genesis ii. 4 (/3('/3A,o?

yeviaeca), and Hosea i. 2, is for me not doubtful.

Ebeehaed Nestle,

JJIdi.
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SURVEY OF EECENT BIBLICAL LITEBATUBE.

IxTRODUCTiox.—Messrs. C. J. Claj & Sons have issued from

the Cambridge University Press the third number of Stndia

Sinaitica. It contains a Catalogue of the Arabic MSS. in the

Convent of S. Catherine on Mount Sinai compiled bj Margaret

Dunlop Gibson. Some idea of the hibour involved in making

this catalogue may be gathei'ed from the facts that there are over

000 entries, that most of the books have lost both title-page and

colophon, and that ]Mi\s. Gibson had only 40 days in which to

complete her work. The MSS. are described in Greek, and one

or two pages are reproduced by photography. They are various

in contents, some being translations of Old and New Testament

books, sermons, martyrologies, liturgies, lives of saints, books of

spiritual counsel. Such a catalogue cannot fail to stimulate re-

search and guide further investigation of the hidden treasures of

monastic libraries.

The Syndics of the Cambridge University Press have also

issued ill a sumptuous quarto The Four Gospels in Syriac, tran-

scribed from the Sinaitic Falimpsest by the late Robert M. Bensley,

M.A., J. Rendel Harris, M.A., and F. Crawford Burkitt, ]\[.A.,

with an introduction by Agnes Smith Lewis. One has only to

look at the photographs of the MS. to understand the labour

and skill required to transcribe it. All honour to the scholars

who have accomplished so severe a task. Its importance is

guaranteed by the fact that these experts thought it worth

their while to make a journey to Mount Sinai for the purpose

of seeing and transcribing this one MS. Mrs. Lewis in her in-

troduction describes the steps by which she became aware of its

value, and gives us all the information requisite except on the

important point of date. The upper writing is dated but not the

under; or at any rate, its date is not deciphered. Cureton's copy

belongs to the latter half of the 5th century, and is incomplete,

so that unquestionably this newly unearthed MS. is a very con-

siderable find. The conclusions of critics and experts will be

awaited with interest.

In connection with this, it may be mentioned that Messrs.

Adam & Charles Black have reprinted from -the Fncyclopcedia

Brltannica the article on Syriac Literature, contributed by the
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late William Wright, LL.D., Prof, of Arabic in Cambridge. Tlie

volume is well printed and handy, and is called A Short Historij

of Syriac Literature, Even as a memento of one of the greatest

oriental scholai^s England has reared many must wish to possess

the volume. In itself it is valuable as giving ns in a compact

and accessible form, information which few could otherwise gain

at all, and Avhich even the few could only gain with gi'eat toih

The literature of the Syrians may not be attractive, but there are

parts of it, at any rate, which must be known by the Church
historian, the theologian, and the textual critic.

Yet another edition of Tlie Bidache appears. It is compiled by
Mr. Charles H. Hoole, M.A., and published by Mr. David Nutt.

The first half of the small volume is occupied with an introduc-

tion in which The Bidache is compared with the Epistle of

Barnabas, the Shepherd of Hermas, the Judicium Petri, and the

Apostolic Ccmstitutions, with the result that Mr. Hoole concludes

that The Bldacke is a compilation from those other writings. He
further thinks that the Didache discovered by Bryennius Avas an
abbreviated form of the work. Accordingly after printing the text

of Bryennius he prints his own restoration of what he believes

to be the original form. A translation of Bryennius' text con-

cludes the work. It deserves the attention of critics.

Messrs. T. & T. Clark have issued in a very handsome form a

translation by the Rev. William Affleck, B.D., of the first volume,

all yet published, of Prof. Godet's Introduction to the Neiv Testa-

ment. This volume contains the Introduction to the Pauline

Epistles, and if the work is completed on the same scale and

with the same thorouglmess it will prove a formidable rival to

the Introductions of Salmon and Weiss. As it is, this present

instalment will at once take its place as an authoritative and

standard work. If less lively than Prof. Salmon's interesting

lectures, it is more complete ; and while as learned and scholarly

as Weiss, Pi'of. Godet is always intelligible to the lay reader.

The book Avill receive fuller notice at a future time.

From the Congregational Sunday School and Publishing Society

of Boston and Chicago, there has been issued The Comprehensive

Concordance to tlie Holy Scriptures by the Rev. J. B. R. Walker. Its

advantages are many. It contains 50,000 more references than

Cruden; it is rigidly alphabetical in arrangement; it is more
compact and handy than any other ; it is well printed and ap-
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parently well stitched, and it is cheap. It also contains a biblio-

graphical introduction by M. C. Hayard, Ph.D. It deserves a

hearty welcome and a wide circulation.

New Testament Theology.—The attractiveness of this depart-

ment of inquiry is manifested by the vigour with which it is pro-

secuted. Already we have quite a Pauline library, bulky volumes

traversing the entire field of this apostle's theology, and mono-
graphs dealing with one or other of its more important features.

Bat we gladly find room on our shelves for Dr. Bruce's St. PauVs
Conception of Christianity (Messrs. T. & T. Clai-k). For Dr. Bruce

is never a more echo, and often utters not merely an independent

but a decisive word. The present volume ranges with his previous

work, TJie kingdom of God, and is, on the whole, still more satis-

factory, if rather less characteristic, than that incisive treatise.

Any one who undertakes to write on Paulinism is necessarily to a

greater or less extent guided by the need of being in touch with

current speculation and enquiry. Throughout Dr. Bruce's volume
there is evidence that he has made himself acquainted with the

entire literature of the subject, and his singularly impartial and
carefully-thought criticisms of the opinions advanced by other

writers form one of the most instructive elements in his book.

Once or twice, perhaps, these opinions deserved a somewhat fuller

treatment than Dr. Bruce gives them. When a critic of the stand-

ing of Prof. Pfleiderer gives it as his deliberate judgment that

Pauline thought is deeply tinged with Hellenism, we expect some

more detailed refutation than the summary statement, " Speaking

generally, I distrust this whole method of accounting for Paulinism

by eclectic patchwork." This same criticism applies to Dr. Bruce's

treatment of St. Paul's relation to Jewish theology. Apparently

Dr. Bruce has not found this an interesting inquiry, and treats

cavalierly those who believe that the Apostle carried over to

Christianity a good deal he had learned from Gamaliel. There are

other points which, in our opinion, called for fuller treatment.

The objectivity of the vision on the road to Damascus is affirmed

by Dr. Bruce (p. 32 and p. 393), but its bare affirmation in a single

clause without grounds assigned is surely insufficient in the pre-

sent state of criticism. So too, the assertion that Paul conceived

of Christ as human even in the pre-existent state, is no doubt con-

firmed by high authorities ; and yet one expects some more elabo-
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rate statement of evidence than is here vouchsafed. Neither will

all his readers agree with Dr. Bruce in thinking that a complete

account of St. Paul's Christology can be derived from the four

great epistles ; and. while all must admire the ingenuity he has

shown in arranging these epistles in accordance with the doctrine

they severally teach, there lingers in the mind a suspicion that he

has applied just a little pressure to make them fit his scheme.

But, as the book stands, there need be no hesitation in pronounc-

ing it the best treatment of Paulinism we have. Each of the

other well-known writers on the subject has his merits, and will

not soon be superseded ; but in Dr. Bruce's volume there is a

vigour and sympathy in the treatment, a power of cutting down
to the very heart of the subject, a breadth and clearness of view

which give it quite exceptional value, and constitute it a book of

first-rate importance. The remaining portions of his New Testa-

ment Theology will be eagerly expected. [Misprints on pp. 33,

35, 239, 341, should not be allowed to re-appear in a second

edition.]

Prof. Jules Bovon has completed his Tlieologie du Nouvean

Testament by issuing a second volume, which comprises the teach-

ing of the Apostles (Paris, Fischbacher). The character of the

first volume is thoroughly upheld in the second, and the whole
forms a contribution to New Testament theology of substantial

value. The treatment is independent and fresh, and if some of

the opinions expressed must be rejected, there is much which

will be gratefully accepted as permanent increase to Biblical

knowledg'e.
"n"-

Miscellaneous—In Personality Human and Divine, being the

Bampton Lectures for the year 1894, by J. R. Illingworth, M.A.

(Macmillan & Co.), we have one of the most attractive and

important books of our time. The Lecturer aims at a re-state-

ment of the argument from human to divine personality. In

carrying out this aim, he gives us a history of the development

of the conception of human personality, and an analysis

of that conception, and from this passes to a similar treatment

of divine personality. He then proceeds to answer the impor-

tant question, " Why is God not universally known ? " If God
is personal, why is He not universally revealed ? To answer this

question, an examination of the conditions of revelation and of the
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revelation actually made is necessary ; and this involves a fairly

full treatment of religion among savage and non-Christian peoples.

The Lectures close with a powerful argument for the Incarnation

as the adequate and final revelation of the Personality of God. It

is difficult to convey an adequate impression of the freshness and

streno'th of the whole arg-ument. It is conducted with a regard to-

current scientific and philosophical ideas, and the whole problem

of personality, as Avell as of the relation of the human to the

divine personality, has never received so thorough, philosophical,

and convincing a treatment. The conclusiveness of the argument

may he variously estimated ; but no unbiassed critic will deny

that Mr. Illingworth has set the Personality of God in new lights,

and has largely contributed to a final determination of the many
problems sui-rounding his great theme. Even points which have

again and again been handled in books on Theism are here dealt

with in an original and incisive manner ; and throughout the whole

discussion the deepest interest is maintained by the constant occur-

rence of remarks full of penetration and of suggestion. It is a

book which no one can be satisfied with reading once ; it is to be

studied. And if frequent study of it should result in the modifi-

cation of some of its statements, there will inevitably grow in the

mind a sense of indebtedness for many valuable thoughts, and a

deepening admiration of the rare philosophical training, the full

theological equipment, and the singular gi-ace and strength of

treatment recognisable throughout the volume.

From the Wesleyan Methodist Book Room is issued the twenty-

fourth Fernley Lecture. Prof. Findlay was the lecturer, and chose

as his theme Christian Doctrine and Morals viewedin their connexion.

The idea of the book is good, and the method of treatment simple.

The lectui'er briefly unfolds the significance of the central doctrines

of Christianity, the Divine Fatherhood, the Incarnation of the

Son, the Indwelling of the Spirit, Sinand Atonement, Resurrection,

Judgment, and Life Eternal : and each exposition of doctrine is

accompanied by a statement of its beai'ing on morals. Prof.

Findlay has done his work with care and thoroughness. There is

much to be learned from it and no one interested in Chi'istian

ethics should omit its perusal. It is most gratifying to find

a well-printed and really handsome octavo offered to the public

for two-shillings. If the publication is not subsidized, it gives

a much needed example to publishers. But why does so sound

A'OL. X. 30
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.a scholar as Prof. Findlay propagate Westcott's mistake on

p. 47 ?

To the Wesleyan "Books for Bible Students" (Charles H.

Kelly), an excellent addition has been made by Dr. Robert A.

Watson. The subject is Ths Apostolic Age, and it is well-fitted

to be used as a text-book. From. Grermany we have in recent

years received a number of Avorks on this subject, for the most

part too bulky to be used by any but professional students. Dr.

Watson writes with marked independence although with ample

knowledge. He has wisely confined himself to the exposition of

the development of doctrine and of the Church, without attempt-

ing a history of events. So independent and suggestive of fresh

views is Dr. Watson that some of his statements will certainly be

'Called in question. But every reader will be thankful for so

vigorous, fresh, and candid a treatment of the most important

period of the life of Church and doctrine.

In Studies in the History of Christian Apologetics—Neiv Testament

and Post-Apostolic (Messrs. T. & T. Clark), Di-. James Macgregor,

of Oamaru completes his jilea for the Christian Religion. It

is a healthy and vigorous—perhaps superabundantly vigorous

—

treatise. Dr. Macgregor thinks poorly of gladiators as fighting

men in serious warfare, but he constantly appears to his reader as

ra gladiator, ready with his weapons, a trained and skilled fighter,

delighting in the game, and a shade ruthless in antagonism.

Neither Baur nor Strauss gets quite fair treatment at his hands,

and Prof. Huxley is even misrepresented. Dr. Macgregor does

iiot seem to have seen the very strong statement of Prof. Huxley

against the impossibility of miracle. IS'either can all Dr. Mac-

gregor's reasoning be accepted as decisive. At the same time the

ti'eatment of New Testament Apologetics is novel and suggestive,

and the volume abounds in striking passages and clever

ijioints.

Life and Letters of Erasmus. Lectures delivered at Oxford,

1893-4 by J. A. Froude, Regius Professor of Modern History

(Longmans, Green & Co.).

Prof. Froude has made many notable contributions to English

literature, but he has written nothing Avhich will give greater

pleasure or, it may be said, couA^ey Aveightier instruction than the

present volume. The idea of the book is to let Erasmus speak for

himself. He left behind him an enormous mass of correspondence,
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which tills two folios. This has been sifted, arranged and trans-

lated by the indefatigable industry and skill of Prof. Froude.

Instead of having to attack the unwieldy and discouraging collec-

tion of letters written in Latin and scai'cely edited at all, we can

now turn to this volume, in which we have in a quite brilliant

rendering as much of the correspondence as has significance. It

is an inestimable boon. For, measuring Erasmus' correspondence

with that of many great letter-writers, such as Augustine or

Jerome, we should say that none so vividly reflects the times in

which the writer lived or gives such graphic portraits of the con-

temporary great men. But this volume is not a mere translation

of well-chosen passages from Erasmus ; Prof. Eroude by a well-

considered stream of narrative keeps us in touch with the progress

of events and lends significance to each quotation. The result is a

volume in which we are conveyed to historical knowledge in the

most easy of vehicles. A volume which brings us more effectually

into touch with a past period of history, or which gives greater

intellectual enjoyment it would be hard to name.

Sermoxs.—Among Sermons the first place must be given to C/uis-

tiau Doctrine, a Series of Discourses by R. W. Dale, LL.D., Bir-

mingham (Hodder and Stoughton). In an intei'esting Preface

Dr. Dale explains the origin of these Discourses. He takes us

from the publicity of the pulpit into the privacy of the study,

and discloses to us a little of his method. Sometimes, he says,

he has drawn up in December or January a list of some of the

subjects, ethical or doctrinal, on which he resolved to preach

during the subsequent twelve months. During last year he ex-

pounded the principal doctrines of the Christian Faith, and these

expositions he now publishes. The subjects treated are " The

Existence of God," " The Humanity of our Lord," " The Divinity

of our Lord," "The Holy Spirit," "The Trinity," "Man," "Sin,"

" The Atonement." The result is a book of unusual excellence

and utility. No man knows better than Dr. Dale what our con-

temporaries are thinking about, and what difficulties hinder them

from accepting the beliefs of the Church. And no man is better

able to remove these difficulties. In these discourses Christian

doctrine is presented with extraordinary force and persuasiveness.

But perhaps the chief influence which this publication willhave will

consist in the impression which is inevitably made by the spectacle
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of a man of Dr. Dale's mental calibre and wide knowledge stand-

ing firmly in the old paths. His three chapters on the atonement

will bring light to enquirers. The least satisfactory element in his

theory is his resistance to the idea of automatic penalty. It seems

to us that this resistance introduces some inconsistency into his

exposition. In his treatment of the Divinity of our Lord, Dr. Dale

omits to consider two ideas which trouble many minds at present

in relation to this subject: the immanence of God, and the Mes-

siahship of Jesus. Few departments in theology need more
attention just now than the adjustment of relations between the

Messiahship and the Divinity of our Lord. Must not many pas-

sages which have been thought to carry proof of His Divinity be-

referred to His Messiahship? The development from belief in His.

Messiahship to belief in His Divinity needs to be more cai-efully

traced than as yet has been done. The prevalent idea, too, of the-

immanence of God has a bearing on the personal Divinity of our

Lord Avhich has not yet been estimated Avith distinctness. Dr.

Dale's volume will be widely read and cannot fail to do great good.

Perhaps no class will derive more benefit from it than preachers.

And wherever it is read, there will be awakened not only a feeling-

of gratitude for the earnest and substantial thinking which is here

made public property, but a devout hope that so forcible and

Christian a teacher may long have a voice in the guidance of the-

Churches.

Other volumes of sei'mons which can only be mentioned, although

deserving longer notice, ai'e three additions to Isbister & Go's..

" Gospel and the Age Series." Of these one is by the Editor of

this Magazine, Dr. Hobertson Nicoll, and is entitled Ten Minute-

Sermons. They abound in joassages of rare beauty, and overflow

with devout thought. Another is Dean Spence's Voices and

Silences ; in several of these the preacher warmly advocates views

of Scripture which have recently been somewhat in disrepute. A
third is Labour and Sorrow, by W. J. Knox Little, M.A., Canon of

Worcester. Needless to say these are eloquent ; they are also

well thought out, and throw light on the manner in which Christi-

anity permeates all human life.

To the "Life Indeed" Series, published by Mr. Charles H.

Kelly, Mr. R, Waddy Moss contributes The Discipline of the Sotd,

Some of its Aiins and Methods. It is a volume which, yields more

to a second reading than to a first. There is some stiff and honest
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thinking in the book, and if it does not tell ns much about the

methods of soul-discipline, it certainly turns our attention strongly

to its underlying principles.

—

The Church of the People (Elliot

Stock) contains a selection from a course of sermons on the Church

of England's duty to the people of England, preached at All Saints'

Church, Netting Hill. They are very unequal, the first being the

worst in the volume. Some are written by experts, and are of

great value ; and the collection is of interest as a practical

evidence of the number of points at which the Church of

England is in contact with the needs of the people.

—

In His Steps

is the appropriate title given by Dr. J. R. Miller to a small

volume of counsels to young Christians setting out to follow

Christ. It is simple, forcible, wise, practical. Happily it is now

needless to recommend Dr. Miller's books. This one is published

by Messrs. Andei'son, Oliphant & Ferrier.—Were I asked to name

the volume of sermons recently published which is most alive, and

in Avhich the preacher most directly and effectively addresses his

hearers, I should be disposed to name First Things First, Ad-

dresses to young men, by the Rev. George Jackson, B.A. (Hodder

and Stoughton). There is not a word of padding or commonplace

in them ; not a word that does not tell. To such addresses it is

impossible not to listen, and impossible not to assent.—Mr.

Dawson's Malcing of Manhood, issued by the same publishers, is a

book of similar directness, and exhibiting a like knowledge of

young men, and skill in removing their difficulties and building

up character.

Under the judicious editorship of Professor Salmond the Critical

Bevieio has rapidly risen to the foremost place. There is no

periodical which keeps one so thoroughly abreast of philosophical

and theological literature. The enumeration of articles on various

topics is a feature of the Eevieiv which cannot fail to be highly

appreciated, while the estimates by specialists of current publica-

tions bear evidence of competence and fairness.

—

The Neio World,

published in Boston, although perhaps quite too liberal, is a

magazine which cannot be overlooked. The June number contains

some highly interesting Biblical articles, and one by Holtzmann.

The notices of books are also carefully written.

—

The Classical

Bevieio for November (David Nutt), among several interesting

articles, has one on Robinson's Philocalia of Origen, and; another
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oil Auricli's thorough book on the relation of Christianity to the

Ancient Mysteries.

We have received Preshyteriau Forms of Service issued by the

Devotional Sei-vice Association in connection with the United

Presbytei'ian Church of Scotland (Macniven & Wallace). They

are not intended to be used liturgically, " but are offered merely

as illustrations of the manner in which the various services may
be appropriately conducted under the existing system of public

worship in the United Presbyterian Church." Also, Public

Prayers, by a Congregational minister (Elliot Stock), some of

which are excellent.

To the Expositor's Bible have been added The Pooh of Nmiibers,

by Robert Watson, D.D., a difficult task skilfully accomplished;

and the third and completing volume of Dr. Alexander Maclaren's

valuable exposition of Tlie Pooh of Psalms, which for English

readers may be said to be the best commentary on the Psalter.

Students of the Psalter should also avail themselves, especially if

they be preachers, of Mr. Saunders Dyer's most interesting collec-

tion of illustrations of the use of the Psalms from biography and

history. He calls the volume Psalm-Mosaics, and it is published

by Elliot Stock. The new and revised edition of the late Professor

Robertson Smith's Lectures on the Religion of the Semites, issued by

Messrs. Adam & Charles Black, will receive extended notice in a

future number.

Mr. David Nutt has published The Divine Liturgies of the Fathers

among the Saints, John Ghrysostom and Basil the Great, with that of

the Presanctified, preceded by the Hesperinos and the Orthros, edited,

with the Greek text, by J. IS". W. B. Robertson. This is an

enlarged edition of the liturgies issued some years ago by the

same editor. As historical documents these liturgies are well

worth publishing : and even as aids to devotion they are not

wholly without value. The Greek text is given on one page, an

English translation on the page opposite. Mr. IS'utt has given

them every advantage of clear and legible type, and the general

appearance of the book is attractive. The Greek type is especi-

ally good. The printing lias been done in Leipzig, and besides

the errata indicated in the list, a number of misprints occur not

only in the English but even in the Greek, e.g., on pages 50 and

52.
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The Natural History of the Christian Religion, by William Mack-
intosh, D.D. (Messrs. James Maclehose & Sons), is an extremely

able attempt to eliminate the supernatural from Christianity.

Several attempts of the kind have been made, but he who reads

Dr. Mackintosh's volume reads all, for nothing so specious and in

some respects so powerful has previously appeared. Candour and

fairness of mind are generally discernible in the reasoning, and
while it is to bo hoped that the conclusions arrived at will not

find acceptance, there is much in the argument which calls for

consideration. Certainly it has been carefully considered and the

style is commendably lucid and strong.

Prof. Geden, of Richmond Wesleyan College, has published

(Chas. H. Kelly) Exercises for Translation into Hehreiv, to accom-

pany the Hebrew Grammar of Gesenius-Kautzsch. These will be

found useful to the learner.—Messrs. Asher and Co. publish for

Mr. Arthur Hall Some Affinities of the Hebrew Language in which

he fancies that he proves the common origin of Hebrew and Greek.

Of periodicals we have received the June number of the New
World (Gay & Bird) in which there are several articles worthy

of attention : Holtzmann on Baur's New Testament Criticism
;

Frank Porter on the Religious and Historical uses of the Bible,

and Orello Cone on the Pauline Teaching of the Person of Christ.

—In the Classical Revieio for June Dr. Edwin Abbott writes on St.

John's method of reckoning the hours of the day, and Mr. Percy

Gardner replies to the Review of his Origin of the Lord's Supper.

The Anglican Church Magazine for the same month is also to hand.

The theological literature of France has received some im-

portant additions. Prof. Bovou completes his Thcologie dn Nouveau

Testament by publishing its second volume, containing L'enseigne-

inent des Aputres (Lausanne, Georges Bridel et Cie.). As already

said in these pages, this is a book of first-i'ate quality. The second

volume more than fulfils the promise of the first.—-Prof. Henri

Bois of Montauban publishes a critical essay on the recent dis-

cussion between Sabatier and Godet, in which so many French

theologians have become embi'oiled. This essay is entitled Be la

Connaissaiice Religieuse, and is published by Fischbacher, of Paris.

Prof. Bois' treatment of Revelation, Authority, the Genesis of

Religious Experience, and cognate subjects is. well worthy of

attention.—Prof. Menegoz, of Paris, issues an important work
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on La Theologie de VEpitre anx E.ebreux, a verj complete and
thorough study, which, although its methods are bold, and its

conclusions sometimes unacceptable, must not be overlooked by
any student of Biblical Theology.

Marcus Dods.
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